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      ‘PlayStation 2 has'finally arrived a 
at it! And the mag hasnt even sta 
Ti: month - to quote Dave Pearce = as*been ‘a mad one’. The gaming 

    

    

   
   

  

   

  

   

      

   

   
   

  

   

   

industry has - as Dave would say - ‘larged it’ all over the world, giving 
GM’s reckless and relentless team sleepless nights, near-terminal joypad 

thumb and access to the hottest news since Mrs Cross Bun first aired her 
revolutionary pastries. oS aoe : 

®’ First there was the Nintendo Space World ‘99 shpvygin Tokyo <Nint do's own private games show 
featuring not only the Tong-overdue arrival of the 64D) buf our firt pOp¥yn the new Zelda game too LER ,, : , 

, Pe it ae 

_WNext carne Aggporopesn Computer Tr 
were wheeled out to a baying Blighty (see au 

» And finally, just as this issue was oingl 
And, of course, GM were there togb, . 

No sleep for the ‘wicked’ - e 
Oh, mustn't forget Nintendo's t 
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e | or Microsoft's new PlayStation2 rival console 

With so many exciting develop 
GamesMaster, Britain's Best- 

  

     

  

ments it puts a spring indo? step and joy |p our hearts to be part o 
ulti-Format Games Magazine™. Ye& it's official, we sell more in 

the UK than any rival and we’ nk for our success. After all no other magazine can let 
you know about EVERY development on EVERY gaming platform FIRST! We've no palms to grease or 
backs to slap — apart from yours for reading the mag, of course 

And — perhaps after one more celebratory weekend of Final Fantasy 8 (s& 
~ we'll be preparing to serve up such delights as huge revie 

nt Evil 3, WWF Wrestlemania‘2000 and, of course, the full lowdown on PlayStation 
Mit. fair toasts our crouton to be here. 
Jatin xt month then, have a good one’. 
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The boys are fi 
town — move 
Over Attitine! 

Specift ERM emda SPECIAL! 
Ninty's latestaive: pn 
ftom-Tokyo!- = 

  

         GamesMaster is a Future Publishing 

Magazine, home of these top-selling single- 

        

  

format mags. So we know the score! Re ~F- 

gaging FFOIPOSTERS!)”', | |WIN COOL STUFF! 
Magazinee> Jeepers, creepers it’s more fah | Win yourself year’s supply of  \ae 

Bef posters for your peepers. LU 7m (; | hatteries and top toys too!



Hit Grand Theft Auto’s 
mean streets once again! 

  

  

[24 LL 

It’s here and we've got all the pies : 
and all the news! Our report kicks — 
off the best news section in the hiz. 

a SPECIAL! 

Get cold cash off a Game Boy 

  

     HYBRID ~ 
HEAVEN" 
N64 espionage in Color, Pokemon and your next 
Konami's classi¢#? FA! veo] game at HIV! Worra bargain! ya 

POKEMON.’ ‘ ol 
Nowavailanie in the UK — the greatest 3 
yamingshenomena of all time! Find out 
Diy PoneMmania will have YOU hooked! 

      

    

    

    

  

    

    

NIPPY 
FINGERS! 
Banjo-Kazooie 

Black & White 

C&C Renegade 

Colin McRae 2 

Cool Boarders 

Crash Team Racing 

Dead or Alive 2 

Donkey Kong 64 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

FA Premier League Manager 

Final Fantasy 8 

Gauntlet Legends 

Goldeneye 007 

Gran Turismo 2 

GTA 2 

Hybrid Heaven 

let-X 

Lego Racers 

  

Micro Machines 4 

Mission Impossible 

Music 2000 

Outrigger 

Perfect Dark 

Pokémon 

Prince of Persia 

Puchi Carat 

Ready 2 Rumble 

Ridge Racer 64 

  

uper Mario 64 

stem Shock 2 

onic Trouble 

ony Hawk’s Pro Skater 

Trick le 

Sa
li
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  Unreal Tournament 

World Driver Championship   

  

Brighten your fridge, car hoot or 
any other metallic surface with 
gaming-kind’s top players!    TAAL EANTASL 

oes       

   ets 21 
COMING SOON! ... ... 16 
ARCADE DRAMA... ... 48 

eee wee 

OUTNOW .........114 
BATTERY POWERED! 116 

     

    

BACK ISSUES... ... 69 GRIPCHIMP ...... 118 

SUBSCRIPTIONS... ... 68 G-MAIL ......... 128     

 



“I'm the quickest there is, 
be I’m the slickest there is,. 

Oe. Did | say | was the 
age . quickest there is?” 

es, Allan, you did. 

EDITOR 
“Here's a little something | 
knocked up earlier.” What? ay 
That sly chancer Griffiths g i LEMONADE DRINKER 

is claiming that it was he ' ‘ 
who designed PlayStation2. , e ae 
“| did the ground work on a F ; es. A 
Twix wrapper and then | ciety 
modelled it out of Play Doh 
on my Fuzzy Pumper's 
Barber Shop.” Hmm, DE NIRO ae ¢ i 
sounds feasibile... = ; 2 : rf GAME FIEND 

Hey! Who you 
calling a two : - 
faced Homer. e : wm Ollie gets the fright Zs 
You talking : lof his life when he Fe . REVIEWS 

to me? | can’t discovers be i - 
k. The mu . 5 

see heres ilies a Be Timmy and the 
: xt ay Tiny Tomato - 

Roald Dahl's lost 
“McKinnon’ Non’s gone, masterpiece. To replace Cathy we 4 seein Griffiths is next. If | kee 

d someone who a ep eee por beauty smiling they won't STAFF WRITER 

and talent. We got Steve: Suspect a thing...” 

Dave spends his 

nee weekends waiting at the 

Seetop of beanstalks to be 

Be thwarted by villagers. 

DESIGNER 

FROM THE ART "ip 

“Big up GM ‘ 
masseeve. This 4 

one goes out to all es 

Look isn’t he~ you readers.” Vinny 

loves to large it on a a lovely, ickle... 7 a * 
x ‘ es, weekend. Still, that’s What? No you . u 

can’t hold him. 
beer and pies for you. 

He’s mine | tell 
you. MINE! 

Se‘ I've got to 
catch ’em all!” 

crles Alex. His quest Lead vocalist with MUSICAL LEGEND 

writer who made a = - diagnosied with ‘Deep Purple’ and 
great contribution to rn theiworid Ss founder member 
the mag. And Les. iseases is ceaseless. of rock legends 

‘Gillen’. No? Oh. 

respected games  
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ff Sime 
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& THE SONY PLAYSTATION FEA 

REDESIGNED EXISTING: LEVE 

VERSION SO INTENSE -. AND, ON 

WOULD DARE UNDERMINE 17k Al 
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You want news? 

We got it! Here 
at GamesMaster 

     

  

       
Stories 30 ‘Towers we 
scorching, 

you'll burn your make sure — 
fingers that we bring     

  

you the very 
latest in 
steaming 
hot gaming 

i EW = Le 

PLAYSTATIONZ 1S HERE! 
ff LAUNCH MARCH 4TH 2000 Hl NEW TEKKEN AND GT i THE MOST POWERFUL CONSOLE EVER! & 

PLAYSTATION2 
FINAL SPEC CHECK 
This is the final cut 
when it comes to state- 
of-the-art console 
hardware. Be amazed! 

  

    
Name: PlayStation2 

    

A Note the two USB ports (for 
easy connection to hardware) and Price: 
a network link-up socket. 

Japan: 39,800¥ 
UK: £250 

  

     

  

Released: Japan: 4 March 
2000 
UK: Christmas 
2000 

In the box: Dual-Shock2 
Joypad 
8Mb Memory card 
Demo disc 
AV Cable 
Power lead 

Width 301mm 
Depth 178mm 
Height 78mm 

    

   

    

After months of a : 
revealing those oh-so-i 
in Feb: - awe wiite ly 
unveiled the machine tha 2.1kg 
YOUR PlayStation! 

    

on-demand via an all-new Sony 
service which threatens to 

PlayStation2 
CD-ROM 

. Suffice to say that 
PlayStation2 — that is indeed its 

  

clock/radio but 

    

name — crushes all rival hardware 
‘neath a mighty Sony boot. This 

* will be the most powerful home 
videogame hardware ever created 
by a long chalk! 

Sounds crazy but one of the 
most eagerly awaited parts of the 
announcement was the actual 

we love it. 
One of the most remarkable 

features is the capability of 
mounting the machine on its side, 
making your own personal 2001 
monolith! Quite how the DVDs 
remain in the drive however is 
anyone’s guess. Blue Tak? 

redesign the Intemet. More soon. 
Perhaps the only downers are 

that the machine only features two 
pad ports (eh?), meaning some 
additional Multitap must be in the 
offing, and that it will not make 
Christmas 1999 in Japan, being 
launched instead on 4 March 

Interfaces: 

PlayStation 
CD-ROM 
DVD-ROM 
DVD Movie 

Controller ports (2) 
Memory card 
slots (2) 

GM first laid eyes on the name of the machine! And, almost And YES the machine WILL 2000. However, Sony Europe are AV Multicable 
machine at a disappointingly, it IS called play DVDs out of the box. Seems __ certain that the machine WILL output (1) 
conference at Sony HQ. PlayStation2. Exciting eh?... that our suspicions about Sony make Christmas 2000 in the UK! Optical digital 
However, only 

console and the games 
were unleashed to a PS2- 
barmy media! 

The specs for the machine 
are already well-known 

  

Second on everyone's minds 
was the appearance of the new 
machine. Just look at it! It's the 
coolest thing in the world, like, 
EVER! Dissenting voices have 
compared the new machine to an 
early '80s Bang & Olufsen 

= NOVEMBER 1999 

not wanting to affect DVD 
machine sales too early were 
right. As for the Intemet, as 

rted last month, no modem is 
included but extra hardware, to be 
launched in 2001, which will offer 
not only on-line gaming but video- 

And the price? A not-too-bad 
39,800¥ (£236) which should 
mean a much-desired sub-£250 
price tag in Blighty. So with all of 
this, plus 40 new games for 
the machine, there's reason ) 
to get VERY excited indeed!   output (1) 

USB port (2) 
iLink (IEEE 1- 
394) (1) 
Type 3 PCM- 
CIA slot (1)



SACs NEW ZELDA GAIDEN PICS RELEASED. SEE ’EM NEXT MONTH NEWS 

NEW PAD AND MEMORY CARD | ==>: 
MBANALOGUE THROUGHOUT G@ LAUNCHED BEFORE THE PS2    

A Just look at that new pad! Er... it's 
exactly the same as the old one. 

As reported last month, This pad (packaged with PS2) V The world’s media (inclding GM) ——— 

PlayStation2 works with looks identical to the current were at the launch. Giz a go on it! 

current PlayStation pads model but offers analogue . : 

and memory cards. We features on every button except 

even got it right about the Start and Select buttons. This :¥ = 7 ———— 

there being a new means that the harder you hit the : j Secs 

memory card offering buttons the faster or harder the 

8Mb of storage space fie, on-screen action can be! 

eight times as much as Outstanding! ~~ 7 ; | 

the current card) one of The pad will be launched for - ; | imma’ 

which comes with the PlayStation before PlayStation2 d : * __ \ j 

machine when purchased. though, as yet, no games are || . = 

What no one could foresee lined up to support it during rH) mee eae "3 

was the new Dual-Shock2 joypad! _ it's life with the old machine. a ees sess 

| an BERR EERE ER RRR EE 
g 

14 \ 

ry aw BRAY a & RTE 
a - > % pur Bik * > 3 = "4 

' ~ .s 

ape Sy ‘ 
~ : 2 . 

HERE ARE THE GAMES THAT WERE ANNOUNCED 
ALONGSIDE THE MACHINE. FULL REPORT NEXT MONTH! 

‘Billiard Master 2 (AR td) 

    

= |         

   
           

    

  

        

      

= Armoured Core (Sony) 

    

  

   

        
       

      
    

Eternal Ring (From Software) Baki the Grappler (Tomy) F1 (Video System) 

    

   

    
     

     1Q Remix (Sony) 

5 Pt = - al _— — 

; : rs : 

Densha De Gp ag Gradius (Konami) — a 

i Onimusha (Capcam) 
a |. phi . 

N 

    

   TpkkenTag (Wamco) a 

Street FillitercEX 3 (Capcom) 

~ guts 

   
           

     

[ BF 

» The Bouncer (Square) > X-Fire (Electronte Arts) 

  

| Roadsters Trophy 2000 (Titus) 

 



e STOP PRESS © DREAMCAST SALES PASS $132 MILLION IN AMERICA 

GAMING EXTRAVAGANZA 
GAMESIMASTER GOES MAD AT ECTS 
IS THE PREMIER LEAGUE OF GAMES COMPLETELY REVEALED Hl 
September 5th - 7th, three days of utter gaming 
madness struck Olympia in London as the entire 
gaming industry descended to show off their 
wares. Son 
for the firs 
everywhere. Wahey! 
Despite a few big name 
absences (Sega, 
Activision and EA to name 
but three], there was 
more than enough to keep 
us game freaks glued to 
the various consoles for 
three days. 

Sony immediately impressed 
everyone with running demos of 
PlayStation2 games plus enough 

world of games, ~ 
all under one 
roof, Amazing 

MICROSOFT CONSOLE! 
BILL GATES GOES TO WAR WITH SONY 
ME TOP SECRET PROJECT 
MBRIVAL TO SONY AND NINTENDO 
Rulers of the world, Microsoft, are due to make 
a Surprise entry into the games console market 
with their own set-to 

and Nintendo went head-to-head 
time in years and new games were 

PlayStation games to prove there 
is a lot of life left in the old 
machine yet. Gran Turismo 2 was 
pulling in huge crowds who were 
fighting for a go. 

Nintendo weren't going to 
take it all lying down though with 
impressive showings from the long 
awaited Donkey Kong 64 and the 
even more long awaited Perfect 
Dark. And While Sega weren't 

box. It is currently using 
the working title - X-Box Cooooh!). 

This will end rumours that 
Microsoft were to take 
over Sega, but may alter 
the companies 
relationship after their 
close work with the 
Dreamcast launch. 

It's been a top secret project 

for a long time and Microsoft hope 
to release it in the Autumn of the 
year 2000, to go head-to-head 
with both Sony's and Nintendo's 
next-gen machines. Rumours are 
that it will have a SOOMHz Intel 
processor coupled with a powerful 
graphics card like a Voodoo 3. It 
will use DVD discs and you'll be 
able to watch DVD movies on the 
system as well. 
One advantage it has over Sony 
and Ninty efforts is that it will be 
able to directly handle PC 
designed games. While the other 

. two consoles require expensive 
specific development systems, 
developers will simply be able port 
PC stuff straight on to the X-Box 
with very little effort. 
The big console war has suddenly 
got a bit more interesting. So will 
we be the winners or the 
losers? Only time will tell. pi 

var NOVEMBER 1999 

there in person there were more 
than enough Dreamcast games on 
offer on some of the third party 
stands to keep everyone talking 
about the launch. 

A lot of games got exclusive 
behind closed doors showings, but 
don't worry, we got behind all 
those closed doors to bring them 
to you. Black & White from 
Lionhead and the inevitable Tomb 
Raider 4 weren't on general view, 
but we played them and will tell 
you all about it during the next six 
pages. So let's take a look at 
the games and machines that #F 
are set to rock the world. ; 

A The Sony circus. 

va 

A The size of the thing! 

‘A Pokémon mountain, 

A The gorgeous ladies. 

A Along side the various games, there 
was a gratuitous use of dancing girls. 

A One massive Pikachu. 

A Game Boys for days. 

GRAN TURISMO 

GRAN TURISMO 2   
A These prancing comrades are leading 
the Dance Dance Revolution.



S/STOPIPRESS'S! RESIDENT EVIL LIGHT GUN GAME COMING FOR PSX! 

  

AND ABOUT TIME TOO!" 

HS NAMCO’S PSX RACER HITS THE N64 

  

One of PlayStation’s launch games finall 
it onto the other console to 
a racing sim to shout about. 

At last months ECTS we 
got a chance to play a 
one track demo and the 
news is that is has been 
completely NG4-ified. The 
one track available was 
brand new, So it is safe to 

say that the N64 version 
is not a direct port of the 
PSX original, more a 
combination of the best 
bits of the series. 

The conversion was done by 
Nintendo's own American 
development team NST and 
consequently a lot of the the 
Namco Japanese clean cut cool 
has been lost. As such, the demo 
GM played was not too 
impressive. The handling was 
awkward as the power slides were 
difficult to control and the graphics 
had the usual N64 cloudiness as 
the expansion pack was not put to 

use. But that said, even a half 
baked Ridge Racer will be better 
than the majority of N64 racers. 

HANDY HANDHELD 
ACCESS THE NET! Gi NET GAMING! 

  

Just as everyone was 
getting used to the 
novelty of the Game Boy 
Color, Nintendo have 
announced a new 
handheld that should be 
hitting the UK in time for 
next Christmas. 

The Game Boy Advance (that 
name will almost certainly change) 
has been co-developed with a 
British company who have 
provided a 32-Bit RISC processor 
for the unit. The list of features is 
seemingly endless but the most 
impressive is the way it can be 
connected to a mobile phone to 
access the Internet, allowing you 
to send e-mail and even play 

    

Nintendo's epic Goldeneye 
007 sequel Perfect Dark has 
slipped until March next 
year. The delay is so that 
Rare can implement new 
features and make the 
game as good as they 
possibly can. But don’t 
panic, Nintendo still have 
Jet Force Gemini and 
Donkey Kong 64 lined up 
and ready to release in time makes 
for Chrimbo. nally give the N64 

The final version of the game will 
have 20 different cars to collect 
and a load of completely new 
tracks for drivers to pelt round. 
What is definitely a PlayStation 
topper is the fact that the N64 
version offers four-player action 

  

A Four way Ridging. N64 

      

   

   

  

and a two player cooperative tops the PlayStation for 

mode. We'll have more on this mutti-play action with its 
high octane title as soon as extra oomph for huge split- 
the code hits our office. py screen modes. 

Continuing on the slippage 
theme, Sony's FIFA beater This 
is Football is also going to miss 
the silly season. Sony are 
claiming that they have too 
many games and couldn’t give it 
the attention it deserved, 
although the clever money is on 
them not wanting to go head-to- 
head with the new FIFA game. 
It’s now scheduled for February. 

V Hmmm. You can just about tell it’s 
Ridge Racer but why didn’t they let 
Namco handle the conversion? 

A The power slides are 
there but were a little 
awkward to control. 
<4 Recognise this track 
from the original? Oh 
the memories. 

       

   

  

Eidos are joining the army of 
companies releasing Formula One 
games during the next few months 
with their take on the official 
license. The game, due out on 
PlayStation and PC is still in 
development and while fun, 
doesn’t look quite as polished as 
the latest Psygnosis effort. But 
no doubt they will be working 
on that as we speak. 

multi-player games on-line. With a 
new digital camera add-on that's in 24 

the works, you will also be able to D , 
see who you are playing. Spooky! — & 

At the same time as o 
announcing this, Nintendo have ( Bs 
announced that they are setting 
up a new company with Konami 
(of Metal Gear Solid and ISS 
fame) that will focus exclusively 
on developing games for the 
Game Boy Advance and the 
upcoming Dolphin machine. The 
Japanese should be getting it in 
August next year (although 
Nintendo can be unreliable with 
their release) and Mario creator 
Mr Miyamoto will also be 2 5 ! Ni ie | H 0 LD [J B ] 

a 

rr ME BUT IT'LL BE WORTH THE WAIT 

  

DE STAR WARS 
Sega's red hot AM3 
development department 
are working on a new Star 
Wars coin-op based on the 
pod racing scene in   

  

ieee 
ia — 

A The evolution of the Game Boy from black and white brick to Slim-Fast Color. But what 
next for the worlds favourite portable games box. 

September 23rd, the 
much vaunted date of the 
launch of the Dreamcast 
has come and gone, but 
Sega’s saviour still didn’t 
appear for sale in the 
shops in the the UK. 

Taking the blow on the chin, 
Sega immediately placed the 
blame on poor old BT for the 
three week slip to October 14th, 

claiming that they had to wait until 
the servers and hardware were in 
place so that the modem could be 
used from day one. What this 
does mean though is that there 
should be more games available 
at launch and you will be able to 
use all the on-line facilities straight 
away. So place your orders 
now before the consoles 
start flying off the shelves. 

NOVEMBER 1999 {<= - 

Episode One: Phantom 
Menace. A dreamcast 
version will be released 
simultaneously in Japan. 
The game will use the 
Naomi board allowing a 
quick and easy conversion. 
No release dates yet but we 
should see a version in the 
UK sometime late next year. 

 



NEWS *STOP/PRESS'*) SQUILLIONS OF HOT REVIEWS NEXT MONTH! BE THERE! 

HITMAN 
FIDOS’ LATEST ROCKS ECTS! 
I STEALTHY ASSASSIN FEST Hl JOIN THE MURDER CLUB cut Rospical 

waiting lists, 

Your mission? To find out 60 | did... 
This one’s the why before you wind up 
best of all my dead as a doornail. 

bonsai! The developers IO Interactive 
have carefully roasted a fine blend 
of stealth, strategy and shooting 
for this PC title which boasts an 
advanced game engine enabling 
them to produce some the most 
intricately detailed environments 
ever seen in a game. 

The game has a similar street 
smart and hip atmosphere to 
Kingpin combined with futuristic 
chic which certainly makes it a 
looker. However, the real work of A Agame 
genius is the games sophisticated __ that leads you 
Al. All your enemies can speak, into society's 
see, hear and interact with other seedy side. 
game characters and the No room 
environment. There are 80 for goodie 
characters included in the game goodies here. 

Revealed at ETCS was the latest 3D adventure and each one has been given skills 
game from Lara publishers Eidos. In Hitman, as and behaviour specific to them. 

e title would suggest, you are a hired gun As the success of games like 
carrying out hits for an mysterious Kingpin and GTA show, we just > The 
underground agency. can't get enough of being naughty atmosphere 
However, just like many targets. As the plot in a violent and criminal way so is sort of 
vegetables, you have develops you start to the future looks particularly bright Blade Runner 
been genetically modified piece together your for Hitman. Unfortunately we'll meets . 

by a top team of murky past and soon have to wait till early next Kingpin. With 
scientists - who just discover that it is you that year before we have a . a touch of 
happen to be your next has become the hunted. chance to get our mitts on it. Bg day-glo. 

Wipeout 3, meanwhile, was 
programmed by Psygnosis’ Leeds 
studio — who had nothing to do 
with the previous two titles in the 

| series. So, the originators of the 
seminal Wipeout have gone on to 
do... er... a flying/shooting game. 

As you'll have gathered from 
the screens, Jet-X looks scarily 

] like another dull PC flight sim. But 
a fear not, young gamesmeisters, 

HE WIPEOUT — NOW WITH WINGS! Bh esserst eon" 
The six-strong team behind 

In much the same way as Wrestlemania 2000 the game have let little slip. You 
isn’t the actual follow-up to WWF Attitude, take control of a jet fighter — be it 
Wipeout 3 isn’t quite the sg ig sequel to 2097. = anF-18 Hornet or MIG-29 — and 
instead, that accolade goes to Jet: X. “Jet take to the skies for frenzied 
what?” you cry. Listen carefully... races, battles and dogfights. It has 

been picked up by Infogrames 
Following the famed development team behind who are looking at a release early 
demise of Psygnosis in Wipeout and 2097 left to next year. 

form Curly Monsters... In many ways it's the logical 
: successor to the Wipeout titles. It 

appears to take the same basic 
formula but combines it with a 
dose of present-day realism. The 
use of actual fighter planes and 
realistic physics should make it 
resemble a ‘real-life’ Wipeout. It's 
going to have to be pretty special 
to rank alongside the ace 
Wipeout 3 though. Lots 
more on this next month. i) 

A Jet-X hopes to bring a bit of sex 
appeal and oomph to the usually 
stuffy flight simulator genre. 

Play from the cool-tooking in-cockpit Re : oo ; 
view and bette Man Val from Top Gun. > Instead of futuristic Wipeout ships, 
Pilg s ; this uses present day fighter planes.  



  

S/STOPIPRESS/®) NEO GEO POCKET COLOR PRICE CUT TO £59.99 AT LAUNCH! 

FIRST ACTION SPIN OFF FROM C&C 

83D ACTION SET IN C&C UNIVERSE i THE C&C OMMANDO GOES SOLO! & 
When it comes to PC strategy games, there’s 
one name at the top of a very large heap: 
Command & Conquer. It’s five years since the 
original was released and now Westwood are 
about to use the C&C le a! to run rampage 
through the battlefield o 3D action games. 

  

Ca€ Renegade Is Nod or hijack a harvester to sneak 
Westwood’s take on a into an enemy base. 
genre previously Multi-player games will of 
dominated by the likes of course be supported and along 
Soldier of Fortune and with a number of deathmatch 
Hidden & Dangerous. You variations, there will also be 
take the role of a one- strong focus on team games. 

Additionally, there's an intriguing 
game where you have to capture 

Dr Moebius - a sort of capture- 
the-moving-flag. From what we 
saw of the game at ECTS, 
Renegade is well on the way to 
living up to the high 
expectations and it’s due for BH 
release in the spring. 

Your goal, on behalf of the 
Global Defence Initiative, is to 
thwart the nefarious Brotherhood 
of Nod (stop sniggering at the 
bach) using guile, cunning and a 
monstrous arsenal of weaponry. 
You'll also have over a dozen 
vehicles from the C&C universe at 
your disposal, so you'll be able to 
nip round the battlefield on 
everything from rocket bikes to 
flame-throwing tanks. Developers 
Westwood also promise a host of 
exotic locales plus some 
innovative gameplay — enabling 
you to plant C4 in a Temple of 

    

   

  

   

                          

   

A Now you can get down and dirty on 
the C&C universe's battlefields! 

W Rather than the usual detatched, distance and sober strategy, the latest C&C will 
be in your face with a whole new action mix. It's the thinking mans shoot-em-up! 
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A GAME BOY OR 
GAME BOY COLOR 

a POKEMON FOR GANie buYer= Th Oa 

  

   
   

  

   
   

    

    
   
     

    

       
       

   
    

  

1 conpitions: CONDITIONS: 
I ¢ This voucher entitles you ° Valid until 31/12/99 Publishing, HMV, their | ¢ This voucher entitles you Only one voucher per agencies or 

to a saving of £5 off a Only one voucher per ncies Or anyone directly to a saving of £5 off any transaction. Cannot be connected wit 
   nected with the of 

hotocopied, damaged or      

    

N64, PC or PlayStation ] used in conjunction with any 
game priced £34.99 or other voucher or promotion 

¢ Photocopied, da transaction. Cannot be 
defaced vouchers used in conjunction with any 

Game Boy or Game Boy 
Color and/or £3 off a copy 

     
       

    

  

   

        
l of Pokemon for the Game other voucher or promotion defaced vouchers will not I more at participating * Offer is not open to be accepted 

Boy at participating * Offer is not open to be accepted HMV stores. employees of Future * Cash value 0.001p 

l HMV stores employees of Future * Cash value 0.001p l ¢ Valid until 31/12/99. Publishing, HMV, their 
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GAME BOY RIVE 
GT have announced that they 
have recruited Crawfish to 
produce a Game Boy Color 
version of their smash hit PC 
and PlayStation game Driver. 
It'll retain all the missions and 
gameplay elements of those 
versions, but will obviously have 
to lose some of those incredible 
mens: The game will be out 

Chrimbo. More news 
next month. 

  

whew 

d VG GT 
Eidos have confirmed that they 
are bringing out a sequel to 
first-person stealthy steal-em-up 
Thief. The game will feature 
improved control and audio 
trickery to increase the tension 
and help the gameplay along. 
Details are scant but we're 
hoping to bring you a full 
update next month. 

  

    

  

THEY De 
the moment 

considering delaying the release 
of the Neo Geo Colour 
to make sure that they have 
enough stock to keep everyone 
happy. They feel if they 
launched at the original date 
there could be shortages 
However, it will still come out 
before Christmas with an 
impressive array of full colour 
games, including a stunning 
soccer title. — news just in 
— rather than going head to 
head with the Game Boy price- 
wise they've plumped for a 
jus) cheaper £59.99 price tag. 
daring move and one which 

we thoroughly approve of. 

  

wet Pie & i 
Rumours abound that the telly 
side of Sony are not too happy 
with the huge success that 
SCEE had with the PlayStation 
and are taking over the 
manufacture and selling of the 
PlayStation2! This will leave 
SCEE with the sole job of 
pushing the software side of 
things. SCEE are unlikely to just 
hand over the reigns though so 
a bit of in-fighting at the mighty 
Sony corp in Japan for control 
of Sony’s most lucrative wing 
will be breaking out soon no 
doubt. It won't affect the launch 
of the machine though. 

 



  

BLACK & WHITE 
ME ULTIMATE GOD-SIM HM PC GAME OF THE SHOW Gl INCREDIBLE Al BAFFLES CREAR 

e STOP PRESS e MORE POKEMON ON THE WAY — POKEMON PINBALL SOON 

Peter Molyneux, of Theme Park, Populous and 
Dungeon 
since he left Bullfrog 

‘eeper fame, has been curiously quiet 
. But at ECTS he unveiled 

his new masterpiece behind locked doors to GM 
- the ultimate God RPG, Black & White. 

DC ATTITUDE MYSTERY! 
ATTITUDE DEVELOPERS PRODUCE GREAT CONVERSION BUT WHERE’S THE LICENCE?! 
[I WILL THEY OR WON'T THEY? Gl DC WWF GAME IN LINBO! Gal 
First the good news. Acclaim have converted 
their fantastic 
run on Sega’s bran 
Dreamcast. Hurrah! 

Now the bad news. As we 
reported a couple of 
issues ago, Acclaim have 

lost their precious WWF 
license to rival US 
developers THQ, (while EA 
have picked up WCW). 
Acclaim’s ownership of 
the Holy license ends on 
the 15th November after 
which they won’t be able 
to release any games 
using the WWF franchise. 

So how in Big Daddy's name, 
are they going to get Attitude on 
the Dreamcast before the cut off 
point when the conversion is no 
where near completion? 

We could find that we have 
two WVF games being released 

rand new game, WWF Attitude, to 
ox of tricks, the 

by two separate developers at the 
same time. But GM can't see the 
release going ahead unless there 
happens to be a loophole in the 
licensing contract that excludes 
next-generation consoles. And 
that isn't too likely. 

If the game isn't released, it 
will a great loss to both wrestle 
fans and gamers. GM managed to 
get a glimpse of the game in 

action and were completely 
clothes-lined. If you think the 
PlayStation version was pretty 
special, it's nothing compared to 
the DC action. All the grippling 
and grappling was lightening quick, 
incredibly smooth and looked so 
real it was all a bit spooky. 
THQ were responsible for the very 

You're the. Daddy now! 

Taking the role of a God, 
worshiped by minions all 
over the land, you have 
to control creatures and 
get them to do your 
bidding to progress 

average WCW Nitros and 
Thunders which failed to set the 
world alight and we can only hope 
that they do a little better with 
WWF. (Their first effort WWF 
Wrestlemania 2000 can be seen 
on page 34.) 

Rumour has it that Acclaim 
are doing their best to obtain the 
rights to the ECW franchise, but 
there is a possibility that they 
could find themselves 
without a license at all. 

However, there is no way you 
can conceive of the kind of goings 
on in Black & White. The Al has 
been developed in such a way 
that even the developers 
themselves are spotting creatures 
doing things they never knew 
were possible. 

The graphics are already looking 
awesome, including a special 3D 
glasses mode that has to be seen 
to be believed. Black & White is a 
true gaming epic, whichever way 
you look at it, taking themes 
explored in games like Populous 
with elements of Tamagotchi 
(amazingly) and pushing them to 

  

their ultimate limits on current 
technology. 
The gameplay comes in the form 
of other Gods (computer or 
human controlled) who are looking 
to take over your turf by sending 
in creatures to fight your own. 
This exposes cool new elements 
as the damage your creature 
takes stays with him throughout 
his life. 
With Molyneux and his team 

pushing back the boundaries of 
gameplay, graphics and controls, 
Black & White is on course to 
become one of the most 
talked about games ever. 

V The Dreamcast version of WWF Attitude is set to be the best-looking wrestling 
game ever. But the question is, will Acclaim be allowed to release it? 

 



  

e STOP PRESS © SEGA RALLY TEAM TO DEVELOP DANCING GAME FOR DC! 

  

      

     

  

   

ITS THE LITTLE PEOPLE 
MICRO MACHINES 4 
I MACHINES ARE OUT EE JOGGERS ARE IN 
= —= Micro Machines V3 ma 

e but it’s one of the best multi- 
tation games around. Alon 

Breakers it still ranks as a 
buying a Multitap. Your rea 

Piay: 

Micro Machines 4 differs 
from a successful - and 
previously somewhat 
logical - top-down racing 
formula in that there 
aren’t actually any micro 
machines in it. Wha?... 

It's a novel concept, and not 
necessarily a good one — more 
later. Instead, what you get is a 
choice of eight RUNNERS, with a 
further four to unlock through your 
skill. Each character has their own 

special abilities including karate 
chops, tornadoes and, ahem, 
fireball farts. How downright rude. 

It's played in exactly the same 
way as the original driving games 
(ie, steer left right and hit the ‘go’ 
button) so picking it up is a cinch. 

The version we played at 
ECTS had some curious handling 
in which you skidded round 
corners as if you were a figure 
skater who'd had their inner ear 
removed. There was an 

RETURN OF TH 
IS COLIN MCRAE 2 BH IT’S LOOKING TASTY 
Colin McRae is back! We’re not entirel 

  

be showing 
layer 

with Circuit 
reat reason for 

ly ought to get it in. uses 

unpleasant lack of traction and, by 
not having the vehicles of old ro 
look at, no way of quickly telling 
which way your were facing and 
thereby applying power in the 
opposite direction to keep you on 
track. Still, the 32 courses look to 
be as creative and imaginative as 
ever and, if you can get over the 
trauma of not having those little 
tanks in the game anymore, 
Micro Machines 4 should fh 
still prove to be top fun. ) Soon you'll be able to hear the pitter 

patter of tiny feet in your own room. 

A lts got the same domestic settings all 
made to look huge due to your tiny size. 

sure 

where he’s been, although we suspect it’s behi 
the wheel of some grubby rally car. But old Colin 
hasn’t been idle though: once again he lends his 
name to a bit of virtual rallying. 

The emphasis this time 
though moves from 
Subaru to McRae’s 
current Ford Focus team. 

A refined graphics engine 
allows for added detail, higher 
speeds and more realistic looking 
vehicles. The version on show 

     
    

The classic 2D 

PRINCE OF PERSI 
I THE FRESH PRINCE Ml SWASHES BUCKLED 

behind closed doors at ECTS was 
very early, and only a handful of 
tracks were playable. One 
particularly memorable course was 
incredibly twisty and turny, with 
much of the track being right 
on the edge of a cliff-top — 
often with no safety barriers. 

Here’s Colin’s Ford Focus, lovingly 
realised with the new engine. 

    

<4" You know, 
e} think I'll take ¢ 

stairs”. The Pri 
r | quickly rethin 

Fi] his travel 
arrangements. 

platformer returns with an 
added dimension. But as Tomb Raider was 
described as a ‘3D Prince of Persia’, is Prince 
of Persia just Tomb Raider in a turban? 

Well the news from ECTS 
is that the new 3D Prince 
is more concerned with in 
yer face action than Lara 
type exploring. Rather 
than looking for trouble, 
trouble looks for you as 
you have to negotiate   

past bone shattering 
drops, deadly booby traps 
and narked guards. 

The developers Red Orb have 
been careful to keep the unique 
atmosphere and trademark fluid 
animation which made the original 
so successful, but this time the 
Prince’s movements have been 

V Compare these three dimensional 
lovelies to these old 2D actions shots. 

hand-animated rather than motion 
captured. 

from POP 2 with the Prince 
attempting to rescue his bride 
from clutches of the evil King 
Assan (he of the baggy pants) 
with swashbuckling action 
spread over 15 exotic Persian 
levels full of eastern promise. 

  

The story follows on directly os prtinns 3 F J ee vw 

     



    

The mad sweaty carnival of ECTS has come 
and gone for yet another year, leaving us all 
a little battle weary and rough round the 
edges. But, it has provided an invaluable 
insight into what we can expect to arrive on 
the British games market in the near future. 
And, with the inclusion of all those gleaming 
new Dreamcast titles, it would be fair to say 

that gamers have never had it so good. 

Turn to page aes for more news on 

the most eagerly awaited console in 
the history of the world. Ever. 

  

    

Tarzan Ulamane 
- Rainbow Six — Take Two 
UEFA Striker Aifagrames! 
Mortal Kombat Gold — GTI 

Tenchu “Platindni 
Chocobo Races ==‘ Square 
Duke Nukem Zero Hour Guam 

~ Mortal Kombat Gold GTI 
Rainbow Six _ “Take Two 
Raven War > * GT | PC] 
UEFA Striker (atagrames® [pte] 

“Mortal Kombat Gold — GTI | DC] 

GTA (Take two ee} 
Evel Knievel — Take Two 
Mortal Kombat Gold ci 3) GBI 
Revolt > Acclaim 
Star Wars Racer Pinie | GBI 

Final Fantasy 8 Sony 
Dreamcast "Sega 7 ea 

~ Sonic Adventure — Sega 
Virtua Fighter 3tb Sega (eg 
Trick Style ~~ Sega 

Sega Rally 2 a] DC! 
Powerstone — Sega 

Incoming [Sega Ia 
Blue Stinger Sega 

Tarzan HE IE 
Pharaoh Cryo 

Defiance TakeTwoe 
Destruction Derby 3. THE. 

Lucky Luke SPR 
“ioe Evolution ERG. 
Hot Wheels jE EA 

~ Dune 2000 =o EA 
Master of Monsters _ ae 

“Earthworm Jim 3D _—sInterplay 
EPGA Golf ERG 

3D UltraPool  =—sGierra 
3D UltraRC Racing (Se ie 

You can't launch a new machine 
without some kind of fist-in-face 
action. And Tekken is providing that. 

3D Ultra Trains oo a ee 
Pro X Racer Activision 

Rayman 2 ‘Ubisoft 
Toy Commander Sega 

Cool Boarders Bun [SSQamNNNN EbYe] 
Rayman 2 Ubisoft 

Earthworm Jim 3D “Interplay 
Tetris 64 THE 

Music 2 -C/masters 
Smurfs Infogrames 

Worms: Armageddon [GGnanGel 
Ronin Blade Konami 

GTA 2 eke 2 
Special Forces EA 

Champ Motorcross [RGR 
Nascar 2000 EA 
Xena Warrior Princess (SSR 
GTA2 Take 2 
House of the Dead 2 [SGN Eble] 
Resident Evil 2 Virgin 

Twelve Tales Conker 64 (EER 
Worms: Armageddon _ Infogrames 

Constructor ‘Sony 
This Is Football Sony 
Lego Rock Riders ‘Lego 

Lego Racer Lego 

Destrega ‘Sony 
Fighting Force 2 Eidos 

Shao Lin bc ae 
Um Jammer Lammy Sony 
Carmageddon SOs 
South Park Acclaim 

EPGA Golf EREDE 
Lego Racer Lego 

Starcraft 64 “Havas 
Bomberman Quest Virgin 
Jimmy White’s Cueball S IPIe] 
Dukes of Hazzard GTI | PC) 

The Sims | lL 
Giants Virgin Be) 
Blade lntegrames| 
Quake 3: Arena Activision’ 

Midnight GT i ae 
Asterix Infogrames 

Battlezone 2 (Activision 

Le Mans 24 Hour EA 

Spyro the Dragon 2 [GRpRN 

GAMCSMASTeCR'S CSSCNTIAL GAMING CALENDAR 
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19th 

19th 

19th 

19th 

19th 

19th 

19th 

19th 

19th 

19th 

19th 

19th 

19th 

19th 

19th 

A new Zelda pone avons want to 
bet against this one selling gazillions 
of copies on day one? Nope.   

Beatmania “Konami 
FIFA 2000 EA 

Bugs Bunny Infogrames 
Prince Naseem Boxing C/Masters 

Get Bass Fishing ee 
F1 Racing Sim Ubisoft 
Hot Wheels Racing Eee 
Alien Fox 

FIFA 2000 po 
Demolition Racer Infogrames 

Cyber Tiger tet 
Indiana Jones: Infernal LucasArts 

No Fear Biking “C/Masters © 
Nightmare Creatures 2 Kalisto 

Track & Field ‘Konami 
Worms: Pinball Infogrames 

WWF Attitude ‘Acclaim: ~~ (Pe 
Street Fighter Alpha 3 Capcom 

Red Dog ‘Sega Ed 
Ultimate Football Havas 

Worms rae 
Mario Golf 
Nightmare Creatures 2 ee 
Alien Resurrection Fox 

Medal of Honour CRs 

Apocalypse Platinum 

Alien Resurrection aoe ee 
Police Quest SWAT 3 Sierra 
Track & Field ‘Konami [Kez] 
Mr Nutz Infogrames 

Worms nnearariesy [el] 
Mission Impossible Infogrames 
Jimmy White’s Cueball Mees KC) 
Magical Tetris | GB} 
Premier Manager 2000 pon 
Fear Factor Eidos 

Ready 2 Rumble IMidwayo) 

Chef's Luv Shack Acclaim 

Super Smash Bros Unless 4 
Armourines Acclaim 

Mario Artist and Camera (ES 
Banjo Tooie THE 

Nuclear Strike nO 
Ready 2 Rumble Midway 

Space Invaders (Activision ~ 
Chef's Love Shack = Acclaim 
Turok Rage Wars ‘Keclaim 

Le Mans 24 Hour Infogrames 
Half Life Team Fortress 2 (SRS Bie} 

ar 

Y64DD _ |Nintendo} N64 
Look, it does exist, we've seen it. And 
pretty soon, Japanese gamers will be 
playing on it. We never will though.    



    

   

    

     

    

    

THe DREAMCAST FINALLY TOUCHES DOWN! | 

(0171) 344 5000 
Moreau House, 112-120 
Brompton Road, 
Knightsbridge, London 
SW3 1JJ 

(01895) 456 700 
Gemini House, 133 High 
Street, Yiewsley, 
West Drayton, Middlesex 
UB7 7QL 

       

  

Ss ae ‘ 
Sea fs - MOCT Final Fantasy 8 PSK 

It may have been delayed, but that just Already staking its claim as one of 
means even more great games will be _ the finest games that has ever been 
ready for the launch of the year! produced. Find out why. 

‘Half Life Expansion Pack Sierra = [—fZ@ TBC ‘Theme Park 2 ee PC “Slave Zord RZ Laas 
er 

Vampire 

Ronaldo Football 

‘hooty2 bie A 
“Supreme Snowboarding | 

22M Rayman? 
26th Formula 9) Eidos 
26th Nee 
26th ‘Knockout Kings 200° EA 
26th ae ” [PSK 
26th PSX 
26th rc ae 
26th "Vigilante 8: 2nd OF BB Activision. PSX 
26th Waterg Cen SION | PSX 

26th N64 
26H Knockout Kings 2000 SN IX 
26th |SouithiParkRally 7] Acclaim [=z 
26th Vigilante 8: 2nd Offense (XGRWISTN | N64 

26th [hes 
26th SEL CG cic 

South Park Rally <a ze 

      

     

   

   
(01483) 579 399 
The Mana House, Unit 1A, 
Guildford Business Park, 
Guildford, Surrey 
GU2 5AG 

    

19th 
19th          

            

   

    

   

  

   

  

   

(0118) 920 9100 
2 Beacontree Plaza, 

Gilette Way. Reading 
Road Rash liad RG2 DBS 

GranTurismo 2 SOU 
17th I eS 
18th Co ‘i 
TBC 
TBC 
TBC 

TBC 10S = 
nquest Frontier Wars Interplay 

(01926) 814 132 

Lower Farm House, 
Stoneythorpe, 
Southam, Warks 
CV33 ODL 

    
(01332) 297 797 
55 Ashbourne Road, Derby 
DE22 3FS 

  

     
TBC 

TBC 

     
   
    

(01785) 810 838 
Stafford Road. 
Stone, Staffs 
ST15 ODG       

Lords of the Realm 3 : i Siena 

  

    (0181) 636 3000 
Wimbledon Bridge House 
1 Hartfield Road, 
Wimbledon, London 
SW15 1PR 

  

4th 
4th      

THOUS 
| Infogrames Me 

erplay 

   
   
   
    

  

      

(01753) 549 442 
90 Heron Drive, 
Langley, Berks 
SL3 8XP 27th Niel 00 EA N64 

TBO™ Resident Evil Mirgin GB 

TBC ‘Street Fighter Alpha REE GB 

TBC Mahal hale Cueball es | PSX 

TBC 

Millennium Soldier “tage : 

Official F1 Racing IBitnaRnS PSX 

(0181) 343 7337 
The Spires. 677 High 
Road. North Finchley, 
London 
N12 0DA 

  

    

TBC | Die Hard Tilogy 2 : 

TBC ' “ae {PSX 
TBC Cra rash eodicoe: & Say j 

  

   
   

      

   

    

   

  

(0114) 263 9900 
The Green House, 33 
Bourdon Street, Sheffield 
S1 4XA 

Resident Evil 2 DC 
Marvel Vs Capcom eepccm | DC 

ee ee Ee 
ea Tee 

EUGSEATEM 
A A 

Ke 
Carma 3: Death Race a 
Dark Reign 2 P/ctivicion: 

TBC SGI Eton 
-_ ee eed TERETE 

"Shanghai Dynasty” Mindscape 
Obi- Wan: oar Foreas 3 (RNGSSARS | > 
Star Trek: Insurrection Interplay | PC 

    

(0171) 258 3791 
The Old Grammar, 248 
Marylebone Road. London 
NW1 6JT 

  

    

    

   

        

(0181 288 3616) 
Airport House 
Purley Way, Croydon. 
Surrey, CRO 0XZ 

     

   (0161) 827 8000 

21 Castle Street. 
Castlefield, Manchester 
M3 4SW 

TBC Wrealonena? 2000 é 

TBC nereeiens Silver "Nintendo (es 

TECH Pokémon Gold TN CS 
(01628) 423 666 
Harleyford Manor 
Harleyford, Marlow, 
Bucks, SL7 2DX 

18C 

TBC 

    

v COMING SOON! 

CONNCXiON! 
(01895) 853 0000 
Konami House, 54a 
Cowley Mill Road, 
Uxbridge, Middlesex 

(0171) 505 1500 
Caledonia House, 223 
Pentonville Road, London 

(01734) 270 001 
Microsoft Plaza, Winnersh 
Triangle, Wokingham, 
Berks, RG11 5TT 

(01293) 651 300 
Tilgate Forest Business 
Park, Brighton Road, 
Crawley, West sussex, 
RH11 9BP 

(01703) 652222 

(0161) 827 8000 

21 Castle Street, 
Castlefield, Manchester 
M3 4SW 

(0151) 282 3000 
Napier Court, Wavertree 
Technology Park, Liverpool 
L13 1EH 

(0181) 995 3399 
266-270 Gunnersby 
Avenue, London, W4‘5QB 

(0171) 533 1400 

PlayStation Careline 
PO Box 2047, London 
W1V 2LP 

(01753) 854 444 
Hogarth House, 29-31 
Sheet Street, Windsor, 
Berks, SL4 1BY 

(01924) 267776 

Longlands House, 
Wakefield Road, Ossett, 
West Yorkshire, WF5 9JS 

(01932) 222 232 
The Studio, 62-64 Bridge 
Street, Walton-on-Thames, 
Surrey KT12 1AP 

(01703) 653377 
Parnham Drive 
Boyatt Wood 
Eastleigh 
Hampshire 

(01372) 745 222 

4 The Parade, 
Epsom, Surrey 
KT18 5DH 

(0181) 944 9000 
Vantage House, 
1 Weir Road, 
Wimbledon, London 
SW19 8UX 

        

      
(0171) 551 4222 
2 Kensington 
Square, London 
W8 5RB    
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WHO'S BUYING WHAT ALL AROUND THE WORLD 

‘Readers 
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RESIMENTENIIS 

WW FAW FESYIERTaNIAN2UDD 
6G PSX Tomb Raider 4 
@  Nb4 Donkey Kong Worst 
$8 —«~PSX Mission impossible 
9 PC Oiake 3 
10 PSX Gran Turismo 2 

é Ea le OS aE HOWTO 
| The continued craze for ickle-wittle 

critters keeps the Japanese Ey 
gamesters glued to their Game * ie 
Boys for a second month. 

   
   

   

    

        

    

The power of the name Mario 
gives Capcom a crisis as this 

. | highly enjoyable multi-player 
moves on up. It'll soon be out over 

ia Publishers in here as well! Save those pennies. opscure | a 
apan are rushing 

FACTS to get all their 

PSX games 
released before the March launch of 
the PSX 2 as they fear sales will 
crash as everyone buys it, despite it 
being backwards compatible. 

  

      
   



  
co
 

So



A SMALL sample of recent convictions: 
Anthony Shaw Cardiff 6 months prison 

John Edgar Wakefield £400 fine & £120 costs 

Brian Kane Liverpool 4x 50 hrs Community Service 

Colin Jackson Sunderland £200 fine & £200 costs 

8 Months Prison & 

180 hrs Community Service 

Anthony Scaccia Cardiff £2000 fine & 

£1585 costs 

Norman Mockford Surrey 

Mark Hopkins Newport £100 fine & £100 costs 

Rowan Pastile Buckingham 5 x £400 fine & 

6 x 150 hrs Community Service 

PCs Direct Northampton 3x £2500 fine 

Mark Williams Aberaeron £400 fine & £5000 costs 

ALL RELEVANT EQUIPMENT OWNED BY OFFENDERS WAS SEIZED 

AND FORFEITED FOLLOWING CONVICTION 

Police and Trading Standards are cracking down 

on computer games piracy. 

Offenders will receive a criminal record plus a 

fine or up to 10 years in prison. 

For information on software piracy, call "in 
DON'T RISK IT. 

confidence" 

  
 



‘UST FOR you! 

Mission Lawyssills (PSK) ssavsasswasesanaadl 

UU (Wb) ascent 
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PREVIEW om> PC $35 OCTOBER 
Gang 
warfare, 
wholesale 
slaughter, 
joyriding 
and a hefty 
share in the 
arms trade? 
Sounds 
like your 

average day at Sun Hill, 
hut youd he wrong. it 
isnt. it's much worse... a 

  

il. fils 1) 
Instead of just chasing you and the odd weak attempt at a road block, the police in GTA 2 have 
got a wide range of attacks and strategies that take all the fun out of being a bad guy. 

There’s an old saying that says, “If it ain’t 
broke, don’t fix it.” In the videogames 

business that changes to “If it ain’t broke and 
made us stacks of cash, don’t change much 
for the sequel.” 

And that could pretty much sum up GTA 2. Anyone expecting the 
transformation to 3D after the likes of Driver is going to be in for a huge 
disappointment. But then anyone who loved the original's mix of fast 
paced driving action with controversial missions and nasty attitude is in 
for an early Christmas present from Take 2. 

With a city more ‘alive’ with people doing their own thing and =) AA single police car is enough to give 

several rival gangs to work for, you're going to have to be careful what you a slap on the wrist for small crimes. 
you do and who you do it to. You never know when some poor 

unsuspecting pedestrian might just turn out to be a raving psychopath 
with a passion for kicking in wannabe villains like you. So, let's at 
have a look at exactly what has changed for GTA 2. 3) 

GANGBANG! 
Gangs rule, and they offer you work once you’ve impressed 
them. Problem is that they don’t exactly get on and whatever 
you do for one will annoy the others who'll want revenge. 

A Get away from him and 
they resort to cleverly 
constructed roadblocks. 

<4Then the SWAT teams 
A And if that fails, they resort to sending roll in — now you're in 
in the army. Driving tanks. Painful! lar, REEEEEAL trouble. 

‘A The Russians may hate the Yakuza, who A... who may like the Hari Krishnas 
in turn may hate the Scientists. .. and the Zaibatsu. Madness... . 
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ee ? 

MUSGOLN Seid igre id Be Ae ld Se 

PLAYSTATION TOO r Vie = Vier BOYZ TOYZ! | oF 
: : : That old cash cow that is the PlayStation is getting its own 

Mounting the pavement and mowing down a few annoying : 2 version of GTA 2 as well - and it’s looking a bit swish. 
citizens is all well and good. But wouldn’t you rather get up a 

close and personal with a few of GTA’s weapons and do it in 
style? Course you would. Current office fave? The 
microwave gun that cooks ‘em from the inside out. 

ped ot (2294 194-2, 2.0) bri 

A A crowded street, the perfect place to 
show off your newly acquired machine 
gun skills. Oh dear oh dear oh dear. 

A They've even managed to 
keep in the atmospheric 

A Heh heh! And the Looney gang leader is TOAST! The Loonies'll hate you lighting effects. Clever bods. 
but the other gangs will love you for it — bless ‘em. 

A Utter carnage. There wouldn't be much of 
a game left if the developers took all that 
out. Oh, and it's an 18 certificate. 

HN 
ee 

—— 

A The microwave gun — kills and knocks _ And this is how you make a real mess out of someone's expensive motor. Take one A | stole his car but he just beat me up A Chased down by a gang of thugs on 
and stole it back. Where are the cops foot and then run over by some vigilante : ; Br Bde : 

up a meal in a few minutes. Ding! rocket launcher, aim it, and frag the sucker. Well it works for us. wheal jou eed thers? tidied Net your day 15 
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HiS AiNT CASUALTY! POWER TO THE PeOPLe! 
You may have been taught that you need to be a paramedic 

to drive an ambulance, but here you can just steal one and 

then use your sirens to get people out of your way. 

You can expect to get mugged, beaten up, shot and pretty 
well roughed up once you start messing with the populace. 

7 Al before you can drive off. 

oy 
ao : ord A Nick a car thief's car and he'll do you 

A Watch in horror as a few people drag you out of a car and proceed to kick A Steal a school bus and use it’s bulk to 
A Stick a flashing blue light on top and you'll be amazed at your head in for being a bad boy a little earlier in the game. It wasn’t me! cause more sickening mischief. 

what you can get away with. Also kidnapping important 
patients is a big money earner. 

PAVCMeENT PiZZA! 
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+73 4 2 
LIVI Cyl ie 
While you're out doing your thin 2ryone else in the 

city is out doing theirs. Whethe re car thieves, gang 

members, emergency service offi or j ain old 

boring citizens, they each lead a life of their o 

So is it more of the same? Well, 
h yes — and no. Yes, because it’s 
otill.a top. down. driving game 

Be with badass missions for you to 

undertake. And no because 
PpmMA Designs have added new 

elements ana features that 
octane level running at 

tar high. 
What remains to be 

whether these new f 
enough to keep us inter 
Afterall,.if.thisturns out to be 
little more than an update of 
the Lonc ae 2g 

    

  

   

    

     
      

  

   

          

  

   

DO We NOT Like THis! a 
We've been playing this preview version non-stop since Mr Postman shoved it through the GM letterbox and we've found 
some top bits already. Laugh? We almost did. Some of these scenes may not be fit for the faint hearted, the easily upset 
and Les’ mum who still thinks he’s all sweet and innocent. Gross stuff, here we come. 

ing.effects.and.new vehi 
there's an air een it before 
whiffing ar 1én you play 
the beast. But then again, being 
comfortable and familiar with 

‘t a bad thing. 

  

A Juicy weapons making a real mess of the cops as they A ... and provides a great way of getting past roadblocks A And try as we might, we couldn't fail to find using a next mont Ea 
chase you. This one is good at taking out vehicles. . . if you get caught up ina major chase scene. fame-thrower against the police or army amusing. ~ 2, but for 

knowledge.that.this. early 

18 AND LiFe! 
P version f fun, and 

oti Rie 23 as % although we've seen it and done 

Take 2 tried to sneak GTA 2 past,the BBFC with only a 15 ¢ it all b | 

certificate, but have ended up with a full on 18 rating, and ( bo thé thing. 

were apparently lucky to get that. Wait until The Sun get hold 7 ople : It may | : 

of that juicy little bit of trivia to scandalise. p rec glamour of some 

p down 
view is-a-gameplay -heart-of gold 
— we hope. More next month. 

      
    
    

   Addictive, nasty action 
which proves irresistible 
after a few goes. 

2
 

o
e
 
o
e
 

| 

More of the same — the 
improvements may not be 
enough for some. 

Just tidying up the final few levels 
to make the October release date.      

A Get ready for ‘G7A 2turned my son into 
homicidal maniac’ headlines. 

> Can it really be that bad — 
apparently so. Cool. 
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it seems 

everyone 
wants to be 
like Mario. 

So while 
Crash may 

” oe \ I wish 
y* | hairier top Id worn me a 

lip than the 
goggles... 

famous q jy 

italian plumber, but he | Se | We Z , . 

hasnt got the wheels — 
until now. Whoa boy! 

UPDATE! - LATEST SHOTS! & UPDATE: = LATEST SHOTS: [| UPDATE! 

  

PlayStation 

Rod 

  

What do you do with gaming icons that are 

old, tired and frayed around the edges - the 
same thing that we do with many old things - 
put them on wheels. 

But instead of granny buggies, in the gaming world they bring Ti We bene: 

out the carts. Or karts. This time it's everyone's favourite bandicoot — ; F ; It's just the two of us. Building castles... 

Crash, who gets the mini-racing treatment. ‘a f : " 

Despite not having the most fortunate name for motor sport, this 
has not stopped the bandicoot's driving desire during his platform trilogy. 

The developers Naughty Dog have used their racing experience, 

done a Mario, and produced a title to rival Speed Freaks. Expect the 

usual Multitap action, plus the added Battle and Adventure modes. 

Everyone you're up ag ainst is having a pop or want's some. 

Not only that, the track is out to get you, hurling aggressive 

wild life, booby traps and kart shattering drops at you. 

A See lions? If you do see them don'trun A Feeling a little bit flat? That's probably 
into to them. Actually, don’t approach ‘cause you've been crushed by something 
them at all unless your going clubbing. large and nasty. Like Birmingham. 

FORE as you Tig think. Rather 

Last time | an twist and turns, pop ps you have to worry about. 

take a job with 
ou i - : 

pyricrad! f om DON I SAY? 
While you don’t have 
to be Graeme Le Saux 
to work out how to 

play the game, it’s 
nice to see a few 
familiar faces 
knocking about to 

lend a helping hand 
A ‘If | don’t make eye contact with the big barrely thing, it won't notice me and just when you nead it: 
carry on rolling. Why is every thing out to get me? They're all against me. Everyone!” 
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0171 533 1400 
S:1-4 S: NONE 

  

: Btls Sep antl imbonles des igoae 
- use all the boosts isn't 

While it looks a lot like Speed Freaks, it also borrows a lot from Mario Kart in content, 
Plants. We don't really LCS as it includes a nifty Battle mode. Forget yer racing — just lamp people. Spiritual. 
them with much respect. 
True. But eating a man’s 
cart, is bang out of order. © 
You don't mess with man's — 
cart. There's just no need for 
it. You know it’s not your day 
when you get grief from a 
mutant marigold. 

  

A Mario Kartisn'’t it. But surely it’s not & 
ripping it off. It's paying homage to it. 

A There you are minding your own 
bloody business, out for a nice drive, 
admiring the vegetation... Meena sane 

A One of these is doing 
his own thing. And its 
definitely not C7R. 

A ....when some smart arse plant takes 

a fancy to TOMAS UMUC Aa © A One player is now cooing at the 
tasty he thnks and eats them. Weed. pleasant graphical pyrotechnics. The 

other player is now blind. 

~~ ¢ WF . 

“ey * 
After you've breezed through 
the various races with the 
ease of an expert, it’s one- 

on-one boss time. Just 
you and me, Dick. 

<4! swear, you could see 
the cart blowing up for 

miles. Breathtaking. 

Ever get the 
feeling you're 
being watched? 

The daft 
looking dog is 

the first boss.   

Hmmm Speed Freaks. It’s a 
really obvious comparison, but 
it’s the exhausts. They use the 
same exhausts. Sticky up ones 

at the back. The same ones. 
And along with the clean cut 
graphics and cartoony 
characters it is almost identical 
to the Funcom’s masterpiece. 
Actually it’s just like any other 
cart racing game. It has people 
in carts, racing. So has it got 
anything new.to offer the 
consumer? Yes, it offers all the 
action of Speed Freaks, but with 
only half the class. It’s Diet 
Speed Freaks or “| Can't Believe 
It's Not Speed Freaks”. 

Ferhaps that’s a bit harsh 

as the game really isa lot of 
fun, but it’s all been done before, 
and it’s all a bit scruffy around 
the edges. 

But then again you don’t 
really need gloss and photo- 
realism for this type of game, 
and after a bit of playing it’s 
messy nature adds to the knock 
about joy of the thing. It adds a 
bit. of character. 

The karts don’t actually 
handle very well but fortunately 
really sharp corners are few and 
far between. The real challenge 
is not negotiating the bends but 
timing the jumps and executing 
the power slides for the extra 
speed boosts. 

B As for the weapons there’s 
too many ones you have to drop 
to use. | prefer things you throw 
forward. The old box on the head 
trick does provide the odd 
moment of panic though. 

The inclusion of the team battle 
means it has the edge over 
Speed Freaks.in terms of 
content but the car (kart?) 
handling just doesn’t cut it at 
the present. And hey, does the 
PSX*need another cutesy racer? 
Yes or no. If you know write to 
us a the usual address.



YES 8 DON'T LIKE YOURS Le 
WAP NuMeer oF: 200 MODES: 5 _ ACTION: FUN 'N' FRANTIC. BOXES: LOADS OF THEM 

Li eS eee 
Who would have thought that carts and weapons would go together so well. Carts are simply 
souped up hair dryers so | suppose you really need a few explosives to make them sexy and 
CTR is eager to provide. There's all the missiles and power-ups you'd might expect as well as 
some really angry wooden boxes which are truly, truly blood chillingly terrifying. 

| suppose ol’ Crash is quite 
used to adventures. Well he 
now has some more to chew 
on. Travel round various zones 
and enter races and win 
trophies, keys and symbols 
to open up the other zones. 
Now that’s what I call an 
adventurous lifestyle. 

A Trapped in a big blob of phlegm isn’t 
exactly fun, but it doesn’t half keep out 
the wind and those nasty missiles. 

A Drive up to the large green screen and 
you'll be able to save your progress 
through the adventure mode. A Send this ball of electricity 

to reap prickly punishment on 
everyone around you. 

4p enter new races you - 
must collect trophies so you A Look carefully. Player one can see his Gow Pa “Leave this on for too long 
can enter the teleports. wheels, but player two is none the wiser. and it'll blow your head off. 

5 Sees = He's invisible. How cunning is that? Hop like a fool to get it off. 

really bad, I’m c L Ui +4 OX! 

Jue Arawn There are some friendly boxes filled with goodies and tools 
y of destruction. Drive through them to collect either apples to 

make you go faster, or power-ups for your weapons. 

A You can either pick up the apples — five 
per box — or you can find “em hanging 
loose on the track. 

OOOH! iT’S GONE... GOOD COP 
When it goes, it’s spectacular. It goes like a good thing. While the graphics may not the most impressive ever, Crash Tean 
Facing ene the explosive stuff with some charming, spritely patterns and some super flashy bright lights. : More multi-play! | just 

. wee can’t get enough of that 
Multitap foursome! 

We've got Speed Freaks. 
It's does us nicely and 
CTRs really no better. 

Mv: 

It was playable at the ECTS, so 
they're just waiting till the sleigh 
hells ring. Are you listening? 

A One annoying thing Skis ek eons lod A Nevermind the glitches, ya have go you igh Pilatberegrt gma stats seep nd 
spin just for a second too long before recovery. as well go out in style. Another power-up hits home. pants, inside them. You know what 'm saying. 
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PREVIEW om> ~—__ Pnstaion = s40~—sne rer 
Your 

or |e ; : Bal S| : 13 
=" Fe a Meee oe 

game and 
turn it into 

a chart 

topping PSX title. Can X- 

ample make the impossible 

possible? Let's see... 

      

      

                    

   

B) @ 4      

   

                                

   

   

_ NG4 owners were sorely disappointed when 
® the long awaited Mission: Impossible 
< appeared on their machine as a steaming pile 

of... er, well let’s not get into that. 

So, putting the past behind us we watch as Mission 
Impossible gears up for a PlayStation release. 

In this third-person action adventurer you play the part of Ethan J 
Hunt undertaking several top secret missions, with the rest of the 
IMF team in tow. The plot is based ‘loosely’ around that of the 
movie, so expect some extras that you didn't see Mr 

Cruise perform in the blockbuster. However, X-Ample 
will need to do slightly more than ‘tweak’ the N64 
version though to bring this one up to scratch... L 

  

5 lOP UR i LL... 

The guards either shoot-to-kill or simply arrest 

you (a rare occurrence). They're quite tasty at 

a a bit of the old hand-to- hand as well. 

  

A Shot dead! The guards 
are really irritating.    A Banged up in a cell for the night, not 

the best of situations. Mission Failed! 

  

       

      

   

a AT THY 

VICALETEE 
The first levels 
of the game are 
reminiscent of 
the great Metal 
Gear Solids 
with the 
emphasis on 
avoiding 

guards. 

    

  

   

A“ Okay, | surrender, don’t shoot!” 
— Ethan tries to talk tough as the 
man in the comedy hat shoots fruit i 
from his bonce. Perhaps. .. 
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 X-AIMPLE 0161 827 8000 DUAL SHOCK 
ss NFOGRAMES i <ieti‘iséi~*”d DERSe EI NUAlTS. NGS 

A SCNSC OF PeRSPeCTiVe! F 

  

    
    
      

    

  

se! Ur mere 
A bit georet service! OF 

yf a secret squirrel! 
Gos 

  

e. biggest problem with 
GP Mission: Impossible is still the 

; =. control.system. You'd expect 
gm after the criticism the NO4 

  

ve, ie iF HAIG G\i20 hy | Dd 
i Remember that scene from the movie, when the compact Tom Cruise has to steal a valuable a 

The option screens are document from a high security building? Well it’s all here in the best level of the game. 

SeaRAnAE, 

  

nicely presented in a ‘Top 
Secret/For Your Eyes Only’ handling like 2CY witha wheel 

  

     
   

- ’ clamp, the developers would 
mba As the files open and i eobae Ba have made sure a better 
close in front of you, you system was devised, and they    

        

  

Wonderland! & 
A have... but only just. 

“ » Many gamers will pick this 
‘c wrestle with the pad for a 

Pwhileana-then give up. The 
* characters still move like 

arthritic pets and it’s pathetic 
watching Ethan struggle to get 

through’ a door way. But then 
these are early days, 30 the 

feel yourself strangely drawn 
into the game, and before 
you know what's happened 
you'll find yourself humming 
that annoying theme tune 
over and over again. GAH! 

   

   
   

      

    

     A Dangling upside down, you must avoid 
all the lasers or risk being caught.    

  

    

   

    A “Warning: This menu interface will 
self destruct in five seconds.” 2 

programmers still have time to 
sort this out. 

Pp The gameplay also becomes 
repetitive as you progress; a 

Sect! ata Ts "Bercase*of‘govand find that; take 

A Ah, the Commodore Vie- C Metal aeanccte 
Y 20 — famed for its infalable These quibbles aside there 

* security measures. are some brilliant aspects to 
‘the game. The first couple of 

<4 Tom makes cunning use 9“ levels scream MGS at you via 
of ‘Little Tom’ to hold eboth.graphics.and.in gameplay. 
himself aloft... You can sneak past guards ina 

Solid Snake type way or by 
‘stealing’ peoples faces and 

? alsguising yourselfas a figure of 

= / 

| 

  

A Bungee jumping had always been one 
of Ethan Hunts long time ambitions. “Look 
everyone I'm flying.” 

= = A YR FF 

ALL TOO FAMILIAR! 
The longer you play Mission: 
Impossible the more you 
realise just how small the 
levels are. From what we can 
see there are two types; the 
very open, in which structures 
are chucked randomly into 
spaces that need filling, and 
the very claustrophobic. 

              

   

A Different parts of the folder open to 
tell you more about your next mission.   

authority via an in-game gizmo 
(a personal favourite bit). 

lf X-ample can tweak the 
somewhat dated graphics and 
sort out the hapless control 

E system, then PlayStation 
4 owners could-well-be-in for-a 
: > pleasant surprise. 

GOOD COP 
BAD COP 

Its a massive movie 
licence that’s sure to 
attract die hard fans. 

    

    

        

Okay, 
you three, | give 
up. Where are 
you hiding?       

        

  

eta A There are some very nice graphics, but 
bi nothing like the eye candy of Soul Reaver. 

   
Perhaps not enough 
changes made to the 
poor N64 version. 

where iTS Al        

  

A Levels vary a lot, 

     

    

   

     

  

X-Ample are almost finished, but 

He het edly ar unless they polish those controls, 
y : this may well self destruct. 

> Areas tend to be er = ody in 
generally quite small is on 

andempty Leng lralereteeaag      
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PREVIEW om> DREAMICAST Tee (UE TBE 
| Kurt, Max 

© { and Or 
"_, | Hawkins, 

Put the Af 
initial Y 
letters of 

their names 
together 
and you get 

     

    
   

   
| Dreamcast. 

‘arrange them and ad the 
second numeral and you 
get MDK2. Yeah! 

  

   

  

DR FLUKC HAWKINS! 
The inventor of Kurt’s Coil Suit is armed with various 
domestic devices including a leaf blower. Kinda breezy! 

  

     

    

    

MDK has a new home. Not only is it now - & Se "7 bpd , 5 
& Dreamcast and proud, but Shiny Entertainment 2 2 ~ 5 D>’ 

have allowed their baby to be nurtured by a i? ———» ie 
Canadian developers BioWare (who?) ge ‘ i bb , : A You can't injure the baddies with the 

As they say, a change is as good as a rest and this third- ” ' ' . y ‘ blower but you can put the wind up them. 

person shooter looks mighty impressive for it. Carrying on from where oe 
the original left off, the Steamrider aliens are preparing their second 
assault on the earth and once again Kurt Hectic will don the Coil Suit 

and the pointy hat to wop ET's ass. 
It's the same heady mix of hardcore blasting and quirky humour but 

this time the action is split three ways as you get to control the cigar 

chomping canine Max and the ever resourceful Dr Fluke Hawkins too. To 

exploit each of the characters’ unique talents there are three types of 
gameplay. Kurt has the old stealth challenges, while Max is all fire power, 
and Hawkins makes the most of what he finds in a McGuyer style. 

It's more of the same but now has the throbbing power of the 
Dreamcast which may well push it to the brink of brilliance. 

@@e2e2ee202000808080800800800808080086 88 

   MAX! 
He’s so coordinated that he can fire four separate guns and 
smoke a cigar at the same time. He's pure fire power and 
attitude. He has the most frantic fun out of the three. 

With the name Kurt Hectic he was born to save the world and he’s back to give it another go 
complete with new weapons, invisibility and chameleon capabilities. 

    

      

      
   

   

      

  

A His bark’s worse than his bite, but it’s 
the big gun you should worry about. 

A The dog can jump, so expect a lot of 
3D platform prancing.       

A If the stealth fails, you have to go head- 
to-head. Kurt's nippy so use his pace.    

A The action is quite similar to most first 
person shooters — if you keep on the 
move and strafe you'll stay out of trouble. 

Alnarhythm gymnastics 
stylee, Kurt use the 
ribbons most effectively. 

<4 Kurt's coil suit comes 
complete with chute make 
you glide — bird like. 
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BIOWARE 01628 423666 VMs 
INTERPLAY 1 PC 

VARieCTY! 
Not only is there variety in the gameplay but each character 
has their own distinct environment to roam around all 
lovingly realised with the 3D power of the Dreamcast. 

    

   

    

          

   

    

    
        
      

P iiaermenit 
MW o: Sms ~” enpmmaene 

  

Trust is a precious commodity. 
\And it is refreshing to see Shiny 
hand.their little.chicken.to 

' BioWare, and that the 

  

t 

      

   

      

     

  

      

Canadians have repayed their 

  

AAs Kurt infittrates the alien base hit the ns “Us ; c ee hi pleasant little 
pve su ot aa, & ee 
<4 Kurt’s game is dominated by techne : é py iy C the most intense and 
gothic gloom and atmosphere. | ie. The old ribbon chute Ic 

~ = ‘ sl : floaty-liteful as ever a 
ss dark humour sits 
\« slick-menacing action. 

at But when the D 

> The Dreamcast is showing PC 
power with BioWare providing 
some dynamic backdrops. 

Max show there fa 
“|; e. The quirk Hey, it’s a its edge. tied quirky 

  

OOOGLIeee! dominat dog-shoot- 4 
They're big, they're green.The evil alien Steamriders doo kinda 

deserve to suffer. For riding steam, see. st —:- ‘ \ world. 

| lead the 
a-with 

far more subtl 
\ packing 

“_ combine 

a 

A its and 

A Max the dog 
isabitonthe 49 
short side. { of 

A The steamrider have some floaty-lite : 5 
robots to give you some agro. It’s case of — 3 
keeping your distance and blasting away. is 

GUNNeCRS! 
While Max is all Magnums, shotguns and Uzis, Kurt 
gets subtle with a sniper mode. Who's a lucky lad! 

The next-gen console 
really brings out the best 
of MDK. Looks top. 

The Max and Doctor bits 
e aren’t as accomplished as 

   
    

     

Kurt's action. 

Both DC and the PC codes are heing 
developed at the same time so it 
still needs some extra tweakage. 

ipl: 

   
      

A The sniper mode was one of the best 
bits of the original. Well, it's back.



   

                        

it seems as 

if you cant 
walk down 

the street 

without 

humping 
into another 

wrestling 
game. WWF 
Wrestlemania —— 

2000 is the latest WWF 

offering and it's looking 
srappletastic! (cough.) 

      

   

              

    

  

=EDON T PUSH mel 
Just as it’s possible in ‘real’ wrestling to make some miraculous recoveries from the brink of 
defeat, you can do the same here. Stay out of trouble and you'll soon be fighting fit again.     

Although there's a strong temptation to write 

off anything that includes ‘2000’ in the title 
WWF Wrestlemania is already shaping up to 

be one of the finest wrestlers yet. 
Despite having the WWF moniker, it's not the follow-up 

to Attitude though. It's actually the first wrestling game from THQ since 

they gained the WWF licence and features the development team behind 

the PlayStation’s long-forgotten Power Move Pro Wrestling. 
So, despite the presence of all yer usual WWF stars this really is a 

whole new kettle of lycra. As for Attitude’s sequel? Acclaim don't have a 
licence for any wrestling games at the moment, although rumours persist 

that they may go for the Extreme Championship Wrestling gig soon. 
Until that emerges, this should offer more than enough to quench 

your thirst for grapple-em-up action. The line-up of characters 
features over 50 WWF superstars and, now that THQ have got the 

licence, you can expect a /ot more where this came from... 

  

   
   

A Once you've been hit with a Special, 
you may as well call it a night.    
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N ~ ee od ed= ec » ; BCAUTIFUL STRANGER! |    
       

  

   

  

   

   

   

A ‘Hell, that dog doesn’t even 
deserve to be in the wrestling 
business!” Love that crowd. 

    

00.56 
A A frantic bit of button bashing should 
ensure that Mankind kicks out in time. 

0000, ouch, eeeeek, 
aaailieeee, ullppp, etc...      

.eTS See THAT AGAI 
Connect with a powerful move and an instant Za Rane 
comes into effect. Good for gloating in multi-player games. 

V X-Pac takes a rather nasty looking 
suplex. The end is surely nigh...
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Head out to ringside and it’s possible to grab all sorts of 

bizarre foreign objects from the crowd, including broken 

tables, stop signs, clubs, mallets, trophies, flight cases, 

dustbins and baseball bats wrapped in barbed wire! 

SUMMER——. 

<4 Barbed-wire wrapped 
baseball bats. Good thinking. 

A Weapons are grabbed from the crowd. We're still not 
entirely sure what ringside fans were ~ with a large 
trophy and a stop sign but there you go... 

(2s See waves) 
cuT some RUG! The old create a pay-per-view option makes a return here. 
Creating your own wrestler also allows you to come up with So you too can come up with the complete line up for the 
an entirely new combination of moves for them. It’s even Sie \SEREMEOR ME 1999 Shepton Mallet Survivor Series. Or something. 
possible to have a preview of each individual move so you [rae ae 

can check them all out before deciding on which particular . 

one best suits your wrestling fiend. We reckon that Ollie the 
Slayer (for it is he) pulls off that kick in a remarkably tidy 
fashion. The costume still needs some work though. ¥¢ upPar Body submission ei tring Ub 

I Sleeper hold "OS 
upper body. submission 3i tins down” 

4 4 Mahistrol cradle OB, 

A Headbutt to groin? Surely there's 

16 Spinning Crescentkick  — Sa ie! absolutely no need for that sort of 
7 behaviour whatsoever. Is there? 

V “Aaarrgghh, Chyna’s eaten the top half 
ss of my body. Help!...” 

“‘3bats 1 ScomRRAXEOR 

18 "Guillotine lea drop 

A Decisions, decisions. Take the place of 
a WWF booker and try to come up with 
the greatest wrestling PPV of all time! 

A GamesMaster would like to point out that any similarities between Ollie 
the Slayer and a radioactive tub of lard are purely coincidental. 

A It's possible to browse through a huge =A ... before deciding which ones to allocate to your 
selection of different moves... character. Alternatively, you could just keep out of harm’s way.  
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CNTCR THE GLADIATORS! 

   

      

   

  

| ae the sublime grapple-fest 
j “ that was WF Attitude, 

“#_Wrestlemania.2000.has.plenty 
of expectations,to live up to. 

| 
gr 

Vas ~ 

RAW GANGREL 
W/EDGE          

    

A Gangrel and Edge mysteriously appear from out of A It's amazing how they still manage to amble towards the A Not much further to go. almost there now. Ooooh, 
nowhere. It's just like magic. Except with hydraulics. ring despite their obvious need for a large dump. leaping onto that apron’s gonna hurt. (ahem.) 

  

   

  

ON THe BOX! HRe 
Though the video packages for each wrestler are looking 
decidedly low-res, they're still pretty cool. 

F 
ugh this version is stil    

   

  

       
   

a 
, AStone Cold? More like 

Ms “3 Captain Inferno methinks! 
oe omen,    

Pl 

A Watch the Mankind video closely and 
you'll be able to see that infamous leap 
during the Hell in a Cell match with Undi. 

DO iT YOURSCLF! controls, cometh 
. Wrestlemania 2000 is lacking. 

Naturally, the game is replete There are an absolute ton 
with a design-a-grappler of options though, allowing you 
mode. It’s possible to come up t 
with the usual hideous parade 

of monstrosities. Unlike 
Attitude though, should you 
want to create a wrestler after 

your own image, it’s ae * LJ 7 ‘i 
annoyingly hard to do. ite 1865. 800Ibs aU VD . oP 

bra : @ a A ad . to BAD COP 
A You can take an already-existing Suerhlweli csber faa 
character as a template... 

r P with enough to keep lone 
grapple fans happy too. 

S
O
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   Will it really offer any 
Significant improvements 
over Acclaim’s Attitude? 

where iTS Al 
There was still plenty left to do on 
the preview version we saw, with 
loads of features yet to be added. 

We should have more on this 
in the next issue of the 
baddest games mag on 
Earth: the mighty GM! Grr! 

        

    
      

    

     

  

A Or design a wrestler 
from scratch. What an : ~ 
attractive man. er 

Single Match 
      

      

> The Blue Meanie’s 
no match for Ollie the 
Slayer. Stop laughing. 

36) 

   

   



      

  

LOOKING EGR THE BEST 3D 
AGHON GAME GN DREAMCAST? 

An all\-out action game weve ovylaing goes. Power up for 
the tivst (ue SsD-oclion tun! 

Frnt ae 1 | | rat Te oMossively addictive, cleveviy veolisediond simply beautiful fo look at, Capcom's 
et Ri 1S LaB 4 \ Powey Stone is vuly a jewellin (He Dyveomeosts cyown” Edge 1/10° 

" pe "Powev Stone is pvobably Che closestony game on a home system has come to the 
LEZ FE Fg 2 = coin-op quality HhatwidengqumesinosiolWoys stvived fov” Avcode 6/6" 

Jaw dropping qvopphics with fast -paced game play! 

          

   

Loads of special intevactive moves - climb a pillar, lift o 
choiv, ov Even\wun up o wall. 

Find the fantastic weapon power -ups..a bazooka, o 
Molotov cocktail, a flamethvower plus more! 

Collect the power stones to incvease your fighting power. 

         
   
   
  

   Ot999 Sega Enterprises, Ltd. All Rights Reserved. 
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‘Let's get 
ready to 
rruumm- 
BBBLLLE!" 
Before you 
dive behind 
the sofa 
though, you 
may like 
to know 

theres much more to this 
than just a nauseating 
ring announcer... 

Dreamcast. 

POWCRFUL WORDS! 
Land a hard enough punch and the word ‘RUMBLE’ will 
begin to build up on your half of the screen. Get all six 
letters and, not only will your fighter go completely ape, 
they'll also be able to lay down some powerful blows. 

F MOTAR 
a 7 

Boxing games can take one of two routes. f. é ® 

Those that opt for realism are virtually eee 

guaranteed to be slow, dull and boring. 
Not good. Ready 2 Rumble, meanwhile, goes for full-on Ahat's more like it. Clonk ‘em on the top 

arcade punch-em-upness. A wise move indeed. of their skull and you're well on your 

As with the best sports titles, it's accessible enough that you don't y way to becoming the ultimateifighter. 

need to be a fan of the sport to enjoy the game, with the boxers aa “ 

themselves being wildly exaggerated caricatures. (Keep an eye out for 
humongous afros, excessive lard and an absence of necks.) 

An Arcade mode allows for quick-start fights while the 
Championship option guides your fighter through the ranks towards 
Swiss bank accounts, fast cars, fast women... (snap out of it, Ollie). 

Each fighter has two energy bars. The top one indicates how 

close they are to being knocked down while the bottom bar 

shows how powerful your punches are. s_ 

Asts of jabs are a good way to gradually wear down an opponent 
but they won't help you get some of that RUMBLE power! 

A Having green mist emerge from your ri Mr Brown, on the right, is in trouble 
gloves can only be a bad sign. unless he can land a big punch pronto. 

A Come on then, d’you want some? Eh? =A Once you've collected all six letters, hit both shoulder buttons simultaneously and 
Do you? Come on then big man! your super-dooper-rumble-power-up will be activated. The best defence is to run! 

DUCKIN i iS: samme ect i cries 
It’s no good just 
standing there and 
taking it, y'know. 
Learning to duck, 
dodge and weave is 

‘ : ‘ crucial if you’re to 
A Throw too many powerful hooks a! prove your superiority 
and your blue energy bar won't . 2 ; ; over the tougher 
have time to recover. Which means j ; thump masters. 
that they won't do much damage.   38 fi) @22.25 NOVEMBER 1999



MIDWAY 
MIDWAY 

01306 885 231 
1-2 

VMS 
NONE 

i AM A HUMAN BeiNG! 
Some of your opponents are so hideous-looking that not even a mother could love ‘em. You'll need your wits about you to 
get past them though. The best bet it to use loads of quick jabs rather than trying for one massive knockout blow. 

jeg frnegsnee 
tae 

Pe a7 : 

A His manager told him not to mess about with that 
marker pen right before the fight, but he wouldn't listen. 

A The one and only Afro Thunder is now in town. 
Whatcha gonna do when he gets down?! 

A All right then, own up. Who ate all the jam doughnuts? 
Hmmm, methinks we have found the culprit... 

PRIZeS! 
In order to be able to afford 
to train your boxer, as well 
as entering them for title 
fights (which cost $2000 a 
pop), you'll have to set them 
up for prize fights. They 
don’t help you move up the 
rankings but you do get 
$2000 if you win — along 
with the profits from any 
side bets you’ve made. 

The way characters stagger round the ring before collapsing like someone who's had too 
many pints is fantastic. They look as if they're thinking about it before their legs give way. 

VALENTI 

Ye 

A “Look here you spiffing young chapess. § 
I'm not hitting the canvas so think again. 

A You can put on side bets of up to 
$20,000... if you're feeling confident. STRIKE 

ad 

A The sound effects when 
™~—. a boxer is winded are 

mS ruddy tremendous. 

A Once the top energy bar disappears the 
fighter hits the mat and won't get up. 
Three knockdowns and you're out! 

<4 Even if you reach the 
end of a round the ref 
keeps on counting. 

A You really begin to feel the pressure 
if you've got loads of dosh on a fight. 

You'll need to train your fighter Jaya 

if they’re going to be in witha § 

chance of capturing the gold. 
A variety of ingenious 
exercises test your button 

skills while also improving 
your boxer’s stats. Be warned 
though - sending your boxer 
to the gym can be very costly. 

A The punch bag is the place to try out 
your variety of different punches. 

A If only his muscles 
were as big as his 
hair he'd be okay... 

> Whack the pad like 
a maniac to keep the 
punch ball in the air. 

NOVEMBER 1999 f))) 524 

team at GM cackling like bush 
0GS.AL.A.GAMCuUNESS, Of oo nnn 
ore it’s an infeasibly large 

ncidentally is preciselywhat 
Ady '2-Rumbleiisn't: Nope; the~ 

characters and animations are 
{Paco outrageously over-the-top, 

even Les managed to crack a 
smile at them. 

if | But it’s not just humour 
» that should make Ready 2 

Rumble-a-winner. Rubbish.title 
- aside (do we really need 
reminding of Ant 'n’ Dec's 

FE moment of glory?), this is 

Wlaced..up.a.pairof gloves..Just 
= don't expect any of that old- 

fashioned stuff like weight 
divisions or the Queensbury 
Rules ' 

It’s pure arcadism, even 
down to having to collect all the 

Lletters in ‘RUMBLE’ to turn you 
into a drooling, unstoppable 

* knockout machine. The superb 
learning curve means that 
although. you.can-pick it-up 
straight away without even 
having to glance at the 
instruction booklet, you'll spend 

"ages uncovering all’the game's 
intricacies and secrets. 

In a world populated by po- 
faced. DC games that take. 
themselves way too seriously, 
Ready 2 Rumble places a 
refreshing emphasis on the FUN 
“side of things: Know wharra—~ ~*~ 
mean? Er, sorry. 

| GOOD CoP 
BAD COP 

It’s smooth, fast, original, 
B® funny, and Augely 

playable. Bangin’. 

Anyone after a realistic 
boxing sim had better 
look elsewhere. 

It’s a launch title so by the time 
you read this, Ready 2 Rumble will 

39 
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PREVIEW Oo PE 
Flash cars, 
spot on 
handling, 
powerslides, 
branching 
tracks, 

  

  

gorgeous 
visuals; 

surely — 

surely - 
Nintendo's machine 
couldn't finally-have its 
own Gran Turismo... 

          

    

. . BESAY YOU WANT A RESOLUTION! 
WDC is incredible to look at even in low-res. However, you 
can play in a letterboxed hi-res mode. Booyakka! 

  

It’s been over three years since the N64 
launched and, between then and now, the 

lack of a really top notch racing game has 
been crushingly evident. A The full screen WDC. Remember, 

A few pretenders have come and gone — the good but can also play in hi-res in letterbox. 
frustrating V-Rally, the arse-bendingly annoying Top Gear Overdrive, and 

even Boss’ own Top Gear Rally, a thoroughly worthy if unspectacular 
three-track racer — but none have really come up to the standard of 
Ridge Racer or Gran Turismo. 

But now that's all about to change. After testing the waters with the 
aforementioned Top Gear Rally, Boss have come up with this, World 
Driver Championship, a sweat-inducingly, nail-diggingly, rip-roaringly fine 
powerhouse of a racing game. Forget previous ‘efforts’ such as GT64, 
San Francisco Rush and (cough) NASCAR '99, the N64 finally - shout it 
from the rooftops — has a racing game to match up (almost, anyway) to 
anything on the PlayStation. Oh, and best of all, it’s a bit like Gran 
Turismo. Question is, then, is it anywhere as good? 
COCCHCHOHOOCOOOCHOHOHOHOHEOSOEEEEE8EEeS 

TRAIN iN THE NCCK!) G-WHiZZ! | Rchpinc 
The game is split into two competitions: GT1 and GT2. You 
start in GT2 and must attain golds to reach the tracks of GT1. 

eee: Ce i ae e 

  

I< PAT IME fe b  BESTLAP. 
TEIEE) .000:00 00m 

y! If it comes off, you'll look like 
A GT1. You'll find that, around you've had three courses of skill pie... 
about the Seasons Cup, things : 
start to become a bit harder. 

A GT1, the second half of World Driver's 
massive challenge. All the cups included 
here are rock hard — oooooooh, yes. 

he attempted powerslide 
look like a pranny. 

NOVEMBER 1999  



DEVELOPER: 
PUBLISHER: 

FILL THS 
There's 10 different make in WDC, and each has three 

different routes. As you progress through GT1 and GT2, 
you'll find you’re playing different versions of each track. 

LAP 

173 Gru 
TOTAL TIME 
000:0 7.46 . 

LAP TIME 
000:07.46 

TOTAL RECORD 
004:54.5T 

BEST LAP 
000:00.00 

A The Black Forest in Germany. It starts 
off at dawn, and then gets lighter. Smart! 

4Las Vegas. Not much time for gambling. 
and the track is absolutely rock hard. 
Especially in the nasty 90° tunnels. 

> Les Gets in France (pronounced ‘Lay 
Gay’) is a top snowy course. Skiddy too. 

PERSONAL SeCRVICeS! 
As well as the usual racing stuff, WDC also introduces a kind of story mode, where you must race for diff 

SPEGIAL FEATURES: 
OTHER FORMATS: 

  

well as showing you your 

nt teams, 

unlocking their cars in the process. You can switch at will, but some team bosses don’t like you leaving mid-season. 

A Choose your car. There's 33 in all, and they get better. 
unsurprisingly, the further you get into the game. 

sai TIME 
-001:37.03 

LAP JTIME_su< 
001:37.03 

BE 

A When you choose a car, you also choose a team to 
race with. Er, iad seems a an amiable chap, eh? 

~ "a 

REST. i "AP" Pi 
000:00:00—0 

  

  

A As you can see, you can scroll through all of WOC's 
cars — but the better ones are only awarded later. 

The game’s two-player mode is superb, but you certainly 
both need to be of about the same standard to make it 
interesting, as it’s a proper head-to-head with no other 
CPU opponents on the course with you. 

ao0:e7 

A The two-player really needs youtoboth A... and also have a tip-top knowledg 
be extremely confident at the game. . . the courses. Or else it's a bit... arse. 

hy is a fantastic racing game, 
but you'll need to be a little bit 

tientwith.it,.as.the. handling 

~~ ee a kind of half. 

ME 
06 

4 

*brake;and-also 

IS some of the most realistic 

we've ever seen in a driving 
game, and»therefore some of 
the hardest to grasp. Mistakes 
will hardly ever go unpunished, 

_and the whole business of 
powersliding — though, 
technically, it’s not powersliding, 

deé (you'll 
nowwhat-we mean aS soon as 

you play the thing) — makes 
things even more complicated. 

But the game doesn’t just 
EXPECT YOU LO get USed to the 
handling straight away. Instead 

the-superb Training.Mode runs 
you through the 
you make mental n 
to accelerate and where to 

r me an 

first few c 
GT2, especially the first Novice 
»Cup,gives you-the pretty 
straightforward Rome A and 
Haw ) pummel around, 
giving you an immediate feel for 
how things work. 

So, it’s going to take a bit 
of getting | (0 we reckon, 

.but.there’s. certainly hou 
hou play here just waiting 
to be discovered. And it looks 
absolutely incredible. Keep ’em 
peeled-and-locked-here for the 
Imminent review. 

The handling may be a 
little bit too much work 

Hy) for some people. 

The game’s already on the shelves 
in America, so after a bit of 
tweakage it'll be here soon.   NOVEMBER 1999 {!\)):
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PlayStation 

‘| 

| 
| 
| 

TUTTI TTT TET TTT TTT TY 

Fos Pom Foes 

Hey DJ! (yes.} Pump this party! Cright you are 
then.) There you were thinking that your 
PlayStation was good for games and not much 

else. Cit is a games console after all). Shh! 
How wrong you are! One year on from the ground-breaking 

Music comes the imaginatively-titled follow-up, Music 2000. 
Like its predecessor, it's not a game. You don't score points, you 

can't win or lose, there are no hidden areas to unlock. What you do get 
is a very accessible — yet surprisingly powerful — sequencer, sampler 
(new bit!) and sound library. This allows you to come up with some 
rather bangin’ choons, without the need for ANY musical knowledge. 

It's out Xmas, and it'll annoy your parents. What more do you want? 

BLOCK ROCKIN! 
A song is built up by sticking a load of blocks together, each 
of which can represent a bassline, melody or whatever. And 
each block can be customised or built from scratch. 

fe o Serie f (Gurgos 

ma BS (O81 coum 

Pasle song block merge O08) 

Ww Ww * 

A Pick an area on screen representing 
the length you want your block to be. 

A If you pick a blank area, you can come 
up with an entirely original riff or loop. 

{Paste note 
    

© check out t 

check out 2 

check out 2 

cmont 

cmon 2 

1S contg strong 
| [f aences 
"| dance 2 

A This screen allows you to alter 
each note within the block. Once 
you're happy with it you can paste 
it back into your song. 

NOVEMBER 1999 
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LiNe iT UP! 
The easiest and quickest way of composing a dance anthem 
is to use the hundreds of preprogrammed blocks in the 
sequence library to build up the various layers. You can also 
preview each element before adding it to your masterpiece. 

{ (Music ic file 

1130 [O01 = Scnon0 

ene poe cence 

  

(Paste song block 
  

A Basslines are always a good starting 
point. Do you fancy a bit of Big Beat or 
perhaps a little Drum ‘n’ Bass? 

| Delete song block 

Play 
2 Song Biock Editor 

Area selection 

* Song Biock Palette 

Song Bloch Library 

Resize song block 
A You'll start off with a blank canvas. It won't be long though before 
you fill it with layer upon layer of aural delights though. 

Clone song block 

~ (WARS ; 
130 ‘oO eons Goeons 

ever’ data 

(Paste song block 
  

  

Ga ie 7 

0 [039 Sate 

Panta sony Wack Oe Deeg 
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rors rocn 

A The top right of the screen tells you 
“how long your song is... 

A Each block in the sound library has a distinctive name. But Jow Jow Binks? Honestly. 
A palette contains all the blocks you've used so far making it easier to repeat sections. 

The menu systemisa [FF Se 
lot clearer and more wenn anemcnc ao 
. woe . . Paste video block “eee — _ 
intuitive that it was in F } ; Hen Seed Mek peaite pore: all the 

tai es oo = G3. | current song (including those that, 
the original. If you get | x x ¢ | you have deleted trom the track 

t Delete song block reen). It is in essence yo r 
stuck, just call; 9 >) Play Ses or ot Vice poe eae 
and a menu will pop At Video Chip 
up which lists all the } Vide 

| in progress’. You can remove all the 
** Cxpend/collapse video clip 

current options and rte 

(tinve = 
hea | ‘oom | = = 

- ecescllvenias mora - Song Biock Palette 

  een ; os 
| os choice is yours. Rename song-biocks, 

=< | adjust their volume and find their 
position in your song with this 

  

| unused song-blocks from the palette 

Use 0 Library 10 

} or save them ali for reference, the 

choices you've made. [iiimbekbetbesee] ; c  
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aHe SAMPLER! 

7a MUSIC 2000 

The best innovation is its ability to sample from your audio CDs by swapping the Music 2000 disc for one of yours and 
hitting record! You can have a total of about 10 seconds of top quality and up to 40 seconds of lower quality sounds. 

  

  

= Paste song block 
7 Delete song tock 

+ Song Biock Palette 

Song Block Library 
©) Resize song block 

ke @ Clone song biock 
+ 

“Initially Music 2000 \ooks 
rather daunting. But as soon as 

© you. start.messing around with 
Cc it you'll discover that the 

| Mone 

A Once you've recorded your snippet. you'll need to A Decide on how many blocks long you want your sample A Then you can fiddle around with your sample to your 
create a new song block to place it in. to be. You can always shorten it later on though. 

GeCCiTARZ! 
While the Gacinck Music 
was focused purely on 
dance, this one also allows 
you to RAWH! Fair enough if 
widdly geetar instrumentals 
are your thang. Otherwise 

i Trance 3b 

iF
 

33 
f} 

58
82
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A By looking at this it's impossible to 
tell just how naff the riffs are. 

Song Bock Palette 

seame XL 2 
ROKK SASS ED 
ROCKBCAT 23 
aa 

ST stas strc 2 
mer 
Wan (cap @ 

A “Chai © Alf you're jammin’ real good you can 
pi seek alate — record your sesh onto a memory card and 

listen to wha and sl 

Once you've come up with 
your number one single, you 
can add a suitably psychedelic 
video to it. It works in much 
the same way as the sound 
library, allowing you arrange 
loads of different elements to 
provide a suitable bit of 
accompanying eye-fluff. 

- A It's just like those backgrounds they 
used to have on The Word. Marvellous. 

  

  

  

A Hey man, that's just 
like, so far out. 
Grooooovy. And so on. 

> The simple-but- 
effective block system 
is again used for vids.   

~~ Load new template x \ PS. 

= Melody mode 

= Exit Music Jam 

heart's content, altering its pitch, volume, length etc... . 

With the aid of a good ol’ Multitap, up to four people can indulge in a digital music jam. 
Sadly, all it boils down to is being able to mute or unmute channels by pounding the pad. 

r ee iorea aly in era rison 
to that of Music. lt also looks a 

SS mccord jon 3 Blot more professional. Whereas 
i ef ic was. quite cool, but a bit 

of a gimmick, 2000 is a 
significant progression and 
more of a serious music maker. 

Pthat-saia, it's.still.easy.as 
anything to bang out a track by 
using the hundreds of riffs, bas 

B lines, drum loops, melodies and 
MolseS that are preprogrammed 
into 2000's sound library. But 

A If you like, you can program each 
button on the pad to play a different note 

‘tig.the.new.feature. of the in- 
built sampler that should really 

) excite all you Fat Boy Jims. 
Simply click on the CD icon, pop 
he audio CD of your-choice 

; and sample away! The results 
A Hmmm, now we're are astounding — far from being 
pumpin’. No, really, we tthe distorted racket you'd 
are... just look! ‘ “expect, the onlincs are really 

crisp. The sounds of the other 
; instruments have been improved 

<<There’s the usual array = ym 00, with many.of them 
of instruments to choose sounding pleasingly realistic. 
from and twiddle with. It’s not without some ill- 

advised elements though. The 
‘attempt to integrate guitars 
into the proceedings only 
results in some horrible sub- 
Yngwie Malmsteen fretboard 
onanism. And the four-person 
jamming sesh is novel for about 
three minutes. Forget about 
“those though and-Music-2000-» 
is set to be a bright bit of kit. 

GOOD CoP 
BAD COP 

TM Surprisingly simple to use 
) and you can do your own 

sampling on it as well! 

Won’t appeal if, er, you 
don’t fancy the idea of 
making music. 

  

It’s currently around 80% complete 
so it’s still full of lots of annoying



PREVIEW Ned £40 NOVEMBER 
“Remember 
elf, do not 
shoot food!" 
Oh how 
those few 

a words could ts 
28 once stir 

such vast 

emotions. 
Well, it's 

hack, and challenging us 
once more to pick up the 
lead-lined glove... 

BACK TO BASICS! 
Turn the clock back to 1985, and this is what you’d see 
dominating the arcades and home computers of the time... 

FREYAA fin = a 

Well ruffle me spellbook, it’s been all of hoe | 2 i 

fourteen long years since the big scaly Es i ee | PRESS START 
mother of all multi-player games first hit : ee TO al , a 

the arcades. : : i : core seeLyf “Top-down action, a four player option 
In case you never had the chance to ‘run the gauntlet’ with wit PRESS START} 2nd downright silly numbers of baddies. 

Thor and co., let's have a quick re-cap... The original Gauntlet was a top- i i 3 rf f A timeless classic! 

down action game, in which you chose one of four characters to play as, C ‘ é | 

the Warrior, Wizard, Elf or Valkyrie. If you could find some mates to join = ‘ 

in, then all the better; Gauntlet allowed up to four valiant heroes to fight : ~ PRESS START 

at once. The aims were all very simple — explore countless dungeons - oe a 

and grab as much treasure as you could eat. 
Enter Gauntlet Legends, tarted up for the millennium with some 

really rather swanky 3D graphics. The basic idea is pretty much the 
same as the original games, but with one important difference: this time 
around, you get to develop your characters. As they gain fighting 
experience their skills improve, making them more powerful. And if 
that sounds like your chalice of tea, wait till you see the dragons... 

@e@ee2eo2e2e2e02020208080800880808088080886 0860 @ 8 

THROW DOWN THe GAUNTLeCT! CREATURCS OF NiGHT! 
After choosing the character you wish to play as, it’s a quick meeting with the good 

wizard Sumner, then head-first into the non-stop, slash-em-up action! There are some real uglies lurking in the dark corners of 
them thar dungeons. Lets head off and meet some of 
Gauntlet Legends’ more toothsome inhabitants. 

A These gurning red beasts are demons. A Orcs are the most basic baddies you'll 
Daft looking maybe, but they pack areal —_ meet, and they breed like proverbial rats. 

- punch and can take loads of damage. Exterminate them all! 
A This is Sumner, the beardy good-guy . 
who sends you on your quest. 

A Meet Skorne the demon. 
This nasty fella is who you're 
here to paste. 

A The players are assembled. You can 5 <4Here’s where you get to 
test out your moves here before heading - choose your next dungeon, or 
off into the big bad world outside. ‘ re-play an old one. 
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PACKeD TO THE RAFTeCRS! 
There’s so much to discover in Gauntlet Legends, you'd be 
forgiven for thinking it’s a medieval jumble-sale! Push those 

armour clad grannies out of the way and feast your eyes... 

      
_ = Although it may seem like a bit 
‘er an RPG with its character- 
~™_building.ways,.@auntlet Legends... 

i Mm truly is an out-and-out arcade 

hoes game. First off, the choice of 
p, ; hcharactersisysmashing, as 

= each has their own statistics 
: MM and special magical attacks. To 

“4 Here comes the orcs. There's hundreds ‘ iM get the benefits of all of them, 
of the blighters and they all want slapping. rustle up three mates and take 

          

A What self-respecting adventurer doesn't 
return home with pockets full of booty? 

  

           

    

    

rae |= a character each for some top- 
> Open a chest, and you could find Death whack multi-player fun. There P 
lurking within. Keep a magic potion handy are-even-some-hidden 
to fry his unholy ass with. characters to unlock, with their 

M own brands of wacky wizardry. 

diy J | z "S* __ But it’s not just one big 

THeRe Be DRAGONS! AMULCTASTIC! Biever mach. To defeat the 
Just like all great end-of-level bosses, those in Gauntlet ; game's bosses, which appear at 

Legends are huge. Meet level 1's Castle Guardian... 

  

  

     
                             

        
    
        

   

    

Magic weapons, potions, 
amulets, potions... Gauntlet i 
Legends puts all of them at 
your disposal. Use them wisely 
and they'll get you through a 
few tight squeezes. Squander 
them and you'll soon be in 
some hot water or boiling oil. 

Wthe,.end.of.each.set.of 
dungeons, you'll need to locate 
legendary weapons that are 
hidden about the game, and use 

enrtorsmash the big-~quys’in 
their weak points. You'll also 
have to keep an eye on your 

pcash — it’s no good blowing all 
your treasure on goodies before 

Yyou get to the evil bosses, as 
you'll have nothing left to fight 
themwith. 

The action throughout is 
: ; very Sr h indeed, even with 

A Fiery breath: a sure sign that the aed players on-screen at the 
last warrior he ate went down the ® mena re -tipe and the 4Mb 

wrong way. One o' them spicy 7 i Expansion Fak helps here, 
wizard types, I'll wager. : keeping the framerate up no 

matter how frantic things get. 
on screen. Ultimately, from what 
we've seen so far, Gauntlet 

A The Fire Amulet turns your warrior's Legends is set to be 
shots into flaming balls of death, ‘ame bremendous-fun, and absolutely ~—— 
making the opposition well toasty! huge as well. Roll on November! 

<The three-way shot speaks for itself: 
thrice the shots, thrice the spurting 
amputees left in its wake! 

    
A The stones can be used as cover, and when 
destroyed, reveal magic items and health- 
replenishing food. 

DON’T BOTTLE iT UP iNSiDe! 
As time passes, your warrior’s Turbo bar will build up, allowing them to run for a limited period or use it all up in 

one eyeball-searing attack. Here we see the warrior, letting it all hang out for our visual pleasure...      

      
   

    
    

    

   

   
      

fo Top monster-whacking fun, 
— aim with swords and spells and 

a ooh... everything!     
    

     SR Given time, the endless 
=i waves of nasties could get a 

mite repetitive. 

Were ITS AT! 
The finishing touches are being put 
to the European port of the 
American code, so expect it soon. 

  

     

   
   

   
   

    

    

A Hold down the Z trigger. press the 
‘wallop’ button, and watch the fireworks. . . 

A Shazam! All his rage is let out in the 
form of a mystical dragon. We like. 

A The attack literally tears its way through +4 A bloody haze hangs in the air. the only 
a line of waiting enemies. thing to mark the magic’s passing. Spooky”:   



PREVIEW > = =... = a 
Ah, the pros =" FA PREMIER PlayStation top level 

foothall 

pt management 
a - for 

example 

a) fi chewing i 
gum is se = 

for your : 1 oe 

teeth, but the enzymes : 

rod zt" MANAGER 2000 
NEW GAME! Ln FIRST SHOTS! EENEW GAME! GEFIRST SHOTS! GENEW GAME! ESFIRST SHOTS! 

AKeLA! 
After a few matches, it soon becomes obvious which is your Thers' fal datakase fe 
strongest first team, although you'll need show depth of spite ona Sean aeal 
squad as the injuries and suspensions mount up. eet ea Gohan = 

bit tasty, type his name in 
ae : and have a Te Butch 

BLACKBURN ROVERS Q (0 DERBY COUNTY ee ee 

Hell’s teeth, there’s a lot of it about. Football 

games, thousands of them. And here we have 
another from the holders of the golden 
license - EA. This time it’s a management sim 
which should suit EA’s statistical obsession. 

Management sims are at their happiest when they are embraced in the 

warm arms of the PC, which can handle the slabs of data and has the 
handy mouse to negotiate the layers of option screens. But LMA 
Manager has recently proved that consoles can offer the top quality a e 

selection stresses and strains as well. A Simply type you world beater’s name 

Being a management sim you know what to expect — it's a race to into the data base, like so... 

be top of the English game, but there's also total of 23 divisions from = 

seven countries running concurrently during the season, keeping 30,000 $1 UI Owe 

current professionals employed. Unfortunately, you can't discuss the rr re asi 
beautiful game these days without talking about money, so maintaining a pau cam ee cu 

tight budget is as important as keeping a tight defence. : 

As far as the football side goes it is up to you how deeply you want 
to be involved in the running of affairs. You can select your own 
backroom staff all the way down to the groundsmen. But if the T6\GMWR'Y: ry4ac 

responsibility of first team selection, reserve team handling and youth - ©) 6) IBALL L | a4 

development gets too much, all man management can be automated. After ' | d 
taper - : you've clawed yourself 3s EES 

All the action is based on the old FIFA engine which was always through the menu screens it's § — — ‘A Once found, you can see if he has 

better to watch than interact with, so if EA can make the menu's a tad : Ane pean ‘ , 4 

more user friendly this might not be too bad. time to see your boys ‘do it : ; any foot happy relations as well. 
on the pitch. Either you can ; - : ‘ 
watch all the action allowing 

, . . personnel, or you can get the 
It isn’t sch a ne when you're in the Premiership but summarised version. It just 
taking the reigns of a smaller club means you'll have to like watching Ceefax. Aces! : ra) suns eT Y 

keep a watchful eye on the purse strings. If you've got the : ee oe 

money - build and expand. Fi 

TVER TOK eae BLACKBURN ROVERS @ | 0 DERBY COUNTY “315 A If he’s a bit tasty you can make an 
ice ASTER S/S LEAGUE m. s offer and then get it rejected. Super. 

CURRINT BALANCE €27,112,638 

1 eaMs MERE This is the perfect game 

2st nena Lig : g type for EA to display 
evious Mom ra i \ 

this Month a ome) SUBISRUE * their flair for stats. 

i : Building Costs £3,F00108 Consoles aren’t designed 
SUES : —) for this type of game 

Tansler Sa Hee (LIMA being the exception). 
Players’ Wages : 
Stall Wages 
facilities 
Wise. 

All but in the stores. It’s out in 
October, just after the FA Premier 

A Express yourself it's one on one. Love Stars ad campaign winds down. 

A You'll make a killing at the Everton (ees su a | mh mx a ; : (and Sutton) havegot the world in motion. \/ yg \ Games have gone foothal 
. AEC UIT PRKE ently but we'll 

supporters club shop with your a aii y but we'll 

Richard Gough replica shirts, so get 
marketing now! Killer. 

4 Even though you can't see the football 
it's somehow more exciting. Queer. 
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THE UK'S 
TOP AWARD. 

Now recognise 

oF THE BEST IN 
£¢ INTERACTIVE 
ENTERTAINMENT 

INCLUDING 

@ Best Game 

  

@ Innovative Game 

@ Moving Images 

@ Sound 

@ Interactivity 

@ Computer Programming 

Best UK Developer 
Berners-Lee Award for 
Best Personal Contribution to 
the UK Interactive Industry 

Winners of the 1999 BAFTA Interactive Entertainment Awards 

held in association with ICL can be found on the Academy website: 

www.bafta.org 

British Academy of Film & Television Arts 

195 Piccadilly 

London W1V OLN ty 

BAFTA 
Mn Tel: +44 171 734 0022 
ips Fax: +44 171 734-1790 
(CL E-mail: helenw@bafta.org   The British Academy Award is based on a design by Mitzi Cunliffe



A Here's the cabinet complete with rolling 
Eye Ball and left hand stickage. 

  

aa eS 
A There's a character called ‘Top’. You'll 

       
   

        

FeY ie 

ak ea] 
b! 

A There alenty of pick-ups spread abou 
the place to top up your health and ammo. 

i 
“awescr 

2% g Bos ots? 

  

the top left corner of the screen. 
. : 
    

BA hey 
rr ies 

Ccemns 7h 
| 29" G:Slec 
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OUT NOW 
BOARD: NAOMI 

HOME CONVERSIO 
SPECI 

Well slap my eyeball and pat my pocket af loose change, 
Doom style shooting for only a nugget a go. Whatever 

REAMCAST (TBC) 
EATURES: LINK UP 

next? Women given the vote? Crazy! 

When you first look at 
Outtrigger, you might be 
thinking that it’s yet 
another first-person, big 
gun in bottom right hand 
corner, shoot at 
everything that looks at 
you wrong, Doom clone. 
Well stop yer thinking and 
listen good. You need no 
mice on wires to play this 
game, baby. 

From the same team that 
brought us the classy Fighting 
Vipers comes a cabinet that 
embraces the Doom style action 
but mixes in some technical 
innovations to create a whole new 

gaming 
experience. 

Outtrigger 
is the first 
Sega title 
to exploi 
their brand 
new Naomi 
link system. 
Link play 

has usually 
been kept 
for racing 
games but 
this enables 
up to four 
players to 
get in on in 

(2B UL 

  

  

the deathmatch action! 
The game features four 

characters, all member of the 
crack International Terrorism 
Special Force (Interforce) who are 
brought in to sort out a bunch of 
unsavoury types 

A special cabinet has been 
designed to handle the first- 
person gaming specifics. The left 
hand will control a joy stick 
responsible for the firing and 
steering of your character, while 
the right hand will control the Eye 
Ball. This is basically a track ball 
which performs the same function 
as the mouse on the PC — 
controlling the character's point of 
view as they move about. 

As this style of game is 
particularly fast and frantic, usually 
involving elaborate camera spins, 
Sega were concerned that the 
whole experience would be a 
strain on the ol’ peelers and may 
even leave the odd gamer feeling 
a bit queasy. Consequently they 
have introduced an alternative 
“rear view” which should allow the 
gamer to pull back slightly from 
the action for a less intense ride. 

There are nine different 
stages to choose from, including 
such diverse settings as a high 
tech observatory and some 
mysterious Asian ruins. 

The pick ups consist of the 
familiar collection of health, 
armour and weapons. Extra points 

can be gained by collecting coins 
which are scattered over the 
stages but points will be taken 
away every time you bite the dust. 

Attempting to take a 
stubbornly PC experience into the 
arcade is a cool step for " 
Sega. We hope it pays off. yi 

  

PUBLISHER: SEGA 

3 Mm 4 a 

A Link-up games were usually restricted to your 
deathmatch experience will be available in the arcade for some loose change! 

COOLER QUAKER! |” 

ae 

  
    

       Sega Rally’s and Daytona’s, now the 

SoA MEVSEMURUR 
= RT ho 

 



HOME CONVERSION: TBC 
SPECIAL FEATURES: TEAM BATTLE 

  

   

      

Dead or Allve was a 
masterful beat-em-up. But 
It’s destined to be forever 
remembered for one 
thing: the distinct 
bounciness of Its female 
characters’ chests. 
Teenage boys who spend 
too much time locked 
away In thelr bedrooms 
will be rejoicing then at 
the arrival of Dead of 
Allwe 2, soon to be 
everyone’s favourite siap- 

em-up-with-a-kinky-bent. 

As a wise man once said, a 
game cannot exist on saucy 
women alone, so fortunately 
someone at Tecmo remembered 
about the gameplay as well. The 
basic control system of the 
original has been retained along 
with the danger zones — get 
knocked into one of these and 
your character will be blown up, 

resulting in a serious spot of 
energy depletion. 

There are no radical 
departures from the first 
game but a number of subtle 
improvements. For instance, 
characters now automatically 
face each other in readiness 

for some fisticuffs, something 
previously lacking. The character 

design has also been worked on 
with full use of motion capture 
having been utilised for the 
animations. The effects are more 
spectacular than ever with the 

  

V She may have hideous knee length 
boots but Julie knows how to wrestle. 

DEVELOPER: TECMO 
PUBLISHER: TECMO 

PLAYERS: 1-2 

  

    
    
    
    
    
    

        

developers taking advantage of 
the power of Naomi. The stages 
are now split into two levels, so 
you can push opponents off the 
edge of the upper level onto the 
lower one, inflicting plenty of 
damage as you do so. One of the 
best-looking examples of this is 
the section where you can throw 
enemies down a waterfall. 

It's something of a visual 
stunner and, with Sega 
concentrating on developing new 

gaming genres, is one of the few 
Naomi coin-ops to focus on 
classic arcade-style fighting — 
something that there is still a 
massive audience for. Recent 
public playtests at Shinjuku in 
central Tokyo saw around ten 
times as much money spent on 
this as either King of Fighters '99 
or Tekken Tag Tournament. 

As for the potential of a home 
conversion, an announcement has 
yet to be made. Rumours suggest 
that, despite using the Naomi 
board, it’s more likely to appear on 
the PlayStation2 than the 
Dreamcast. We'll just have 
to wait and see... 

A The new tag team elements produces 
some really dodgy fighting positions. 

STYLE: CHEEKY BEAT-EM-UP     

  

         
      
      

A The game now includes Rival School- 
type double team grabbing combos. 

   



FROM THE MAKERS OF: GAMEBoy GOGAMER) N6q _ (iiGainee 

Are you nuts for 

HME td 
Well here's a mag designed by people like you! 

: UNOFFICIAL pave UNOFFICIAL MAGAZINE jamal 

Action. Zelda: Gay 

‘ALU THE TIPS YOU NEED! 

gQwiT0: WIN FIGHTS! CATCH THE 

BEST (MONSTERS! TRAIN "EM she 

You can be the be st Pokt Sian 
Nintendo 64 f trainer around - bu only if you 
Game Boy © read our tips! Six page 

crammed | with Pob éePr ) al dvice...   
SUBSCRIPTION HOTLINE 

YOU CAN ALSO E-MAIL THE NINTENDO WORLD 

SUBSCRIPTIONS DEPARTMENT: 
rstercaa 

y) OPEN 8AM TO 8PM, MONDAY-FRIDAY 

 



    

    

     
     

  

    
out fighting 

with the latest 
tips, hints and 
cheats every 

month! 

  

F Shatowrian (NG4) 225... 

      

    

4 
aa of ‘hue 3 oil REAVER SPER Sree serrcor ee 
Winenit ta PSK) crept eere eee rel 

Whdday a es 

  

    

insu (Pe), 
Moneter Trick ca es: 
FEMI NUDED EBD) ey sereepe erereenar 

Bo WIE AGRE (NES) oe seeeeeserneeneceerenn en 
% HEU USE See eee 

g Starfleet Academy (PC). isc iiescecteeetes en 
CSUN HAES ANG) nese eeteeicoerereee terres 
DBD; ata a poi i g 
Silay tall nea ee 
Alcea ale Saya an 

Soviet ae PB ee 
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‘ PLAYSTATION i SOUL REAVER: LEGACY OF KAIN 
Since and he’s ready to face his biggest gameplay, press Start and then 

the dawn of battle yet. To aid him in this fight press €,®, 4,2, @,@,® @. Now 

time man has —— = can be cast press Start apa a0 you'll = a 
whenever he wants growl indicating that it's working. 

spoken of a race To start with here's the Here are the rest of the cheats, 
who stalk the Infinite Health code which will All codes are activated by pausing 
earth hunting offer our hero a much easier ride the game, then holding L1 or R1 

Ya fresh blood. through the game. During while entering the buttons. 

Many have 

sought to prove GAME ESET: CHEAT CODE: 

the existence of Refill health 
these Nosferatu, but Raise health coil to next level 

Raise health coil to 
no-one has been able moavaniuini- (Lavel-4) 

         

   

   

to, until now... Hurt Raziel 
In a scene reminiscent of Refill glyph/magic 

David Soul's Salem's Lot the Raise glyph meter to 
vampire known only as Raziel has maximum (52 pts) 
been seen stalking the shelves of Turn on ‘pass barrier’ ability 
videogame stores six months Turn on ‘Soul Reaver’ ability 
after he was first rumoured to Turn on ‘wall crawling’ ability 

make his appearance. In a case Turn on ‘force’ ability’ 
which has gripped the gaming Turn on ‘swim’ ability’ 

m= =nation the infamous blood sucker Turn on ‘constrict’ ability 
has made his name by faking Forge Soul Reaver with Fire 

i §=appearances... But now he's here (turn on Fire Reaver) 

    

PC m HIDDEN AND DANGEROUS 
Aa | | ad Dangerous security eee ‘Sees 

2 team. Luckily for us, = PLAYSTATION m@ WIPEOUT 3 
In the biggest such smash, a particularly bad one spurned employee 

outbreak of criminal scrape in the Mega Mall, the has agreed to release 

joyriding since the authorities were able to uncover all the remaining 

black year of 2097 some details about the codes to this page for 

notoriously secret gangs. immediate publication. 
{when the sport was Turns out that for more 
made legal by safety teams go to the Options menu, 
chiefs) eight cities then head for the Game Setup 
across the world have and enter the word ‘Jazznaz' as a The earlier Tips 
had to close their Default Name. To open all the Express leak of the 
doors and post tracks use the same principle but first level codes for 

security notices enter the word ‘wizzpig’. Finally, this game has 

following a massive to open up the Phantom Class resulted in the 
- " enter the word ‘avinit’. Just - = 

resurgence in anti- remember that death lies waiting dismissal of several 

grav racing. at every turn... members from the 
ia Hidden and 

    

  

    
        

    

      
  

    

    
    
    
    

        

    
     

  

Residents have had to stay 
indoors for their own safety as a 
these crafts, often piloted by Cf GAME EFFECT: CHEAT CODE: 

machismo-fuelled men, are known Big Head Mode ‘Funnyhead’ in the cheat box. 

to be exceedingly difficult to Change Wardrobe ‘Lauracroft’ in the cheat box. 

    
        
    

   
      

      
    

  

    

  

   

  

steer and can crash Invulnerability ‘cantdie’ (type again to toggel off) 

m ©= easily. In one Restore Health ‘Goodhealth’ the press ENTER 7 
Resurrection ‘resurrect’ to revive a recently ay 

D killed team-mate. 

RIVE Slaughter Foes ‘killthemall’ and push ENTER 
Unlock All Doors ‘openalldoor’ 

       

  

View Ending Sequence  ‘showtheend’ and push ENTER. 
View Enemy Locations ‘“enemyf and push ENTER.        

  

% Vn 
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DEATH STALKS 
THIS PLAGE! 
i Nes 

   HACKER'S 
PARADISE 

   SET TO EXPLODE! 
[@ PC B KINGPIN SECRETS REVEALED 

Not since Ruud Gulli 
thought he could tam 
might Newcastle ha: 

“managing a 
Jremiership football team 

   
    
   

  

Cops searching for Just when it looked Give armour Full armour 
. missing American like gangland warfare —Nociip Walk through boom Fi 
‘\ i i walls with Gremlin’s digg 

Mike Le Roi Caka was calming dowm, a — fie anacer ‘99. T ; 

»  Shadowman) have new spate of attacks $= G0 tem Special item Py 0 assigyou 
lied in the European | broke out and set the = “'° ‘“°2por) Weapon re tricky track 9 the 

olice force Interpol. whole Westside war To select the level you must open 

  

         

  

Concern for his safety has off again. up the console by creating the 
mounted since the discovery of a In just a month the incidents following shortcut... 
series of cheat spells. To access of attack have quadrupled. Police —_c:\kingpin\kingpin.exe + i tee « a 
these, go to the specified location investigating the assaults spoke developer 1. Now run the game ‘A des below gives the ~~ 
and perform the required stunt. about the sheer level of violence using this shortcut. Now, once d 1 £100,000,000 

present in these recent cases. the game is running press the ~ 4 ; 
Deadside Shotguns Police Commissioner Dwane (tilde) button and open the 

          ankovski said they were console. Now 800E48E0 E100 
Qrrified: “We're hardened cops _all you have * Paul i 800E48E2 O5F5 
this city but when these punks to do is select s McCarney’s eS . Villa” 

es of pence "? Oh - py’ E100 @ full-bore shotguns and flame the level you ripe h 
wers to do their dirty work it want. Happy Ficus ° pipe g 800E4984 05F5 

Blackburn Rovers 
ikes some real strong stomachs skull-crackin’ os 

@ to put a halt to the violence : : ee 800E4B70 E100 

(Cathedral of Pain) 
In the control room beyond the 

Walk Gad lava, drop down the 
shaft containing spinning blades 

Twig Boy (Gad Temple 1) 
Go all the way through the 
flambeau maze, and just as you 

     
      
   

   

  

   

     

   

     

    

          

       
   e a report.” In a desperate home dudes! 
        

     

   
    
   

    

  

      

   

     
     

     

  

    

   
   
      

  

   
      

     
   
   
   

   
    

   
    

       
    

     
    
   

      

     
       
        
    

      
      

   

drop back into the big chamber uthorities have released map sr1 “~~ | Map steel3 i 800E4B72 O5F5 
containing the Blood Sisters, funds. To get this extra .|Map sewer Sewers map steel4 ippi al n i Athletic 
stationary fire masks, and a ramp glords must make sure & |map'st2 Super ~~ miimap kpcut8. Consequences! E100 
leading up to a ziggurat switch. pst enter the cheat code map bar_sr Jax map ty1 Derailed 

ithis go to the Main map sr3 Mean Streets map ty2 ‘Dark Passage § ae O5F5 
Play as Deadwing (Playrooms) ry of Kingpin and edj The Jesus map ty3 Trainyards Chelsea 
After going through a pipe, you XE Cre file addig Bike mar ty4 Dépot 2 800E4C14 E100 
will come to a hallway filled with Set developer 1”. ’ A Poisonville map kpcut4 The Picnic 800E4C16 O5F5 
doors on each side and a switch j to do is preset nap _ Club Swank map tet _ ; 2 try Ci g 
on the end. Go into allthe rooms is he) ke ‘ 3 Louie’s Errand verttry Cilia Z 
until you come to one containing a | e de a fb Blanco Industries é Big 3 E4CB8 E100 ~ 

green table, then jump on it. Nikki Blanco i )EACBA O5F5 © 
; g Derby County 

ste i Gad ine 4 or oil : ntral Towers 800E4E00 E100 
ina this cheat in the dark with ie oss 

flambeau doors. It's in the maze a Mt 3 Me 800E4E02 OSF5 

on the lower floor, just aim for the ] Epo Sapo D. "Steeltown “| map rcboss2 Crystal Palace Everton 
way out and you can't help but Give health Full health ¥ Boiler Room West 800E4EA4 E100   

      

stumble upon it. Give cash 100 Dollars map steel2 Stee! #& { mi ‘ 800E4EAG O5F5 even 
aaa a Leeds Utd 

800E4F48 E100 

800E4F4A O5F5 

ise 
|S00E4FEE ¢ 
Liverpool 
800E5090 E100 

800E5092 O5F5 

Manchester Utd 
800E5134 E100 © 

800E5136 O5F5 

Middlesbrough 
800E5AD0 E100 

OF 800E5AD2 O5F5 

NG4 Hi MONSTER TRUCK MADNESS | ’ (Neweastle Ud 
i laying this title to death we 

nn Shought send want us to share 5P ea "800E51DA.05F5me* 

papers ee er than our new discovery about perhaps oo sie doo Isl : Nottingham Forest 
no we the greatest game since Monster i d ; 800E5C18 E100 

get excited ouer Truck Madness for the PC. To try fj peo em | . 
’ a : i 800E5C1A O5F5 

racin’ trucks. all the tracks go to the password 5 W Be Sheffield Wed 

= Don't matter if they're green —_ screen and enter these strange : i ey rv ‘ Ss 

ones, red ones or black ones so __ looking codes. Each code uses a 7 = ee ( E10 

long as their description starts combo of numbers, letters and ' ‘ Valley 800E527E O5F5 
with a T and ends in Ruck we'll arrows. Here's a key <=left arrow, Y \ Southampton 

get involved. And we aed got >=right arrow, uP arrow, F a E ; 800E5320 E100 

involved when we heard about v=down arrow. Come on you ) / 

the Monster Truck Madness good ol’ boys; have a pop at Tr ; 800E5322 O5F5 

game for the Nintendo 64. After these cheats.. 
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READY 
Body Slam: Away, away, punch 
Hiptoss: Away, away, kick 
Vertical Suplex: Away, away, tieup 
Sidewalk Slam: Away, up, kick 
Snapmere Takeover: Away, down, 
punch 
DDT: Up, down, punch 
Shoulder Breaker: Away, towards, 
tieup 
Drop Toehold: Away, down, kick 
Samoan Drop: Towards, 
down, tieup 
Stone Cold Stunner (finish): Up, 
down, up, tieup 

   
    
    

    
    
   
    

  

   
   

   
   

  

   
   

   
   

   
   

TIEUP 
Piledriver: Away, 
towards, punch 
Samoan Drop: 
Away, tieup 
Inverted Atomic 
Drop: 
Away, punch 

  

Neckbreaker: Away, kick 
Arm wrench: Punch 
Hammerlock: Kick 
Top wristlock: Tieup 
Irish whip: Away, away, block 
Switch to Behind: Up, up, block. 

TIEUP FROM BEHIND 
Reverse DDT: Away, tieup 
Sleeper Hold: Away, punch 
Roll Up: Away, kick 
Belly to Back Suplex: Punch 
Full Nelson: Kick 

GROUND MOVES 
At head, Stepover Facelock: 
Away, up, punch 
At side, Mount Punches: 
Away, down, tieup 
At feet, Texas Cloverleaf: 
Away, down, kick 

RUNNING OPPONENTS 
Powerslam: Tieup 

RUNNING PLAYER 
Vertical Body Press (trademark): 
Tieup 

TURNBUCKLE 
Opponent on ground, 
Driving Elbow: Punch, tieup 

OPPONENT DIZZY 
Haymaker: Punch 
Mafia Kick: Kick 
Throw out of Ring: Away, away, 
block 

TAUNT 
The Bottom Line: Pose 

OUTFITS 
X; Black tights 
L1: Black tights, 3:16 vest 
L2: Jeans shorts, 3:16 blood shirt 
R2: Jeans shorts, “Expect no 
mercy” shirt. 

WWE ATTITUDE 
DODGING THE ODD SPANDEX THROTTLE HOLD 
AND SQUIRT OF BABY OiL, LES ELLIS CRAWLS 
BACK iNTO THE RING TO BRING YOU THE 
HOTTEST WWF MOVES! AH-ONE, AH-TWO... 

Tarra 
READY 
Rock Bottom (finish): Away, 
towards, down, tieup 
Laying the Smack Down: Away, 
towards, down, punch 
Sidewalk Slam: up, down, kick 
DDT: Away, up, tieup 
Samoan Drop: Away, down, tieup 
Snapmare Takeover: Away, 
down, punch 
Neckbreaker: Away, 
towards, punch 
Shortarm Clothesline: Up, 
down, punch 
Fireman's Carry: Away, 
towards, kick 

RUNNING OPPONENTS 
Powerslam: Tieup 
Dropkick: Punch 
Back Body Drop: Punch 

TIEUP 
DDT: Away, punch 
Samoan Drop: Away, tieup 
Chest Breaker: Away, kick 
Rock Bottom (finish): Away, 
towards, punch 

TIEUP FROM BEHIND 
German Suplex: Away, tieup 
Sleeper: Away, punch 
Roll Up: Away, kick 

GROUND MOVES 
From side, People's Elbow 
(trademark): Up, down, punch 
Running, People's Elbow 
(trademark): Tieup 
From feet, Fist to Groin: Away, 
away, down, kick 

OPPONENT IN CORNER 
Choke with Boot: Down, kick 

READY 
Sky High (trademark): Up, 
down, tieup 
Fall Forward Powerbomb: Away, 
towards, kick 
Running Powerbomb: Up, down, 
up, tieup 

Fisherman's Suplex: Away, 
down, tieup 
Spinebuster: Up, up, tieup 
Snapmere Takeover: Away, 
down, punch 
Shortarm Clothesline: Up, 
down, punch 
Armdrag: Up, down, kick 
Kneebreaker: Away, down, kick 

TIEUP 
Fisherman's Suplex : Away, punch 
Powerbomb: Away, up, kick 
Backbreaker: Away, kick 

TIEUP FROM BEHIND 
Pumphandle Slam: Away, tieup 
Sleeper: Away, punch 
Roll Up: Away, kick 

GROUND MOVES 
At side, D'Lo Legdrop: Away, 
away, towards, tieup 
At feet, D'Lo Leaf: Up, down, kick 
At head, Pick Up: Tieup 
Stomp: Kick 
Rear Chinlock: punch 
At side, Stomp: kick 
Elbow Drop: punch 
Fist Drop: Run, punch 

RUNNING OPPONENT 
Sky High (trademark): Tieup 
Dropkick: Punch 

Back Body Drop: Punch 

RUNNING PLAYER 
Spinning Heel Kick: Kick 

TURNBUCKLE 
Lo Down (finish): Tieup, block 

OPPONENT DIZZY 
Big Wind Up: Punch 
Backheel Kick: kick 

TAUNT 
You'd Better Recognise: Pose 

MANKIND 
READY 
Mandible Claw (finish): Away, 
towards, down, tieup 
Double Arm DDT (trademark): 

    

Away, 
towards, 
down, punch: 
DDT: Away, down, tieup 
Double Underhook Suplex: Up, 
down, punch 
Neckbreaker: Away, down, punch 
Leg Drag: Away, up, kick 
Knee to Face: away, down, kick 
Hiptoss: Away, away, kick 
Vertical Suplex: Away, away, tieup 

TIEUP 
Backbreaker: Away, kick 
Piledriver: Away, up, punch 
Bulldog: Away, tieup 
DDT: Away, punch 

TIEUP FROM BEHIND 
Reverse DDT: Away, tieup 
Russian Leg Sweep: Away, punch 
Roll Up: Away, kick 

RUNNING PLAYER 
Tackle with Punches: Tieup 

GROUND MOVES 
At side, Knee to Shoulder: Up, 
down, punch 
At head, Mandible Claw (finish): 
Away, towards, down, punch 
At feet, Leglock: Away, down, kick 
At head, Pick Up: Tieup 
Stomp: Kick 
Rear Chinlock: Punch 
At side, Stomp: Kick 

ON TURNBUCKLE 
Opp standing, Body Press: 
Kick, block 
Opp on ground, Splash: 
Kick, block 

OPP IN CORNER 
Tree of Woe: Up, up, punch 

READY 
Spinebuster: Up, down, tieup 
Shoulder Breaker: Away, 
towards, punch 
Spinning Neckbreaker: Away, 
up, punch 
Single Arm DDT: Up, down, punch 
Japanese Armdrag: Up, 
down, kick 
Small Package: Away, 
towards, kick 

TIEUP 
Inverted Atomic Drop: Away, kick 
Shoulder Breaker: Away, punch     



  

Front Suplex; Away, tieup 
Piledriver: Up, down, up, tieup 

TIEUP FROM BEHIND 
Front Russian Legsweep 
(trademark): Away, punch 
Bridging German Suplex: 
Away, tieup 
Roll Up: Away, kick 

GROUND MOVES 
At head, Stump Puller: Up, down, 
up, punch 
At side, Spinning Armhold: Away, 
towards, tieup 
At feet, Figure Four Leglock 
(finish): Away, towards, down, kick 

RUNNING OPPONENT 
Spinning Heelkick: Kick 

RUNNING PLAYER 
Crucifix: Tieup 
Dropkick: Kick 

ON TURNBUCKLE 
Opponent on ground, 
Fistdrop: Kick, block 
Opponent standing, 
Body Press: Kick, block 

OPPONENT IN CORNER 
Powerslam: Up, up, punch 
Chops: punch 
Climb and Pummel: Up, punch 

OPPONENT DIZZY 
Side Wind Up: Punch 
Dropkick: kick 

TAUNT 
Don't Make Me Mad: Pose 

OUTFITS 
X; Silver shorts with red tights 
L1: Silver shorts with shirt 
L2: Silver shorts 
R2: Silver pants and white 
string top 

| KEW SHAMROCK 
READY 
Hurricanrana: Away, down, tieup 
Snapmare Takeover: Away, 
up, punch 
Reverse Painkiller: Away, 
down, kick 
Armdrag: Away, up, kick 
High Angle Suplex (trademark): 
Away, up, tieup 

TIEUP 
Three Knee Combo: Away, punch 
Leg Stretch: Away, kick 
Overhead Belly to Belly Suplex: 
Away, tieup 

TIEUP FROM BEHIND 
German Suplex: Away, tieup 
Beast Choker: Away, punch 
Victory Roll: Away, kick 

RUNNING PLAYER 
Flying Back Elbow: Kick 

GROUND MOVES 
At head, Shortarm Scissors: Up, 
down, punch 
At side, Longbow 
Backbreaker: Away, 
towards, down, tieup 
Mount Punches: Away, 
down, punch 
At feet, Shamrock Ankle 
Lock (finish): Away, down, 
towards kick 
Elbow Drop to Leg: 
Up, down, kick 

BBPONENT 
Powerslam: 
Tieup 
High Leg 
Clothesline: Kick 

TURNBUCKLE 
Opp standing, 
Hurricanrana: 

Tieup, block 

  

Opp standing, Axhandle 
Smash: Punch 

OPPONENT DIZZY 
Inside Forearm: punch 
Shuffle Sidekick: kick 

TAUNT 
Get Out of my Way: Pose 

OUTFITS 
X; Blue Shamrock tights, 
blue boots 
L1: Red Shamrock tights, 
red boots 
L2: Black tights, black boots 
R2: Blue Shamrock tights, 
red boots. 

READY 
Tombstone Piledriver (finish): Up, 
up, down, tieup 
Running Kneehit: Up, down, kick 
Throat Toss: Away, towards, 
away, punch 
Shortarm Clothesline: Left (or 
right), down, punch 
Frontface DDT: Away, 
towards, punch 
DDT: Away, down, punch 
Spinebuster: Up, down, tieup 
Choke: Away, up, kick 
Vertical Suplex: Away, away, tieup 
Hiptoss: Away, away, kick 

TIEUP 
Chestbreaker; Away, kick 
Sideslam: Away, punch 
Chokeslam (trademark): Away, 
towards, punch 
Overhead Belly to Belly Suplex: 
Away, tieup 

TIEUP FROM BEHIND 
Reverse Vertical Suplex: Up, 
down, up, punch 
German Suplex: Away, tieup 
Sleeper: Away, punch 
Roll Up: Away, kick 

RUNNING PLAYER 
Flying Back Elbow: Tieup 

GROUND MOVES 
At head, Squeeze Head: Away, 
towards, punch 
Blatant Choke: Up, down, punch 

RUNNING OPPONENT 
Tilt-A-Whirl: Tieup 
Boot to Face: Away 

TURNBUCKLE 
Shoulder Tackle: Punch, tieup 

OPPONENT DIZZY 
Thrust to Throat: Punch 
Boot to Face: Kick 

TAUNT 
The Machine: Pose 

READY 
Spinebuster (trademark): Up, 

b down, tieup 
Running Powerslam: Away, 
up, kick 
Dominator (finish): Away, 
towards, down, tieup 

Gorilla Press Slam: Up, 
down, up, punch 

Shortarm Clothesline: 
Away, down, punch 

Headlock 
Takedown: Up, 
down, kick 

      
     

   
     
      
   

    

    

    

   

   

    

   
Too many 
moves! I’ve 

clean lost my 
marbles! 

     

   

TIEUP 
Piledriver: Away, up, away, tieup 
Hanging Brainbuster: Up, 
down, punch 
Sidewalk Slam: Away, down, kick 
Brainbuster: Away, tieup 
Sideslam: Away, punch 
Chestbreaker: Away, kick 
Armwrench: Punch 
Hammerlock: Kick 

TIEUP FROM BEHIND 
Fallaway Pumpslam: Up, 
down, kick 
German Suplex: Away, tieup 

GROUND MOVES 
At head, Painkiller: Up, 
down, punch 
At feet, Wishbone Leg Splitter: 
Away, towards, kick 

RUNNING OPPONENT 
Powerslam: Tieup 
Boot to Face: Kick 

READY 
Fireman's Carry: Away, down, kick 
Fall Forward Powerbomb: Away, 
towards, away, punch 
Sidewalk Slam: Up, down, kick 
Spinebuster: Away, up, punch 
Headlock Takedown: Away, 
towards, kick 
Throw Opponent out of Ring: 
Away, away, block 
Body slam: Away, away, punch 

TIEUP 
Powerbomb: Away, down, kick 
Samoan Drop: Away, tieup 
Backbreaker: Away, kick 
Fisherman's Suplex (trademark): 
Away, punch 
Hanging Brainbuster: Away, down, 
towards, tieup 

TIEUP FROM BEHIND 
Reverse Vertical Suplex: 
Away, tieup 
Russian Legsweep: Away, punch 
Rolling Prawn Hold: Away, kick 

GROUND MOVES 
At head, Kick to Spine: Up, 
down, punch 
At side, Swivel Mount Punches: 
Away, towards, away, tieup 
Porn Pretzel: Up, down, tieup 
At feet, Fist to Groin: Up, 
down, kick 

RUNNING OPPONENT 
Spinebuster: Tieup 

TURNBUCKLE 
Opponent on ground, Money Shot 
(finish): Kick, punch 

OPPONENT DIZZY 
Tornado Punch: Punch 
Dropkick: Kick 

TAUNT 
Hello Ladies: Pose 

OUTFITS 
X; Purple and grey tights 
L1: Terry cloth towel 
L2: Grey and black tights 
R2: Grey and purple tights 

READY 
Hurricanrana: Away, up, punch 
X-Factor (finish): Up, down, tieup 
Enzuigiri: Away, up, kick 
Running Knee Hit: Away, 
down, punch 
Legdrag: Away, down, kick 

TIEUP 
Bulldog: Away, tieup 
Three Knee Combo: Away, punch 
Leg Stretch: Away, kick 
Irish Whip: Away, away, block 
Top Wristlock: Tieup 

  

TIEUP FROM BEHIND 
Germn Suplex: Away, tieup 
Sleeper: Away, punch 
Victory Roll: Away, kick 
Full Nelson: Kick 
Belly to Back Suplex: Punch 

GROUND MOVES 
At head, Front Facelock: Up, 
down, punch 
At side, Quick Legdrop: 
Kick (running) 
At feet, Fist to Groin: Up, 
down, kick 

RUNNING OPPONENT 
Spinning Heelkick: Kick 

RUNNING PLAYER 
Crossbody Block: Kick 

TURNBUCKLE 
Opponent standing, 
Hurricanrana: Kick, tieup 
Shooting Star Press: Kick, punch 
Opponent on ground, 
Kneedrop: Kick 

OPPONENT IN CORNER 
Bronco Buster (trademark): Up, 
down, punch 
Spinkick Combo: Away, 
towards, punch 

OPPONENT DIZZY 
Grab Head and Punch: Punch 
Dropkick: Kick 

TAUNT 
Degenerate: Pose 

BILLY GUNN 

READY 
Fameasser (finish): Away, towards, 
down, punch 
Gorilla Press Slam: Away, 
towards, away, punch 
Sidewalk Slam: Away, down, kick 
Front Backbreaker: Up, 
down, tieup 
Running Knee Hit: Away, 
up, punch 
Drop Toehold: Away, up, kick 
Bodyslam: Away, away, punch 

TIEUP 
Hanging Powerslam: Up, 
down, tieup 
Hanging Vertical Suplex: Up, 
down, kick 
Bulldog: Away, tieup 
Inverted Atomic Drop: 
Away, punch 
Neckbreaker: Away, kick 

TIEUP FROM BEHIND 
Reverse DDT: Away, tieup 
Sleeper: Away, punch 
Roll Up: away, kick 

GROUND MOVES 
At head, Flipover Neckwhip: Up, 
down, punch 
At side, Kneedrop: Up, 
down, tieup 
At feet, Stepover Toehold: Up, 
down, kick 

RUNNING OPPONENT 
Powerslam: Tieup 

OPPONENT IN CORNER 
Ass Kisser (trademark): Up, 
up, kick 

OPPONENT DIZZY 
Big Wind Up: Punch 
Dropkick: Kick 

TAUNT 
Kiss It: Pose 

OUTFITS 
X; Blue Mr Ass shorts 
L1: Magenta Mr Ass shorts 
L2: Red Mr Ass shorts with black 
Bad Ass shirt 
R2: White Mr Ass shorts 

   

  

   
TIP 

READY 
Implant DDT (finisher): Up, 
down, kick 
Overhead Belly to Belly Suplex: 
Away, down, kick 
Side Belly to Belly Suplex: Away, 
towards, tieup 
Snapmare Takeover: Up, 
down, punch 
Crucifix: Away, up, kick 

TIEUP 
Fisherman's Suplex: Away, punch 
Powerbomb: Away, away, 
down, punch 
T-bone Suplex: Away, up, kick 
Floatover Suplex (trademark): 
Away, tieup 
Chestbreaker: Away, kick 
Armwrench: Punch 
Hammerlock: Kick 
Top Wristlock: Tieup 
Irish Whip: Away, away, block 
Switch to Behind: Up, up, block 

TIEUP FROM BEHIND 
Reverse Vertical Suplex: Up, 
down, kick 
Sleeping Neckbreaker: Away, tieup 
Neckbreaker: Away, punch 
Rolling Prawn Hold: away, kick 
Belly to Back Suplex: Punch 
Full Nelson: Kick 

GROUND MOVES 
At feet, Elevated Crab: Away, 
towards, towards, kick 
At head, Toehold Half Crab: Up, 
down, up, punch 

TURNBUCKLE 
Opponent standing, Dropkick: 
Punch, tieup 
Opp on ground, Kamikaze 
Headbutt: Punch, tieup 

OPPONENT IN CORNER 
Tree of Woe: Up, up, punch 

OPPONENT DIZZY 
Crane Wing Punch: Punch 
Dropkick: Kick 

TAUNT 
Feed the Need: Pose 

OUTFITS 
X; White long sleeve shirt with 
purple pants 
L1: White long sleeve shirt with 
black pants 
L2: White long sleeve shirt with 
red pants 
R2: White long sleeve shirt with 
blue pants 

READY 
Sidewalk Slam: Away, down, kick 
DDT: Away, towards, tieup 
Spinal Tap: Up, down,punch 
Neckbreaker: Away, 
towards, punch 
Drop Toehold: Away, towards, kick 
Throw Opponent out of Ring: 
Away, away, block 

TIEUP 
Neckbreaker: Away, kick 
Piledriver: Up, down, tieup 
Side Backbreaker: Away, tieup 
Vertical Suplex: Away, punch 

TIEUP FROM BEHIND 
Stretch Armstrong (finish): away, 
towards, kick 
Russian Legsweep: Away, punch 
Roll Up: Away, kick 

GROUND MOVES 
At side, Shake Rattle ‘N’ Roll 
Kneedrop (trademark): Away, 
towards, tieup 
At head, Flipover Neckwhip: Up, 
down, punch 
At feet, Texas Cloverleaf: Away, 
towards, away, kick 
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RUNNING PLAYER 
Flying Head Scissors: Tieup 
Dropkick: Kick 

TURNBUCKLE 
Opponent standing, Dropkick: 
Kick, tieup 

OPPONENT DIZZY 
Road Dogg's Three Punch 
Combo: Punch 
Dropkick: Kick 

TAUNT 
Doggy Style: Pose 

OUTFITS 
X: Neon green Road Dogg shirt 
and black Road Dogg pants 

: “Oh you didn't know?” shirt 
and black Road Dogg pants 
L2: Operation DX shirt and black 
and white army pants 
R2: Blue shirt with Road Dogg 
monogram and black warm 
up pants 

READY 
Fall Away Slam (finisher): Away, 
down, tieup 
Single Arm DDT: Away, towards, 
punch 
Knee to Face: Away, up, kick 
Seated Crucifix Bomb: Away, 
towards, towards, punch 
Press Slam: away, down, kick 
Front Backbreaker: Away, 
down, punch 
Hiptoss: Away, away, kick 
Vertical Suplex:Away, away, tieup 

TIEUP 
Powerbomb (trademark): Up, 
down, kick 
Piledriver: Up, down, up, tieup 
Overhead Belly to Belly Suplex: 
Away, tieup 
Shoulder Breaker: Away, punch 
Backbreaker: Away, kick 
Arm Wrench: Punch 

TIEUP FROM BEHIND 
Sleeper Hold: Away, punch 
Roll Up: Away, kick 
Rolling German Suplex: Away, 
up, punch 

RUNNING OPPONENT 
Tilt-A-Whirl: Tieup 

GROUND MOVES 
At head, Kick to Spine: Away, 
up, punch      

  

   

      

   
   
   

  

   
   
   

      

   

    

   
   

  

   
   
   

  

   
   

    

READY 
Pedigree (finisher): Up, down, 

down, tieup 

  

Sidewalk Slam: Up, down, kick 
Running Knee Hit: Away, 
down, punch 
Knee to Face (trademark): Away, 
down, kick 
Front Backbreaker: Away, 
down, tieup 
Overhead Belly to Belly Suplex: 
Away, towards, kick 

TIEUP 
Sit Down Powerbomb: Away, 
towards, down, tieup 
Northern Lights Suplex: 
Away, tieup 
Inverted Atomic Drop: 
Away, punch 
Backbreaker: Away, kick 

TIEUP FROM BEHIND 
Rolling German Suplex: 
Away, tieup 
Low Blow: Away, kick 

GROUND MOVES 
Blatant Choke: Up, down, punch 
At feet, Fist to Groin: Away, 
down, kick 
At head, Reverse Chinlock: Away, 
towards, punch 

RUNNING PLAYER 
Tackle with Punches: Tieup 
Running Clothesline: Punch 

RUNNING OPPONENT 
Tilt-A-Whirl: Tieup 

TURNBUCKLE 
Opponent standing, Shoulder 
Tackle: Kick, block 
Opp on Ground, Kneedrop: 
Punch, tieup 

OPPONENT IN CORNER 
Choke with Boot: Up, up, kick 

READY 
Downward Spiral (finish): Up, 
down, kick 
Seated crucifix Bomb: Up, down, 
up, punch 
Crucifix Powerbomb: Away, 
up, kick 
Crucifix: Away, down, kick 
Drop Toehold: Up, down, kick 
Single arm DDT: Away, up, punch 
Body Slam: Away, away, punch 
Hiptoss: Away, away, kick 

TIEUP 
Neckbreaker: Away, kick 
Front Suplex: Away, tieup 
DDT: Away, punch 
Switch to Behind: Up, up, block 
Irish Whip: Away, away, block 
Top Wristlock: Tieup 
Hammerlock: Kick 
Arm wrench: Punch 

TIEUP FROM BEHIND 
Dragon Suplex (trademark): Away, 
down, punch 
Sleeping Neckbreaker: Away, tieup 
Atomic Drop: Away, punch 
Rolling Prawn Hold: Away, kick 

GROUND MOVES 
At head, Leglock Chokehold: 
Away, down, punch 
At side, Standing Splash: Away, 
towards, tieup 
At feet, Elevated Crab: Away, 
towards, down, kick 

RUNNING OPPONENT 
High leg Clothesline: Kick 

RUNNING PLAYER 
Flying Headscissors: 

Kick 

   

TURNBUCKLE 
Opponent standing, 
Bodypress: Kick, block 
Opponent on ground, 
Splash: Block 

OPPONENT DIZZY 
Grab Head and Punch: Punch 
Dropkick: Kick 

TAUNT 
Watching and Waiting: Pose 

OUTFITS 
X; Purple pants 
L1: Blue pants 
L2: Red pants 
R2: Black pants 

READY 
Japanese Armdrag: Away, 
down, kick 
DDT: Up, down, tieup 
Chin Crusher: Away, 
towards, punch 
Enzuigiri: Up, down, kick 
Falling Reverse DDT: Away, 
towards, kick 
The Impaler (finish): Up, down, 
up, tieup 

TIEUP 
Floatover Suplex: Away, tieup 
DDT: Towards, punch 
Backbreaker: Away, kick 
Arm Wrench: Punch 

TIEUP FROM BEHIND 
German Suplex: Away, tieup 
Octopus Hold: Away, punch 
Victory Roll: Away, kick 

GROUND MOVES 
At head, Toehold Half Crab: Up, 
down, down, kick 
At feet, Leg Grapevine: Up, 
down, kick 

RUNNING OPPONENT 
Spinning Heelkick: kick 

RUNNING PLAYER 
Flying Headscissors: Kick 

TURNBUCKLE 
Opponent on ground, 450 Splash: 
Kick, punch 
Opponent standing, Dropkick: 
Tieup, block 

OPPONENT DIZZY 
Grab Head and Punch: Punch 
Dropkick: Kick 

OUTFITS 
X; Blue pants 
L1: Red pants 
L2: Purple pants 
R2: Light Blue pants 

GODFATHER 
READY 
Pimp Drop (finish): Away, towards, 
down, punch 
Fall Forward Powerbomb: away, 
towards, away, tieup 
Shortarm Clothesline: Up, 
down, punch 
Spiebuster: Up, down, tieup 
Fallaway Slam: Away, down, tieup 
Shoulder breaker: Away, up, kick 

TIEUP 
Sitddown Powerbomb: away, 
up, punch 
Samoan Drop: Away, tieup 
Three Knee Combo: Away, punch 
Chest Breaker: Away, kick 

TIEUP FROM BEHIND 
Reverse Powerbomb: Away, 
up, punch 
German Suplex: Away, tieup 
Atomic Drop: Away, punch 
Roll Up: Away, kick 
Put Opponent on Shoulders and 
Fall Back: Tieup          

RUNNING OPPONENT 
Boot to Face: Kick 

GROUND MOVES 
At head, Camel Clutch: Away, 
down, punch 
At feet, Stepover Toehold: Away, 
down, kick 

OPPONENT IN CORNER 
The Ho Train (trademark): Away, 
down, kick 
Choke with Boot: Up, kick 
Splash: Run, kick 

OPPONENT DIZZY 
Grab head and punch: Punch 
Backheel kick: Kick 

READY 
Enziguri (trademark): Up, 
down, kick 
Overhead Belly to Belly Suplex: 
Away, up, kick 
Front Backbreaker: Away, 
down, tieup 
Snapmare Takeover: Away, 
down, punch 
Fireman's Carry: Away, 
towards, kick 
Crucifix: Away, down, kick 
Vertical Suplex: Away, away, tieup 
Body Slam: Away, away, punch 
Hiptoss: Away, away, kick 

TIEUP 
Inverted Piledriver: Up, 
down, punch 
Northern Lights Suplex: 
Away, tieup 
Side Belly to Belly Suplex: 
Away, punch 
Backbreaker: Away, kick 
Hammerlock: Kick 

TIEUP FROM BEHIND 
Rolling German Suplex: 
Away, tieup 
Beast Choker: Away, punch 
Rolling Prawn Hold: Away, kick 

GROUND MOVES 
At head, Stranglehold Gamma: 
Up, down, up, punch 
La Magistral: Away, down, punch 
At side, Mount Punches: Away, 
down, tieup 
At feet, Sharpshooter (finsiher): 
Away, up, away, kick 
Headbutt to Groin: Away, 
down, kick 

RUNNING PLAYER 
Spinning Heelkick: Kick 

TURNBUCKLE 
Opponent standing, Missile 
Dropkick: Tieup, block 

OPPONENT DIZZY 
Side Wind Up: Punch 
Dropkick: Kick 

TAUNT 
Look at me: Pose 

OUTFITS 
X; Owen Hart singlet 
L1: Yellow and black 
danger singlet 
L2: Pink and black singlet 1 
R2: Pink and black singlet 2 

THE 

  
UNDERTAKER 

  

READY 
Shortarm Clothesline: Away, 
up, punch 
Tombstone Piledriver (finish): Up, 
down, up, tieup 
Chokeslam: Up, down, up, punch 
Knee to Face: Away, up, kick 
Front Backbreaker: Away, up, 
tieup 
Throat Toss: Away, towards, kick 
Hiptoss: Away, away, kick 

  

     

TIEUP 
Chestbreaker: Away, kick 
Chokeslam (trademark): Up, 
down, punch 
Side Backbreaker: Away, tieup 
Sideslam: Away, punch 

TIEUP FROM BEHIND 
Reverse Brainbuster: Up, 
down, tieup 
Bulldog: Away, tieup 
Sleeper: Away, punch 
Russian Legsweep: Away, kick 

GROUND MOVES 
At side, Elbow Drop on to Arm: 
Away, up, tieup 
At feet, Leglock: Up, away, 
up, kick 
At head, blatant choke: Away, 
towards, away, punch 

RUNNING OPPONENT 
Boot to Face: Kick 

RUNNING PLAYER 
Flying Clothesline: Kick 

OPPONENT IN CORNER 
Top Rope Arm Wrench: Away, 
towards, kick 
Big Punch Combo: Away, 
away, kick 

OPPONENT DIZZY 
Thrust to Throat: Punch 
Boot to Face: Kick 

READY 
Reverse Tiger Suplex: Away, 
towards, kick 
Frontface DDT: Up, down, tieup 
Leg Scissor Stomp: Up, 
down, punch 
Double Underhook Suplex: Away, 
down, punch 
Armdrag: Up, down, kick 
Drop Toehold: Away, towards, kick 

TIEUP 
Snow Plough (finish): Away, 
up, punch 
Double Underhook Headbutt 
(trademark): Away, tieup 
Piledriver: Up, down, up, tieup 
Double Underhook Suplex: 
Away, punch 
Sideslam: Away, kick 

Lal FROM BEHIND 
Rolling German Suplex: Away, 
up, kick 
Reverse DDT: Away, punch 
Roll Up: Away, kick 
Belly to Back Suplex: Punch 
Full Nelson: Kick 
Put Opponent on Shoulders and 
Fall Back: Tieup 

GROUNS MOVES 
t head, Crossface Punches: Up, 

dows punch 
At Feet, STF: Up, down,kick 

RUNNING OPPONENT 
High Leg Clothesline: Kick 

TURNBUCKLE 
Opponent standing, Sky Twister 
Press: Block 
Opponent on ground, 
Moonsault: Block 

OPPONENT DIZZY 
Big Wind Up: Punch 
Dropkick: Kick 

TAUNT 
That's What They Say: Pose 

LETHAL WEAPON 
STEVE BLACKMAN 

READY 
Pump Kick (finish): Away, 
down, kick 
Reverse Tiger Suplex: Away, 

  

  



up, kick 
Hurricanrana: Away, up, tieup 
Snapmare Takeover: Away, 
towards, punch 
Drop Toehold: Away, down, kick 
Small Package: Up, down, kick 

TIEUP 
Overhead Belly to Belly Suplex: 
Away, tieup 
Three Knee Combo: Away, punch 
Backbreaker: Away, kick 

TIEUP FROM BEHIND 
Beast Choker:Away, punch 
Rolling Prawn Hold: Away, kick 

GROUND MOVES 
At head, Scissored Sleeper: Up, 
down, punch 
At side: Longbow Backbreaker: 
Away, towards, down, tieup 
At feet, Leglock: Up, down, kick 
Spinning Toehold: Away, 
down, kick 

RUNNING OPPONENT 
Power Slam: Tieup 

RUNNING PLAYER 
Tackle with Punches: Tieup 
Running Clothesline: Punch 

TURNBUCKLE 
Opponent standing, Missile 
dropkick: Punch, tieup 

OPPONENT IN CORNER 
Four Kick Combo (trademark): Up, 
up, tieup 
Climb and Pummel: Up, punch 
Superplex: Tieup 
Irish Whip: Away, away, block 

OPPONENT DIZZY 
Crane Wing Punch: Punch 
Shuffle Sidekick: Kick 

TAUNT 
As You Wish: Pose 

THE BOSSMAN 

READY 
Fall Forward Slam: Up, 
down, tieup 
Press Slam: Away, towards, kick 
Chokeslam: Away, towards, 
up, punch 
Bearhug: Away, towards, punch 
Neckbreaker: Up, down, punch 
Choke: Up, down, kick 

TIEUP 
Neckbreaker: Away, kick 

Side Slam: Away, punch 
Sidewalk Slam (finish): Away, 
up, kick 
Brainbuster: Away, tieup 

TIEUP FROM BEHIND 
Sleeping Neckbreaker: Away, tieup 
Sleeper: Away, punch 
Cross Face Chicken Wing: 
Away, kick 
Atomic Whip: Away, away, block 
Full Nelson: Kick 

RUNNING PLAYER 
Flying Clothesline: Kick 

GROUND MOVES 
At head, Squeeze Head: Up, 
down, punch 
At feet, Wishbone Leg Splitter: 
Away, down, kick 

RUNNING OPPONENT 
Bossman Slam (trademark): Kick 
Powerslam: Tieup 

TURNBUCKLE 
Opponent standing, Shoulder 
Tackle: Tieup, block 

OPPONENT IN CORNER 
Splash: Run, kick 

OPPONENT DIZZY 
European Uppercut: Punch 
Mafia Kick: Kick 

    

STEVE WILLIAMS) 
READY 
Dr Bomb (trademark): Up, down, 
up, tieup 

Running Powerslam: Away, 
towards, down, tieup 
Press Slam: Away, up, kick 
Shortarm Clothesline: Away, 
towards, punch 
Fireman's Carry: Up, down, kick 
Japanese Armdrag: Away, 
down, kick 
Hiptoss: Away, away, kick 

TIEUP 
Side Backbreaker: Away, kick 
Piledriver: Away, tieup 
Samoan Drop: Away, punch 
T-Bone Suplex: Away, up, kick 
Hanging Vertical Suplex: Away, 
towards, punch 

TIEUP FROM BEHIND 
High Angle Backdrop: Away, 
towards, punch 

GROUND MOVES 
At head, Reverse Chinlock: Away, 
down, punch 
At side, Standing Splash: Away, 
towards, tieup 
Kneedrop: Up, down, tieup 
At feet, Half Crab: Up, down, kick 

RUNNING OPPONENT 
Sidewalk Slam: Tieup 

RUNNING PLAYER 
Opponent on ground, Senton 
Splash: Tieup 

TURNBUCKLE 
Opponent on ground, Senton 
Bomb: Punch, tieup 

OPPONENT IN CORNER 
Facing out, Oklahoma Stampede 
(finish): Up, down, kick 

OPPONENT DIZZY 
Haymaker: Punch 
Mafia Kick: Kick 

TAUNT 
Getting Warmed Up: Pose 

OUTFITS 
X; Red tights, white boots 
L1: Red tights, white straps, 
red boots 
L2: Black singlet, white boots 
R2: Red singlet, red boots 

READY 
Fall Away Slam: Up, down, tieup 
Seated Crucifix Bomb: Away, 
towards, away, punch 
Double Underhook Suplex 
(trademark): Away, down, tieup 
Gorilla Press Slam: Away, 
towards, away, tieup 

TIEUP 
New Jersey Naptime (finish): 
Away, towards, punch 
Powerbomb: Away, down, kick 
Front Suplex: Away, tieup 
Shoulder Breaker: Away, punch 
Neckbreaker: Away, up, punch 
Armbar: Away, kick 
Arm Wrench: Punch 
Hammerlock: Kick 
Top Wristlock: Tieup 

TIEUP FROM BEHIND 
Neckbreaker: Away, punch 
Roll Up: Away, kick 

GROUND MOVES 
At head, Scissored Armbar: Up, 
down, punch 
At feet, Surfboard: Up, down, kick 
Wishbone Leg Splitter: Away, 
towards, kick 
At head, Stomp: Kick 
Rear Chinlock: Punch 
At side, Fistdrop: Run, punch 

RUNNING OPPONENT 
Power Slam: Tieup 

RUNNING PLAYER 
Flying Back Elbow: Tieup 

OPPONENT IN CORNER 
Facing in, Shoulder Charge: 
Up, up, kick 

READY 
Shoulder Breaker: Away, 
down, kick 
Sidewalk Slam: Away, 
towards, kick 
Front Backbreaker: Up, 
down, tieup 
Chin Crusher: Away, down, punch 
Shortarm Clothesline: Up, 
down, punch 
Leg Scissor Stomp: Up, 
down, kick 

TIEUP 
Bulldog: Away, tieup 
Inverted Atomic Drop: 
Away, punch 
Neckbreaker: Away, kick 
Switch to Behind: Up, up, block 
irish Whip: Away, away, block 
Top Wristlock: Tieup 
Hammerlock: Kick 
Arm Wrench: Punch 

TIEUP FROM BEHIND 
Curtain Call (finish): Away, 
up, tieup 
Bulldog: Away, tieup 
Sleeper: Away, punch 
Atomic Whip: Away, away, block 

GROUND MOVES 
At feet, Headbutt to Groin: Away, 
towards, kick 
From head, Stump Puller 
Away, down, punch 
At side, Spinning Splash: 
Away, tieup 

RUNNING OPPONENT 
Spinebuster: Tieup 

RUNNING PLAYER 
Opponent on ground, 
Fistdrop: Punch 
Flying Clothesline: Kick 

TURNBUCKLE 
Opponent standing, Flying Butt 
Bump: Tieup, block 
Opponent on ground, Butt 
Drop: Kick, block 

OPPONENT IN CORNER 
Shattered Dreams (trademark): 
Away, towards, punch 
Running Butt Bump: Run, kick 

OPPONENT DIZZY 
Hit to Groin: Punch 
Mafia Kick: Kick 

TAUNT 
24K Gold: Pose 

READY 
Gorilla Press Slam (trademark): 
Up, down, up, punch 
Fall Forward Powerbomb: Away, 
towards, down, punch 
Press Slam: Up, down, kick 
Bearhug: away, towards, kick 

Shortarm Clothesline: Away, 
down, punch 
Spinebuster: Away, up, punch 
Choke: Away, up, kick 

TIEUP 
Hanging Vertical Suplex: Away, 
up, punch 
Side Belly to Belly Suplex: 
Left, tieup 
Shoulder Breaker: Away, punch 
Backbreaker: Away, kick 

TIEUP FROM BEHIND 
Full Nelson Slam: Away, tieup 
Atomic Drop: Away, punch 
Roll Up: Away, kick 

GROUND MOVES 
At head, Squeeze Head: Up, 
down, punch 
At side, Death From Above 
(finish): Away, towards, up, tieup 
At feet. Half Crab: Up, down, kick 
At head, Rear Chinlock: Punch 
Stomp: Kick 
Pick Up: Tieup 
At side, Elbow Drop: Punch 
At feet, Knee to Inside Leg: Punch 

RUNNING OPPONENT 
Press Slam: Tieup 

OPPONENT IN CORNER 
Belly to Belly Suplex: Up, up, tieup 
Splash: Run, kick 

OPPONENT DIZZY 
Big Wind Up: Punch 
Boot to Face: Kick 

TAUNT 
Tough Guy: Pose 

  

A You're in control of the Pay Per View. 

READY 
Fall Forward Powerbomb: Away, 
up, towards, punch 
Seated Gutwrench: away, 
towards, tieup 
Chin Crusher: Up, down, punch 
Single Arm DDT: Away, 
towards, punch 
Headlock Takedown: Away, 
up, kick 

TIEUP 
Powerbomb: Away, tieup 
Inverted Atomic Drop: 
Away, punch 
DDT: Away, kick 

TIEUP FROM BEHIND 
Reverse Brainbuster: Away, 
up, tieup 
Reverse Vertical Suplex: 
Away, tieup 
Neckbreaker: Away, punch 
Roll Up: Away, kick 
Put Opponent on Shoulder and 
Fall Back: Tieup 

GROUND MOVES 
At head, Toehold Half Crab: Up, 
down, up, punch 
At side, Spinning Armhold: Away, 
towards, punch 
At feet, Surfboard: Up, down, kick 

RUNNING OPPONENT 
Flapjack: Tieup 

TURNBUCKLE 
Opp Standing, Mosh Pit (finish): 
Kick, punch 
Hurricanrana: Kick, tieup 

NOVEMBER 1999 (1 
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OPPONENT IN CORNER 
Flying Butt Bump (trademark): 
Run, kick 
Charging Avalanche: Run, punch 
Irish Whip: Away, away, block 
Superplex: Tieup 

READY 
Samoan Drop: Up, down, tieup 
Flying Head Scissors: Away, 
up, tieup 
Chin Crusher: Away, down, punch 
Hurricanrana: Away, up,punch 
Small Package: Up, down, kick 

TIEUP 
Floatover Suplex; Away, tieup 
Sideslam: Away, punch 
Neckbreaker: Away, kick 

TIEUP FROM BEHIND 
Rolling Prawn Hold: Away, kick 
Octopus Hold: Away, punch 

GROUND MOVES 
At head, Toehold Half Crab: Up, 
down, up, punch 
At side, Senton Splash: Away, 
towards, tieup 
At feet, Half Crab: Away, 
towards, kick 

RUNNING OPPONENT 
Powerslam: Tieup 

RUNNING PLAYER 
Flying Head Scissors: Tieup 

TURNBUCKLE 
Opponent standing, Stage Dive 
(finish): Kick, punch 
Opp on ground, Senton Bomb: 
Kick, block 

OPPONENT IN CORNER 
Running Butt Bump (trademark): 
Run, kick 

OPPONENT DIZZY 
European Uppercut: Punch 
Dropkick: Kick 

  

TAUNT 
Thrashin’ It Up: Pose 

TOO SEXY BRIAN 

READY 
Crucifix Powerbomb: Up, 
down, kick 
Leg Scissors Stomp: Up, 
down, punch 
Hurricanrana: Away, up,punch 
Headlock Takedown: Away, 
towards, kick 

TIEUP 
Powerbomb: Away, towards, kick 
DDT: Away, punch 
Neckbreaker: Away, kick 
Bulldog: Away, tieup 
Piledriver: Away, towards, 
away, tieup 
Arm Wrench: Punch 

TIEUP FROM BEHIND 
Front Russian Legsweep 
(trademark): Away, punch 
Dragon Suplex: Up, down, punch 
Bridging German Suplex: 
Away, tieup 
Victory Roll: Away, kick 

GROUND MOVES 
At head, Camel Clutch: Away, 
towards, up, punch 
La Magistral: Away, down, punch 
At side, Leg Drop: Away, 
down, tieup 
At feet, Headbutt to Groin: Away, 
down, kick 

TURNBUCKLE 
Opponent on ground, 
Tennessee Jam (finish): 
Tieup, block 
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ToPyip 

Complete the game with any 
ending. Save it at the end for it to 
become a NEXT FEAR game save. 
Go all the way to the gas station 
and pick up the gas tank. Now go 
to the room under the bridge 
control room and use the gas tank 
on the drill. You'll now be able to 
use this as a weapon. 

Use the same method as above 
but this time use the gas tank on 
the chain saw in the window of the 
Cut-Rite Chain saw shop. 

Complete the game with the good 
ending. Create a NEXT FEAR 
game save and then go to the 
doghouse. You'll find the Katana 
behind the door that was 
previously locked. 

Get either the good or good+ 
ending and create a NEXT FEAR 
game save. Go to the 
convenience store and you'll find 
the stone behind the counter. 

Use the Channelling Stone in the 
following places: 
1. On the school roof. 
2.Inside the hospital 
gates before fighting 
the moth. 
3. Outside the : 
flats in the @ : ee 
nearby Inn " s 

    

courtyard. 4. Inside the 
boat. 5. On top of the 
lighthouse. Finish the 
game and it will be 
in your inventory. 

Before going 
down the final 
staircase, 

unload all your 
ammo out of 
your guns. Fight 
the final boss and 
it will die 
automatically. 

    

THO GRCATCST.CHCATS. DISCOVERED. BY 
YOU-LOT!: SEND.iIN- YOURS AND-WiN: BOOTY! 

FUEATIN' DAWG... 
A YOU'RE 8 
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HEED FOR SPEED: 
NIGH STAKES (PSK) 
Speed Cheats 
Enter the following as user names: 
HOTROD: Get Hot Rod bonus car 
FLASH: Get Phantom bonus car 
WHIRLY: Fly a helicopter 
Slower opponents: 
Choose Tournament or 
Special Events mode. 
Select your car, press 
Start and immediately 
hold # + ® + @ through 
the loading screen. 
Heavier Car: 
Choose Single Race, 
Test Drive or Hot Pursuit 
mode. Select your car, 
press Start and 
immediately hold « 
+ ® + @ through 

"the loading screen. 
Dashboard: 
Select any mode 
and select a track. 
Immediately press @ 
+ ® + ® and hold it 
through the 
loading screen. 
Turbo Mode: 
Once you enable the 
Dashboard view, hold 
down the horn to 
accelerate faster. 
Quick Money: 
You need two memory 
cards and own a car 
for this trick. Copy 
your High Stakes file 
from the 1st card to 
the 2nd. Race in High 

Stakes mode, 
pause the game 
and intentionally 

forfeit player 2's 
race. You'll now have 

two of the same car on 
the first memory card. 
Sell them for extra 
money or keep them 
as back-ups. 
Drunk Mode: 
Pick up a car and start the 
race. Immediately press Up 
+ L2 + R1 and hold it 
through the loading 
screen. The screen will 
now be blurred. 
Easier Tickets: 
Start Pursuit mode and 
pick up a cop car. 
When the game starts, 
press L1 + @ to turn off the 
sirens. When you've 
caught up with the 
car you're pursuing, 
press L1 + @to 
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turn the sirens back on, then 
pull him over. 
Turn on Signal or 
Headlights: 
Hold L1 and press # or ® to use 
the turn signals, or press ¥§ and 
press € or ® for headlights. 

Super Police Cars: 
To unlock the ability to be 

a Super Police car you 
have to arrest 10 
speeders within the 
time limit. 
All Fathalla, 
Bahrain 

{ PSX 
Back Street 
Secrets 
Invincibility: L2, L2, 

R2, R2, L2, R2, 
L2,L1, R2, R1, 
L2,L1,L1 
No police: L1, L2, 
R1, R1, R1, Ri, 
L2, L2, R1, R1, 
L1, L1, R2 
Rear wheel drive: 
R1, R1, R1, R2, 
L2, R1, R2, L2, 
L1, R2, R1, L2, 
ul 
Tiny cars: R1, R2, 
R1, R2, L1, L2, 
R1, R2, L1, R1, 
L2,-L2, L2 
Flip screen: R2, 
R2, R1, L2, L1, R2, 
L2, L1, R2, R2, L2, 
R2, L1 

Stilts: R2, L2, R1, 
R2, L2, L1, R2, R2, 
L2, L2,L1, R2, R1 
Show credits: L1, L2, 

{7 R1, R2, L1, R1, R2, 
Y/, L2, R1, R2,L1, L2, R1 

Andrew Carter, 
Sunderland 

Fat Ammo 
To gain a new mode at the 
main menu you will have 
to complete the game 
once. To receive extra 
points, complete one 
day without saving and 

you will receive extra 
points when the following 
day begins. To gain extra 
ammunition during the 
game go into the police 
station and open the 

box in the weapons 
storage room to collect 30



bullets — this can only be done 10 
times, though. 

There is also a simple way of 
tracking the helicopter. At the city 
map screen, press Select as it flies 

2 Warlocks = 1 Goblin 
2 Trolls = 1 Warlock 
2 Goblins = Gold 
2 Dark Elves = 1 Troll 
2 Skeletons = 1 Dark Elf 

> 088,989, 8, ® + Select. If 
you have entered the code 
correctly you will hear a sound. 
Then highlight an empty square 
and press ® to unlock the car and 

Semvics) TIP 
change target. Remember to aim 
up or down for higher or lower 
zombies. Easy innit? 

  

TOXICOFFENDER: All balloons 
are green 
VITAMIN B: Increase in speed 
every 10 bananas 

2 Mistresses = Punishment 
2 Salamanders = 1 Mistress 
2 Bile Demons = 1 Rogue 
2 Vampires = 1 Bile Demon 
2 Rogues = 1 Salamander 
2 Black Knights = 1 Vampire 
2 Dark Angels = Gold 
2 Imps = Cheap Imp Spell 
2 Fireflies = Gold 
Bile Demon, Dark Elf, Warlock = 
Create Imps 
Monk, Monk, Monk = Mana boost 
Dwarf, Dwarf, Dark Mistress = 

around the city. corresponding trophy. 

An extra character is released 
every time the story mode is 

    

   

In game, press pause 
and then type in the 

following cheatage: 
At times like Extra life: Up + B, B, A, C, 

  

        

  

this, | wish | A AAA Reinforce 
were up the Level select: A + Left, 

old sea dog. B, B, A + Right, 
B,B,A    

        

1000 ammo: A, B, B, B, 
C,A,C,C 
9 plasma guns: 
Down + C, A, B, C, 

Go to a new game and onto the 
first level, The Jungle. Do the All 
Weapons cheat and the All Keys 
and Secrets cheat. Then go down 
the slope and over the spikes. Go 
left into the quicksand and look 
towards the horizon. You'll see a 
big black space with quicksand in 
front of it. Wade through the 
quicksand towards the black 
space, using medi packs when 
your energy gets low. When you 
get to the end of the 
quicksand, go to the right 
hand keyhole which is on a 

platform. Insert the Indra 
m Key into the keyhole and 

the door will open. Wade 
through the door to 
complete the level. 

completed successfully. Then at 
the character selection screen, 

Monkey Business 
ARNOLD: Big characters 
BLABBERMOUTH: Characters 
shout instead of using horn 
BODYARMOUR: All balloons 
are shields 
BOGUSBANANAS: Bananas 
reduce speed 
BOMBSAWAY: Every balloon 
is red 
BYEBYEBALLOONS: Removes all 
balloons from the track 
DOUBLEVISION: Two players can 
select the same character 
FREEFORALL: One balloon counts 
as three 
FREEFRUIT: Start with 10 bananas 
JOINTVENTURE: Two players on 
Adventure mode 
JUKEBOX: Audio option screen 
NOYELLOWSTUFF: No bananas 
OFFROAD: Don't lose speed when 
you go offroad 
OPPOSITESATTRACT: All balloons 
become magnets 
ROCKETFUEL: Every balloon 
is blue 
TEENYWEENIES: Tiny characters 
TIMETOLOSE: Creates clever 

computer characters 

    
   

  

WHODIDTHIS: View the credits 
ZAPTHEZIPPERS: Gets rid of 
the zippers 
Lione, Simon & Andrew, 
Leeds 

Quick Pit Stop 
On Grand Prix and Exhibition 
mode, to make your pit stops 
quicker, keep pressing the A 
button repeatedly after you've 
done your fuel and tyres. This'll 
make your stop a few seconds 
faster. 

Secret Room 
On Archives, once you've 
escaped from the room you 
started in, turn right, go down the 
corridor and then go up the stairs. 
Turn right, go into the room you're 
facing and kill all the guards. Now 
go to the top right hand corner of 
the room, face the right wall and 

press A. You are now ina 
secret room. Go to the top of 
the room, face the right wall 

Sa and press A again. In front of 
    you will be four boxes. Blow 

them up and lots of guards will 
appear. You can kill the 
guards but they can’t get 
you while you're hiding. 

All from James 
Freeland, 
Faringdon 

     
      
      
       

  

    
      
      

highlight Squall and press the 
indicated button(s): 
Cid — L1, Mumba (FF8) - L2, 

  

During the game press Escape and 
type ‘DOUGMATIC’' several times 
until it takes you back into the 

  

   

      

   

  

      

   

  

        

   

   

    

Cloud (FF7) — R1, Cactuar/Cactrot 
— R2, Aya (Parasite Eve) — L1+L2, 
SD-style chocobo — R1+R2, 
IbenSuper airship — L1+R1, Jack — 
L2+R2 

Bee Options from 
the main menu or press 

Select during the game. Then enter 
the ‘Key Config’ screen, select 
‘Type C’ and select Exit. The quick 
auto-aim will now be enabled. 
Press R1 for Leon or Claire to aim 
at any living creature that they see. 
Press L1 while still holding R1 to 

SEND YA Ci:—-.'S AND WIN! 
Why not prize your thumb off the joypad and use it to 
hold a pen instead? Simply write to us with some of 
the coolest cheats you’ve come across, and who 
knows, perhaps your entry will be chosen as the 

  

game. You are now in the cheat 
mode. Press Escape again and try 
these cheats: 
Protectme: God mode 
Loadme: Unlimited ammo 
Giveme: All weapons 
Arctic: Arctic level 
Healme: Full health 
Hq: Headquarters 
Killem: Kill villains 
Moveme: Access to all levels 
Agentj: Agent J 

Agentk: Agent K 
Agentl: Agent L 
Agentx: Agent X 

At the title screen, hold L1 and 
press ©, 4,4, ,®,@,8@,4,@. Then 
while playing the game 
press L1 and L2 to 
display a cheat 
menu. 

     

   

  

   
   

At the title screen, 
hold L1 and press 
@vear OF. 

At the title screen, 
hold L1 and press 
®@@@vanea 

®. Then, while 
playing the 
game, hold 
R2 and press 
® to add 100 
crystals to your 
inventory. Keep 
on repeating 
this to add an 
unlimited 
amount. 

At the progress screen, 
press L1, Ri, #,®, 4, 

      

   tip of tips. Achieve this enviable 
Status and you'll receive a 

    
First hold Ctrl+Alt and press C. 
Then you can enter the 

following: 
SHOW ME THE MONEY: 

Receive 16,000 bits of 
~ gold 

FEEL THE POWER: 
Increases fighting 
level to 10 
FIT THE BEST: 
Receive all rooms 

| BELIEVE ITS MAGIC: 
e Receive 
Bs all spells 

Always wondered 
é \ what creatures to 

bundle of peripherals 
(including a joypad, 
wheel and memory 
card) from those 
wonderful people 
at Madcatz. So 
stop playing and 
get writing... 

sacrifice? Well, 
here are the right 
ones for you to 
try out: 

  

         

       

    

© ¢ 
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Go to Armoury B2 and on each 
side of the lift you'll see two 
greyish blue patches of 
cement. Plonk a C4 on them 
and detonate and the secret 
room will be yours. 

I've discovered a hidden area in the 

Jump Jet track. In one of the 
boundary fences you'll see a gap 
Go through it and you can now 
go anywhere. 

boinga 1: God mode on 
boinga 0: God mode off 
iamagod: Uber-jedi 
diediedie: All weapons 
gimmestuff: Full inventory 
cartograph: Show map 
gameover: Level jump 
statuesque 1: Freeze enemies on 

statuesque 0: Freeze enemies off 
trainme: Force level up 
freebird: Fly mode 
gospeedgo 1: Slow mode on 

gospeedgo 0: Slow mode off 

     
To use the cheat 

codes, hold Start on the 
second controller and then turn on 
your PlayStation. Keep holding 
Start until the main menu appears, 
then press L1, R1, R2, L1, 
Select, then Star to turn on 
the cheat mode. You 
should find extra 
options, plus you can 
use these during 
the game. 

     

  

         

  

        
   

    

   

      

    
      

  

Level skip: Press Select on 
controller 2 
God mode: Press @ on controller 2 
(also reveals hidden items) 
Infinite power: Press @ on 
controller 2 
All items: Press ® on controller 2 

Super unit strength: Press @ on 
controller 2 

Weak unit strength: Press ® on 
controller 2 

Current research completed: Press 
y on controller 2 
Additional structures: Press R1 on 
controller 2 
Additional units: Press R2 on 
controller 2     
While playing a game, press Delete 
in 3D mode to open the message 
console. Then, enter one of the 
following codes: 
Enable Al cheats: sesquipidilian 
Set all buildings on fire: dresden 
Disable blood: haemorrhage 
Kill all opponents: bannockburn 
Kill own troops: the five hundred 
Kill camera: killcam 
Make all troops harder to defeat: 
steve reeves 

All troops retreat: 
bucks fizz 

All walls breached: 
bastille day 

Before you type in these cheats, 
you will need to type in 
‘GONZOOPERA to enable ‘cheat 
mode. 
Invincibility: 

CTRL +1 

  

     

    
     
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

        

Invisibility: SHIFT + V 
Mission skip: CTRL + 
SHIFT + N 
Kill everything: CTRL + 
SHIFT + X 
Place Commandoes under 
pointer: SHIFT + X 

Enter RONE and NOLIFE 
as names on the high 
score screen. All cars, 
including the Pitbull, 

   

Special, Chris's Beast and the All 
Mighty Maui bonus cars will now 

be selectable 

Enter NTHREE and MTHREE as 
names on the high score screen. 

To unlock the Pac Man car, unlock 
all 320 cars and the Pac Man 
car will appear in your 

garage. You also 
get an extra 

tune called Eat 
‘em up! 

All standard characters: 
GANGS_ALL_HERE 
Invincibility: |. WILL_NOT_DIE 
No enemies: GO_SIGHTSEEING 
Bonus characters and levels: 

WMNNWLHTSCUCLH 

This trick only works 
when one of the 

items to be duplicated 
is present. Enter a battle 

and perform the following actions: 
1. Have the first character use a 
healing item, such as a berry. 
2. Have the second character also 
use the same healing item. 
3. Have the final character 
exchange the positions of the 
healing item to be multiplied in the 
inventory. Then, have Rudy use the 
healing item. 
After winning the battle the 
inventory will contain 255 of the 
item that was multiplied. 

  

Taunt Your Rivals 
Hold Z before you press A at the 
start of the race. You'll see a little 
war of words between your 
character and his many rivals. 
Invincibility 
Select an empty game file. Enter 
RRLABBA by holding Z and 
inputting letters by pressing L. 
Don't forget Z and L for end as 
well. Start the race, pause and hit 
Left, Down, Right, Up on the D- 

  

pad. You w 

are invincible 
Martin Walshe, Ireland 

1 that you 

At the options screen you 
must hold down L1, L2, R1 
and R2. You can now 

weapon control, blood colour, view 
control, auto aiming, walk/run 
control and retreat run. 

You can go into the abandoned 
school bus outside the school 
Inside there are two health drinks 
and a save point. 

Hidden Spell Books 
Spell Book 1: Get ij 

   

  

   
   

  

   
   

                

   

                  

   

      

        

if you want 

cheats available. 

if you se) 

      

access several new options: 

> 

Mumbo to turn you into a pumpkin 
in Mad Monster Mansion, then 
leave his skull and go up the path 
to where Brentilda is waiting. Go 
into the small hole and follow the 
path to find the game's first spell 
book. Now dash to Treasure Trove 
Cove, pump eggs into the rusty 
bucket to lower the water level and 

enter the sand-castle. Kill the crab 
then enter the code 
REDFEATHERS by doing beak 
buster on the letters in the floor. 

Spell Book 2: Go to 
Bubblegloop Swamp and get 
turned into the crocodile. Leave 
the level and turn to Banjo’s right 
and go through the pipe at the 
back which takes you to the snow 
world puzzle map. From here, head 
through the pipe at the top of the 
hill to find the second spell book. 
You will get the code BLUEEGGS 
which you need to enter using the 
sandcastle in Treasure Trove Cove. 

Spell Book 3: Speak to the 
third spell book by activating the 
321 switch above the pool leading 
to Click Clock Wood and then 
swimming to the stairs near Rusty 

Bucket Bay. You 
will need to be 
quick because 

re) r this is timed. When 
you have spoken to the 

# book go back to the 

a sandcastle in Treasure 
|) Trove Cove and enter 
GOLD FEATHERS on 

the sandcastle floor. 
Reversing Spells: To 

reverse any spell that has 
been cast on you, go to the 

sandcastle and spell NOBONUS 
and Banjo will be back to normal 
Kiran Patel, Manchester 

  

You must have the chain saw 
equipped. Then, whenever a 
creatures come to attack 

you, just hold ® and @ 
and you'll see that 
you do not lose any 
energy while under 
attack, saving on 

health drinks. 

fo join the ranks of Britain’s 
jaming elite, then you'll need to)! = some 
undercover work to dig out the freshest 

, There’s 
nel in an unbeatal 

      

    

a prizes 

le set 

   

          

     

    
      

     

     
    
    
    
    
      

    
     

   



     

          

     

The smart way to 
get the game of 
your choice... it’s 
as easy as one, 

two, three. : § 
1. Seleet your Machine. 

e Game you want. | 

NINTENDO** 

    
    

09061 405077 

Win Peuitivw ll! with V0 
Instant Win! 

A als | OO Bee verss| AUZN WPZQUT! 
Answer questions then Answer questions then Answer questions then Video Recorder! * Sony 

score SIX goals to win arrest SIX Bruvvers to Zap 6 Alicns to win a PlayStation! * Steven System! 
a prize from the list win a prize from the list. | Prize from the list. aye Pebble ile 

Nintendo 64! * Mini Disk 
09061 405078 09061 405073 03061 405079 Player! * Pool Table! + other 

SIX Points wins * 14° TV! * 

Instant Win prizes if you 
score 4 or 9 Points! 

South Park 

e Phone 
A digital Panasonic “Pay as you talk phone” 

TV & Video 
instant Win!    

    

   

   

  

    

  

            

    

     

  

THE CALL THE NUMBER, 
09061 405071 INPUT THe 3 DiaiT 

Assautt Rigs FIFA 96 - 99 Jet Rider Ridge Racer 4 Tomb Ralder Z CODE THEN STAND 
liz Aeto artes : 122 “pombe Me 13Z = er 14z es Viele 152 tom Kalier $ BACL FOR THE 

orm lero Machines pyro the Dragon b Rald 
aes teal Neardais 7 VAS 3e Betore Gop LAPD 1 S< Mortal Kombat 4 |} 44 Street Fighter Lise otal NBA 07 HOTIEST CHEATS in 

Crash Bandleoot Z ¢ Police 7 Need For Speed $ Master of Teras Kasi Treeore of the Deep —_ aauinuel 
116 Crash Bandicoot 9 126 Gex 3? 136 Nuclear Strike (26 Talfu 156 V Rally 

Crash Bandicoot Gex Pandenorlun Tekken 2 War Hawk 
118 ark force 122 Grand Theft Auto J 192 Red Alert 66¢ 148 Tekken 3 153 WCW Nitro 

  

Vie Hard Trilogy Gran Toviemo Resident Evil Tenchy Wipeout 2097 
728 Doom 120 Independents Day i+ Resident Evil Z 150 TOCA Tourtng cars 16% WIWE WarZone CO)     > 

InfoMedia Serv ices imiter ns Dept’. PO Bc 3 on NN1 5DS foMedia-Services.co 
CUSTOMER HELPL 
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STARFLEET ACADEMY (*) 

   

                                            

   

  

   

        

   

2 
Well Claire, you might be new to this 
gaming lark but you’re spot on with your 
Opinion of all the Star Wars games. At least 
you've got quite a good game here. To help 

you here are a couple of tricks I've got 

like sci-fi and all the hidden up my sleeve. To Fire while 
Star Wars games ls Cloaked in the Create Mission mode, go 

chuff). I've been to Green Alert when uncloaked then press 

laying it ec Eglaguae these keys in the correct order... C, A, R. 

tm dead stuck. Can Handily you'll now change to Cloaked and 
you offer any help to Red Alert status while still being able to 
guide my cadet fire. To reload Photon Torpedoes type 

through the academy *****tiberius’ after the first battle of the 

and help me live long seventh mission. Now get within 

and prosper In the transported range of a star base and 

Star Trek universe? press ‘I’ for an instant refill of top quality 

Claire Grover, fe) Ait weaponry. Here are a couple of tips for 
two of the tougher missions 
you'll encounter. To kill the 
Romulan near Raven type 
‘mercury’ in the End Game 
mission, and to whack Sherak 

» are again eh? The out types >meln the Smugaers 

patient ward for the 

-slinically spamfisted. Not 

to worry though, there's 

a sunny prognosis, with 

more tips told, queries 

quashed and codes 

coughed up. Say ahh... 

ahhwooga! 

    

    
   
   
   
   
   

  

BODY HARVEST 
evvvvevee 

It's a good job the game's out on the pesoooveneene® You're not wrong; this is a rather good game. To get all the artifacts enter 
PC isn’t it? I've dug deep for you and Dear Dave, ‘icheat’ as a name then, press Up, C-Down, C-Right, Z, Up, Left during game 
found the cheat you're after. To cast | like Bay get play. For All Weapons enter the same name then 

r 

  

    
   

  

   
    

  

three magic spells in one round you don’t ca but | start a new game and press A, Right, C-Down, 

need to equip someone with a Magic Pp think u mn C-Right, C-Up, A, Left while playing. Here's a 

Materia along with the All Support reckon | quick list of the rest of the cheat codes. For all 

       
                    
            

  

     

     

  

        

  

    

      

     

Materia. Oh, and the Barrier Materia with fine game. What of them enter ‘icheat’ as your player's name / 
the Reflect spell learned. With this in love to te then enter the button combo during the game. %, 

your bag of tricks, start a fight then cast T 

Reflect on your party. Now cast the magic powering up 

   
Black Adam C-Left, C-Right, A, ba 

   

spell that was connected to the ‘All’ weapons ana Ne C-Down, C-Right, Left. 

Materia on your party as well. Even large mess. To Dancer Down, Up, C-Up, “ 

though you cast the spell once, it will be though | need the ou Down, C-Right, 

reflected and returned to the enemy hitting cheat codes. Can y C-Right. 

it three times. If you have the: W-Magic give them to me Fat Legs Left, A, Right, Down. 
J (found at the excavation site) you can cast Dave Broadbent, Kill Adam B, Left, C-Right, 

any spell twice effectively making it hit six Sheffield. C-Right, Down 
times. Not bad eh? Used on its own this Powerful Weapons C-Down, C-Up, Up, Z, Z, 

can duplicate any item you want. Left, C-Right. 

Once you've duplicated the items Mutant Alien C-Down, Up, Z, Z, C-Right, Right. 
select the second version and Restore Health/Fuel Down, Up, Right, A, B, Left, C-Right 
press cancel. This can be Short Adam Down, C-Left, A, Right, Z 

repeated until you've got enough 
of what you need. The only 
downfall to this is that you can 
only duplicate items to use ~ 

during battle.  



Wee 

1080 SNOWBOARDING “~~ 
Good choice. Just wait until you see the 
later courses, they're all absolutely 

   

    
        

   
     

  

   

    

     

          

                

      

     

   

  

   

    

   
      

   

   

  

   

              

   

  

      

  

Okey-dokey. Head towards the area 
below the five white platforms and burn 

CLASSIC CONSOLETATION 

brilliant. To get the first one, Deadly Fall, months ago and love a bush so you/ean'$neak through to the 7 food Vai 

you need to beat the six courses in it. It’s 90 hard | Gaacaile §=—wooded maze. You'll find’a eave | 
Match race while on Expert mode. To lll be playing it for entrance blocked by‘another damn J 

get hold of Dragon Cave beat (again in ages. A friend of mine bush. Burn thissand.venture.in. The 
Match race) five courses on Hard mode. | said the Ice first place you 'lifind has:six columns 
For the Bonus “boarders follow this NEE office along with fournorange buttons. 

t tame casy system: Push the top rightcolumn to the left, 
not 1. To get the Golden Snowboarder you then the top left one down and left. 

can’t find an have to finish the Match race in expert it. Can you h The bottom right one is then/pushed 
level using the Crystal Snowboarder. | can pick it up? Up andeft to cover the button top 

me them So ing? After you've done this, go to the player Jim Price, Salisbury: right? Now go to the. doors and 
spend ages looking selection screen and select Kensuke switches and point the left:switch 

John Theakston, Kimachi and confirm your choice by down and right one to.the left. When you get through 
Exeter. holding C-Up and pressing A. Of here push the columns to the right to clear the way. Just make 

course, to get the Crystal Boarder you sure you have two together at the top, two.in the middle and two 

should finish the game in Expert mode, get a first in all the Trick staggered at the start of the jump. Get,all this right and the Ice 

Attack levels and at least three firsts in the Contest levels. To pick Wand will be yours. Ifyou fancy giving it ago try freezing a fire 

him select Akari Hamai while pressing C-Up and A. This will Column and breaking it to uncover a new life container. Now, 

replace Akari Hamai with the Crystal fella. wasn’t that worth the effort? Just make sure you save, alright? 

2. To get the Panda Boarder (which can do some nifty additional Certainly can, comrade. And 
+ ey Pu oe EXITS 

       

  

moves like the one-foot balance and flip) you have to satisfy the \', faa ? 

following conditions: a) Finish a match race on the expert level, iA ; ae ein Bhd p88 nnnna just because your letter was 

b) Be placed first on all the courses in the trick attack mode, ea Fiseney hy Alea Bf! : an unexpected treat we've 

c) Get the three first Ae SPE a included the codes for the next 
       

  

   

  

, places in the contest 
mode. That should 
sort the panda out. 

game in the series as well. 
Enter the codes for both games 
at the password screen. 

     

  

ANGRYLOCAL: People follow 
you everywhere 
GHANDI: Natives worship 
your ‘copter 
QUAKER: World peace 
{no shooting) 
DAVEDITHER: More powerful 
weapons available 
DRBENWAY: Double damage 
MOUNTADEW: Unlimited fuel 
IAMWOMAN: Infinite armour 
THEBIGBOYS: Unlimited ammo, 
fuel, and attempts 
SADISSA: Four attempts 
NOSFERAT: Seven attempts 
STRANGELUV: Infinite ammo 
EARTHFIRSE: Infinite fuel 
VULTURE: Double fuel mileage 
FUGAZI: Infinite ammo, infinite 
fuel, infinite attempts 
MIDNIGHOIL: Infinite ammo, 
infinite fuel, invincible chopper 

    
      

  

    

    

     

  

    
   

  

   BEST TIME 

  

    

  

PSR oan aes roxy 

‘WEAR /7 LU. Kee UUDES 
Fe a 2 jiibbitay 

     

       

  

     

   
   
       

    
    

   

   

  

    
   
   

  

   
    

  

      

Ah, flattery will get you everywherew! had 

another scour but couldn't find anynormal 
codes to help you out. But what t did find 

Was a great range of codes for the Xplorer 

cartridge. Hereyou go... 

  

    

            

    

  

Infinite Health: 

300BA0BD 0040 
800BAOBE 0006 
Infinite Amimo 
800BA008 0001 
Have Map 
800BCB98.0002 

        

     

      

   

    

    

        

    

  

   
   
    
   
   
   
    

  

        

    

      

   

     

     

  

    

      

   
   

  

   
    
   
    

  

     

  

        

Weaponin-Hand 
Modifier reports 
s00n aa PHOENIX: Extra lives 

COMMERCIAL: FMV preview of 
Future Strike 
PACKISBACK: God mode 
LAZARUS: Infinite lives 
GOPOSTAL: Infinite weapon 

Always First 
Save 800BCADA 0000. 

Maximum Brightness 
300BC74B 001F 

Roller Skate Mode 

    
    
   
   

     

    

    
    
    
    

    

   
   

    

    

   

  

   
    
   
    

    
    

  

1 Know how you feel with this one Jason, 
{t's like all you childhood fears ofjsea- 

             

  

    
   
   
       
   

   

  

800BA132 3800 side holidays,come back to haunt you. . 

Radio Always On ; uz! Well hopefully these handy little extras reloads available . 
800BCAE0 0001 ics aa Boe hat some might help. AVENGER: No enemies on the 

Flashlight 4, Le - Ot the later Cree invincibility: Hitef*, LY, R2, Rt e.8) 8 first mission 
alte , credible hard to during the games ‘ MPG: Reduced fuel 
800BC35C i ' P lete. 've also Power Pill#®, @, L2, @yR1,@. ®, ® (key consumption 

oy ; tract re OR ee g SL, 
@,0.2%,2,a/8 WARPODRIVE: Speed up 

    

  

   

    

   

   

  

EAGLEEYE: Reconnaissance 
mode enabled 
Level Passwerds: 

Chequered Background: Key in’ l1, @, 
«,», 12), R2, R2 
Motion Blur: =, @,@, L1, ®,@ @,® 
30,000 Extra Points: Press ®,@, 9, L2, 

     

  

Sy gl 2: GUTTHROATS 
Complete LevelsHit these buttons 2, 3: COUNTDOWN 
0,2, L2, Ligh2, #.@ 3b: PLUTONIUM 

4: MACARTHUR 
5: ARMAGEDDON     

   I



MASTER 
STCP-BY-STCP TCCHNIGUCS FOR THE ADVANCED PLAYER... 

Ee HAWKS PRO SKATER Sas REAVER 
- Not since the days of Cool Boarders 2 have we uttered the words ‘bogus’ and = To ele = become a master 0 he: 

M hile eels the quality of air in such vast amounts. If you iad ae : 

  

    

cults Ee 
| DIFFICULTY Knowing when to jump 

899 way So can he tough. 

= Factithe Peed Avoiding his attacks 
KS | - VN SA is damn hard. 

t 

5 * MAS Tey, 3 , &y ; 
sim of \; 

3 
x $4 

~ 3 Wi syy y 

= DiericurTy RATNS With complex moves 
. landing can be a pig. 

Neve fie’ 2m DiEFICULTY Can take time getting 
Way ela to the hiding place. 

Fags" Me 
ss * 

‘j MASTep ; 

e 4 
3, weSCoRE SWITCH a 

, Zz . 

Wisny X ey 

S2svy y 

7 F DIEFICURTY It takes restraint to turn DIFFICULTY 
we? NN ys ae yy down another trick. << y= 

-_ ~ al 

Fancy being one of our 
Secrets Service agents? 
Or do you eat 
need that vital cheat 
Then why not 
address your 
needs to one 
of the pages 
opposite and 
unload your 

| problems 
? on us?    



        

    

  

     Living in fear of the end of game 
bosses? Here's Code Girl to offer 
some friendly advice... 

Chase after Dr Boss and remember to 
save at the next platform as it'll make 
things tons easier if you die, You'll face 
two monsters next. Kill the white one first. 
Make it follow you into the red monster's 

plasma. Four hits will finish it off. Head 

towards the large metal doors but don't go 

too far as you need the red monster to 

chase you. Make sure you get out of the 

way when it charges at you. Let it charge 

at the doors four times and it'll fall 
through. Exit through the normal door and 

go after Dr Bross. You may need to use 
the four power-ups in this order: defence, 
power, speed, offence. Dr Bross will also 
use power-ups. If you don’t want to use 
power-ups, try using drainers on him. Dr 

Bross has some dangerous shots 

including one that freezes you to the spot. 

Head further into the area and you'll 
realise it's where the Gargantuans were 
earlier. But all that’s left is a prisoner. 

The trigger for the blue force-field is in a 

crate in a room to the left of the main ring. 

Run into the room on the right and climb 

down the ladder. When you reach the 

broken platform, jump up and grab the 
other platform to continue. 

Use the control panel to open the doors. 

Go through them and turn right to get to 

the key terminal. Make use of the ladder 
at the other end of the hallway and go 
through the access door. Go up to the 
switch in the room but don’t shoot it. Go 

to the key terminal between the second 
and third rooms and then return to the top 

room. A Terror Disc guards the lock which 

needs about 10 shots. Go left and climb 
the ladder to get to the terminal, then go 

back to the access door. 

Go down and through the access door. Go 

into the small room and then carry on 

going down. Run into the clone storage 

space and blast your way through the door 

on the right. Update the key and return to 

the clone area. Go through the access 
door and give the agent a good seeing to. 

Take the lift up and collect the power-ups 
under the waterfall. Then take the ladder. 

Go counter-clockwise through the area. 

Head through each of the rooms, and take 

   Last month's Soul Calibur key guide went missing, so here it is for all of 

you who've got a Japanese copy: g - guard, a - horizontal attack, 

b - vertical attack, k - kick. u- up, d- down, f - forward, r — reverse, 

QC - quarter circle. If it’s in lower case, it's.a.tap. Capitals indicate you 

should press and hold. a~b - a immediately followed by b. 

WIaraeing 
plkachwu, 

ji Okemo 
= e' ot Bon PSIG      

  

   
    

pock Het 2 
0906 960.3501, ay the lift. Use the balcony controls for 

access then use the platform on the right 
to get to the balcony control room. 

Go down and enter the drained room. 
Slide under to get to a power-up area. 
Carry on going to the end of the ring area 
and use the lift. There are loads of 
monsters and security devices here. Look 
out for aave area before the sub-boss. 

    

     
   

     

       

     

  

    
       

Ce Hi CATT Cr 
0906 960 3302 =| 

2 c 
Zz yy 

BD f 

zapspager 

OG 960 3303 rw? : 
= 

The sub-boss is quite calm until it uses the 
speed booster. Kill it as quickly as you can 
before it has a chance to charge up. 

Follow Jerry through the rooms. Try to 
avoid fights where possible although you'll 
have to#fight the monsters that protect the 
key terminals. At the top, you'll have to 
face six bosses. Use your power-ups 
wisely and save some for the Master 
Monster who's well hard. 

mobileyphone 

0906 960 3304, 

Has a load of Hurricane shots so use a 
defence enhancer. Three combos:will sort 
him out for good 

Diaystation 

O906) 960 3306 Has power-ups and ion weapons (each of 
which inflict 400 points worth of damage). 
The best bet is to power-up your defence 
and try to take care of him sharpish. 

He has all the elemental blasts. Power-up 
your defence. If you are knocked down; 
power-up — he won't charge at you. Once 
you've powered-up, charge at him. He'll 
run away if you get too close so you'll 
need to get near and attack him before he 
runs for it. A few kicks should finish him.   t) 

o906 960 33   Keep an eye on your health as it will 

attack repeatedly if you get knocked 
down. Also watch out for it counter- 
attacking if you attack from the front. As 
it's slow, keep circling and attacking it. You 
may want to power-up defence, power, 

speed, and offence. 

= 

Boos sees 
The same things that Work on the hybrids 
in the rest of the’game als@iwork here, 
Power-up and attack 
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Theysthink it's al?over. but it's not. After 
the ship begins to explode, Diaz makes an 
appearance. He's very fast souse all the 
remaining, power-ups. Afterhes dead 
you'll be rescued by the president 
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4 Calls charged at £1.00 per min - Maximum cost of call £3.00. Ask permission from t 
person responsible for paying the phone bill. Competition closes 30th November 199 

after which time they may be replaced by similar services on the same numbers 

Winners will be pleked randomly from corr For rules or winner 
names send an S.A.E. to ILN Services, PO Box 107, Knutsford, Cheshire WA16 6AG 

Helpline 0870 740 1002 (Helpline calls charged at National Rate) 
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«Xl 3 rivals.they canton phOme turf of Japan, 
, me asion put aw4y. etd. SP pence have their very 

° ‘ i ences,andéset-ufh ¥ n show each year - ote 
57 ugg/ganiec shov’s , Nintendo Space World . 
PH globe seb,” If you want to see the 

,? ef. oferage of’ latest Nintendo games, 
. : - win n this is really the 
4 ‘ Bnly place you'll see 

Ls 

Sct 
, them this year. 
“And so GamesMaster 
spacked its shorts, Game 
Boy Color, and plenty of 
batteries, and set off for 
the land of the rising sun 
with the intention of 
bagging all the hot news 
from the show - but 
that's just half 
the story... 

f
t



YOUR AT-A-GLANCE GUIDE TO THE SHOW FLOOR 
intendo Spaceworld is an annual 
institution. Each year Nintendo put on 
this huge free show for their fans, 

serving up the latest Ninty games and 
hardware for their entertainment. 

This year they even scrapped the usual 
‘press only’ day to keep the crowds happy, 

meaning that we were in danger of being 
trampled under tiny feet at every turn! 

Here, via the thoughtfully provided show 
map, is what they turned up to see. 

SMASH BROTHERS TOURNAMENT = 
  

  

Smash Bros is amazingly popular in Japan. So much so that 
two-hour long queues wound around this stage with punters 

battling it out four at a time to produce that day's top twenty 
smashing brothers. This lot then appeared on the central 
main stage for a daily final with all the pomp and 
circumstance of a Royal wedding. Only set to an ear-splitting 
widdly-widdly Jap rock soundtrack. Kewl 

  

POKEMON SHOP” POKEN Sache | 
Odd one, this. Despite the abundance of Pokémon 

merchandise in the toy shops of Tokyo it seems there are 
certain artefacts that you just can’t get for love or money. 

Hence hundreds of punters queuing up for their turn to 

spend a fortune at the hastily erected Pokémon shop. 

Soundtrack CDs, stickers, badges, earrings and cuddly 

stars of the forthcoming Pokémon Gold and Silver Game 
Boy games proved especially popular. 

  

DONKEY KONGI64 CORNER.” | 
Here an over-energetic waif introduced Donkey and Diddy 
(men in suits) who then plucked hopefuls from the crowd for 

a DK64 face-off. The Mario-style slide track was the tester 
with a paltry T-shirt for the winner. Still, the on the hour 
performances by the ‘Jungle DJ’ who span top party 

ons from among the cardboard forest to the ensembled 
under-fives kept smiles on faces. Unfortunately the 
opportunity for him to actually play ‘jungle’ went sadly 
unnoticed. Doh 

   

   

  

  POKEMON GOLD AND SILVER 
  

64 MARIO STADIUIN MINT LIVE! | 
One of the tior f the show was tl ral 

stage area 

Japans e f Ant } 

fight between REAL LIVE POKEMON! 

appearance by Japane 

   main attr 

      

    

lent c    
    

sang her new single befe 

inagame ¢ 

Fortunate 

winner m.     
In a word, phew 

  

    

  

  6400 ARENA 

While Blue and Red, the two slightly different Game Boy 
Pokémon games are about to hit the UK, Japan is about to 
get their sequels Gold and Silver. Almost a quarter of the 
whole show floor space was given over to lines upon lines 
of Game Boy Colors and monitors allowing drooling 
Pokédisciples to get their hands on the latest game 

It looks exactly the same as the original game — with 
but the promise of 

more monsters and a whole.new land to explore had the 

Pokémon mad punters frothing at the shorts 

proper Color support this time though 
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157ST POKEMON!   
  

Here Ninty aired its long overdue (and almost certainly not 
to be released in the UK) 64DD box. While the line-up of 
games was pretty impressive (see elsewhere) the star of 

the stand had to be the massive Doshi the Giant inflatable, 
overshadowing a stage where smiling demonstrators 

showed how to turn a cube into a cuddly Pikachu (Polygon 
Studio) and a hapless member of the public into a flamenco 
dancing Mario (Talent Studio) 

Bit of a regular at Nintendo events, this. Ten specially 
constructed podules containing a mini TV, SNES innards 
and a GB cartridge slot (which are wheeled around events 
in Japan) enabled lucky pass holders (won in competitions 
pre-show) to bring in their Pokémon carts, slot "em in and 
have the unavailable elsewhere 151st Pokemon! The little 
fella in question is Mew, an albino cat/lizard combo! 
Excellent! 

64DD READY AT LAST! 
BUT IS IT TOO LITTLE TO LATE? 

It's been hanging around like a particularly acrid smell for 

years but finally its (almost) here. The much hyped 64DD 

N64 expansion unit was a star of the show along with 
EIGHT brand new, DD-specific titles. 

This hardware upgrade sits underneath your '64 and is 

basically a disc drive running new, custom designed 100Mb 

disc cartridges. The idea is that your game data can be 

assimilated with the game code providing huge and highly 
interactive games. Zelda (in a different, more intere 
form) was to be a launch game until the whole thing was 

confined to the scrap heap a 
couple of years ago 

Well, its back, it 
does exactly what 

they claimed it 
would do back 
in 1997. It 
seems however, 

that the unit and 
its games will 

never appear 
outside of Japan 

<The 6400 
(neath N64) and 
special disc- 

based data 
cart. 

<4The Landnet 
(written ‘Randnet’ 
in Japan) system 
is a big selling 
point for the 64DD 
over there. 

>an get on-line, 

sending m es to each 

other and playing games 
s the phone lines! 

dnet Starter pack contains a modem cartridge 
h pops in your N64 and bears a phone v and 

ket), a new, even bigger memory expansion cartridge, 

the 64DD unit and a 64DD Members D which contains 
not only the required net software but space to store all 
your messages and options 

The service kicks off on December 1st and looks 
pretty cool — even though you have to give your N64 a boy 
racer-style body-kit makeover with four additional bits of 
hardware to get the thing running! More soon. 

Just what this is is anyone's guess. Basically it’s a lead that 
onnects a Game Boy and your N64 for the first time. The 

glass 2d den owed an unnamed anime game 
appearing both on N64 screen and GBC screen hinting that 
the game was played part on one machine and part on the 
other, information being passed between the two units via 
the DT. Hmm 

A It’s been the focus of so many Spaceworld shows before but this 
time the 64DD is actually going to be released! (At a date TBC...)  



ITS EVEN GOT SOME GAMES THIS TIME TOO! 
DOSHIN THE GIANT 

The big (no pun 
intended) yellow hope 
for the 64DD is this 
brand new God game 
featuring a vast balloon- 
man giant who stomps 

around huge islands 
levelling mountains, 
felling (and planting 
trees) and generally 

befriending the weeny human folk who share his home 
The option to be a good yellow giant (being nice to 

folk) or an evil red giant (trampling the little fellas 
underfoot) is cool, with the more good or bad deeds you 
do making you even bigger and more powerful! 

The game makes great use of the 64DD's built-in 
clock chip, so that even when the game is switched off 
things keep evolving so you're never quite sure what will 
have happened while you've been away. Aces! 

ULTIMATE WAR 

  

Looking rather ace was 

Ultimate War, a combat 
game set on a truly 

global scale. 

As military leader of a 

country you must send 

hoards of ships, planes, 
subs and troops into 

battle against 

neighbouring forces. The war can either be played out on a 

global scale, with your various craft icons being shuffled 

around a vast map or — when a battle occurs — on a far 

more action game-like closer stage where each individual 

vehicle can be assigned waypoints and ordered around a 

fully 3D Command & Conquer-style unfolding environment 

And, if you think your Al troops are letting the side down, 

you can take control of each craft and slug it out for 

yourself on a more personal level! 

It's a seriously cool-looking title with a dark, near-future 
theme and hoards of real-world fighter craft, tanks and 

boats to order about, plus the global to up-close-and- 
personal combat makes it a real innovator. 
Possibly the coolest 64DD game of the lot 

PAINT STUDIO 

  
The first of three bizarre 
‘productivity’ games that, 
well, aren't really games 
at all. 

Paint Studio is an 
N64 update of old SNES 
Mario Paint (only without 
the mouse). It features far 
more complex image 

A fm Manipulation however and 
much higher resolution results. It's even possible to implant 
Game Boy Camera pictures into your work or higher quality 
digital camera stills via the (optional) Video Input cart, 
which bears the required connectors. 

As with all 64DD games a UK release is as likely as all 
six of your balls dropping 

POLYGON STUDIO 
A 3D extension of the 
Paint Studio theme. Here 
its possible to build 
anything you like out of 
polygons and animate it 
(a bit) to form your own 
virtual sculptures. 

The demos showed 
cars, trucks and planes 
being knocked up in no 

time, all starting off from a single block that was copied, 
tweaked, pinched and stretched with the on-screen pointer 
to form the required shape. Once built you can then paint it 
and set up frames of animation, making your own (very 
short) virtual show. It's Lego basically — but without any of 
the choking hazards. 

TALENT STUDIO 
The bizarrest of the three arty games was Talent Studio 
Making heavy use of the Video Input cart or Game Boy 
Camera (as in Paint Studio) its possible to map faces onto 
virtual figures who can then be fattened, shortened and 
mangled in any way you see fit. 

It was amazing to watch as a demonstrator took a 
single still of an audience members mush and it appeared 

on the screen in living breathing, looking around and 
blinking form! How do they do that? The poor sod was then 
treated to the humiliation of being given a short fat body 
and dressed in a mind-boggling variety of clothing and facial 
hairs from the thousands built in. 

As each item of clothing was adjusted the character 
looked down at himself in awe, as if approving of the 
changes that were being made! 

It was soon deemed that he should be dressed in a 
Mario-style outfit (complete with preposterous white gloves 
and comedy moustache). The final humiliation (and ultimate 
conclusion to the game) was giving our virtual bloke a job 
to do by assigning him a set of motion-capture data and a 
background, again from a huge menu of options ranging 
from a fashion catwalk (where your character minces down 
the runway, flashbulbs a-popping while the camera swizzles 
round) to a bizarre rose-in-teeth flamenco dance routine! 

In a word, barking. 
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JAPAN PRO TOUR GOLF 64 

fHow alin 
6 AL {ie t-? 

Quite why this was a 
64DD game is anyone's 
guess but the inclusion 
of 10 complete real- 
world courses (ie, a lot) 
and the option to dress 
and train your golfer so 
he’s an exact match for 
yourself, may account for 
where the extra 64DD 
space has gone. 

The 10 courses are from the 1999 Japan Pro Golf 
Tournament (ie, not famous) and there's a possibility that 
some (again, unfamous) Japanese golfers may be on 
board. A nice golf game but nothing remarkable. 

YOUSUKE IDE’ wales MAH- sini SCHOOL 
The obligatory Mah- 
Jongg madness is 
catered for by this 
celebrity sponsored 
(Yousuke Ide is a 
household name 
apparently) game aimed 
at beginners. 

The 64DD is hardly 
stretched dishing up the 

ability to play as a father, mother, sixth-grade daughter, her 
uncle and a female exchange student however, but Ide- 
san’s commentary and recreations of famous ‘matches’ fill 
the disc up nicely. 

F-ZERO X EXPANSION KIT 
This works alongside the 
original cart (ie, you need 
them both) adding new 
cars and (best of all) a 
design your own track 
option! 

Up to 100 new tracks 
can be stored on the 
disc and, from what we 
saw, it couldn't be easier 

to drag the Tarmac around, stretching, widening and 
narrowing it and even setting the angle on incline on 
lengths of roadway to create banked curves and loops. 

And once your tracks are ready why not design and 
build a new racer — perhaps with tasteful flames up the side 
and dice dangling from the mirror — before indulging in two 
new cup races which have been magically added to the 
Grand Prix option? And finally the ability to save up to three 
ghost races per course is in there too 

If you've got a Japanese F-Zero X this is a bit of a 
must-buy — even if it is stupidly late. Doh. 

  

THE GAMES 
THE STARS OF THE SHOW 

THE VERY LATEST N64 AND 

GAME BOY GAMES! 

THE LEGEND OF ZELDA: GAIDEN 

Without doubt the star 
of the show was the 
NEW Zelda game. Or 
should that be new-ish 
Zelda game 

It's a surprisingly 
short time after the 
original for a sequel and, 
considering that even mighty old Mario 64 hasn't been 
treated to an update, its inevitable that Zelda Gaiden isn't a 
totally new game. 

That said it does feature an entirely new adventure, new 
locations and (despite being hidden by the word's TO! 
SECRET on the map screen) perhaps a whole new map for 
you to explore! 

Seems the land of Hyrule is under threat again as one 
day Link meets a Skull Kid in the forest wearing a strange 
mask. The kid steal’s Link's horse Epona and when he gives 

shase he discove 1 alternative dimension, with a vast 
moon slowly falling out of the sky 

This plot means that rather than being a ponderou 
wanderous adventure it's a real race against time with 
cunning negotiation of time-based puzzles and the outric 
purchasing of extra time from a talented chap at the market 
earning you vital extra hours to avert the in-coming lunar 
disaster as it approaches 

The most obvious new feature is the ability to 
metamorphosise into three new characters via magical 

versions of the masks you found in the first game. Now by 
donning enchanted face-wear Link can undergo a painful- 
looking morph sequence to emerg a Deku scrub, a fishy 
Zora and a hulking great Goron. Naturally each has their own 
abilities (meaning that certain obstacles can only be thwarted 
while in the correct guise). The Deku scrub can walk on 
water (or rather bunny-hop ac water and, using special 
flowers, fly, using their petals as 
helicopter blades. The Zora is an 
expert swimmer and the Goron 
is not only a hulking great 
strong bloke, but can also 
curl up and roll around at 

at speed 
What's more, each of 

them has their own Ocarina- 
style musical skills to help 
them on their way. Deku geezer 
plays a horn (?), Mr Goran plays a 
waist-mounted drum kit (?!) and 
fishboy Zora plays a mean metal 
mutha-style electric guitar (!7@&!) 

The game - like DK64 — will require : 
the expansion pak but, rather than as 
upping the screen resolution, the ox 
extra oomph is used to put a a 
greater number of baddies 
on screen 

It’s all shaping up to 
be a must-buy for Zelda 
fans thought don't 
expect a UK release 
until late 2000 
however. That said 
GM will be first with 
more on this 

Bea Goron and race your fellow 
hO@@tder-folk. Bizarre Md fun. 

beauty very 
soon   NOVEMBER 1999 (i



©)... CONTINUED 
DONKEY KONG 64 

Slightly re-tweaked 
from his E3 airing, DK 
showed off some new 
levels and characters 
for the Kong-mad 

4 punters. 
Tiny, Chunky, 

Lanky, Diddy and of 
course Donkey were all 
on display in the latest 
update of the on-going 
Rare saga. 

It's claimed that the five 
character's routes through the game 
and different abilities are-so diverse 
that its like five different games in 

» one. The main highlight of the action 
here was demonstrations of the 

\\game's 3D minecart sequences, 
requiring perfect timing to make 
jumps, junctions in the track and 
the general avoidance of swooping 
obstacles as the cart careered into 

the screen at break-neck speed. 
The expansion pak (the game won't 

run without it) made the game pin-sharp and 
outrageously detailed and colourful, but could the in-game's 
current close-in camera be a bit of a pain in the ass, not 
allowing you to see enough of the scenery? We think so. 

Lots more on Rare and Ninty's Christmas biggy soon. 

    

   
   

    

   
   

  

   
   

  

   

  

PERFECT DARK 
Looking as gorgeous as 
ever, Perfect Dark was 
again on top form, 
although in the same 
demo as at E3. 

Most remarkably 
the game isn't that 
eagerly awaited in 
Japan (where 
Goldeneye wasn't a 
particularly big hit — they 

  

    

    

   

        

    
   

     

    
   

   
    

   
    

  

don't like first person shooters) so only a five minute queue 
assembled. Also, thanks to our intense skill at Goldeneye 
we were able to wow the demonstrators with our side- 
stepping, sniping and multi-weapon skills. Heh heh. 

Shame its been put back until next year though (more 
in this month's news). 

SUPER MARIO RPG2 
Joint highlight of the 
show was the first airing 
of this N64 update of 
the superb SNES game 
that never reached the 

| United Kingdom. 
The first game 

was an isometric RPG 
produced in 
collaboration with 
Squaresoft which spelt 
the death of the SNES 

when its UK release was shelved. 
- The new game - while bearing a 
“Gi! sequel's ‘2’ — is another matter entirely. 

The most amazing thing 
about RPG2 is its totally unique 
look using classic SNES-style 

Mario sprites but shuffling them 
YF around a 3D world. It reminded us of 

PaRappa The Rapper with the totally 
flat 2D characters shrinking away to 
nothing as they turned around. And 
while the game appears 2D in the 
screenshots its possible to run into 

and out of the screen just as 
___ frequently as pursuing the old familiar 
ai left-to-right platform game style 

progression. 
Encounter a baddie and a familiar 

— turn-based attack menu appears with 
Mario and friends hurling shells and trading blows. 

We'll have lots more on this awesome-looking game 
very soon. 

EARTHBOUND 3 
Known as Mother 3 in Japan this year's-late RPG looked 
remarkably complete featuring interesting-looking turn-based 
battle scenes and plenty of Zelda-style third-person 
exploration. The memory pak was definitely in evidence 

FIVE roe IN pipet CITY 

  

pinning a globe, its always surprising to 
Ss find out where Japan is. It’s alarmingly 

near Australia [it’s over there and up a 
bit) and, just as Blighty can be considered to 
be an two islands off the coast of France, so 

Japan is three islands of the coast of Russia. 
Three very remarkable islands... 

While Europe slowly becomes one big 
country and America just isn’t the land of 
wonder that it once was the sheer 
differentness of Japan is a real head- 
eee or 

Upon arrival at Tokyo's Narita airport the first thing to 
strike us was just how hot it was — 32 C - about the 

74 Os ge NOVEMBER 1999 
  

temperature you'd get on a Grecian beach. Fortunately the 
hour long journey into the heart of the city was on a violently 

air-conditioned bus. Similar fan-assisted armpit venting was 
enabled in every building and even on the Tokyo 
underground, where getting on a train was a blessed relief 
allowing you to escape the sweltering city. 

HUMA! 

As we travelled the roads became increasingly conjested 
and, as darkness fell, the city first began to twinkle ahead 
then, as we neared our destination, sparkle all around us. 
Pretty soon we were in the thick of it — the road blocked 
with cars, the pavement heaving with people. 

The view from our 34th floor hotel window in the 
district of Shinagawa (pretty much the centre of the Tokyo 
map) could have been lifted straight out of Blade Runner. 
Every sky-scraper is crowned by a string of pulsing red 
lights and the ultra-bright glow of neon signs illuminated 
patches of the city as if they were in daylight. 

Out and about it became increasingly obvious that our 
nightmare scenario had arisen — no one spoke a word of 
English and our hasty Japanese lessons hadn't got past the 
five different ways of saying ‘Hello’. Erk. The following five 
days were filled with regular bouts of pointing and speaking 
veryslowly... 

Our first job was to find the show location — the 
Makahari Messe Convention Centre = which involved 
tangling with the notorious Tokyo Underground. Imagine the 
London Underground but at least three times as many lines 
and stations — so many that they're not all on one map! And 
because only certain, really big stations have their names 
written in English, even if the station you want was on the 
map you wouldn't know it because it was written in 
hieroglyphics! Only some scribbled notes from our 
Japanese correspondent Nicolas, hastily scrawled before 

RAFFIC 

sharpening up those grafix too. But, given that this was 
announced as N64 /aunch-game all those years ago don't 
hold your breath — especially not for an English language UK 
PAL translation. Ah. 

KIRBY'S DREAMLAND 

     A It's the usual mix 
of kiddy graphics 
and a lovable hero. 
Hope the game's 
good too... 

Kirby. He's fat. He's pink. And, most importantly, he's back! 
The new Dreamland game shown at Spaceworld was a 

cool-looking 2D/3D platformer. While some sections 
involved a spot of into-the-screening the controls remained 
decidedly 2D with one pad push moving you into the game 
and the opposite direction retreading your paces. 

The chubby chap can learn the attacks of enemies he 
comes across and turn them against future aggressors or 
combine them to form totally new skills. 

It's all rather Yoshi's Island — which is no bad thing. 

SHIGESATO ITOI’S NO.1 BASS FISHING 
Expect a different name when this fishing sim lands here. 

It's a kind of Sega Bass Fishing for the N64, complete 
with a new dedicated ASCll-built rod add-on to allow you to 

  

A Tokyo never stops moving. It's 
pulsing with life 25 hours a day. 

A Getting around involves 
mastering the underground. 

our departure, saved us. We were looking for the Yamanote 
line and, after wandering the packed station were able to 
find the platform, find a list of the stations on it in English, 
see how many stops we were travelling, work out how the 
automatic ticket machines worked and catch a train. All inal 
two hours wasted and we hadn't even set off! 

POKEMENTAL! 

As the train neared the show the number of commuting 
workers tailed off and more and more excited school kids 
emerged. It appears that every Japanese child is Pokémon 
crazy. If they're not actually clutching a Game Boy and 
hunting out elusive monsters right there and then, they're at 
least carrying a Pikachu rucksack and wearing a Pikachu T- 
shirt to show their allegiance. 

The reason all the kids were there was because, unlike 
the world’s other big game shows Spaceworld is open to the 
public — and its free. Even the usual ‘press only’ day was 
scrapped this year to get more punters in! And, making sure 
that the by now rabid throng of kids and parents didn’t get 
lost on the five minute walk from station to venue, Nintendo 
had employed fifty Spaceworld T-shirted youths sporting 
placards and megaphones to keep us on the right track. 

Upon entry to the huge show arena everyone was 
presented with a magazine about the show (and an English 
translation for us lot) and a blue Donkey Kong disc about 
20cm across with a small hole in — er... thanks. It wasn't



get the most out of the 
game. It looked pretty 
good but it’s no Bass- 
beater... 

    

   

MINI RACERS 
Micro Machines-style racing with radio controlled cars. 
The cars bump and thump around the track realistically 
and up to four racers can buzz around the courses at 
once. 
A bit of a popular one, this, with the short-term racing 
thrills extended pretty much indefinitely through the 
inclusion of a great design your own track option. One to 
watch, certainly. 

EXCITEBIKE 64 
It's a 3D motocross racer with wild, off-road handling and 
graphics that don't look like an N64 game at all! 

Using the expansion pak Excitebike 64 dishes up super 
hi-res visuals, making it look more like a top PSX title! It’s an 
update of an ancient NES game (remember it?) and boasts 

until the crowd around us 

instinctively began fanning themselves with theirs that we 
sussed what it was for. 

As well as attending the show, however, it would be 

criminal to visit Tokyo without indulging in at least a little bit 

of shopping... 
Tokyo has three areas that any wide-eyed western 

shopper must visit. First is Akihabara (known as Electric 
Town!). This is the place where you can pick up electrical 
hardware for frequently half the price of the same goods in 

England. We bagged a Game Boy Color (in ‘unavailable in 

the UK’ crystal clean for 5900¥, just £33. And how about a 
Bandai WonderSwan (which is plain old unavailable in the 

UK — making it the ultimate in portable gaming chic) for just 

£25, Sony's finest £250 mini disc player for £170, hot new 

  

> 
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a split-screen four-player race with an emphasis on combat 
as cunning side-swiping can dismount your opponents. Ha! 
And, of course, like the original game, there’s a design your 
own tracks feature. Hmm, we sense a pattern forming... 
More soon. 

MARIO PARTY 2 
a      

    

   

      

They're back! 
4 While Blighty 

waits for the first 
7 game (come on 

Nintendo!) the 
Japanese are 

} being treated to 
7 a sequel. 
} It's more of 

the same really 
with the same 
old gang of 
Mario, Luigi, 
Yoshi, Donkey 

Kong, Wario and Princess Peach engaging 
ye in bizarre shape matching, button-bashing, 
e target-shooting no-to-taxing games as 

  

be playable). 
L There are a total of 64 new mini- 
~~ games (following, from what we saw, the 

ame barmy themes as those in the 
original game) and a greater amount of 
inter-character banter between the 

a characters as each works their way 
across the Ludo-like game board in 
search of victory. 

“‘ Once again, it makes a pants one- 

player game but get four of you together, 
nibbles and golden-coloured slightly fizzy 

drinks, and you'll have a whale of a time. 

SS yy directed by evil Bowser (now rumoured to 

3 

   

    

games like Dreamcast Cool Boarders for £30 and old 
classics such as Final Fantasy for a tenner? And lets not 
forget hoards of old SNES and MegaDrive classics too. 
Starfox for a fiver? Don't mind if | do... 

The game shops often ran to five floors and don't be 
surprised by the proliferation of nudie anime DVDs 

alongside the gaming good. Seems Japanese punters think 
nothing of picking up a copy of ‘Teenage Upskirt Nymphs 8° 
while they're queuing up to pay for their Zeldas 

And if you're interested in anime you can get a boxset 
of anything you fancy on DVD or LaserDisc and don't forget 
to pick up the accompanying soundtrack or game music CD 
from the audio department! A highlight had to be ‘The 
Hyrule Symphony’ a full orchestral rendering of the Zelda 
Ocarina of Time music! That's Auntie Ethel’s pressie sorted 

“<The Nintendo Spaceworld show is open to the public. The 
Japanese love their games and can try out the latest titles in 
the street on the fronts of of all the big games stores too! 

    

   

CUSTOM ROBO 
== Build your own robot 

bringing together 
disparate parts and 

] power-ups, then pit him 
9} in combat against 

a rival! 
There are two 

modes of play, an actior 
game (where the focus 
is on beat-em-up-style 
combat and progression 
through the game) and 

an RPG mode, where the organising and planning of your 
robot fighters is more important. 

It’s a curious mix of fighter and shooter that — thanks to 
the robo-building element — offers pretty much infinite 
options and possibilities. Looking good. 

THE LEGEND OF ZELDA: FRUIT OF THE 
MYSTERIOUS TREE — TALE OF POWER 
It's a whole new Game Boy Zelda, this time in vivid ‘Color 
and featuring a clever ‘passage of time’ theme with different 
areas changing as the seasons change from winter, spring, 
summer, autumn and winter again. 

The game is being produced with Capcom (new-comers 
to the Zelda series) and helping Link this time is Rikki the 
kangaroo who can carry Link in his pouch as he bounds 
around and takes on baddies with his boxing gloves! There s 
also Maple, the Witch's apprentice who's 
there to lend a (reportedly clumsy) hand too 

    

  

ser. 

  

The most bizarre/remarkable feature is \ RS 
that this game is part of a series of three to be Cs 
released, Pokémon like, at the same time. Events 
in Tale of Power will, via link-up cable, effect 
events in the sister games Tale of Courage and 
Tale of Wisdom! Excellent! 

NYS 
No 

Quite how different 
the three stand alone 
games are in 

themselves 
remains to be seen 
but visually the 
game appears 
remarkably 
unchanged from 
Zelda's 

q Awakening DX. 
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NO SLEEP IN TOKYO 

The next district worth checking out was Shinjuku, Tokyo's 
Oxford Street and Soho. The streets were packed (despite 
it being 11:30pm) with pleasure seekers tripping between 
bars and seedy strip clubs. The incessant traffic (both car 
and human), daylight-bright neon and the zipping of subway 
trains overhead gave the place an electric atmosphere 

Finally, well worth a visit, is Ginza. Packed with huge 
department stores it was hard to imagine anything that you 
couldn't get there! It's also the star of our photo on page 
70. We'd hate to see their electric bill. A five story toy shop 
we visited stocked not only every Star Wars toy you could 
think of but half a floor given over to Pokémon toys with 
everything from Pikachu roller skates to roller blinds 
wrestling for shelf space 

And, in a break from the shopping, why not tuck into a 
tray of sushi (raw fish and rice) or tempura (fried vegetables) 
from the kiosks in the subway stations, perhaps washed 
down with a beer (Asahi or Sapporo being most popular 
from one of the hundreds of street vending machines? And 
while we're partial to a spot of uncooked fish biscuit we 
must admit to being rather baffled by the many noodle 
restaurants, offering umpteen unappetising brown slops 
identified only by Japanese squiggles. Fortunately the 

Golden Arches of MacDonalds beckoned wherever you 
turned with the far more alluring ‘Big Mac Set’ on offer. And 
yes, it did taste exactly the same 

A word of warning however. While the latest electrical 
items may be available for knock down prices the bare 
essentials aren't quite so cheap. We paid 1100¥ for a 
(three-quarter of a) pint in a bar before a quick tap on a 
calculator showed that’s over £6. 

And getting there's not too cheap either. Mind you 
eagle-eyed, quick-dialling travellers could land themselves a 
non-direct flight for as ‘little’ as £550 — the cheapest 
fare we spotted on the Net. So start saving and we'll (ih 

ae 

15 

  

see you at Spaceworld next year! Sayonara! 
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WORLD'S FIRST REVIE 

JET =. 
FORCE.” 

Rare are back, and inthis month's N64 
you'll be the first in the world to see 
how good Jet Force Gemini really i is.. 

    

       

      

         

    

Hot from Nintenilo’s © 
show in Japan — all these 
new N64 ae, 
cee os "PE ~ =” ZELDA GAMDEN 
S | | Nintendo's amazing sequel i is rere 
nd CAP ras » and we've got 31 new shots to 

prove it! Don't you dare miss out! ; 

ROCKET: ROBOT | SUPER MARIO KIRBY'S * MOTHER 3 
DREAMLAND 64    ON WHEELS. | ADVENTURE 

N 6 > ISSUE 34 IN THE SHOPS NOW. —— 
with FREE tips book! Siw 

Make sure you get the best N64 info every month! ~° 

MAGABING ca. 91458 wl 24 ano susscrise! 
Standard Subscription (12 issues) rates: uK Direct Debit £24 * UK Cheque/Credit Card £29 ¢ Europe (inc. Eire) £37 * Rest of the World £47 ae
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REVIEW om 
Final Fantasy? 
Oh, why must 
you persist 
with your lies, 
Oi! Square? 
Why not just & 
call them all ‘Ace Best Adventure Fantasy 
Volume X' and have done with it? Is this 

PLAYSTATION £40 OCTOBER 

PlayStation 

the best RPG ever mate? You betcha! 

il Meester NOVEMBER 1999 

Water your 
plants. Feed your 
pets. Record 

answering 
machine that reassures 

friends and creditors that 

you are not, contrary to 
how it may seem, dead. 
Finally, lock the door. And 

bolt it. 
Ah. You did remember to buy 
your copy of Final Fantasy 8 

first, didn't you? 

Square's latest opus is, like its 
predecessor, a title that positively 
demands that you forgo life, love 
and leaving the house. Packed 
onto four CDs, its sheer size and 
scope makes the likes of Resident 
Evil 2 and Metal Gear Solid appear 
mere sub-games by comparison. 
With more twists and turns than a 
soap plot about a bisexual 
breakdancer, its storyline almost 
rivals War and Peace as a piece of 
lengthy narrative. We'd say that 
owning a copy is akin to marriage, 

were it not for the fact that it’s 
probably easier (and quicker) to 
boot out your old lady and keep 
the TV than it is to complete Final 
Fantasy 8. No, it truly is! 

LESIONS 
Admirers of FF7 will find this latest 
adventure comfortably familiar at 
first. From pre-rendered locales, 
to FMV links, from text-based 
dialogue to 

poser are otive 

CFESA cao 
FF8 has a special sub-game that, in many ways, resembles the old 
Top Trumps. You remember them? You can find more cards as you 
explore the FF8 world and there are loads of them to collect. 

A Right. Here are our cards. Obviously, 
we want more. More! MORE! 

V Now you choose your deck. Pick 
wisely — you need a strong, balanced 
collection to ensure victory. 

oe} 

A To play cards with someone, press 
Square when you talk to them. A 
surprising amount agree. 

V lf a card placed next to another has a 
higher number, it changes to that player's 
individual colour. Easy really.  



SQUARESOFT 
SCEE 

CN GUARDIAN 

or! earn 
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0171 533 1400 
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Selec: ability to learn 

time polygon world map, Final 
Fantasy 8 obviously uses a 
souped-up version of its 
predecessor's engine. And no bad 
thing that. 

rd | Hj 1 re 
See 
The differences between the two, 
however, are many and varied. 

FF8's characters are far more 
‘realistically’ styled, with the 
occasional spiked hairdo being 
their only concession to the super- 
deformed appearance of their 
forebears. Cloud, as you'll 
remember, was a waddling, spud- 
headed freak with a Geneva 
Convention-defying quiff. Squall, 
FF8's main protagonist is a far 
more attractive and well dressed 
fellow. Not that we, of course, 
fancy him. Or anything. Oh look! 
Here comes the 
next paragraph! 

r
N
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4 Cycle down and 
select the attack 
you want your 
Guardian to learn. 

SCnUUL 
Squall is a student at Balamb 
Garden, a school for mercenaries. 
Final Fantasy 8 begins with a 
stunning prerendered intro that 
shows a fight between him and 
Seifer, a fellow student. Everything 
gets a bit heated... and the next 
thing you know, Squall wakes up 
in Balamb Garden's infirmary. It 
turns out that the fight was, in 
fact, a training session that got 
out of hand. And that, in terms of 
introduction to the world of FF8, is 
that. The rest you actually live. 

Like FF7, Final Fantasy 8 is a 
story first, and a game second. At 
times, it pushes you along a linear 
route, with loads of narrative 
adding flesh to the initially bare 
bones of its world. Sometimes, 

ough, it allows you the luxury of 
«dipping out of the tale proper, 

DUAL SHOCK : FINAL FANTASY 8 
FORCe! 

Your GFs are your 
friends. Love them. 
Nurture them. Make 
them strong and when 
they explode into life, 

you'll realise that the 
rewards are all worth 
your while... 

“4 Here's a Guardian Force. This 
screen lists his (or her) basic 
stats, and who can use them best. 

Y To make your GF stronger, you 
can get them to learn new abilities. 
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in order to explore for goodies. 
The first few hours of play are like 
that. Balamb Garden is absolutely 
huge. From its cafeteria (which 
sells hot dogs for lunch. Fois gras 
for fearless fighters? Yeah, right) 
to its training centre, it takes an 
age to explore properly. Square, 
clever as they are, use a plot 
device to help you find your way 
around. At an early point, Squall 
bumps into a young killer-to-be 
named Selphie. Having just 
transferred from another Garden, 
she asks Squall to show her 
around. You can refuse if you like, 
but if you're a proper gentleman 
and agree, you get an introduction 

to the Garden's facilities via a map 
located in the entrance hall. 

Recognising that even the 
most accomplished gamer 
can be confused by loads 
of new features, names 
and functions, Square 

Ai - 

if yi Se e} | L LNOUSGAY GE 
The Guardian Force attacks are some of the most beautiful 
visuals you'll ever see on the PlayStation. 

A ... and then releases it all to the entire 

area into an ice rink. Brrr 

A Shiva’'s ice attack is fantastic. She 
draws back her arms, summons power... . 

A Ifrit's fire-based assault is a 
pyromaniac’s dream come 
true. Scorchio! 

> The fire ball blasts 
everything in its path and 
inflicts some serious damage. 

A Of course, to use GFs, you have to find A Well, if you ‘draw’ them, they might turn 
the damn things. See the question marks? out to be a GF. Only with bosses, mind. 

The sheer number of characters in Final Fantasy 8 is huge. Nonetheless, we've grabbed a 
few to make some formal introductions... 

A Name: Seifer. Occupation: Surly 
mercenary/turncoat in longcoat. 

Y Name: Edea. Occupation: Sorceress/ 
mystic with shocking revelations. 

A Name: Squall. Occupation: Surly 
mercenary/possible world saviour. 

<4Name: Zell. Occupation: Mouthy 
mercenary/shorts-wearing buffoon. 

NOVEMBER 1999 {))  
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Rinoa 483 

          

    
    
   

   

= Quistis 492 

A Now this is more like it. Fira bakes ‘em 
to the core with one her toasty attacks. 
She's outstanding when she gets fired up. 

        
          

        
    

    

; Zou 791 A Flee! Run away from the 
Siren 1060 .4 huge floating university attack 

cra... eh? Yep, FF8’s story can 
irvine. 711 be a tad odd at times... 

A A basic ice-oriented attack. Simple, 
effective... and useless from Disc 2 
onwards. Time to update your spell book. > Now that’s magic. Normal 

é Me eee spells are not, generally, the 

   
   

: * Confux 1 Rinoa $83 best attacks. They're always 
> Each character can have nine pages of : 5 Squall. 918 handy to have, though. 
four spells equipped at any time.       

      

    

A Later on, you get great magic like 
Ultima to use on your foes. 

have placed tutorials Even if you completed Final players are introduced to the 
throughout FF8's first Fantasy 7, you'll need to use the Junction system — and, if 

disc. When you first need Tutorial once in a while. For this anything, it's twice as complex. If 
to use a new ability, a screen latest adventure, Square have asked to explain it, Stephen 

will pop up with a brief made a huge number of changes Hawking would probably say “It'd 
explanation. This is a Good Thing. to its combat system. It still uses probably be easier to invent faster- 
awl v1 the Active Time Battle — a half- than-light travel,” or, more likely, 

‘ : ) real- “Pardon?” And with good reason. |e \ Hl ul of way house between real-time and Pardon d with g 
arid = turn-based fights, for those of you As the Junction system is a 

When playing a game for the first that didn't play the last game — huge part of Final Fantasy 8, we're 
time, the last thing you want to be and the actual scraps are visually compelled — as authoritative, 
doing is referring to a manual similar, though drawn at a higher gamer/scribe hybrids — to tell you 
every five minutes. Just about resolution. Everything else, about it. But you'll have to pay 
everything you need to know while — though, has been completely close attention. 
playing can be discovered by overhauled and polished. Right. At very early point in 
either experimenting — the ih) . the game, you find your first two 
difficulty level isn't pitched too JUNG iil Us Shae Guardian Forces. GFs (as they are 

te high on the first disc, so you don't . : traditionally referred to) allow you 
= have to worry about being brutally Gone is the Materia system, and to do more than merely attack. 

    

    

        
     

  

       

  

     

Leviathan 1508 

Squall’? 40 es 
   

killed for the slightest mistake — the endless fiddling with magic Without them, you can’t even use 
or by using the Tutorial option. baubles that entailed. For FF8, items in battles. Anyway, once you 

DRAW, PiLGRIME 
The Draw command is not only used to stock up on magic. It can also get you a 
\.whole host of other incredible goodies 

as well. Talk about value for money. 

  

A First select the Draw command 
you wish to power up, and then 
get back to the action. 

€Choose the enemy you want to 
steal a spell from... 
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.. then maa it from them. That “A New (or unknown) types of magic are 
wasn't too painful was it? represented by promising question marks. . . 

       



    
have these desirable items, you 
can ‘junction’ them to a character. 
Depending on the skills of the GF 
in question, you can also link 
magic to a character's stats. 
Joining a load of Cure spells to a 
fighter's Hit Points, for example, 
will give them a higher HP total. 
There are lots of other ways to 
connect magic to stats, and these 
become available as your GFs 
gain experience points. 

Without a GF, a character can 
only perform the Attack command 
during battle. If suitably kitted-up 
with one, though, a number of new 

options become available 
Generally, each GF begins with 
four commands — Magic, GF, Item 
and Draw — although they can 
learn more. Now this is where it 
can get very confusing, so you'd 
best pay attention. 

DHAW, 
Your characters aren't actually 
capable of generating their own 
magic spells. Instead, they have to 

‘Draw’ them from enemies during 
scraps, or use ‘Draw Points’ 
located around the world — FF8's 
equivalent of FF7's treasure 
chests. It's not actually as 
complicated as it sounds. When it 
gets to your turn in a fight, you 
select Draw, then choose an 
enemy. A list of their magic spells 

  

  

will appear. By choosing one, you 
are given the option to ‘Cast’ or 
‘Stock’. The first, obviously, allows 
you to cheekily batter monsters or 
soldiers with their own attacks. 
The latter, however, allows you to 
grab a greater number for later 
use — anywhere between one and 
10, in general. 

Once you start acquiring 
different forms of magic, you can 
begin to use them in battles. The 
Draw command adds an extra 
element of strategy to each bout. 
By using that ability, rather than 
pummelling an opponent, you 
eave yourself open to attacks 
But if you don't use it, and simply 
go for all-out pugilism, you can 
ind yourself seriously out-gunned 

ater on in the game. Plus, the 
more magic you have, the more 
you can ‘junction’ to character 

stats... and the more powerful 
your party becomes. Finding a 
balance in your combat strategies 
is an important step on the road to 
beating FF8. 

Heavies 
Using items is simple, and pretty 
much the same as it was in FF7, 
so there's little we need to tell you 
about that. The GF command, 
though, unleashes the awesome 
power of a Guardian Force. Each 
has its own Elemental bias — so, 

  

  

If you find it hard to believe that pre-rendered stars could 
one day populate loads of movies, then take a look of this 
and just see how far they've come... 

AA bungled mission: a bullet is fired 
towards a political target. It doesn’t hit. 

4 Squall leaps from a nearby roof, and 
plunges through a panicking crowd... 

> Leaping into a nearby motor, Squall 
drives like a nut. And you can take it as read 
that there's a scrap when he gets out... . 

| A Water torture, FF@ style. GF attacks are 
i 

  

perfect for clearing annoying weak baddies. 

“4s it the end of the world? Or a nuclear 
explosion? Nope. It's Ifrit, a fire-loving GF with 
a propensity for ripping a huge fireball from 
the ground, carrying it up to a height. then 
smashing it onto the foes beneath. Cheers. 

for example Ifrit attacks with Fire, 
while Shiva attacks with Ice. But, 
rather than appearing immediately, 
each GF takes time to power up. 
During this hiatus, your energy bar 
is replaced by theirs. Every attack 
on that character will, instead, 
drain the HP of the Guardian 
Force — and, again, this 
demonstrates the strategic nature 
of FF8's fights. 

After a duration defined by 
the experience and ability of a GF, 
they launch their attack. And 
‘stunning’, as a descriptive term, 
is an understatement. During the 
beautiful, real-time animation that 
follows, your GFs perform the 
most attractive acts of violence 
you'll ever see on the PlayStation. 
Similar to FF7's Elemental attacks 
— although longer, prettier and 
generally more jaw-dropping — 

these assaults are not mere eye 

candy. Generally, they're the most 
powerful attacks you can perform. 

There are numerous other 
things that we could tell you about 
FF8's combat system, if we had 
another twenty pages to play with. 
Lamentably, we haven't (and this 
is, after all, GamesMaster — not 
Final Fantasy 8 Master, as 
desirable as that might be). But, 
suffice to say, it works. It's 
a bit complicated at first, 
and you'll probably be 
well into Disc 2 before 
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A If anything the backdrops are even more 
lavish than before. Look at the detail on that! 

PLENTY 
BANG! 

you really understand it. 
It's tricky, but not 
incomprehensible — and 

no bad thing that, eh? 
There's nothing wrong with a bit of 
a challenge after all. 

Final Fantasy 8, like football, is a 
game of two halves. One portion 
is its combat system; the other, its 
story. Obviously, we've no desire 
to spoil the latter for you. With a 
game like FF8, discovering each 
and every plot turn and surprise is 
what makes it so special. 
Therefore, and to avoid having our 
windows smashed by irate 
Fantasy fans, we'll discuss it in 
general terms. 

It's probably just me, but Final 

SLASHBANG! 
TOO MANY! 

A Oh, but isn’t it always? You could put 
down GM now, and meet your future 
husband or wife. On the other hand... . 

yourself wanting to shout “But 
why did that happen?” Sometimes 
there's an explanation. And other 
times, there isn't. FF8 is, for long 
periods, far more linear than FF7. 
Yet, strangely, its plot doesn't hold 
together quite as well. 

It can be brilliant, though. 
FF7, bless it, was a bit drawn-out 
and, well... slow on occasion. FF8 
lends greater pace and impetus to 
certain battles and sub-plots. Even 
when its dialogue isn't particularly 
strong, or its story adequately 
scripted, you still feel involved. 
FF8 feels huge by merit of being 
just that, rather than letting you 
wander aimlessly. There isn't a 
character that even nearly 
replicates the menace and sheer 
presence of FF7's Sephiroth, but 
some of its set-pieces rival (and, 

FIVE 

A... you might get run over by a bus. 
Moral: Never put down your copy of GM. 
Some of those buses can really smart. 

Much was made of Final Fantasy 
7's cut-scenes, but FF8 is five 
times as good in this respect. And 
they mix seamlessly with the 
normal action, too. Sometimes, 
you'll be walking along when a 
FMV sequence will begin, and 
you'll continue to move while 
some of the best FMV ever 
created occurs around you. It's 
dazzling stuff. In fact, certain clips 
of pre-rendered FMV actually are 
the best FMV sequences ever. 
From ballroom dancing to huge 
battles, FF8 astounds and 
entertains at regular intervals. The 
best eye-candy the PlayStation 
has ever tasted? Almost certainly. 

There's much more we could 
tell you, of course. And, by means 
of box-outs littered around this 
very review, we attempt to scratch 

A A purposeful-looking Fantasy 8's story doesn't quite sometimes, beat) the best of any FF8's surface. But — and this is an 
collection of troops, yes? have the impact of its pre- adventure game ever. You just important ‘but’ — we only do just 
If only you knew. .. decessor's amazing yarn. It's hard have to take the rough with the that. There's so much in FF8 that 

to say exactly why, though. . smooth, and fill in the occasional all we can hope to do is offer 
Perhaps it's that, at times, its Pe with your imagination. snapshots of features and 
characters aren't quite as well elements for your page-grazing 
developed as they should be. In VEM, A pleasure. Like its forebear, 
other instances, the story can leap = Final Fantasy 8 is 
from one point to another in a it makes FF8 so very special absolutely massive. You 

A Hanging around in confusing manner. You find is its incredible-cinematic links. might be able to rush 

Balamb Garden - a , - SCHOSSSSSSSSSHSSSSSHSSSSSHOSSSSSSSSECOSSESESEEEE 

building with secrets. <Qops. Time to run away. The problem with self-destruct sequences, 
you see, is that everything blows up. It's a good idea to be elsewhere. 

VY Soldiers on motorbikes. The swines. And Blackburn Rovers supporters 
too! No wonder they want a fight. Luckily, they're of first division standards! 

> Those Creeps 
monsters! Grr, They 
can kill you as they die. 

BOOM! BOOM! 
Boom, shake the room. FF8 has one of the best explosions 

we've ever seen in a game. Check this out... 
V The ‘Active Time Battle’ of FF7 makes a 
welcome return. Hello again. 

AAs you peg it in real-time towards the A... explodes into a million, billion 
front of the screen, the missile base... shards. And smoke. But do they survive? 

The lady's all for watching over NOVEMBER 1999 you. Go on, put her up!  
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Final Fantasy 8's FMV 
sequences look so amazing, 

they could almost be a real 
film. And, what do you 
know, there is an FF film on 
its way! Remarkable. 

      

FANTASY 8



RINOA NEVER 
OCCASIONALLY : HUNDREDS 

(WAR! WHAT iS iT GOOD FOR? 
Absolute eye-candy, if we're talking about it in an FF8 context. Feast your eyes on the following sequence of global combat. It’s literally awe-inspiring! 

A Just as his assailant lurches forward in 
an attempt to squash him. The two are 
hurled through the door at massive speed. 

4 0kay. Squall is cornered by a soldier in 
a big metal flying suit. He reaches for the 
controls on the nearby emergency exit. 

A Squall and his opponent fly out of the 
craft at high speed. Could this be 
curtains for Squall? Is this the end of his 
Final Fantasy adventure? |s it game over 
already, half-way through the second 
CD? Is the suspense killing you? 

“4As the rubber Emergency Exit slide 
unfolds towards ground several 
thousand feet below, Squall and his 

‘A Squall can’t get into the = metal-clad rival bounce to certain death. 

suit while the soldier hangs 
with him, though. A fight 
ensues in real-time. 

Galbadian Sold 

someone gets 
around to 
sorting out the 
bike-riding 
soldiers. This 

: 3 : : % bit is positively 
p> He made it! Pausing only to grab Rinoa — that is, however, another > , ace! What does 
story — Squall lands on his rival faction’s base. Both then run through : Squall do next? 

a war-torn landscape, doing their best to stay alive. You'll just have 

: : to play to find 
out. Sorry! 

A You can see the buttons, yep? Well, you press them. And Squall 
punches and kicks. It's more tricky than it looks, actually and the 
fight goes right to the wire, with Squall so very close to loosing and 
hitting the ground in a chute-less pile of man jam. 

A Here we can see Rinoa legging it off into the A Everyone is going mad, and there are explosions A Of course, Squall and Rinoa are about several A ... for the camera to catch up with them, 
distance. Squall’s just in front of her by the way. all over the place. It's the most amazing FMV ever! screens to the right by now. You have no desire. . . though. The unfolding battle is far more fun! 

\ Die BY THe SWORD! 
Squall’s Gunblade (a combo of sword and, er, gun) is an 
amazing piece of machinery. Here's how it works... 

A Surprisingly, Squall is ace at driving. You should 
A Select the Mack option, and ‘A But if you then press the R1 button at see him. Handbrake turns? Pah. Easy fodder. 

dashes towards his target in the familiar exactly the right moment. he fires a 
round as he cuts. What a bonus! Be) << Look at these pictures. Do you doubt, even for a 

— second, that FF@ has amazing FMV? Exactly. 

2 NOVEMBER 1999  



THE GARDEN 
SeeD 

A Abh, Ifrit, you fire-dealing, flame-belching 
mini-God. You're the GF for us. 

fe] seventy or eighty hours... 
but you'd be missing 

loads. And the fact that it 
has many concealed secrets 
means that its replay value is 
considerable, too.... 

END) GANWIE: 
At this point, you're expecting a 
conclusion. You're probably 
hankering for some kind of ‘better 
than or worse than FF7-type 
comment, too. “Buy it” and 
“Both” are our respective 
statements. 

Final Fantasy 8 is the most 
attractive and involving adventure 
I've ever played, bar none. It 
makes pretenders to the Fantasy 
crown like Granstream Saga, Wild 
Arms and the PC's Silver appear 

through it in around 

7 

FOUR 
WHAT DO YOU THINK? 

> Why? Why are they there? What's 
happening? Buy, play, discover=sense. 

as basic as mere loading screens 
by comparison. It's completely 
ace. Following Final Fantasy 7 has 
to be the most difficult job in the 
world however, and for the full 
benefit of 8 we implore you to 
grapple with and finish 7 first. No 
mean feat in itself, but at £19.99 
on Platinum there's no reason not 
to, is there? 

Which brings us once more 
to the sad fact that if you dipped 
your toe into FF7 and found its 
waters too deep and cold you'll feel 
exactly the same about 8. Games 
of this size and complexity are not 
everyone's cup of tea. If you think 
you're up to the challenge though, 
we implore you to get up, get into 
it and get involved. 

Now, if you'll excuse me 
I'm off to finally finish the 
thing! See ya! 

; is how it turned out 

464 A Squall and Seifer are not 
FX friends. In fact, the two fight at 

fairly regular intervals. But they 
both hide a secret. . 

Zen B32 

Seiphie 584 

Shiva 1028 
A It's electric. Yes. No, really - it IS electric. This GF attack is superb for dealing with 
mechanised foes as it fries their internal circuitry and does masses of damage. 

rMaAanD 

e+ = nls 
CHOICE 

G Glizzard | rZeu 791 
r Peecsileg Selphie 550 

sa Met ine 739 

A Quite why this shocking attack it should be delivered or a ‘bird like per is 
beyond us. Because it looks pretty outstanding? More than likely, eh? 

FINAL FANTASY 8 
66 you 

continue 
TO HAVe 

CHARACTER 
CONTROL 

wie some 
OF THe BeST 
FMV ever 
OCCURS 
AROUND 
YOU. 99 

You couldn’t ask for more. From its 
opening credits, to its finale, FF&s 
sense of style is stunning. 

The GF animations can prove a little 
long-winded, granted. But 
otherwise, this is classic Square. 

TASH LR 

Not quite immortal, but certainly 
longer than any other adventure 
you could possibly imagine. 

We Dir yer 

The seamless switches between 
FMV and gameplay. You positively 
live for those cinematic moments. 

Some plot developments and 
dialogue sequences aren’t quite as 
oot written as sks hope for. 

what is this, some kind of dog training??™ 
7 ® That's tt Fean't rake it anymore? \ 

yo 

Another stunning Final Fantasy 
adventure. Despite a few niggly 
issues, it’s just as outstanding as 
its predecessor. A dream come true 

Have you played Final Fantasy 7? 
You should have. And it’s a platinum 
snip at £20, too. Buy it!   NOVEMBER 1999 {)!))



| development 
| time, it's 

| got an ace 
plot and a 
revolutionary RPG battle system. 

| Question is, is Hybrid Heaven any 
Li} Sood after all this? 

PLOT APPLICABLe! 
There's something fishy going on below the streets of New 

York, and it’s got something to do with evil alien hybrids and 

the bulb-headed ET’s, The Gargantuans. It’s up to you to 

figure out just what the blazes is going on. 

A The mysterious Diaz. You start the game 
as him, then switch over to Slater. Eh? 

Recognize me? 
I wonder if you hate me © 
For wnat Ididw 

A Anna Moody. A hybrid built to display 
a nice mothering personality. Freaky. 

UP AND DOWN! 
Slater (or should that be... Diaz?) can not only fight with 

his pumped up legs and arms, but can also crawl through 

small spaces, jump up and shuffle along platforms and 

leap between wide-spaced crates in a single bound. 

Alt doesn't quite beat Resident 
Evilfor scares, but it's close. 

> The Metal Gear Solid-style 
crawl. Prreeeeetty sneaky. 

NOVEMBER 1999 

STEP FATUED 

When GM first got 
a glimpse of 
Hybrid Heaven, 
waaaaaaay back 
at 1997's E3 

games show in Atlanta, it 
looked like it could be the 
N64’s most amazing third- 
party game yet. 

Playing on Konami's massive 
video wall, it promised 
breathtaking alien battling, cheek- 
trembling cut scenes, a 
barnstorming plot, and visuals to 
make Miyamoto's knees tremble. 
It wasn't even playable but it still 
managed to grab the attention of 
just about everybody there. 

Two years later and Hybrid 
Heaven comes as something of a 
disappointment. It's still got in 
place plenty of the stuff that 
originally made it stand out, not 
least the rib-ticklingly great RPG- 
style battling, but it also carries 
with it a fair amount of unforeseen 
niggles too. And while it promises 
Shadowman.-like thrills, it can’t 
deliver the same kind of quality. 

The game's brain-mashing plot 
places you into the shoes of CIA 
agent Johnny Slater (or does it?) 
who, as well as uncovering the 

Slater watches the TV as 
knock at the door. The plot 

first inklings of a top secret alien- 
related project, also doubles up as 
the President's personal 
bodyguard (or does he?). At the 
start of the game, Johnny is 
gunned down by the mysterious 

Diaz (or is he?), and, somewhat 
confusingly, this is where the 
game opens up (or does it?), 
allowing you to start the game as 
the plainly evil Diaz (or maybe it 
doesn't). Either way, the central 
objective is to rescue the 

President, who 
has been kidnapped by the 
evil hybrids (or... perhaps he 
hasn't) and, oh, plenty else 
as well 

What's obvious from the 
start, anyway, is that Hybrid 
Heaven's part X-Files, part- 
Blade Runner, part Invasion of 
the Body Snatchers-like story is 
among one of the most fascinating 
and most complicated you'll have 
ever seen in a videogame. With 

A Slater runs between two 
probes, which shoots darts 
of laser at you as you pass. 

Pe PM RSEREES 

fH TERTIR, 

A Beneath New York is where most of Hybrid Heaven takes place. From the 
opening cut scene, where Diaz shoots Slater on the platform of the underground, 
things quickly take a turn for the weird. And it doesn’t stop there either. Oooh, no.  



DEVELOPER: CALE SPECIAL FEATURES: © 8 
PUBLISHER: © PLAYERS: OTHER FORMATS: E 

    

  

    

  

   

  

     

ann . <4The camera in Hybrid Heaven is pretty crud. Like 
m | 3 ” , Castlevania, it fails to make playing in 3D 

o* EA particularly comfortable. Shame, that. 

  

V The old ‘plop’ gun. Your default 
pistol is about as useful as a 

handbrake on a canoe. It's rubbish! 

A This little baby is super-nasty. Not 
least because you can't actually kill him. 

4 

  

> Pde 
A So, you've got to find another way of 
getting rid of him. Wink, wink, nod, nod. 

  

The first time you try the game's 
turn-based tiffs, you're not quite 
sure what's going on. But the Zs: >. * 
more you play it, the more you \ — 
realise that, actually squire, A : sie ss 

PLEASeD AS PUNCH! Oh, and | it's brilliantly innovative. 
’ 

don’t s’pose i} | , ; ae 
any of you can \ cay ae Come up against an enemy? Then it's time to — FIGHT! 

a cut hair? Working your way Hybrid Heaven, in true RPG fashion, allows you to learn 
round the huge — but sometimes moves as you go along, by nicking different combat styles 
SAC RCcuCcmeme from your various opponents. Once you've got a few 
it's obvious that Konami have different moves to your name, you can then lace them 

    

     

       

  

         
   

  

   

        

   

  

     

    

       

          

            “ Be . Sl MU eOe CSUR Yam together and create combos. Better than that, though a ce : . . gh, you 
Sérry . but it s @ ast to be the lobe ee Metallic hese can also build up certain areas of your body depending on e to experiment*with someone are a particular favourite (as are abi how much you use them. lik hub d t the sound of echoey footfalls on 
ike you, Diaz - a hyBria in top metal gratings), and there's some 

athletic condition.r nice set pieces too — not least 
So SN TD the sections set in the Clone 

more twists and turns than RPG battle system, which Factory, where you discover wall 
Longleat maze, it keeps you distances Hybrid Heaven even after wall of human clones. Oh, 
enthralled throughout, as further from those obvious and the bit in the hybrid prison is 
revelation after revelation sends comparisons to Shadowman. pretty nifty as well... just 
the story zinging around before The game's scrapping is an remember, don't get too close to 
you've had a chance to catch your _ all-new way of approaching 3D the glass... bwahahahahahahaha. 
breath. And, like Shadowman last action-adventure combat. Using Ahem. The sheer diversity of 
month, this film-like approach RPG elements such as hit points, enemies — bulbous heads, pin 
makes for an absolutely top grade, spells (of sorts) and character heads, sharp heads, droopy 
haunting atmosphere. building, as well as moves heads, sometimes even rogue 

- borrowed from — of all things - scientists (with, admittedly, fairly 
FIGHTING = wrestling titles and beat-em-ups. normal-sized heads) — means 

The game manages to avoid the you're also never short of battling     

  

Given this, it's conceivable that messy camera-stickage and and never able to kick back and 
Konami could have spent the past slightly unconvincing fisticuffs of relax for a 
three years solely working out Tomb Raider and even moment. 
where their story would go next, Shadowman, and instead breaks Nope. 
such is the eye-glazing amount of the breathless battles down into 
text and characters they've taut, brainy, multi-menu'd brawls 
included. But, no. Instead they've (see Pleased as Punch). The 
also created a revolutionary new effect is dazzling to say the least. A Enter a room with a 

SCHOOHSSHSHOHSHSSHSHSHHSHHSHOHSHSHHOHSSHEHESHEEEE ome nasty in it, and they'll leg 

¥ The environments in Hybrid Heaven are impressively open and metallic-sounding, with your it scart in hgh = 
footfalls echoing as you pelt it about the place. The locations are even better in hi-res, so it's a real yout stick em up. : 

shame that the expansion pak does nothing more than slow everything down. A reeeeal shame. 
SER? 

   

    

      

  

  

   

    

   

     

    

One man 
went to mow, 
went to mow 
a meadow...     

  

    

        

    

  

    
    

  

   

  

A Once you've built up your energy bar 
(the red one at the top), step in close to 
the nasty and press A. You now get to 
choose what kind of attack you want. 

UrArOH » ERBUTTOH 

Herricane Shot 

usae@_e 

      
        

      

Abings can be reversed too. This enemy A As you make your way through the 
has attacked you, and here you step game, you can pick up one-off weapons 
back in an effort to avoid it too, like this nifty Hurricane Shot. Yipee! 

NOVEMBER 1999



~- OVER 150 2 TOP NOTCH ONE AND A HALF 
VERY COMPLICATED 6 30 SECONDS NONE 

    

   
    

    

   
   

   

     

  

   
   
   

  

      

   

  

   

  

   
   
    

A, THEY LiVE! a 4 Stick that in your pipe and smoke it! 
[POwER Diaz takes 31 hit points off the fat-bellied ; 

= Fab fe purple nasties. His own Health Points—or THe GAMe 
HP 1457 150 HP’s as RPG experts know them — are 

: : 2 there, just below the yellow bar. This is MANAGES TO 
RMIUDLE KICK effectively your energy bar, y'know. AVOID MeSSY 

scrapper in Hybrid Heaven's , i RA 
fabulous multi-player mode! i V The green bar is your move —a tackle came 

successfully pulled off. look — while the ANGLES, AND 
bar beneath shows that your enemy's 
attempted escape failed miserably. A-ha! iNSTG@AD 

BREAKS THE 

BATTLES DOWN 

iNTO TAUT, 

MULTi-MeNueD 

Once you've built up a 
character, you can then save 
him and fight against a 
friend’s similarly created 

   

          

   

    

   

      

   

   
            

  

' ____s| POWER 
STAMING   

   

      

  

     

   

  

   

    

  

Hello. I'm a 
A A powered-up Diaz takes on one of V It's rasslin’ time! The hybrids deal oS hybrid entirely 

our own creations. Should be bloody. out the pain to Slater WWF-style! SF , made from 

  

   

    

   
   

Who says N64 games are fuzzy? 
% Shiny and sharp, and even 

better in unplayble hi-res. Pity. 

ESCAPE FAI’ <3 
v v ¢ PDI | 

unsurprisingly, this quickly expansion pak hi-res mode. Stick Heaven has Intuitive battling, simplistic 

becomes dull. in the little red wonder, switch to had so running about, brilliant story- 

   
   

  

~ 

    

    
A The menu bar-based combat is 
actually miles quicker than you'd think.     

  

   

  

        

  

        
It’s not that the actual fighting _ hi-res, and the game suddenly much effort A 

Disappointingly, though, becomes yawnsome - it’s still becomes astonishingly arsey. If put into it, led gameplay. Pretty lively. 

this is where Hybrid pretty ingenious, whichever way you thought Turok 2 was jerky and offers 

Heaven's main problem you look at it — but more that with the expansion pak, wait until such a 1 LIFESPAN | 

arrives (if you discount the you're required to use it so often. you see this. It’s unplayable! compelling 

cruddy camera which you just kind | As an example, we played a quick Leave the game in normal res, cinematic About 25 hours worth of play, 

    

of expect Konami to get wrong ten minute session one lunchtime though, and forgive it for — and approach, plus the quirky multi-player 
after the awfulness of Mystical and ended up having to complete this sounds a bit odd — throwing that it well option . Hmm. 
Ninja, but more particularly a mind-numbing seven battles — around a little bit too much action, deserves your 

Castlevania). See, rather than that's over one every two minutes! — and you've got a rich, intriguingly time anyway. Not 
scattering battles more _—_ Bear in mind too that, as you different, startlingly complex RPG- a perfect game 

sparingly, and progress, the aliens gradually cum-adventure-cum-beat-em-up then, but a very 
.introducing a toughen, and you start to get an You'll certainly play plenty of welcome addition 

few puzzles idea of how bum-deadening this games that won't have you sighing to the N64's big 

& into the can get. It also greatly reduces the and muttering under your breath bag o’ i 

SS game, the amount of headway you make. every ten minutes, but Hybrid games. \ 

developers ' au @eoeceeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 
have dumped 

hybrids and 
aliens into almost — This, coupled with that nasty 
every single room camera (if there's no scenery- | « 

(and, believe us, sticking during fights, it’s more , 
there are a lot of than made up for while you're i bad Go repcia deeinrenetel 

7 rooms in Hybrid running around), means Hybrid into the mud because of him 

Heaven). What this Heaven has two fairly hefty é 

> means is that, problems. And, if we wanted to be t | c OR : B 
ooooooh, every cruel, we'd also have to slap a big . 

& couple of minutes question mark over the eis eee if Fight after fight after fight after 

you're having to developers’ decision to include an i va a fight. A break in the action would 

Mm fight it out with an ay ey et have been very welcome. 
«= >> enemy — and, i 

    

    

   
  

    The story. You'll need a degree in 
astrophysics to follow it, but it’s 
mighty fine fun anyway. 
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he The frankly pig ugly Slater. Still his | 

girlfriend loves him. Batty old mare. 

ADVENTURES iN 30... 

    
    

  

Not the best game in the world, but 
still an unusual and remarkable sci- 

  

    
      

         
   

  

y a fi adlventure. And more importantly, 

f We took the man of shadows and stuck him in a box with its £40 well spent. 

Hybrid Heaven and waited to see who came out first... 

HEAVEN 
¢ at 

es . eS 
. Sy 

7 * 

ry 
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NASTIES WEAPONS GRUESOME 
DEATHS 

    STORY    You'll love the tre-flipping-mendous 
Shadowman, and the equally t’rific 
Tomb Raider 3. 

    GAME 
LENGTH           
   

NOVEMBER 1999   
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ur headset together PRE JUMP fly down that hill Ozzy stile” 
baggies and Lycrawmtally tested... i loads more stutt A 

  



were never 
happier than 
when were 
racing 
around the 
office trying to blow things up with 
excessively large weapons. So 

Hurt Wipeout 3 suits us juuus’ fine. 

FAST TRACK! 
For the first time in the Wipeout series, the courses have 

alterative routes allowing you to overtake on the sly. 

A The pit lane is more important than ever A Use the Cloak power-up and you can 
— the Al pilots are after your blood... sneak past without anyone noticing. 

A Each track has an alternate 
route somewhere along the 
way for you to nip down. 

> Take the right turn and it's 
possible to gain valuable 
seconds over your opponents. 

A Blatantly tear straight past another craft A Once in the lead, you'll want to use 
and they won't hesitate in shooting you. defences such as shields and mines. 

Neector class 
porto tora 
Feisar- 

A Going for gold is 
what it's all about. 
Henry Kelly's a real 
Wipeout master. 

> The Quake 
Disruptor has an 
impressive range. 

oo fe cre? NOVEMBER 1999 

PLAYSTATION 

When you close 
your eyes and all 

tat you can see is the 
image of a 
videogame, it can 

mean only one thing. 
The game is so good you can 

hardly bare to drag yourself away 
from it. Not necessarily an entirely 
healthy experience, but a definite 
sign that the game is very, very 
good indeed. Such is Wipeout 3. 

If the original Wipeout made 
loads of people rush out to buy a 
PlayStation just to play it, then 
Wipeout 3 will be the game that 
makes you very glad you already 
own one. If you like things that 
move quickly (float and have guns) 
then you'll love this. 

The premise is pretty 
much the same as 

it always was. 
Jump on 

V Your ship in all its glory. It 
don't half guzzle fuel, y'know. 

hovering sled and tear round a 
variety of courses set in suitably 
industrial-looking futuristic 
environments. Along the way, 
collect a variety of cool weapons 
and power-ups while blasting other 
racers into oblivion. 

KING OF SLICK 
Wipeout 3 is astonishingly fast. So 
fast, that at times you're amazed a 
mere PlayStation is capable of it. 
Racing games rarely touch the 
astonishing pace this reaches. 
Speed ain't much good though if 
the graphics are horribly chunky or 
if the pop-up's more obvious than 
in an early learning book. Good 
job then that Wipeout 3 is 
smoother than an eel swimming 
round in a tub of Swarfega. 
Yep, that smooth. The hi- 
res grafix 

A | feel the need, the 
need for speed! Well, you 
will do anyway... 

~<Bashing into the sides 
slows you down loads. So 
don't do it! 

Y Double the destruction! 
Missiles are able to lock 
onto two craft at once. 

make 2097 look like a Duplo- 
sponsored block-fest. 

Then there's the choice of 
modes... Without two-player link- 
up (and how many people could 
really be bothered to cobble 
together two TVs, two 
PlayStations, a link cable and two 
copies of the game?), 2097 
consisted only of single-player 
Arcade and Time Trial modes. 
Wipeout 3, on the other hand, 
contains five ace modes of play. 

What's so great about the 
choice of games is that there isn't 
one ‘main’ one with a couple of 

others tagged on to pad 
out the menu screen, 

but a number of 

Tonight, 
Mat ew, 
m.going 

VOCAL! 
A digitized female voice 
provides the in-game 
speech. Collect a weapon 
and you'll be told what it is. 

A Weapons play 
than they did in ius games.  



PSYGNOSIS 0171 533 1400 DUAL SHOCK 
SONY 1-2 NONE 

  

    
      

                    

      
    
    
     

     

    

       

      
   
     

  

      

    

    

   
       

   

      

Plenty of 
DeCATH RACe! a la ; leg room, but 

it’s murder on 
The Eliminator is the Wipeout deathmatch and requires + 

different tactics to those used in a standard race. You gain 
points for completing laps and killing opponents. Yeah! 

  

DOWN SPiN! 
The spiral section on the 
Mega Mall is one of the best 
bits we've seen in a racing 
game for ages. The spooky 
thing is, you really do feel as 
if you're going downhill. 
Totally intense... 

   

    

A It's important to get a good start to be 
close enough to other craft to shoot ‘em. 

<4Your best bet is to victimise one sled at 
a time. Just like being at school really. 

> The pit lane doesn’t function in the 
Eliminator, so it's important to take as 
little damage as you possibly can.     

A You're just about to enter the 
distinctly different types of race. blends of high-speed racing and race, time and weapon missions, in this one. You only have a set 

y Ay on g P Hf corkscrew. Brace yourself! For a quick blast you've got yer destruction you'll ever come in which you must fulfil certain number of laps at your disposal, 
standard single races and time across. You and a horde of Al criteria — finishing position, total so it's no good racing ahead of 
trials. Tournament sees you hurtle craft battle it out in a quest for time, number of opponents everyone else and then running 
across four courses, with points points, of which you are awarded destroyed during the race. out of track before you kill ‘em. 
awarded at the end of each one for every lap you complete or But if you're tailing a particularly 

depending on your position. Most every ship you destroy. The MISSIONS i} slow craft and trying to bombard it 
points after the four races wins. number of points needed to win is with weapons, you may have to 

7 variable from one (for players The best of the three challenges race ahead in order to make it to 
ROAD KILL without much patience) to 99 (for though is the Weapons option in the check point before you 

those of you who don't have which you must send a certain manage to blow it up. 
If you're after something where a anything planned for the next number of other sleds to Wipeout Complete all 24 races, 
bit more killer instinct is required week or so). And if that's not heaven, while also having to make __ time and weapon challenges r 

      
   then head straight for the enough, a Challenge mode it past-all the check points. You'll (not something you'll A Get the steering right and it's 

Eliminator mode, one of the finest consists of 24 tasks divided into need some nifty tactical prowess manage in a hurry) and a possible to cane it at full speed. 

@eeecreseeeeeoeseeoeoeeeoeeaeeeeeeeeeeeeeaeeeseeeeeeeeeoeaeeeeeaeeeeeeeaeseeoeaeeeoeoeeeeeee@ 

> Two-player split-screen races are 
fantastic. There's virtually no loss of sb! “| : . si AFTCR B UR NERS! 

speed or sharpness in the graphics. Slam your finger on R1 and you'll get a hyper-thrust. Very useful for sudden dashes past a 
pack of other racers. You have to use it sparingly though as it drains your craft's energy. 

   

== ra je Oh ns 

Y | fi 
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A The hyper-thrust can be vital when 
you're neck-and-neck at the finish. 

2 1:09.72 8D: 17.84 

S127 

  

There's a load of Al 
opponents to worry 

about as well.        
 
 

   
A Horizontal? Vertical? 
Split the screen whichever 
way you want it! 

       

   

“4 Tis best to use the 
thrust on straights. 
Otherwise you'll only end 
up ramming into the side. 

A Take a peek behind you to see how 
close the other racers are. It's a bit 
tricky to stebr though! 

    

    



REVIEW om 
SPEED OR POWER? 

You'll frequently find yourself having to choose between flying over a speed-up or a 

weapon icon. Unless you're playing in Eliminator mode, you're almost always better off 

going for the speed-up as it’s pot luck what power-up you'll be given. 

12668 oo 
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A The Reflector does just that, deflecting 
opponents’ weapons back on themselves. 

— Cr oiom | 

A Tunnels show off the shift in lighting 
effects throughout the game. 

A Advertising still plays a heavy role in the 
track design. Buy! Buy! Buy! 

DODGeMS! 
There’s nowt quite so annoying as blowing another sled out 

of the air with a rocket, only to then plough straight into the 

back of your victim. Keep your eyes peeled! 

A You've got a victim lined up... you 
can't possibly miss. .. 

Alt’s a bullseye! Just remember to 
dodge it when you hurtle past... 

4 Can't go wrong with speed-ups. They 
get you where you're going, but quicker. 

if 8 
250MPH+ 

ELIMINATOR 

iTS BEHIND YOU! 

bonus Combo mode is 
opened up, in which you 
must finish in the top three 

and dispose of plenty of 
opponents. Not easy. 

The Eliminator, Single race 
and Tournament games are all 
available as split-screen two-player 
games as well — complete with the 
full complement of computer 
opponents. More than enough to 
keep you up well into those post- 
night out early hours... 
The courses themselves not only 

The rear view isn't a good idea when you're pelting 
around at 250mph. It is useful though in the Eliminator 
as it allows you to anticipate other craft flying past. 

look fantastic but feature some 
superb design. They now 
incorporate short-cuts and 
alternative routes and contain 
some of the coolest jumps since 
Evil Kneaval played Wembley. And 
the spiral section on the Mega 
Mall has to rate as one of the best 
ever PlayStation racing moments 
ever (see box 4). 

The 11 weapons and power-ups 
comprise a few old favourites 
(Auto-pilot, Mines, Quake 
Disruptor, Plasma Bolt) and a 
couple of tasty new additions. 
Cloak turns your craft invisible, 
preventing opponents from 
targeting you (very useful when 
overtaking). And the Reflector, 
when used against a craft that has 
just fired a weapon at you, sends 

it back to them. Ideal for giving a 
nasty surprise to someone who 
has just fired a Plasma Bolt. 

There's less margin for error 
than there was in 2097 and the 
handling is a far less forgiving, 
making it closer to the first 
Wipeout in this respect. Whereas 
2097 at least allowed you glancing 
scrapes against walls — and 
provided you with an impressive 
shower of sparks in the process — 

MANY A WiLD HiGH MOUNTAIN! 
There are some pretty steep climbs in the game — often with a sharp turn right after the 
summit. If you don't anticipate the bend in time you'll be heading for a very nasty crash... 

A Prepare to be flung all over the bleedin’ 
shop in Wipeout 3. It's a good idea to 
learn where the nasty bends are. 

A You'll be in for a bit of a hard landing 
after making it over the top of that. 

1:05.28 80.44 4 

e150 rm 4 You'll quickly discover that the air 
brakes are essential on the later courses.  



5 QUAKE DISRUPTOR 
3 ENERGY DRAIN 

: FORCE WALL WIiPEOUT 3 

ANOTHER BRICK iN THE WALL! 
One of our favourite new power-ups is the Force Wall. Its projected like a giant bar code in front of you, and while your ship 

is able to fly right through it easily, if anyone else tries the same manoeuvre, they'll be stopped dead in their tracks. 

A Once you've collected a Force Wall, hit 
the circle button to activate it. 

11S SOO Sk VS 

1 SO 

it's all or nothing with Wipeout 3. 
Even a minor collision can virtually 
stop you dead (as per the first 
game) which can get a tad 
frustrating. Conversely, it does 
mean there's a real art to 
mastering the game. 

Fantastic gameplay aside, Wipeout 
3 must rate as one of the most 
stylish games ever to grace a 
PlayStation. Every visual aspect of 
W3 is an aesthetic treat, even 
down to such seemingly minor 
details as the ‘Go!’ sign at the 
start of each race, the front end or 
the way flocks of seagulls fly off 

i 1 P| 

A You'll be able to fly straight through it, 
no problemo amigo... 

A If anyone else is foolish enough to try 
the same thing, they'll live to regret it 

1 30ers 1 Seer 

SS. 
268.55 

as you charge towards them. Then 

there's the music. Continuing the 
Wipeout series’ fine tradition of 
the finest electro fruits du jour, 
W3 boasts the talents of the 
Chemical Brothers, Underworld, 
Propellerheads, Orbital and wholly 
original choons courtesy of 
‘musical director’ Sasha. 

Indeed, some folk have 
already proclaimed that this is one 
of the last great PSX games. No 
one could possibly know such a 
thing as yet, but it’s easy to 
understand why they'd draw such 
a conclusion. Wipeout 3 is one of 
the best racing games ever. 
Simple. Right, that's it. I'm off 
for another fix... 

oe 
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ON THE BONNET! 
The first-person view in W3 is not as difficult to use as the 

one in 2097 and is a lot more stable as well. 

A You'll still need to be a Wigeout Master 
to get the hang of this view. 

A Amazingly, it makes you feel as if you're 
going even faster. Blimey! 

A The speed, the pleasant 
scenery, the bloody 
massive explosions. .. 

VAMPiRiC! 
The Energy Drain is hardly 

the most exciting weapon 

ever invented, there’s no big 
explosions for a start. But it 
can prove to be a useful ally. 
Used against any opponent 
it drains their energy bar and 

transfers the stolen life force 
to your own gauge. 

1.17.36 60:43 55 

A If the level of an opponent's energy bar is 
crisis point, the Energy Drain is more than 
enough to finish them off! 

A Uccan SHEET? 
W3 is easily the best of the series. But how much better is it 

than 2097? Let’s hit the air bra 

WIPE 

WI
PE
OU
T 3

 

SPEED GRAPHICS music 

0242) & FAST. SO 
FAST THAT AT 
Times You'Re 

AMAZeD 
A mere 

PLAYSTATION 
iS CAPABL™S 
OF SUCH 
Speed. 99 

WTUDGEMeNT 
tie nancies 
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A lf you're having difficulty getting past a 
particular sled, this is the solution!   

Lush. Wipeout 3is a hi-res, high 
speed, lean, mean racing machine. 
Oh, and the music’s quite good too. 

| GAMEPLAY | 
Fantastically playable, whether 
you’re a veteran or completely new 
to the art of Wiping Out. 

LiFESDAT 
The host of one and two-player 
options means that this one will 
last you for ages. 

TTT vY 

The sheer adrenaline-pumping, 
high speeds you can reach. Oh yes, 
Wipeout 3is very fast. 

Being destroyed by a Plasma Bolt 
in a two-player game and watching 
as your opponent flies smugly past. 

reaching 

Amazingly, this manages to make 
the fantastic Wipeout 2097 look 
dated, slow and blocky. An essential 
purchase for the future racing fan. 

kes and get graphical... 

If you like this... 

Then it’s still worth giving the 
previous two Wipeouts or the 
underrated Rollcage a whirl. 

(MULTI-PLAYER Al 

NOVEMBER 1999 {!):  



Hey! You 
never really 

hands anyway, did you? Grab your 
duvets and bicycle clips, you re 
about to enter the Shock-a-thon... 

V That's more like it. Send him 

These guys are based 
around the powers of 
the mind, and are 
reliant on psi-hypos to 
refill their mental 
tanks. There are thirty 
abilities, each with 
their own special uses. 

NOVEMBER 1999 

A Bet there's no beautiful 
butterfly waiting to hatch 
out of that thing. 

<4You really don’t want to 
get this close to any of 
the denizens of 552. 

V He might of been a 
crew member once, but 
what the hell is he now? 

Your skin’s damp. 
Your eyes throw 
themselves from 
shadow to shadow. 
Sudden noises 

make you jump. You’re 
full of a sense of dread 
and apprehension. What 
emotion is this? 

| knew you'd recognise it. And 
while the oldest emotion may not 
be that pleasurable in real life, in 
our games there's few things as 
sought-after as common-or-garden 
terror. After all, we all like that 
rush of adrenaline, don't we? 
If System Shock was an 
adrenaline injection it'd be a tube 
eeceoeeoeeeeee 

<4The use of psionics provides you with a 
whole new range of specialised attacks. 

Y The down side is it also makes you 
prone to seeing the odd ghost. 

the length of the channel tunnel 
with a needle the size of the Eiffel 
tower. Put simply, there's never 
been a game that has performed 
such a sustained assault against 
the players’ nerves 

HE) eae een 
The game follows from the original 
System Shock — a lost classic 
which lives in gaming legend. In 
classic sci-fi adventure style you 
find yourself alone aboard a 
starship full of corpses and 
assorted foes who would really 
like to eat your brains. The story's 
told by a series of recordings 
belonging to the crew and some 
disturbingly transparent ghosts. I'll 
avoid spoiling anything, but this is 

one of the best PC storylines of 
all time. 

But what's it like to play? It's a 
cross between a shooter, like Half- 
Life, and a role-playing game. This 
means that while you're playing 
from a first-person perspective, 
there's a lot more to worry about 
than just making sure the end of 
your gun that goes BANG is 
currently pointing at the mutant 
running towards you. 

For a start, there's three 
separate characters you can play 

Also, as you progress, you can 
increase your abilities. You can 
even choose skills form the other 
routes: | ended up playing a 
psionic marine with a habit for 
tinkering with electronics. The 
freedom’s intoxicating. 
This means that throughout the 
game you've always got 
alternative solutions to the 
problems. This is enhanced by the 
levels being a convincingly 
modelled ship: This is no linear 
roller-coaster, but a genuine 

  

A Not exactly the tool for the job, 
but it'll do | suppose.  



A 552 has a some truly disturbing 
moments which seep under your skin... . 

A... and produce an uneasy feeling as 
your roam the deserted ship. 

environment for you to explore — 
and be terrified to death within. 
Graphically, it's a step beyond any 
current PC RPG, but lags behind 
the next-generation shooters like 
Quake 3 or Unreal Tournament, 
especially with the slightly blocky 
characters. However this minor 
failing is more than made up for by 
the stunning sound-effects, which 
really empathises the horror 
elements as well as the size of the 
ship itself. 

DISCUSSION 
System Shock 2 is the sort of 
game you can talk about for days 

because it’s so bulging with things 
that demand to be talked about 
with your friends. Even in your old 
age, you'll almost certainly still be 

reminiscing about the time when 
you first met a Rumbiler or 
realised you could hack into the 
security turrets. A game that 
deserves love and fear in 
equal proportions. 
@eeaoeaeeenve02eoeeeee8080 80 

SYSTEM SHOCK 2 
  

  

  

  

Hacesere 

ie Al, who thinks s 
n. I'd pull the n 

  

is doing all she can to 
n her sharpish if | were you. 

A Discovering corpses 
becomes commonplace 
after a while. 

¥ yee H/ 7 

Graphically it's not quite state of 
the art, but it's almost perfect in 
every other department. 

PBL eD AY 

Immensely complicated, hut has 
the ability to totally become a part 
of your life due to its openness. 

FeSPAN 
The replay value’s increased by the 
three routes you can take through 
the game, but it’s still a little short. 

4 Wows 7 

The feeling of tension as you prowl 
the space craft in the knowledge 
that you’re being hunted... 

sai - > 
le WOUkT ETT 

Developing fear of the dark and 
industrial interiors after playing it 
for far too long. Help! 

A hardcore and revolutionary 
action-RPG that'll have you grinding 
your grey matter and crying out for 
mummy in absolute fright. 

If you like this... 

Thief: The Dark Project hy same 
developer is a fine sneak-em-up. 
Half-Life is a better pure shooter.   NOVEMBER 1999 {))



N64 NOW £40 UBISOFT 

REVIEW DATA » UBISOFT 0181 944 9000 1 PC & PSX 

Trouble 
raphically 
epicts 

what 

cocktail on 
a hoat. 

SNiPeR! 
He’s lovable but if you cross 

sheep and killer tomatoes. It's 
him he'll take you out. He's : : these hazards that Ed has to hop 
a bad mother and has a few skip and platform past to retrieve 
nifty moves for protection. ; the can and restore order. 

é It's an inoffensive 3D 
platformer — ie the one thing the 
N64 doesn't need any more of. A 
killer beat-em-up or a top driving J Ti 
sim would be useful, but they are = 
other N64 games that have the Tries to be bright breezy and 
same words with a better tune... happy-go-lucky but looks dark and 

I have arms. character some dignity — he looks : f 
They’re really like a fool! Anyway, floating hands GIGGLES ss happy-gone-elsewhere. 
good. I'd and feet aside, here we have long 

: recommend them awaited Tonic Trouble on the N64. There are some moments of | IVS) y | 
A The first-person pea-shooter, perfect to anyone. Just sunshine such as Ed's super : \ LU ‘ 3ee \ 
for some floating sheep sniping. like the elastic-on-the- ! L | growth power-up and first-person Fiddly controls combined with a 

gloves trick they attach pea-shooter. But these neat tricky disco camera makes this an 

your hands to your body To set the scene, we find Ed touches are used in such an awkward gaming experience. 

so you don’t lose them. accidental dropping the can of uninspired way that much of the 
So what would it take to draw __ extra-terrestrial sodi-pop (or fun is lost. For instance you use — i 

some limbs on this bloke. eh? perhaps tonic!) he was drinking the pea shooter to hit stationary | TIFCSPAN | 
Hey, | know this Ed character is onto our lovely planet. The alien targets in order to move a 5 
supposed to be a ‘crazy-fun-alien’, _soft drink enters the water supply _ platform — a challenges that rapidly [JLCEIRUN EAU CaR GUT Rta 

byl dons Kasai fd. your’: but he looks a total mess. C’mon and mutates all living matter, becomes a bind. longevity, this is surprisingly short 
gauge has moreased’ 3 give your new platform game __ producing angry carrots, floating The baddies are clumsily and doesn’t warrant much replay. 

rr eoeeeceeeceeeceeeeeeeeeeee eee e@ = Whipped out and unthreatening. 
The only excitement comes from 

9, ; 

eDS CNTOURAGE! 2 test of your perception of 
camera angles rather than relying 
on joypad dexterity. 
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A Beefcake. 
Beefcaaake! Being amused by the action, such 

as when the revenge-seeking Despite being new to the world Ed has managed to 
sweetcorn explodes. Side-splitting. effectively make a few contacts. Consequently, he now 

has friends to help him. Among thew are a mad Doctor HAF | | 
who builds gadgets and the helpful Agent XYZ.    

This game tries to please. Which be Se 2 TB 
is good. But it tries so hard that it 4 a 
all seems very laboured. The dull Ae: 
and sparse graphics don't help the - 
cause and the touches of humour 

: are quickly smothered by the 
A Dungeon levels; 5 treacle-like gameplay. 
very coldanddamp. = 3 3 : = You can't hate this game as it 

ae ea isn't worth that much effort, 
, : ne CA z but it's better than a kick in 

Don’t be = Ee? nd t | put toaethera the teeth... just. Tumbling to your death as you fall 
afraid of me, - ees foul once again to the awkward 
m armless. SLIPPAGE! camera angles. Ha ha aaarrrgggh! 

The majority of Tonic Trouble gameplay is very linear and it 
doesn’t take too much exploring before you discover what 
you have to do. Where you do get some freedom is the 
order in which you can tackle the separate levels (all of 
which are divided by portals like this one). 

      

Feelin’ hot, 

   
Imagine your left hand is a good 
game and your right hand is a bad 
game. Tonic Trouble is your right 
hand. Go and wash it. 

   Try Rayman, Croc, Spyro, Banjo 
Kazooie, Mario 64, Ape Escape, Crash 
or the new Donkey Kong experience.
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SONIC THE HEDGEHOG IS AVAILABLE TO BUY 

FROM ALL GOOD VIDEO RETAILERS AND MAIL 

ORDER FROM A.D. VISION ON 01248 421000  



DREAMCAST OCTOBER 

There's a 
new kid 
kicking 
about on the 
street. He's 
Sotaflash aa 
kit and reckons hes Kevin Keegan. 

We | But now it's time for him to put his 
Lotte feet where his mouth is... 

Sia da: 
ay LeReuree unauecn 

Friendly - Select Teams 

St Etienne Vv 

Defence 

Midtield 

Altack 
stig ote Pee A 

& Select/Deselect Liver poo! 

Go to Buttons 

V Crosses are an effective way 
of crucifying the opposition. 

UEFA Striker offers 
you the chance to 

create whole new 

teams. Develop a 

classic team from the 

past or make the 
players look like fools. 

Or Magnum. 

A Not all the teams, but 
who needs Spurs when 
you can have Estonia. 

“4Bibs for everyone as 
the players practice 
dribbling. Haha! 

V Sheringham leads the 
crowd in chorus of Oh- 
Bla-Di Oh-Bla-Dah. 

& As Sega attempt to 
convince the 
world that their 
box is the best in 

the world, they’ve been 
eager to exploit the 
European’s love of the 

beautiful game. 
They have made football the 

cornerstone of their European 
push for Dreamcast domination 
with Arsenal and Sampdoria 
wearing the fruits of high-profile 
sponsorship deals. 

But the importance of football 
doesn't end simply with marketing 

— as the success of FIFA series 
and /SS proves. Folk just can’t get 
enough of football. 

Even bad football games sell 
well, but importantly good footie 
games sell squillions and, 
importantly for Sega, help sell 
consoles. Consequently, Striker, 
the DC's first football title, has a 
lot resting on its shoulder buttons. 

There's no major surprises as far 
as what's on offer. As regards the 
teams available, UEFA falls in 

between the generosity of FIFA 
and the stingiosity of /SS. It has 
the teams that usually qualify in 
Europe for the club tournaments, 
plus the usual suspects for the 
international competitions. What is 
reassuring is that Rage have used 
the early start of the season to 
make sure that the squads include 
all the transfers and swaps that 
occurred during the Summer. 

Once you've got your team 

sorted, you can do the league 
thang, do knockout tournaments 
or friendlies. What is cute is the 
Classic Match options where you 
are landed in the middle of a 
monumental match and given the 
chance to rewrite history. As per 
usual you can fiddle with line-ups, 
formations and its all pinky and 
perky at the option screens. 

PROVIDER 
As expected, it has inherited the 
next generation good looks as 

wifi yuration - Edi Mayer 

ad MA! PND 

free ean fone 
oe oem oe 

Cee A yew 
A Look at that — instant Ray Wilkins. Or 
perhaps Lex Luther. Hmmm... 

¥ Tom Selleck wasn't known for his silky 
soccer skills... until now! 

A Why try and stop the ball — 
what d’you think nets are for? 

& CW RP DEE Cokes 
feu Nae 

to be Dems 
& COWIE few 

SM feow Raper 
mh beret 
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Alle’s so nervous about taking this 
penalty, he’s drop his hula-hoo 

A This is easily the best-looking football 
action you'll find on any console. 

well. Compared the to jagged 
edged FIFA stars, the players look 
well rounded, well fed and are 
smooth operators. They glide 
across the grass effortlessly, turn 
with elegance and poise and can 
kick it when necessary. The 
stadiums are typically majestic, the 
crowds look happy to be there 
and all looks green and pleasant in 
the world of Striker. 

REGULAR 
But you don't go blind with it’s 
brilliance. You somehow expect it 
— as the first next-gen footy game 
— to offer some ‘never seen 
before’ realism. You don't get it 
though. The game obviously can't 
be blamed for people's hyped 
expectations, true, and the 
graphics are better than literally 
any PSX or N64 game. You feel 
that the developers have been 
conservative with their ambition. A 
glance at the arcade giant Virtua 
Striker 2 shows what the 

Rather than taking on the 
likes of Brazil only half 
cocked, it’s best to learn the 
basics on the training 
ground. Successfully 
complete the test, earn the 

certificates and get to the 
Euro 2000 qualifiers. 

0161 827 8000 VMS 
1-4 PSX 

WHAT YER GOT COOKING? 
It’s a looker y'know. There’s no mistaking. But you can’t take : ak 
games at face value, it’s gameplay that counts. And as you Sa acnas 
can see UEFA has ignored the path of the power bar and 
gone for plenty of arrows instead. 

one 

Ble Mid 3 Bo! 

A Everyone loves to have a crack a goal 
from a freekick but it’s pretty tricky, even 
with the handy red pointy thing. 

Ned Mid 

A All the kits are Euro 2000 correct. Even if the teams aren't wearing the 
togs now, they will be by next season . Now that's forward thinking. 

tie, 

1:54 UV 1- 0 a 

nr 4 1 
» 

o 

A There only four different stadiums available, but why take up valuable memory space 
by perfectly recreating Upton Park. You don't have to sit in the seats, so why worry? 

9. SUBIAT 

A With every set piece, be it free kick or 
throw, you get these placement arrows. 

Dreamcast and football could be 
capable of. It's simply far sexier 
than UEFA Striker. 

What is good is that it 
rewards patient passing. The 
longer you hold the A button, the 

Shooting (Stage Si) 
ey v7 8 

stronger the pass, so a tap here 
and a hold there can easily knit 
you through the midfield. Overall 
though it certainly isn't ‘arcade- 
immediate’ and instead warrants a 
disciplined approach to the action 

JOHN SCALES... 

The thing with UEFA is that it's 
steady. It fills a hole and puts 
football on the Dreamcast so 
Sega can tick football off it’s 
launch requirements list. 
Good effort though. 

@ee2eee00800 
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¥ A The game isa solid 
performer but we can 
expect better from the DC. 

Only a rich 

blend of the 

toppest 

gameplay and 

the tippest 

graphics can 

make a good 

game great. 

UEFA STRIKER 
6Aie ctassic 
MATCH OPTION 
DROPS YOU 
INTO THE 

MIDDLE OF A 
MONUMENTAL 
MATCH AND 
Gives You 

Tue CHANCE 
TO Rewrite 

Looks as slick as Tony Daley. But 
somehow we were expecting so 
much more on Dreamcast. 

Keeps it safe and plays the 
percentages. Doesn’t try to be 
too flash and succeeds. 

ae Gi Y 

There’s plenty of teams to wade 
through and once you've finished 
with them — create your own. 

The sophisticated Al of your team 
mates. The movement off the hall 
and runs are top notch. 

amcast. GP Dreamcast |, 

Jonathan Pearce commentating. 
The only man in football to get over 
excited by a throw in. 

If the Dreamcast was Xmas, UEFA 
Striker is a stocking filler Not worth 
getting particularly excited about 
but you'll be grateful it’s there. 

We reckon upcoming Virtua Stiker 2 will 
have it bested. The best right now is still 
ISS so try Evolution on PSX soon. 

NOVEMBER 1999 {/))  



REVIEW om 
Something 
snarly this 
way comes... 
Busting 
radical 
moves (and a 
few minor bones in the process) as 
skate champ Tony Hawk s brilliant 
stunt fest hits the streets. 

rilrall over the 
gaping and spinning. 

  

PlayStation 

Most of us can 

just about 
manage to stay 

on a skateboard 
if we squat 

down, granny-style, and 
make sure we don’t go 
anywhere near anything 
resembling a hill. 

Tony Hawk, however, is one 
of the rare breed of nutters who'll 
gladly chance his collarbone to put 
an extra few degrees on a record- 

A That looks potentially quite dangerous. breaking spin 0’ doom. 
These virtual skateboarders rock. 

A Down to the last few seconds of half 
pipe action and only 777 points scored. 

The Graffiti mode is by far the best of the three multi-player games. The aim is to tag as 

much of the course as possible by pulling stunts off various obstacles. A successful move 
paints the object your chosen colour, although areas can then be stolen by opponents. 

A Find an untouched ramp, rail, wall, 
bridge or anything else you can see. 

> Player two grabs a quick 360° Ollie to 
claim part of that wall, turning it red. 

44 nasty fall in the swimming pool 
means player one doesn’t score a tag. 

V You've got to land your trick, otherwise 
you can't claim your patch of land. 

  

HOWK'S 
SKATER 

Meaning, of course, that this 
game is the closest that 99.9% of 
us will ever get to pulling off a 
genuine Railslide Fakie to 720 
Ollie without risking a lengthy visit 
to the local casualty department. 

Not that the digital skaters in 
this storming game of street 

surfing get away unscathed. Mess 
up a landing and they'll slam 
headfirst into the nearest solid 
object. Fortunately for them, they 
always get up again after spitting 
out a few teeth, so you get to 
try out some unbelievable 
tricks without fear of injury. 
TOIPL 

TRICK 

The stunts look fantastic, 
although very, very familiar 
to fans of Nintendo's 1080 
Snowboarding — from which 
Pro Skater borrows many of 

OORE 

Eejznidl 

A Gnarly, hmm? Some excellent gravity- 
defying stuff from the girl in blue. 

V You could put your back out doing that, 
mate! Fingers crossed for the landing.   

its best ideas. You start out with 
simple spins and progress to 
insane combos by linking lots of 
smaller moves together with the @ 
and ® buttons. 

It's much easier than the N64 
game, although it doesn't have the 
same degree of subtlety, and 
you'll be able to link four or five 
moves after less than an hour's 
play. For example, you can slide 

along the edge 
of 

ce 

A The city landscapes 
are truly fantastic. 

460 WiTHOH



    

Tony Hawk knows that dane no ein showing off on your skills if there’s nobody there to : : LAUNCH 
watch, so his game includes the Horse mode — pull a stunt and dare your mates to beat it. - = YOURSCLE OFF 

A RAMP FOR A 

__\_ huce crap 
eee | canna THEN ma _,/ TURN, LAND 
= AND SKiM 

se0 UFIMRC + ovis TR poet + wereen BACK ALONG 

3285 THE WALL IN 
A Now that's what we call a combo - The opposite 
loads of quality moves linked together to 800 DIRECTION 99 
push your score through the roof. : 

, A Pulled a quick Madonna there! Not sure 
&, how, but it looked pretty cool anyway. 

  

      
    
       

              
SCORE SET_AT 3285 WO SCORE «SWITCH    

    

A Falling at any time during Horse mode 
means you lose the round. Fool. 

        

    

   

  

    
     

    

  

Brilliant courses and skaters plus 
hardcore choons from Primus and 
the Dead Kennedys. Cool. 

    

   
   

<4 Now the other player gets ten seconds 
to heat your score. Should be easy. 

6) 
at,      

    

a wall by pressing ®, and once next course. There are several as some undocumented moves much fun to watch t vT-Y ' | \/ 

you've got the hang of that you'll little tasks hidden around each that you can just make up as you as it is to play, 5 

     

soon be able to combine it with a level, such as collecting the letters go along. The skaters have their and the multi- Plenty of different objectives to 

spinning dismount. Follow this by S-K-A-T-E or knocking down own strengths and weaknesses, player games accomplish, all of them involving 
launching yourself off a ramp fora certain targets, as well as the and you'll have to experiment with _ are far better massive stunts and big air 
huge grab stunt then turn, land, more obvious ones like beating them all if you're going to master than you'd e : 

and skim back along the wall in the high score. It's well worth the career mode and unlock normally see in ‘ > - 

the opposite direction. It's easy playing until you get every last one everything the game has to offer. other titles of a é f S 

enough to achieve, and yet it because there are some brilliant i : mAb . similar vein. : : 
requires enough skill to justify the tracks to find. Ever fancied skating i. ARD f { H rf So, if you eae It takes time to unlock all the 
smug feeling that comes with over the roof of a house, or using a Y — like your race courses, and the two-player games 
getting a massive score. an empty swimming pool as a half- So that's Tony Hawk's Pro Skater. action to 5) should keep you skating for ages. 

ww pipe? It's all here, and portrayed You might not appreciate it if you involve Oa j 
TALKS _ +tlingly realistic urb 't stand skateboarding or ravity and 1 Y NAGKO | via start ingly realistic urban can t stand skate aoa aing or you gravity and a a - NOE E 

environments. hate American hardcore skate bendy slab 

The more stunts you master, the There are also hidden soundtracks (this one sounds like of wood, } The madcap two-player Graffiti 
closer you'll get to unlocking the characters and equipment, as well outtakes from Pennywise and the then this is x mode — it’s blindingly good fun and 

eeceeeeeeeeoeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee ee Offspring put through a blender), definitely <a highly competitive too 
but everyone else should give it a one game j 

   COMBO STYLE! Fhe only problem might be the. want to. fi ere - 2 

  

   

  

   
   

    

  

  

   

      

    
      

  

   

  

ease s lifespan, since it's basically just miss. 
Basic tricks such as Ollies andf, ... stunts, bigger stunts, and a bunch E 
Nollies are easy — just spin € of bonus stunts. But it's almost as 3 ers 

\around in the air and make Seer TRELEEREEELELL LCL, | i 
\sure your board is straight = eS ek Z 

ae 50 50 6RMD, i 

  

\when you land. Throw in a bit 

. \of the old @ and a few quick 
i \ joystick moves and you can 

\ make huge combos with 
\ grabs and flips. 

TAPe iT! 
Record your best moves on a memory card 
and replay them until everyone's totally sick of it. 

    

naa 

  

   
Messing up a landing because you 
couldn’t tell which way your board 
was pointing. 

A You get some great camera angles of | You also get to cringe at your most 
your finest moves. That's a nice slide. embarrassing wipeouts. Whoops! 

‘BOARD STOOPID... 
What's skateboarding if it isn't snowboarding with wheels? 
So, how does Nintendo's star snowboarder shape up? 

FLY BOY jam 

  

    

   

        

    

  

Forget Cool Boarders. Tony Hawk's 
Pro Skater is everything an extreme 
sports game should he — fast, 
frantic and easy to play. 

          

    
    

  

A You only get two minutes of freestyle 
action, so go for some big moves early 
on. Variety is the key to success. 

      

    

     

      

    
   

      

   
   

CRASH —} 
"N’ BURN PR

O 
SK

AT
ER

 

  

      
      

  
4 Sliding along rails is easy — it's 
getting off that can be tricky, especially 
if you try a flashy spinning dismount. 

   Try 1080° on the N64 which is 
similar, or look out for one of the 
future skateboard titles on the PSX. 
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REVIEW om 
Shhhh, we 
could tell you 
this was 
better than 
the much 
hyped Quake 
3 Arena, but then wed have to kill 

you to cover it up. So mum's 
the word, alright? 

I've played so 
long | now aim 

by instinct 
alone. 

<<With multiple functions, 
the weapons in Unreal 
Tournament are some of 
the beefiest you'll find. 

PC 

  

NOW 

TOURNAMENT 
The world of first- 
person shooters has 

turned into a situation 
not unlike that old Brit 
pop Blur vs Oasis scrap 
that raged for a while a 
few years ago. 

On the heavyweight Oasis 
side you have the Quake series, 
with Quake 3 being the one 
everyone is talking about with it's 
dedicated multi-player experience. 
But on the Blur side you have the 
likes of Unreal, which is winning 
over fans with its full tilt, in-yer- 
face, action-packed gameplay. But 
now that both games have 
revealed their latest installments, 
the balance of power if tilting 
distinctly in Unreafs favour. 

HARD 10 KLL! 2S ESS 
It's not all just deathmatching in Unreal Tournament. There are four alternatives to the 
traditional head-to-head which open up as you progress further through the game. Once 

you're a true battle master, you can go for the Challenge stage. Good luck! 

A Capture The Flag. Nick a flag from the 
enemy base and stop them nicking yours. 

> Domination. Claim territories and fight 
to stop the other team getting them back. 

<4 Assault. The best by far. Storm a building 
or ship, then defend it from the enemy. 

V Challenge. One shot — one kill. One false 
step and you're dead. Seek and destroy. 

QUAKING 
The test versions of Quake 3 were 
not met with the hysterical 
response they were expected to. 

Some people went as far as to 
say that Id had lost the plot and 
Quake 3 was doomed. But seeing 
as it's still going to be a while until 
the final version is released, that 
seems a bit harsh. 

Unreal Tournament however, 
is doing everything that Quake 3 
promised, but is doing it bigger 
and better than ever the mighty 
Quakester did, right now. 

Don't expect your usual 
levels heaving with wave after 
wave of stupid cannon fodder 

A Frag them before they get the chance to 
do it to you. Survival of the fittest. 

V The more games you win, the more 
game options open up on this screen. 

creatures to kil! — Unreal 
Tournament takes the deathmatch 
option and pushes it to its limit. 
Even in one-player mode, you'll 
still be deathmatching, with bots 
taking the place of human players. 

SMART BOIS 
But don't think these bots are 
dumb, they'll give you a real run 
for your money, especially on the 
later levels. They shift like a 
human player, they taunt you like a 
human player, and disturbingly, 
they'll kill you like a human player. 
Anyone who 
became 
paranoid 
after 

A Fire six rockets at once 
to get the job done. 

 



020 8222 9700 
1-16 

MULTI-PLAYER EXPERIENCE 

Guns? Weg ane em. sho ones, little ones, loud ones, quiet ones, bloody ones, sci-fi ones, 
gangsta ones — Unreal Tournament makes your average US Marine look poorly armed. 

Blade Runner will definitely feel 
the chills after playing this. 

Makers Epic have squeezed 
in five great types of match up 
(see box 1) to keep that multi- 
player experience fresh for the 
single gamer. The basic lone 
gunman gameplay remains, but 
this new title adds mission 
objectives as well as a few bot 
team mates to watch out for too. 

‘A Two handguns, fired on their sides 
gangster style. Very cool indeed. 

Rabsahieenad ake ony el Sigheeeal 
sates hamid ene 

wandering around looking for 
something to kill, and all of them 
have something a bit unique. By 
far our fave is the decompression 
chamber where you can trick your 
opponents into going into a booby 

trapped room. Of course, they 
don't think twice about doing the 
same to you. 

Combine perfect level design 
with some pretty incredible 

~ 
Nine -@iker 

re nso git 
| youre that way inclined, 

the bots run around (forget 
Quake’s high-speed Supermen) 
makes this sooo realistic. 

The sniper rifle is so cool. Zoom right in 

A As nasty as you 
wanna play. 

mother of 
all fights is 
going to 

break 

It's such a slick gaming 
experience that you would 
be a fool to miss it. If 
you think you're good at 
first-person blasts wait 

Great front end makes it easy to 
get around. The graphics are 
gorgeous. Squelchy sound effects! 

CVV’ oT AY 

Total mayhem and slaughter with 
big guns and plenty of blood. What 
more could you ask for? 

Tough, but plenty of replay value 
when you finish it. Get on the ’net 
and it'll last forever! 

i He nes | rT Bil a 

Guns, explosions, killing, massacre, 
mutilating, destruction, death. Oh, 
and the graphics are nice as well. 

until you go up 
against UTs top 
bot players 
then the 
hoard of ‘real’ 
Internet killers 
just waiting for 
you... Unreal Tournament 

y 5 POSE EIR PSUR ER SAE shows that for the first time ever, g <2 
q T =o \s/ rf ©) 32 4 it's Id playing catch up in the first- 

sera person shooter genre. UT will rule 
The mission levels offer a | the roost until the launch of Quake 
whole new experience. Not 3, and when that happens, the 
only do you have to protect 
your own hide, you also get to 
issue orders to you bot team 
mates. Get it right and your 
unit operates like a finely 
tuned machine. Screw up and 
you’re all dog food. 

= graphics you've a shooter's 
C000 LOOKING paradise. Some of the special 

assault levels will just take your 
breath away (shooting it out on a 
train travelling at 200mph 
anyone?). And the realistic way 

The level designs are fantastic. 
None of the arenas are too big so 
you don't have to spend ages 

NOW THATS MAGic! 
| thought I'd. share a moment that we've all enjoyed. Ina ¢ 
DM level there’s a special room that hides a lush secret. 

The early stages are just too easy, 
even for total novices. Apart from 
that there’s nowt wrong with this. 

ee 

in here to a Peek through the window and 
pn atthe Hw A le ‘the room depr as and they 

GET READY 10 RUMBLE! Sr 
So how does Unreal Tournament get on in a real fight 
against some heavyweight opponents? 

CooL 
FACTOR 

FUNNY 
MOMENTS 

The most complete multi-player 
experience yet, even for a single 
player At last you don’t need the 
Internet to enjoy deatchmatch! 

A Find a quiet corner to issue your 
orders from, or you'll get fragged 
before you have a chance to command. HUGE GUNS 

RAI 
<4 Then sit back and watch your team- AHOLENCES 
mates carry out your every whim. UNREAL WAKE 3 
Who's going to get the coffee then? TOURNAMENT OREN 

Half Life Team Fortress and the test 
versions of Quake 3 will be right up 
your bloodlusting alley. 

TELETUBBIES ——_~FRIENDS 

bn 
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REVIEW om DREAMCAST £50 NOW (JAPAN) 

  

Sega ticks 

  

© the use of 
Dreamcast. | snowboards 

off their 
gaming 
wanted list 
with this latest box of tricks from 
those really trendy resident 
students at UEP Systems. 

    

DUWN 
Taking the Free Run option gives youa downhill challenge 
with tricks. Complete each one to unlock more tracks. 

San os 

Aluetacion pica A You must keep on the beaten track to 
Liroobic eaiwaSensute vires find routes across the deep crevices. 

Atal ens 
a only minutes, you start in 
daylight and end in darkness. 

AAs the the courses get harder the A Hard to believe but these boards are 
porhurey rbot eta fantrstic on tarmac. Who'd have thought. 

A Replays are great 
if you do well — 
depressing if you 
Mess up. 

> You only score if 
you land the jump 
perfectly every time. 

104 fi) G02   

yy 
There’s only so 

{ © » much you can 
, ° do witha 

7 snowboarding 
game. Basically, 

it’s people in nylon sliding 
down a hill strapped to a 
plank. And that’s it. 

So, therefore, you have snow, 
you have hills, you have clocks 
and various thermals. And the 
good news is that Cool Boarders 
has all of this. Which is nice. 

But more importantly this is 
next generation snowboarding. It's 
on the Dreamcast. Granted, 
however big and strong your 
console is, you're not going to 
change any gravity-based winter 
sports into Metal Gear Solid but 

Paki e) 

V Upside down and she still 
looks cute. Bless her. 

comes ma 
breakfast! 

  

snowboarding games have their 
stunning looks on their side. It’s all 
about the slopes, the feel, the 
landscapes and the sensation of 
speed as the snowy scenery flies 
by as slickly and as quickly as 
possible. And that’s exactly what 
Cool Boarders has in spades 

CBB has arcade quality graphics 
with no pop up, no slowing, no 
glitching. While the open slopes 
aren't that quick, the game really 
comes to life as the paths get 
narrower and the routes become 
more obscure. 

The good work thus far is 
maintained with track design. 

A Once a jump is held 
down you can't steer, so 
get it dead straight. 

<4f your points score is 
® high enough you'll unlock 

the next course. 

V Each check point acts 
as a trick so time and 
marks can be gained. 

       

   

  

     

    

      

  

      

  

    
     

       

   

    

   
       
    

  

   

        

   

   
    

    

     
snow- 
boards, as 
their name 

suggests work 
best on (wait for it) 
snow but there's only so much 
white you can take. Fortunately 
the designers have combined the 
glory of the virginal slopes with a 
mixture of churches, industrial 
complexes and pointy caves. As 
the courses become less and less 
conventional it isn't simply a case 
of negotiating tight corners and 
knee shattering drops, but 

  

— Ho AnhHC 

PEER AO. 

Rather than looking like a 
spanner in a duffel coat and 
gloves on elastic, it’s only 
the top togs for these guys. 

A Opposed to mountain style, Ronnie 
the Tanker goes for the MIB look. 

A Each character has two different 
costumes and a third can be unlocked. 

A Here’s Tia’s second costume. And to 
be honest she looks like a fool.  



UEP SYSTEMS 0181 995 3399 UNKNOWN 
SEGA 1-2 PSX 

LCAN 2 
Just like Louis said, you have all the time in the world, but 
its how many loopy things you do that counts. Just take it 
easy and don’t bite off more Mistys than you can chew. 

A Going into tricks ‘fakie’ give you more 
“| points but it also slows you down. 

scooting round toppling pillars and 
avoiding falling rocks. 

There are six original characters, 
(with assorted aliens and 
snowmen populating the house of 
secrets) each with their own 
unique talents. They also have an 
odd subtitle such as Bob - The 
Laughing Rastafarian, Monica — 
Buxom White Fox and Ronnie - 
The Big Tanker. Hmmm. 

The board handling is as good 
as you could hope for without 
being too simple. Using the 
analogue control on the joypad 
makes the whole act of cornering 
a seamless and sensual 
experience, and once you've 
mastered this even the tightest of 
bends can be approached with 
confidence. But the real challenge 
comes with the tricks. 

reg mt ATE bam 

4 it’s best to go for simple tricks that you 
can land so you get points in the bank. 

> Bob the amused Rasta gets higher than 
a Lion in Zion, or whatever. A purely 
natural high of course. 

TRICK STYLE 
There are some sims where tricks 
are immensely easy to pull off 
which means you can receive 
happiness and joy from being the 
big man right from bully off. But 
with Cool Boarders it takes a 
combination of skill and timing to 
execute even the simplest bit of 
aero dancing. 

The only real gripe with the 
handling is that even the smallest 
bump sends you skyward. A 
similar problem can be found on 
the half pipe where you can 
approach the sides at a snail's 
pace but suddenly be propelled 
skyward when you reach the top. 

This is a healthy little title and 
while it doesn't offer anything new, 
it looks handsome and doesn't’ 
give you attitude. Good but gy 
not ‘awesome’ then. Ly 

me) 

~~ ancho ly 

A The gameplay is the same 
as other boarding sims, so it's 
the graphics that stand out. 

The multi-play option isn’t the 
best thing you've ever seen. 
This is no Snowboard Kids as 
each character and board has 
distinct abilities, which make it 

easy to put a lot of distance 
between yourself and your 
opponent - draining the 
contest of any intensity. 

4B prs. 
Foost 4#2 

A Yer basic race. Pretty enough, but 
you really need something to throw. 

<< What is impressive is that none of the 
detail is lost in the two-player mode. 

Really real all nice and kiddy 
your boarding. Let statisticians h H 

CO
OL
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endl, just how dé you like 

THE BOARD 
HANDLING AND 
use OF THE 
ANALOGUE 
CONTROL 

MAKeSs THe 
WHOLE ACT OF 
CORNERING A 
SCAMLESS 

AND S@ENSUAL 
experience; 

Straight forward and direct option 
screens lead to delicious graphics. 
The Dreamcast delivers. 

The analogue knob is the way to 
go, although the pimples do tend to 
chafe your thumb after a bit. 

mete Y 

Worth replaying to get different 
routes and faster times. The multi- 
player will take up a few hours too. 

Ne Dee 

Admiring yourself on the replay as 
you dance through the clouds on a 
720° Crippler Or whatever 

Tumbling to your death when you 
know where the bend is and what's 
beyond it. | hate you. 

frre ree 

It does exactly what it says on the 
box. All you’d expect form any 
board and snow game but it’s heen 
pumped up by the all mighty DC. 

If you like this... 

You've probably already played the 
Cool Boarders triplets, so have 
shufty at Snowboard Kids 2.   is 

NOVEMBER 1999 {)')) |



RATICATE 

itshereat {1 se2 
last! The 
craze that's 
sweeping the 

jj nation (and a 
few others Sl 
hesides) finally makes it across the 
ocean to the United Kingdom. Oh, and 
is it any good? is it ever... 

Q) AND THEY Re OFF! 

  

      Reviewer     (lee 

Enemy RATICATE 

fused QUICK ATTACK P| 

    
BFIGHT Pelh 

ITEM RUN      

  

Good old Nintendo. 
If there's one thing 
they're really 
getting quite 
accomplished at, 

it's making us British 
gamers wait ages for 
their top releases. Okay, 
so they got Zelda out on 
time, but that still leaves 
the superb Smash 
Brothers, which was 
released in Japan eight 
months ago, and worst of 

all, this... the lip- 
smacking, smile-yanking, 
fantabulous Pokémon. 

Barely four years after Japan 
got Pokémon's Red and Blue (two 
different games, each with 
sliiiightly different monsters), and 
just over a year since the States 

experienced its wallet-filling beauty 
for the first time, we're finally — 
finally — getting it for ourselves. 

MONSTERS 
So, then, two questions: first, 
what is it? And, secondly, is it any 
good? Weeeell, Pokémon is the 

  

  

  

soeseoeIoe00 
‘ Bors” oS 

inside They are 

[the POKe BALLS. 

  

    
      
       

    

      

     
Back (at birth. 

    

    

  

Bok 

    
Bally wants 

Ito fight? J 

    
      Fi7s 

Wfor winning? 

    

Tim got 

   

> Dotted throughout Pokémon are these 
boards, which provide useful Trainer tips.    

vieleelele) 

V The environments are vast — 
at nt 100 hours worth. 

  r Potions avital | am is a vital 
way to counteract the 
poison, which some 
opponents give you. 

DORR 
LILELIIS LIS 
LIIGLII ISI. 
PPLE PP ISLE 
CALAL AL AL ALALALAL AL Ac A 
LLLEPLEILL ILS 
LPDLIPIPIDIS. 

   

  

You 

    

> Critical hits are a 
bad thing. Take one 
and it's damage time! = 

106 {eS 
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RATICATE 
wei 

used FURY, ATTACK? 

game that invented the concept of 
nurturing — but not only that. It 
also introduced the idea of 
collecting and trading too. With 
150 monsters to notch up — the 
Pokémon of the title — spread 
across a vast RPG-style 
adventure, versions Red or Blue 
invite you to travel the towns and 
taverns in search of each of the 
Pokémon, fighting them, collecting 
them, nurturing them and trading 
them. When you win battles with 
your monsters, they gather 
experience points and learn new 
skills, and as they evolve and 
improve, you can use them to 
battle better and better Pokémon, 
until you've got the whole lovely 
lot tucked away in your in-game 
Pokédex (a record of your 
catches). That's just a simplified 
version but it's absolutely top. 

Pokémon battles take place in 
typical RPG turn-based fashion 
When you come up against a new 
Pokémon, you take it in turns to 
chuck energy bar-damaging moves 

  
BULBASAUR gl oda lanl leet 

ane Da oS penn" 

Eig 2” oa 4 ‘ 

WT 15-90 I ; a 3 

A strange seed was 

Planted on its 
Bok 

used TACKLE ® 

  

A Bob Bulbasaur. Only 
level five, but this fight 

, should be pretty equal. 

<4 There's so much depth 
to Pokémon — you simply 
won't find a bigger game. 

- 0 6 0 8 0 6 6 6 6 v Ker-razy! There's some 
weird goings-on in the 
game. What's this, eh?! 

  

  

   

      
Wthroush here? 

can*t ga 

   
  

Enemy RATICATE 

Fai nted? 
  

4 ot ee 
at each other — that's you and the 
computer, by the way, unless 
you've got a Poké-crazy mate who 
has a version of the game and a 
GB link-up cable, in which case 
you can go head-to-head on the 
bus into school in the morning. 
Once you've whittled down your 
Pokémon adversary, you can use 
a Pokéball to catch 'em, adding 
them to your list of monsters. 
Then, by continually using them in 
scraps, you can help them gain 
experience points and raise their 
‘levels' — individual areas of skill 
such as Attack, Defence, Speed 
and Special. The level of your 
‘mon then dictates how you do in 
attles — the higher your level, the 

more likely you are to win those 
fisticuff altercations 

But, but, but... thanks to the way 
the individual Pokémon evolve and 
change, it's unlikely that you'll ever 
ind two monsters — even of the 
same type — fighting exactly the 
same. Each of the blighters 
possess four moves which will 

  

The Pokécentre is a vital 
part of the game as it allows 
you to replenish lost energy 
and access the in-game PC. 

A The Pokécentre. Go inside and you'll 
be presented with your very own PC... 

TOWN MAP 

MOON STONE 
bd 

ANTIDOTE 

What do you want 

to withdraw? 

A ... which you can access and then 
deposit and withdraw stuff from. 

A You can also recharge your Pokemon 
here if they've suffered in battle. Top!  
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appeared® . 2 gees WMUDGEMeNT ODDIgH., aa.” ay We    PRESENTATION 
It's a Game Boy game. You know, 
okay. And it’s not even a ‘proper’ 
Game Boy Color game. Sheesh... 

GAMEPLAY 
Fight, collect, nurture, trade. 

a " : t “a 

  

     
eet aca : Sdam used 

|PoKe BALL Fairyboy | 
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differ depending on how the Poké _ ingenious collecting theme, and ; A TDA: Stunningly simple, but absolutely, 
Trainers — that's the person who the fact that, once you've started A AX FE IRAAEIN completely brilliant. 

‘owns' the Pokémon (ie you, or a to gather the Pokémon you oe 

mate, or your CPU nemesis in the worryingly start to really love them The best way to Leith money, trrve 

game, who you can name and (and feel really hurt when they which buys yor Pokéballs, [Lwacese LiF SSPAI 
hate for life) - have done lose a fight) that makes antidotes, potions and all sorts ; ; 
regarding trading and collecting. Nintendo's Game Boy of other useful stuff — is to &£ The game map itself is huuuuge. 
See, you can opt to sell moves, or | phenomenon as good as it is. It Sabicoubathen Pokemon s And then there's the little mater of 
buy them in prior to the fight, so sounds simple enough, but it'll be Trainers. They're always willing easces those 150 Pokémon to collect! 
battles are absolutely impossible the best £25 i ‘ eee : 

to call from one scrap to the you'll ever to fight - and if you beat 'em, fy i T il -Y 2 > BT Bil 
next. Aces! spend. you can nab some of their ROCKET wants ues BV ty | 

coupled withthe simpie but et ae = Finding all-new Pokémon, fighting 
em, catching them and making 

eeoeeeeeeeeoeoeeeeeee é 4 S42 n0SHREFM them your own. Aaaaaaah. 

Les 

   
   

    
& sleeping POKEMON 

Jblocks the way? 

= PU Ve vy ss r)3- 

ne WORST Bi 

Sometimes easy to lose your way 
when you're wandering. 
Fortunately, you can buy a map. 
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as 1197124 | 
- A The trainer battles are always the 
ee een spiciest. They've soooooo competitive! 

[for winning? Sig “<But every trainer is beatable if you've 
= =i got the right Pokémon in your arsenal. 

a    
=A000000 
A “Morning!” Our hero takes a 
walk through the wildly 
populated town centre — and 
se Pok mon about. es some By Christmas, you won't be able to 

5 ical Nintendo in- * move for Pokémon merchandise. 

Ln aunbling, CATCH ONE iF YOU CAN. on And this is the reason. Not so much 
; ; f life. Essential. 

en and Same le! Those little fellas just don’t know when to stop, even when it Seer ee 

ae eee comes to drawing up a graph of their success! 

       

  

      
Hellot® Welcome to 

CFI 2nan DEPT. Ld 
         

         
      
   
   

A The Celadon Department KEY: 
store is superb! Here you can x awe: 

buy almost anything you like! 

Ip LIN'S AWANERING 

% If you like this... 

| _ You'll like the N64 tie-in's Pokémon 

Are you dissing | Snap and the frankly impenetrable 

TEAM ROCKET? | Pokémon Stadium. 
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    It’s an SNES |     

    

  



  

    

    

   

REVIEW DATA» igs ee eee ings £35 DISNEY 

AAAARRRAA 
DE J ARR No, 
PlayStation not Tarzan, 

but the 
sound Ollie 
made when 
he was told 
he had to 
review this 
same... 

UNGOWA! 
You can pick many weapons 
along the way, including a 
handy dagger, a spear and a 

vast amount of fruit... 

   

    

  

     

      

     

  

   

  

Disney-esque jungle setting and, 
yup, that’s it. 

You take the role, not 
surprisingly, of Tarzan himself. You 
must progress through a dozen Scenery looks great, if rather 
main levels while collecting items, samey. Lots of impressive cut- 
dodging enemies, leaping onto . ; 
vines and (wahey!) jumping across scenes. Otherwise, nothing special. 

platforms. Straightforward stuff 
then, and the sort of thing that’s | GAMCPLAY | 

A The spear. A pretty meaty weapon. been done, oooh, about 7529 
Even so, we'd still do a runner. : Platform games, and still managed to come up with _ times before at the last count. So, Repetitive, unsophisticated and 

   

  

   
          
   
    
     

   

  

    
     

   
   

     

don’t ya just something that's fresh and no prizes for originality. But who linear. Will only appeal to the most 
love ’em? When playable. Then there's Tarzan. needs originality if the gameplay is undemanding gamesplayer. 
they’re done iy ‘ \ cracking? Sadly, Tarzan is plodding, 
well they can be ‘ p dull and lacks imagination. 

engrossing, addictive and 

fun. Great eh? It's not that Tarzan is awful - it's fll ee * 
Ape Escape, Abe's Oddysee, _just so incredibly average. It takes Won't take you particularly long to 

Super Mario, Banjo-Kazooie... all the platform conventions you Just so you don't have to think get through and it’s definitely 
they've all taken the ancient genre _can think of, places them in a about what you're doing too lacking in replay value. 

Ceoeeceeececececececvceceeceecceceeceeee MCh, it uses the old looks-3D- 
but-is-actually-2D trick. So even THe BeST B iT 

TANTAU! though, at first glance, the game 

S looks as if it boasts a third Any of the levels that deviate from 
5 dimension, you can only move left . ag ari 

There’s a ton of stuff to collect throughout the game, oF ight, I's as iF yours oni xed the game's usual pick-em-up side 

including coins (collect 100 for an extra life), health, restart rails and can move either way scrolling sameness. 
points and letters. Collect all the letters to spell ‘Tarzan’ and BiRfemehurkuclaaanaecunaelucic Ee * 
you'll be able to view the video clips relating to that level. from it. Very Pandemonium. 

There is some variation in the 
gameplay though and some 
sections require you to do a bit of 
swimming, branch swinging or 
dodging a charging herd of 

j ' elephants. But then it’s back to 
A It’s important to get the timing right ; the Holy Trinity of running, jumping 
when using the dagger. son. and item collection. 

So, if you're after a bit of 
King-of-the-Jungle-antics, go 
and watch the movie instead The levels are all incredibly linear. 
eoecccceccece If you want a bit of free reaming, 

you ain’t gonna find it here. 

OHOO-OHOO-OHOO-OHOO! 
Littered around each level are four parts of a sketch. Find 
them all and a bonus stage is opened up. These give you a 
good chance to stock up on Jungle Tokens and other pick- 
ups. You're also given a percentage of how much of the 
game you've completed between each level. Handy. 

  

         

| LIFCSPAN | 

     

    
    

      

A Lobbing fruit around is a surprisingly 
effective way of destroying foes. 

  

    
   

    

     

  

      
   
   
   

  

   

  

   
   

  

    
    
    
    

Ho-hum side-scrolling platformer. 
Has some nice backgrounds but will 
only really hold any appeal for 
young kids. 

Then you'll like just about any other 
platform game. Best of the hunch are 
Ape Escape and Crash Bandicoot 3. 
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First, 
World exclusive review of the 

unmissable hoverboard 

extravaganza Trick Style 

      
And lots of other stuff too



DATA> FORMAT REVIEWED: 
    

fl 

a 

Big Trick 
Styles looks 
to be to the 
Dreamcast 
what 
Wipeout 
was to the - 
PlayStation. Not only that, its a 
hoarding game where you fave to 
perform stunts to win. Blimey! 

  

   

© 
Dreamcast. 

    

    

ety Ge uy ed capers we 

: y Uh-oh. If anything 
is likely to picked 
up by the naff- 
game-alert-radar, 
it’s a futuristic 

hover-racing game that 
doesn’t include the words 
wipe or out in the title. 

‘Tis fortunate then that Trick 
Style doesn't take the path that so 
many others have taken. 

Criterion have realised it’s not 
enough to just come up with some 
vaguely futuristic environments 

ee 

  

A Even if you're quite a way ahead it's A A bit of nifty pad-work will take you up 
crucial not to crash just before the finish. one side of the wall and down the other. 

Luging is key to overtaking. It gives you an impressive speed boost but makes negotiating 

corners a lot more difficult, so it's worth learning where you can and can’t luge on each 

course. Some tracks also have special luging pipes that act as handy short-cuts. 

A Make it onto one of these magnetic 
rails, hang on tight, and you'll speed 
along miles above the course. 

> If you're on a long straight, you may as 
well luge luge luge all the way home! 

“<4 The luge rails allow you to negotiate 
some death-defying drops. 

Y Luge at the wrong moment and you'll 
head straight into a wall. Marbles! 

@eeeeaese10edeoeae eee e ee © 

  

and to bung in a bit of dodgy 
techno. And while Trick Style does 
contain both these elements, it's 
also immensely engaging and 
entertaining. 

PLAYABILITY 
A plethora of fundamental 
differences prevent this from 
being just another futuristic 
boarding title. For starters, 
performing tricks and stunts is 
central to winning races. Each 

A The Velodrome can be used to practice 
your stunts between races. 

V Be prepared for some slow-down when 
there's lots of other racers on screen. 

  

OUT: 

      

   

      

course boasts loads of short-cuts 
and alternative routes which can 
only be negotiated by pulling off 
some jaw-dropping pieces of 
hoverboard skulduggery. Jump, 
spin, flip or luge at the right 
moment and 
you'll tear straight past the other 
racers, making them look like rank 
amateurs. Get it wrong and you'll 
end up in a pathetic-looking heap 
on the floor. 

There are three groups of 
courses — UK, USA and Japan — 

@e®eeeeeseeoeneoeeoedeeoeeeeee80 80 

A “Everybody's surfin’, 
surfin’ USA...”



each consisting of five standard 
races and one boss race 

. To begin with you can only 
access the first UK race, with 
each subsequent one only being 
unlocked after you skate home in 
first position. This is where Trick 
Style can become rather 
frustrating though. 

VT iP 

If the scale of ‘catch-up’ runs from 
one to 10, on Trick Style it's a 
resounding 11. It's like 10 but one 
higher. Which is great because if 
you crash, you'll soon be able to 
@eeeeea0nevne0e02e020e020202000000080808088808880 8 

close the distance between 
yourself and the other racers as 
they slow down to give you a 
chance. What's not so good 
though is that however well you 
steer your board, it's incredibly 
difficult to build up any significant 
gap between you and everyone 
else. So if you crash on the last 
corner of a race, no matter how 
skillfully you traversed the rest of 
the course, chances are you'll be 
pipped at the post. 

Don't throw your Dreamcast 
at the dog in a rage just yet 
though. For not only does the 
game contain a plethora of, er, 

Come first in all five races ina 

particular country, and a boss 
race will be opened up. Win 
this and you'll be rewarded 
with a whole range of new 

stunts and improved boards. 
These are crucial if you want 
to beat your opponents in 

subsequent races. 

eS aare Fa [Sate 

A In the first boss race you have to 
perform 15,000 points worth of tricks in 
a minute-and-a-half. Not easy. 

“4.in this futuristic version of ‘40-40 in’ 
it's quite straightforward to outwit your   

  
tricky races, you also have the 
option of competing in 16 stunt 
challenges. So you may be 
required to perform 15,000 points 
worth of stunts in 90 seconds, or 
fly through a series of lamps 
dotted around an arena faster than 
your opponent. On completion of 
each stunt challenge you are able 
to perform a new trick — which 
could prove crucial to success in 
the race you're stuck on. 
r - 

COURSES 
Each course is a rally style point- 
to-pointer, a pleasant change from 
having to trudge round the same 
circuit three times. Unfortunately, 
many of the features on the tracks 
are repeated so there's a definite 
sense of déja vu as you progress 
through the 15+ in the game. And 
despite its dashing good looks, 

   
ee 99m fos 

A The two-player game is disappointing, 
especially as there are no Al racers. 

ooee 

ef 

A It's just like a skateboard! But without 
the wheels! And i's got ajet thing on it! 

  

Trick Style lacks the adrenaline- 
pumping sense of speed you'd 
expect of a futuristic racer. 

What Trick Style also lacks is 
a clear menu system. Restarting 
races takes what seems like an 
absolute age. And should you 
deign to choose another course 
you must go to a huge arena 
called the Velodrome, with each 
section of the game occupying a 
different area. The idea was to 
provide a large ‘free practice’ 
area. The reality is that accessing 
a different part of the game 
becomes a real chore. Trick Style 
is also slightly let down by its 
average two-player mode. 

But in spite of these niggles, 
the game manages the impressive 
feat of being a boarding experience 
where there is not only a real 
purpose in stuntage, but is 
also thoroughly addictive. ib 

The coolest short-cut is through Big Ben. Ever wondered 
what's in the middle of it? Well, nothing, actually. 

A The all-important approach. You'll need A Burst out the other side and you'll 
to time your jump just right... . discover you've bypassed a huge chunk! 

TRICKY 01SCO... 
So how does Trick Style compare to its closest rival, the 
PlayStations fantastic Wipeout 3? Let's have a look... 
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66 each 
course 
BOASTS 
LOADS OF 

SHORT CUTS 
WHICH CAN 
ONLY Be 

- NEGOTIATED 
wit some 

JAW-DROPPING 
ACTION. @ 

A |MIUDGEMENT 
PRESENTATION 

Gorgeous environments although a 
hit samey at times. The menu 
system is long-winded too. 

GAMEPLAY 
Brilliant combination of racing and 
hoverboard trickery. Having just 
one more go is never enough... 

LIFCSPAN 
Complete it once and chances are 
its appeal will wane. Not helped by 
the uninspiring two-player mode. 

port cle Bs 

m@€ BeST BIT 
Hitting a luge pipe. You need to get 
the timing just right but, if you do, 
you'll hurtle past everyone. Ha! 

WN. 

cbt Cael 

Tne WORST Bi 
Some of the characters take up so 
much of the screen that they 
obscure what's ahead of you. 

Fantastic first time round though it 
lacks one-player longevity. But it’s 
easily the best futuristic 
hoverboarder title at the mo’... 

If you like this... 

There’s nothing else like it on the DC 
but you'll probably love Coo! 
Boarders Burn or Sega Rally 2. 

11



    FORMAT REVIEWED: PC PRICE: £35 © OUT: NOW 

DRIVE! 
It’s the hugely popular 
PlayStation game, with a 3D 
card smoothing out all the 
polygons to make everything 
look perfect. Fine by us. 

You know what to expect — bad boy 
driving with a ‘70s attitude (and music). 
Think Starsky & Hutch, with you as the 
criminals, racing to get away from the 
police after committing, or helping to 
commit, various car related crimes. 

The four big open cities allow you to 
go pretty much wherever you please — as 
long as you get your mission objectives 
completed. There's also the free form 
driving section and all the other goodies 
from the PlayStation game. The much 
under-rated director section is slightly 
easier to use on the PC but the results are 
just as stunning, allowing you to turn any 

game into your very own mini movie. The 

action is fast, frantic and never lets up for 
a second, making Driver one of the best, 
and certainly one of the most original, 
driving games on the PC. In a world sick of 
F1 and Rally sims, Driver rules the roost. 

Friskier than a ’70s afro hairdo and 
nippier than the most muscley 
muscle car. Driver is the numero uno 
Mr Big of driving games on PC. 

  

aT inner city 
Vehicle, captured for the first time ever on camera. 

   

   

    

      

  

A Mr Kenichi was rather insistent'about his work 
force doing their early morning calanetics. 

Another of those landmark 
games that owners of 
PlayStation and PCs wish would 
be ported over to their systems. 

Without a doubt Goldeneye is firmly 
installed as the greatest movie license that 
has ever been produced. The combination 
of mission based first-person shooter with 
espionage elements proved irresistible to 
gamers everywhere, and still will. This 
game just hasn't aged in the slightest. The 

graphics are still great, the action is still 
tense and frantic and the overall gameplay 
is unbeatable. Along with Super Mario 64, 
this stands as the N64’s greatest moment 
(until, that is, Perfect Dark comes along in 
the new year). 

Console first-person shooters just 
don’t get better than this. Another 
‘must have’ game for the N64, which 
at this price is a very good thing. 

THE ONES 
WE WANT 
10 RATE 

OVEN 9O% 

- seasoning best used 
! , in a creamy white 
Master sauce poured gently 

over a lightly braised breast of chicken. Unfortunately, 
that's not quite the kind of herbal enhancement we re 

looking for here in the GM vaults. So swap your chef's 
hat and apron for a microfiche, and have a taste of 
what's been grilled here previously 

   

GRATE 
UNDER 50% 
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        AND THOSE 

THAT REALLY 

FORMAT REVIEWED: N64 © PRICE: £30 ¢ OUT: NOW 

The game that 
showed you 
don’t need CDs 
or grey 
consoles to 

produce a 
world stopping 
game. You are 
quite simply 
not ‘into’ 
games unless 
you have 
played this. 

At the time we 
called it the greatest 
videogame of all 
time, and there's still 
not much that has come close to matching 
its groundbreaking sheer gameplay loaded 
action. It still rates as the finest example of 
how a platform game should be done, and 
how to take a 2D genre into 3D with a 
vengeance. 
Is it still the 
best? You 
name 

something 
better. 

> Up yours 
Sonic! I'm the 
daddy here. 

Completing the big Player's 
Choice trio, and making it a 
damn good month to be an N64 
owner is Banjo-Kazooie, 
Nintendo’s epic 3D platformer. 

While it never quite managed to go 
toe-to-toe with Super Mario 64, Banjo- 
Kazooie won a huge army of fans with its 
cute characters and engrossing gameplay. 
It was certainly one of the best looking 
games on the N64, and to be brutally 
honest, there still isn't much that comes 
close to it. 

<4Banjo 
warms up 
for his 
largest ice 
sculpture 
ever. 

A The Kazooie himself. Heeee’s smarter than the 
average bear. Then again... perhaps not. 

   
Bons ne 

  

Platform gaming at its very finest. 
An absolute must have game at this 
price. Still the best we reckon, 
Mazza rules the platform genre. 

    

  

> “Ohl do 
like to be 
beside the 
seaside. Oh 
Ido...” 

The levels are brilliantly designed, and 
while there isn't as much inventiveness as 
in Super Mario 64, there is still a hell of a 
lot to do and find on all of them. Pick up 
this and Mazza's epic and you have the 
two best platform games on any system, 
and two that developers all over the world 
will struggle to beat. 

Banjo-Kazooie is one of those games 
that'll hook you as soon as you start 
playing and won't let you go until you 
complete the sucker, which will take ages. 
Quite simply a classic among videogames 
and deserves it’s ‘must have’ tag. 

   

    

     

  

Classic 3D platform action with much 
to do and discover. May look like a 
kid’s game, but this one holds a hit 
of magic for everyone. Classy stuff. 
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FORMAT REVIEWED: PLAYSTATION © PRICE: £40 ¢ WE NOW 

  

The idea of huge 
freaky rabbits (which to be 
honest scared the hell out 
of us) and a game that amounts to nothing 
more than Bust-A-Move meets Arkanoid is 
just too weird. 

Get past the bizarre characters and 
quaint graphics and you have a game of 
‘keepie-up’ on your hands. You bounce a 
bubble into the pack, bursting others to 
get rid of them. Do the two-player thing 
and any combos that you burst get 
inflicted on your opponent. Simple. Simple, 
but ultimately quite dull. 

___ Once you've dealt with the terminally 
easy starter levels you hit the ‘still easy 
but take forever to complete’ stages that 
drive you around the bend. While it’s not a 
bad game, with its novel twists and easy 
to get into action, you just have to wonder 
why anyone who is into this kind of thing, 
(who will obviously own one of the Bust-A- 
Moves or even Super Puzzle Fighter would 
want to head out and hand over their hard 
earned cash for something that doesn't 
have a great deal new to offer. If you're 
into the genre you could do worse though. 

     
   

Not great, but not terrible. One for 
puzzle game newcomers [y’see real 
gaming vets won't stop playing Bust- 
A-Move \ong enough to try this). 

      

A Although they look like William Hurt from the 
closing scenes of Altered States, they play like Zola. 

   
HANDI CAP 
‘o 

A The goalie’s 
spine suddenly 

the net free for 

FORMAT REVIEWED: GAME BOY COLOR © PRICE: £20 © OUT: NOW 

    

  

     

vanishes leaving 

spherical objects. 

      

The ISS series beats all comers 
on any system it appears on. 
The original SNES version beat 
off the challenge of titles like 
FIFA, and all the updates have 
been pretty doing the same ever 
since. FIFA may have the big 
name license, but it’s ISS that 
the gamers choose for quality. 

And that hasn't changed now that /SS 
has finally debuted on Game Boy. It has 
substituted the dozens of features from its 
PlayStation and N64 cousins for boots full 
of fun in the gameplay. Once you've got 
the tactics sussed, it's dead easy to play, 
thanks to the lack of complex special 
moves and the like 

For fans of footy who want to play on 
the move, there's only one title they 
should be shooting for, ISS '99. 

The hest footy game on the Game 
Boy bar none, and it works fine on 
the standard black & white Game 
Boy as well. Result or what? 

  

LEGO. 
Let’s switch to a BBC 
Points of View mode 
for a moment, only 
without the irksome 
Anne Robinson. 

“Here's a letter from a 
concerned reviewer who 
works in Bath. Why oh why 
oh why do companies 
bother to put out games 
that are straight rip offs of 
other games, but make 
them much worse. Surely 
they realise that their game is inferior in 
every way. And to make it worse, why do 
they release it at the same time as another 
game that’s infinitely better and which 
everyone's raving about.” Why indeed. 
That's the problem with Lego Racers. It’s 
trying so hard to be Mario Kart or Speed    

    

A Bass Hog steps back, admires his new Cadilac 
and wonders if he might forgo the cow horns. 

Freaks but misses out by a mile. Let's face 
it, Damon Hill stands mere chance of 
winning the Formula One title than this 
does of making any kind of favourable 
impression on you. Let's face it, I'd rather 
be subjected to a Take That comeback 
than have this inflicted on me again. 

     
   Left in the pit lane, a non starter, 

crashed out on the first corner. You 
choose. Whichever way, this is one 
to be missed at every opportunity. 

         

        
    

                    

    

UM JAMMER LAMMY (PSX) 81% 

CASTROL HONDA SUPERBIKES (PC) 78% 

RC STUNTCOPTER 

INCOMING 

(PSX) 68% 

"i games 
i cr. 

Just when you thought retro 
gaming had been banished 
forever, along comes THQ with 
an update of Midway’s 1982 
classic shoot-em-up. 

With a vast improvement in the 
graphics (especially with a 3D card) 
combined with the traditional space 
shooter gameplay, Sinistar is packed in the 
fun department. It may lack variety in the 
mission objectives, which all revolve 
around killing everything on screen and 
powering up weapons, but that trigger 
happy gameplay is enough to keep you 
going. Long term, there isn't much here 
but for a quick blast this is tops. 

  

      

      

<4 it's ram-bammed 
chock full of old skool 
flava, y’all. 

Ideal for a 15 minute shoot-em-up 
adrenaline rush, but loses out if you 
play it for hours. Retro gaming as it 
should be done. 

HONGEON EEPER 2 

(00) 79% 

NOVEMBER 1999 {)\)) 

LG) 84% 

© TIOGEN ANS RANGERGUS (PET 83%) 

(PSS 61% 

SUPERMAN (N64) 10% 

2-113 
 



Ah, the 
) comfort of the 

five-pocketted 
Safari jacket! 

on 

THE aGilVie qe» 

YOUR SAY Ape 
WHATS OUT NOW... 

here were fireworks to been seen when Joshua Fireseed caught Gabe Logan attempting to steal petrol 
from his Citron 2CV, and it was only the intervention of the ever steady Brian Lara that averted a 

highly flammable incident. Whatever next? Lara Croft stealing Crash Bandicoot's shorts! Heavens! 

GM VERDICT 

  

Rosemary 
from Hong 
Kong Phoey 
taught me 
everything. 

Combines MES-style 
sneaking, the 

eee : resentation of Tomb Raider and 
Lian Xing joins the exclusive club of ae realism of Goldeneye 
oriental telephone operators. and makes it all work!       114 i = NOVEMBER 1999



GM MUST PLAYS: 

Dmse 
Di all 
FORMAT 

FROME CODEMASTERS CODEM. 

The hest sports game 
ever is definitely Brian 
Lara Cricket. It has some 
really awesome graphics 
and sometimes I can’t 
stop myself from playing 

PlayStation 

4. it for hours. 

V its a ball meets bat, bat hits ball 
kind of thing. with the odd smattering 

of audience participation. 

VFireseed sacrifices his twelve-bore to 
the great god of gunplay. 

— a 

Jus’ like 
that, Ah-hur 

hur hur! 

If you've ever played cricket 
at school, then you'll know that it 
can get a bit tedious at times. But, 
Brian Lara Cricket offers a drop- 
dead realistic cricket sim (you can 
even play at whatever speed suits 
you, which | think is groovy). 

" TUFO} 

= 

= | 

Laid a vrie & 

BM price: 40 
ASTERS 

There are loads of great teams to 
choose from including England and 
reigning champions Australia as 
well as South Africa, Pakistan, 
West Indies, Scotland, New 
Zealand and even Kenya and 
Zimbabwe. And they all include 
your favourite players with the 
likes of Shane Warne, Alec 
Stewart and Wasim Akram all 
there to assist. 

The makers are Codemasters 

who have brought us such classic 

games as Micro Machines V3, 
Toca Touring Cars and the 
excellent Colin McRae Rally and 

despite this impressive pedigree, 
there some problems to the game. 
The control system has a 

tendency to be so tricky that it'll 

have you down on your knees 
begging for mercy. 

The game also offers loads of 

variety when 

it comes to 

~ the matches 

-. themselves, 

from 

friendlies, to 

gruelling 

world series 

and full 

blown tests. 

iia PRICE: £40 GM VERDICT 
FROM: ACCLAIM 

Here’s my review for one 
of the fir at 
disappointments since 
Babes in the Woods was 
recommisioned. . 

Yes I'm talking about the 
mighty Turok 2 which is one of . 
the most annoying and 
overrated games ever. | 
heartily chuckle at anyone who 
thinks otherwise. 
Turok 2 does have its good 

points, such a gallons of gore, 
_ foot tapping music and the slight 

satisfaction gained when blowing 
mutants heads off. | can’t think of 
any more good points, so I'll get 
down to its many bad points. 

For a start the graphics have 
an awful fogging when you look 
into the distance unless you use 
one of the highly expensive 
memory paks. Also, the controls 
are mediocre — Nintendo didn’t 
have ease of movement in mind 
when they designed the C button. 

Another major frustration is the 
that you need a memory pak 
to save the game. (What 
happens if you don't have a 
memory pak?) The level set- 

up is another pain, because 
even if you get to the end of a 
section you still have to find every 
child and beacon before you can 
move on. Missing one little thing 
léads to five boring hours of 
searching a huge empty level. 

This, with the 
terrible two- 
player mode, 
brings tears 
to the eyes. 
So, my 
message is 
don't believe the 
hype and go buy 
Goldeneye instead. 
Now, if you'll excuse 
me, I'm off to spit 
on anything Turok- 
like. 

Don't wort maf, apparently it grt 
shack ina, 

| 

¢ A Another bad case 
of the runs. Ho ho. 

Brian Lara Cricket has got 

tons of options to chose 

from so you won't get easily 

bored with this game. 

However, patience is a must 
with this title so if you're after 
instant thrills and spills, then 
this isn't the place to be. 

Although it takes time 

to master, | still love this 

game due to its amazing 

graphics and the realistic 

commentary which is 

interesting to listen to 

during the on-pitch 

action. - 

Although 

very rewarding at 

times, this game can 

occasionally become 
annoying and frustrating. 

Not perfect — there’s 
quite a few niggles — but Es 
a real ‘must have’ for 8 § : 
fans of the sport. 

What about you having 
,your say as well? What we 
‘want is the following: 200- 

: 250 words on your 
favourite game. Or maybe 

7 one you really hate. And 
hey, we'd love to hear from 
a wide range of platform 

owners. Also we don’t want 
a review with a score, just 
reasons why you love/hate 
the game, where it could be 

improved and why other 
gamers should be playing 
it... And remember there's 
pads, memory cards and all 
sorts of goodies for every 
review we print. So send 
your words and a photo 

to us at: 
Our Now! 

GamesMaster Macazine 
Future PusB.isHING 

30 Monmoutn Street 

6 Shoot, kill and maim, 
the Turok way: 1. Find 

vile beastie, 2. Blow its brains 
out with a shotgun, 9 § 
3: Repeat. Awesome!  



POWERED BY 
ef. 

energize 
It'll last for 

ages with me 
on the job! 
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2UI-GON LIGHTSABRE 
Finally, we now discover why old Qui-Gon Jinn bit the 
dust at the end of the Phantom menace. He was using a 

plastic lightsabre! The fool. 
Price £24.99 © Available from e 

Call 0870 600 3030      P ~~ FAT wat 

SERUD WWE FF 
f This cute little figurine comes from the 
q not so fantastic Virus game. It 

makes scary noises. And it's 
really absolutely massive too. 

he We have included Claire in 
We i ¢ Pa the picture so ou get an idea 

i. > 6 Le jm 9) Of the scale of the thing. / 
: } } | Price £29.99 ¢ Available from / 

Bandai ¢ Call 01489 790 944 / 

Th c ’ BT a eta 56 
mbe RUNNER - — - 

Tide Runner? | don’t think so. I'd like —— ——_ ~ 
to see this dinky remote control boat 
handle a choppy day in the middle of 
Morecambe Bay. It's more a Ripple a 
Runner or perhaps a Bidet Bomber. SECTS Tide Run 

  

Price £21.99 © Available from Nikko ¢ 
Call 01707 377 771 

~~ cey gee ¢ as DEOCcCTTIODCG 
Sy HK = - . < = . 

Ws EE EF et Eo WMReSvVWILST ND 

These little chaps can pick up things and flip them. Hence the 
name. They flip you for real. But not only 

G7 %, are they little wrestlers, with the aid of 
oe props they double as bin men 

= figurines as well. 
Price £11.99 © Available 
from Playmates ¢ Call 0116 
282 3500 

    
q = VA q Pu @ - Ver 
HOT WHeeLSs 
No the wheels aren't stolen. They're 
HOT, as in cool. This mini racin 
track comes complete with “talking 
racing sounds” to make it all a bit 
more authentic. 
Price £39.99 ¢ Available from Mattel « 
Call 01628 500 000 

peels UNE 
Claire took point, cutting a swathe through 

the toy jungle, but the pressure of the plastic 

foliage started to get to us all. Dan searched 
for mines while Les went all Colonel Kurtz 

on us, muttering “IKill them all!” at the back. 

= NOVEMBER 1999       

   
    

   
   

   

        

   

        
    

        

   

         



   Y-™ gy. -wa- us ’ MCTAL DE@TeCCTOR 
A must for all you budding archeologists out there. It has a special metal 
detector built into the plastic frame that detects metal. Use it to find 
sewage pipes, pennies and maybe, just maybe, the Lost City of Gold. 

  

   
— plo Ve r -N a@ 

FRECPLA DOO’! 

  

Amazing. It's a wind up radio. 
Wind it up by teasing it and 
calling its mother rude names and 
it'll provide you with 15 hours of 
musical pleasure. 
Price £59.95 © Available from 
Freeplay © Call 0800 731 3052 

   
   Yes 

ACTIGg 
TORCI® 
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\ BANGER 
This soft toy is possessed 
with the soul of sado 
masochist. Drop it and it 
laughs. Smack it and it 
gurgles. Kick it and it 
declares its love for you. 
Not normal. 
Price £2.99¢ Available from 
David Halsall Ltd ¢ Call 01253 
778 888 

    
    

it. Comes equipped with 2) 
several different light 
filters for the those 
military disco moments. 
Price £3.50 Available from 
Hasbro ¢ Call 0800 328 7007 
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HYDRO STRIKE 
A game of skill and wetness. Smack the ball past the 
paddles and spray your opponent with a fine mist. But 
beware, Jonnie suffered a heavy defeat and nearly drowned. 
Price £19.99 © Available from Mattel ¢ Call 01628 500 000 

  

Price £15.99 ¢ Available from Wintech ¢ Call 0462 672 509 

  

   

   

  

   

HOMeCR MASK 
Mask of the famous Greek poet to whom are attributed the lliad 
and the Odyssey. It is thought that he was bom on the island of 
Chios and was blind. And thanks to Ollie for modelling it so well. 
Price £19.99 Forbidden Planet © Call 0171 497 2150 

SUPPLY OF 
BATTERIES! 

Always running out of batteries? Fear not, Energizer 
have come to the rescue! Energizer Advanced Formula 
batteries deliver outstanding performance on even high- 
drain appliances, such as remote control cars and 
personal CD players. Enter this simple competition and 
YOU could be the winner who walks off with 36 four- 
packs of AA batteries — equivalent to a whole year's 
supply and all these top toys! All you have to do is 
answer the following (long-lasting) question: 

The longest ever pizza delivery took? 
{a} Nine seconds 
{b) Nine minutes 
{c) Nine hours 
Send your answer to: Energizer #87, GamesMaster, 
Future Publishing, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW. 
Closing date for entries is Saturday 9 November. The 
winner will be announced in GM's January issue. 

NOVEMBER 1999 {)))  



          

      

GAMING HARDWARE TeSTeCD TO THE MAX 
The king of the swingers meets the king of Rock ‘n Roll as the chimp 
Soes all Elvis on us. Rhinestone suit a-glinting, sequinned flares a- 
flapping and Jail House Rock blaring from his gramophone. Hes sooo hip! 

4 | Oo i i a PS Cr D 

UiGHiBlas feR 
PLAYSTATION 
Nice colour. I'm a big fan of navy blue. Nice. Now the 
problem with light guns is that you want something 
weighty in your palm so you feel the big man. But at _.4 
the same time, you don’t want it too meaty if 
you're having a long session. But the 
Lightblaster is light while still having the 
roundiosity and chunkiness to satisfy 
grip-wise. It also has ‘intelligent’ auto 
reloading which replenishes the 
magazine if you haven't shot 

  

      

     

   

  

   

    

   
   
   
   

    
   

    

    
PC PRCEMICR PAD 
    

   
   

  

   

    

  

   

  

    

   
   
   
   

   

   
    

    

about having see through electronic gear, is that you ca 
see all the inner magic. With this joypad you are under- 
whelmed by the technology - it’s just a bunch of God 
damned wires. Now clockwork stuff, that's interesting. 

   

   

  

for a second. On top of that Give me a see-through clockwork joypad! SCORE ag 
it even has a Hyper Knob FROM: 
— just like ata CALL: } 
FROM: PRICE: @ 

CALL: 702 3010 POWeCR GRIP 
GAMe BOY COLOR 
Apparently you will never have to 
buy batteries for your Game Boy 
Color again if you invest in what is 
basically two rechargeable batteries 

t 

PRICE: SO 

  

   

with wings. It provides 10 hours of 
gaming juice and extra gripidity. 
FROM: 

  

CALL: 
PRICE: 

CHAMCLCON PLAYSTATION PAD 
PLAYSTATION 
Wow. The golden joypad. Plackiness with @ 

ON TeST tackiness. If The King (Elvis Presley to our @ 
See younger readers) was still alive today POINT BLANK 2 Cal VER sd played this PSXG thot the joy of 7 

pad he would have chosen. 
All the features like the reloading i But, sadly, he ate squirrels 4 the tiger al ake ito inet acon : OH _| and died on the tot ( 
fingers round. But you 7 rt go rong with 7 ee CALL: ( 
this — ~ tiga aie pn gun, a word not ee PRICE: 

        

          

     

PASSWORD MO lie LARD 
PLAYSTATION 
You always need something to fall back on. Chris Eubank before he became a boxing world champion, leamt touch typing and short hand. If he didn't rns it as fighter he would have 
become a secretary. That's the type of clever thinking behind this Movie Card. The main thing to get excited about is it's powers to make your PSX play VCD (video compact disc — 
videos on CD, so you get a film on a disc). However, these discs aren't readily available in the UK except from importers and dodgy pirates. Fortunately if you don’t have a dodgy mate 
who can supply you with such booty, the Movie Card has a built-in Action Replay-style cheat cartridge. You see — something to fall back on. 

GAMARS 
01908 322 888 
£99.99 

    
ON TCST... 

buy 
for £44.99, with a remote control 

$55.00 or with a SCART lead and a 

choice is yours and yours alone. 
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PLUS 
Wipeout 3 reviewed... Final Fantasy Vill special... Tomb Raider: 
The Last Revelation... This season's best football games... Dino 
Crisis and Ailes tipped... Demolition Racel. .. and much more! 

  

    
ON SALE NOW!



| 282 Gloucester Rd 
' BRISTOL! 
10117 944 4555: 
www.games-direct.net 

Open until 8pm _ I 

123 PLAYSTATION } 
I) Pre-owned games as low as |I 

I| £4. Over 400 titles in store to J 

| choose from. Try before you |y 
1) buy. Cash paid for unwanted |, 

1, games 

"Call now for your FREE 
I) Nintendo colour catalogue. 
I| N64 consoles from £45. 
I) Call 0800 092 6464 

| _| DREAMCAST 
I In-store display pod! 

i Rent before you buy. Rental 

i refunded if game purchased 

I} Over 300 titles in stock. Rent |I 
I} from £2.00 for 2 nights. |y 
1 Titles from £10. l 
1| Cash paid for unwanted titles | 
y) fel 0117 914 3345 
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Games ail BCCepsD esd Oreell tormeate inn 
Rene Gamer eno) DVD tile 

Soleo nen anu prenninen Panes at low prices, 
Treve in olo panes) 

6 Old Street, Clevedon, BS21 6ND (Opposite Woolworths) 

01275 340800 
£2 off any game on production of this voucher (one offer per customer) 

Opening hours: 

Mon-Fri 12-5.30pm ¢ Sat 10-6pm ¢ Sun 10-4pm 

ma © Sa wz 

Saf 
If you want PlayStation * Nintendo 64 ° Saturn games or consoles ~ 
we can supply all your needs - now and in years to come. wae om 
We are probably the only company in the world still 
supplying and repairing games for all these systems: 3 38. ¥ 

*Lynx * Nintendo « Colecovision ¢ Atari 2600 * Mega CD “4 : 
* Intellivision e Gameboy © 3D0 « Atari 7800 » Game Gear Ret 

Master System ¢ 32X Neo Geo Pocket * Sega Dreamca: 

Allthe latest — 

TJAGYATR. 
games'in stack 

       

    

    
te \ 

\’ _ with joypad, power supply etc plus 
S games, plus tly choose a § the following: 

Alien vs Predator, Doom, Power Drive Rally, 
Theme Park, Tempest 2000 or Wolfenstein 3D 

from us and pay £48.88 for it and get the console 
and 2 other games free. 

—HYPERDROME 
<— (FAST FUTURISTIC SPORTS GAME) 

16 Bit Colour Handheld 
The World's first colour handheld is now the cheapest in the world!! 

Batman ¢ Battlewheels * Joust * European 

Soccer Challenge « Pit Fighter * Steel Talons 

Pius Pree Chess game cartridge 

Personal callers welcome at our shop at Kilby Bridge. Order Processing, Post, & 

Insurance - extra charge. Order with confidence from the largest stockists in Europe. 
Send SAE for game lists. (State system(s) required) 

    

     

Gamers need sustenance: N64, 

PlayStation and PC news to digest, , 

previews and reviews to gorge on 

and tasty features topped with 

flowing opinion columns for pudding. si 

FutureGamer feeds that hunger, and 4 

because it’s an email, it’s delivered to you 

free, every week. 

Who says there’s no such thing as a free lunch? 

  

Computer 
Friendly 

tation Dreamcast 

We Buy, Sell and Part Exchange all the 
latest Console Games and Accessories 

Call now on 01582 475699 
or 01908 645235 

Leighton Buzzard ¢ Dunstable ¢ Milton Keynes 

Po 
<> 
Ron 

Tel: 0181-789 7196 
287 PUTNEY BRIDGE ROAD 
LONDON SW15 2PT oygnging dours 

Visit our web site at : www.cyernel fimstudio.com 

_ Re 

/ 
Dreamcas 

<2 seen 

11am to 11pm   

  

Tuck into FutureGamer at www.futuregamer.com



     

      

   
   

    
   
    

   

   

Me9 4 UNTO 
MDANTC 

KUO th 
1560-923-133... REPUBLIC OF IRELAND/***MULTIFORMAT LINE 

0891-318-400... uk ACTION’S CONSOLE HELPLINES 

0891-318-401... PLAYSTATION / PC / NINTENDO / DREAMCAST 

0891-318-402... PLAYSTATION / PC / NINTENDO / DREAMCAST 

0891-318-403.... ADVENTURE / METAL GEAR/TR |, 2 & 3/ BROKEN SWORD 

0891-318-404.... ADVENTURE /RES EVIL | & II / DISCWORLD I & Il / FF7 

0891-318-405... PLAYSTATION / EVERY CHEAT WE HAVE 

0891-318-40G.... ADVENTURE /SILENT HILL / ZELDA 64 & LOADS MORE 

0891-318-407.... NINTENDO 64/THE BEST NINTENDO CHEATLINE THERE IS 

0891-318-408... SEGA SATURN / LOADS OF CHEATS 

0891-318-409... SEGA SATURN / HUGE LISTING 

0891-318-411... PLAYSTATION / PC / NINTENDO / DREAMCAST 

0891-318-416G... PLAYSTATION / THOUSANDS OF CHEATS 

0891-318-417... SEGA SATURN / THE ULTIMATE CHEAT LINE 

0891-318-420... MULTIMAC CODELINE / D2MAC 

0897-343-440... ALL CHEATS FAXBACK LINE /CALL IN AND 

ORDER YOUR FAX/CHEAT, WE WILL SEND YOU THE FAX/CHEAT OF YOUR 

CHOICE ANYWHERE IN THE UK. WE PAY FOR THE OUTGOING CALL. 

All lines have Voice 

AND Faxback support. 

Please ask the phone owner before using 

this service. Calls cost 60p per min at all times. 

Calls to the 0897 number cost £1.50 per 

minute / maximum cost £3.00. 

Fault line 0181-581-0000 

  

WANTED 
FOR CASH OR EXCHANGE 

CONSOLES COMPUTERS GAMES 
RETRO & MODERN 

BUY ¢ SELL ¢ TRADE 
POSTAL SERVICE AVAILABLE 

(Please bring official ID with 

address & signature when selling or exchanging) 

COMPUTER & GAMES EXCHANGE 

65 Notting Hill Gate, London 

W11 3JS @ 0171 221 1123 

OPEN 7 DAYS 10am - 8pm 

VAST SELECTION ON SALE   

Video Games 
Exchange Store 

All formats 

Mail order 

53 Broad Street 

Parkgate 

Rotherham 

South Yorkshire 

Tel: 01709 522668 

  
NEW & USED GAMES 
Thousands of used games [imme 
on most major formats. 

Approx 1000 used PSX games. | § 
and specialist formats Used 

  

    

  

  

For More Info Check Our Web Site 

WWW.insanegames.cOm 
Or Send Name And Address For A Free 

Part Sple Catalogue & Fanzine 

OR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED 

Swe 01749 679911 
49 St Cuthbert St, 

Wells, Somerset BAS 2AW 

   

    

(0) ese 
RETAIL DIRECTORY 

NORTH WEST 

AS WOOTON & SON 
PlayStation and N64 games 
Local delivery and mail order. 

Tel: 01270 214118 

COBRA ENTERTAINMENT 
Buy / sell / swap / rent and repair PSX, N64, Megadrive. 
14 Village Walks, Queens Way, Poulton-le-Fylde, 

Lancs. Tel: 01253 890 844 

NORFOLK 

VIRTUAL REALITY HOME 
ENTERTAINMENT 

PlayStation, Nintendo, Dreamcast 
Queens Square, Attleborough Tel: 01953 451900 

EAST MIDLANDS 

www.GAME-STOP.co.uk 
New, 2nd hand, p/ex all formats 

26 Sheaf St, Daventry, North Hants 
Tel: 01327 312412 

WEST MIDLANDS 

ARCADIA GAMES 
Dreamcast in stock. Part exchange welcome 

Brierley Hill Tel: 01384 350133 

ALLSORTS GAME EXCHANGE 
We buy, sell and exchange 2nd hand games. 

Tel: 0121 2443157 

SOUTH WEST 

GAMES DIRECT 
Come and spend your money with us!!!! 

282 Gloucester Rd. Horfield, Bristol 
Tel: 0117 9444555 

SOUTH EAST 

THE COMPUTER CAVERN 
We sell and p/ex. PlayStation / N64 / PC CD-Rom / DVD, 
Sega / Gameboy. 3 Baxter Court, High Baxter St, Suffolk 

Tel: 01284 764980 

ADVANCED COMMUNICATIONS 
We sell PlayStation and N64 games, Free delivery. 

Call 0181 6536700  



The Software Store 
13 Reindeer Court, Worcester 

Tel: 01905 612996 

2 Three Cocks Lane, Gloucester 

Tel: 01452 381123 

7 Commercial Road, Hereford 

Tel: 01432 278633 

an © 
PlayStation. Dreamcast. Bos ROM 

We buy, sell and part exchange all types 
of cartridge and CD based software 

including PlayStation, N64, Dreamcast, 01903 2 3131 ry 
PC-CD, DVD and older formats including 

Saturn, Mega Drive and SNES. WHY | JOIN OUR CLUB! 
5 FAX A VAME & ae 10 

  
  

  
        

    

  

| \\ 

Open 1 cays wecls RECISVER & FN) OUY MOna Msour 
All major credit cards accepted. THE GAMES WORLD = BREE OF > CHARGE 

i] ANA ea auz Jmam7g (9)\5] L Parent 
eee) > LAS YVLYYS ZSUSUO VisA | 
  

Mail order service available.     
  

[vse] one t af 
ee Stew u “VSA 

Tel: 0171 627 5044 / 0797 462 0028 

e-mail: intogames@lineone.net @ a 
into games P.0 BOX 2874 W1 A5QS 

Dreamcast. 

PlayStation...   

  

xon Hawke House, Templar Lane, Leeds, LS2 7LN 

Te 7 01 en 244 0313 Tel/Fax: 0413 244 0314 

      
( i pee, 

5 MES y 8mm, A Bugs Life, Affliction, Armageddon, The Big Hit, Candyman 3, The 

Corruptor, Cruel Intentions, Disturbing Behaviour, Dr.Dolittle, Enemy of 

the State, Entrapment, Exorcist, Faculty, Halloween H20, Holyman, Home 
Fries, Hush, | Still Know What You Did Last Summer, Jack Frost, 
Jawbreaker, King And |, Lethal Weapon 4, Matrix, Mighty Joe Young, 
The Negotiator, Never Been Kissed, She's All That, Soldier, Thin Red 
Line, Urban Legend, Virus, Wishmaster, Wishmaster 2. 

Bruce Lee, Jackie Chan, Jet Li, Chow Sing Chi, Andy Lau, Chow Yun Fat, 
¢ PE yippee Action, Martial Arts, Category 3, Horror, Fantasy, Comedy 

L PAE me (Aly ga Phone us for best part exchange deal on your old VCD me 
ALY ELITE | titles. Exchange from just £5. ow $ 

, (built in cheat cartridge) £49.99 including next day p&p. . ¥ 
We only sell original Gamars products - take your first 
VCD movie for just £10 

    

   
Dynamite Deka 2 £39.99         

    
AeroDancing £32.99 _ King of Fighters 99 £39.99 Soul Calibur i ay) 4 

Air Force Delta £49.99 Marvel Vs Capcom £39.99 Street Fighter Zero 3 £44.99 Hi ~ 
Blue Stinger £39.99 Monaco GP 2 £32.99 Super Speed Racing £32.99 lp | i} 16 \\ 

Buggy Heat £39.99 Redline Racer £32.99 Tokyo Highway Battle £39.99 J, | | = / cm 

Carrier fcall Sega Rally 2 £39.99 Virtua Fighter 3 £32.99 { 5 E 
- Coolboarders £49.99 Sonic Adventure £32.99 Virtua Striker 99 £call Si | | | If y . er ‘ 

TYEE ‘ % Ph for best part ex deal Id DC . 3 . see (PUTTER, Case age ee Seeamethecistists tor 
(Meo eee SAS0 Seerisabis §=— £19.99 Playstation, Dreamcast, Nintendo 64 and 

reanita ae] i) Puru Pr bi k £24.99 VMS £24.99 : zs 

Ea illad) 227 Para ramble oa 038 VHS memory handheld software and hardware       

free same day delivery for central-London



BRITAINS MOST WICKED MOTOCROSS MAG 
MOTOCROSS *SUPERCROSS « TRIALS * ENDURO FREERIDE      

    

     
   

     

Wall of deat# 
Four riders attempt - j the impossible 

Boa Austrian thunder 3.) _ KTM'’s works thumpers 

At the races 
with RWJ Honda 

School’s out 
We investigate 

youth MX scene



Awright | 
qeezet, ow’s 

he old tool 
box then? 

includes 

Premier Manager, 

FIFA '97 and SSF2 and mow 
Excellent condition, £4 each. 

Robert Peacock 01480 213 943 

FIFA '98 (N64), Moto 

Madness (PC), FIFA '99 (PC), 
Sim City 2000 (PC), FA Premier 

League Manager (PC), Zelda 
(N64), Mission Impossible (N64). 

Micheal Salway 0118 9417 520 

and memory pak for 
£30. Bomberman is unboxed 
without instructions. 

Liton Young, 29a Bryantwood Road, 
Islington, London N7 7BG 

Goldeneye 007, 
Duke Nukem (all N64), boxed 

with instructions, mint condition. 

£25 each or £70 ono plus p&p for 

the lot. 
John Kelly, Ireland 054 77 405 

only 

£20 or swap for WCW/NWO 
Revenge. 

Euan Carter 0116 2700 134 

for PSX and SNES. 
£10-20 for PSX games and £5-12 
for SNES games. Give me a ring 
for more details. 
Alex Bryant 01482 654 637 

it's for sale, 
better phone quick. £29 ono. Pick 
up that phone GM lovers for the 
best cricket action around! 
Tim Read 01933 402 664 

124 QD) SS 
  

and Small Soldiers for £20 or 
will swap for a Game Boy or an 

Action Replay card. Must collect. 

Paul O'Brian 01642 218 212 

Duke Nukem £15, Destruction 
Derby £5, G-Police £13. 
John 07901 613 237 

Commandos (PC) £10, World 

Cup '98 (PC) £8, Outlaws (PC) 

£5, Tomb Raider (PC) £5. All 
games in mint condition. 
Anthony Dodge 01963 210 345 

with box and 

instructions in excellent condition. 

£30 ono or will swap this title for 

* Rogue Squadron or other game. 

Call me soon. 
Chris Murphy 0151 4766 148 

Street Fighter Ex 
Plus Alpha £15, Three Lions £10, 
Micro Machines V3 £15 (no 

manual), ono for all. 

Kit Fagg, 42 Ambravale East, Clifton 
Wood, Bristol BS8 4RE 

FIFA International, Super Kick Off, 
Aladdin, FIFA '96, John Madden 

Football, EA Hockey. All in very 
good condition. 
Daniel Greenwood 0171 723 2438 
(after 3.30pm) 

Tomb Raider 2 

£10, Excalibur £10, or all for £25. 
ae il swap for WWF Warzone. 

as All games PSX. 

andrew Russel 01968 
> 461 597 
Ky 

. SE a GAMES WANTED 
ss Desperately wanted. | 

b would like Zelda for the 

@ original Game boy. Will 
Bm pay £5-10. 

Mark Searson 01706 
14 607 

given, I’m desperate. 

Earl Baynes 01341 422 114 

House of the Dead for Sega Saturn. 
I'm willing to pay up to £20 max. 

Christopher Hirons 01203 467 681 

| am looking for Sonic 3D, will pay 
up to £10 for it. 
Arlin Shivalingam 0121 711 
4455 x3003 

| desperately want WEW/NWO 
Revenge for the N64 and will swap 
for WWF Warzone with strategy 

guide thrown in too. 

Ben Shepard 0161 485 4209 

| want Pokémon Blue version for the 
Game Boy imported from 
America. | am willing to pay no 
more than £25. 

Adam Paul Thomsom 01383 734 942 

Mega Drive games wanted, including 
Sensible Soccer, Toon All-Stars, 
Doom, Striker, Talespin, James 
Bond, Tiny Toons, Jungle Strike. 
Will pay £5-10 each. 
Robert Budd 07050 282 744 

Super Nintendo games: Final Fight 1 
and 2, Congos Caper, Super 
Empire Strikes Back, WWF Raw, 
WWF Royal Rumble, 
Wrestlemania, Stunt Race FX, 
Doom, Wolfenstein 3D. 
Alex Dorrington 01799 526 298 

Theme Hospital wanted for the PSX. 

House of the Dead for Sega Saturn. 
Can't find it anywhere. Good price 

Also wanted Constructer for the 
PSX. Want these games bad! 

Micheal Ludden 097 86 708 

Virtua Cop and gun £20 or Dark 
Stalkers 2 or Nights for £15 all for 

Sega Saturn. Will pay cash. Must 
be in good condition. 

Ben Scarlett 01473 231 067 

Abe's 
Odyssey (in good condition) for 
Tomb Raider 1. Must be in good 
condition as well. 
Thomas Fishenden 01344 40 607 

for Quake, 
NHL Break Away '98 for Duke 
Nukem 64 and Zelda for V-Rally 
‘99. Call soon. 
Andrew 01592 750 883 

G-Police 
and Soul Blade for Rugrats, 
Tenchu or all for Silent Hill. 

Games in good condition. 

Tim Broad 01923 227 530 

Both 
discs for GTA or GTA London. | 
am desperate. Please contact me 
Oliver Jones 01323 896 723 

my N64 for 
your Playstation. | am very 
desperate, so call me. 
Michael Lu 0181 986 7773 

or Turok for V-Rally '99 or 
Fighters Destiny. 
Daniel Rose 01922 447 967 

on 

PlayStation or F1 ‘95, FIFA ‘96, 
TR3 or Air Combat for Syphon 
Filter. \'m insane. | am selling 

them as well. 
Andrew Mowat 01463 240 312 

or 
Knockout Kings '99, GTA London, 

Actua Soccer 3 for Metal Gear 
Solid, Moto Racer 2 or just a 
good game. 

John Cooney 01875 814 515 

Dreamcast Xtreme Magazine. Send 
£1 cheque payable to Daniel 

   

      

     

  

   

        

     

       
     

  

it's not every day, like, that a cockney sparrar can drive home to is missus in the 
old Jag and come across a sight that's quite so pleasing to yer steak & kidneys 
as GM's Cart Boot Sale. So come on dahlin, run your mincers over this lot... 

Bimpson. Contains news, 

previews and more, only on 
Dreamcast, all for a pound. 
Daniel Bimpson, 3 Spreyton Close, 
West Derby, Liverpool L12 ORX. 

Getting Around Your Console. Covers 
PlayStation, Sega and N64. Send 

£1 per issue. 

Nancy Rattner, Hamptons, Rockfield 
Road, Oxted, Surrey RH8 OEL 

South Western Gaming. A brand 
new fanzine for the N64. Send £1 

for the best mag in town. 
Sebastian Vass, 1 Braysdown Lane, 
Peasedown St. John, Bath BAZ 8HQ 

Female must like N64, South Park 
and the Simpsons, age 13-16. 
Must like footie and WWF. 

Greg Little, 43 Bruce Street, St. 
Helens, Merseyside WA10 2EZ 

Female penpal wanted age 10-11. 
I'm 10, first person to reply is the 
one that gets written to. 

Matthew Gale, Fairlight, Sandy Lane, 
Crawleydown RH10 4HX 

Female penpal wanted. Must be 14 
and have a PC or N64. | like 

PlayStations as well. | also like 
South Park. 
Chris Bryan, 53 Burlington Road, The 
Ploygon, Southampton $015 2FR 

Female penpal wanted. Must be 14- 
15 years old and also like 

PlayStations. See ya. 
Gareth Slade, 20 Crumlyn Road, 
Trawn, Swansea SA7 SXT 

First penpal wanted M/F. I'm 15, | 
like South Park, Friends and the 
Simpsons. Reply assured, photo if 
poss. Also like N64. 
Simon Osmond, 60 Wyphurst Road, 
Cranleigh, Surrey GU6 7AX 

I'm Jack and have an N64 and 
PlayStation. | like FF7 and Driver. 
| would like a penpal around 13-15 
with similar gaming interests. 

Jack Cronshaw, 5 Swechgate, Broad 
Oak, Canterbury, Kent CT2 OQY 

Male or female penpal wanted 1 2- 
14. Must have N64 and like 

WWF. Photo needed. 

Christopher Ellis, 28 Marjorie Street,



  

Trealan, Tonypanpy, Rhondda Cynon- 
Taff, South Wales CF40 2PQ 

Male or female penpal wanted aged 
12-14. lam 12. Must own a 

PlayStation and love Final Fantasy 

7, South Park and Friends. 

Shona Gow 30 Coillesdene Crescent, 
Joppa, Edinburgh, Scotland EHI5 2JJ 

Male or female penpal wanted. Must 
love N64, PC and Game Boy. 
Must really like James Bond, be 
11-14 and absolutely love 

anything to do with Pokémon. 
Nicholas Whitehorn 
whizzkid87@ hotmail.com 

Male or female penpal wanted. My 
name is Richard and | would like 

someone who is 12-18. Must be 
fun. Please reply to me. 
Richard Davies, 82 Woodward Close, 
Winnersh, Wokingham, Berkshire 
RG41 SUU 

Male penpal wanted age 10-14. 
Must like PlayStations, South 
Park, football and wrestling, 
especially WWF. Write soon. | am 
13 years old. Photo if possible. 
Mark Stephen, 80 Aswood Road, 
Bridge of Don, Aberdeen, Scotland, 
AB22 80X 

Male penpal wanted age 10-14. 
Must like WWF, Simpsons and 
Star Wars. Must have a PSX. 

Photo needed. 

Graeme Charge, 85 Gienalmond, 
Whitburn, West Lothiar, Scotland 
EH47 8PB 

Male 3enpal wanted. | am 13 years 
old. Must like Star Wars, South 
Park, the Simpsons and have 
PSX. 100% reply guaranteed to 
all enquiries. Talk to ya soon. 
Mark Oven, 49 Dewlish Close, 

   
   

   

  

| Please write your ad in the boxes to the right using your clearest BLOCK CAPITAL 
handwriting. Keep one word to a box to save our eyesight. Remember to include — 

| either your address, telephone number (with dialling code) or e-mail address so people 
H can get in touch. 

Canford Heath, Poole, Dorset 
BH17 8AQ 

M/F penpals wanted. Must be into 
South Park, Simpsons and WCW. 
| am aged 11. Must be aged 
between 10 and 12, no photo 
necessary. Write soon. 

Anthony Clark, 8 Brook Road, 
Ferryhill, Co Durham DL17 8AH 

M/F penpals wanted. Must have 
PlayStation, must like WWF and 
South Park. Aged 11-plus, 
guaranteed reply, photo if 

possible. 
Philip Longuet Higgins, 8 Oakdean, 
Fixhy, Huddersfield HD2 2FA 

Penpal wanted aged 13-15. 1 have 
PSX and PC. Must like FIFA and 

driving games. 
Craig O'Donnell, 44 Largewood 
Avenue, Totworth, Surrey KT6 7NY 

Penpal wanted male or female, 12- 
18. I'm 13. Must collect World 
Wrestling Federation 
merchandise. If possible send 
photo. Write soon, bye. 
Paul Fairbairn, 8 Coanwood Gardens, 
Lobley Hill, Gateshead, Tyne and 
Wear NE11 ODU 

CONSOLES FOR SALE 
Atari Jaguar and Atari Jaguar CD- 
ROM, seven games and five CDs. 
Make good collectors item, £150 
ono. Call me now! 
Drew Passhy 01592 263 586 

For sale Sega Mega Drive, one 
controller 6-in-1 game and three 
others, with gun, £60. 
Stuart Gibson 01290 423 215 

Game Gear for sale. Seven games, 
TV tuner, adaptor and a carry 
  

| Please put my ad in the following section (please tick) 

case. Games include Terminator 

and Sonic 2. All for just £30. If 
you write back leave your address 
and phone number. Thanks! 
Thomas Ward, Spring Field, Spring 
Hallow, Hazelwood, Beper, 
Derhy DES 4AW 

Hey listen. Yeah you! I've got a 
Master System with eight games, 
one joypad and one joystick for 

£20-£25, maybe offers. 
Charles Carruthers 01275 341 969 

Mega Drive with two control pads. 
Boxed in excellent condition. £70. 
Seven games include Sonic, Ecco 
Tides of Time and F1. 
Ben Snell 01793 850 589 

N64 for sale £75. 15 games, four 
rumble/memory paks, three 
controllers, expansion pak. 
Immaculate condition. All sold 
separately, call for prices. 
Craig Bailey 01275 830 386 

N64, four pads, expansion pak, two 
memory cards, rumble pak, 10 
games, most boxed, good 
condition, £300. 
Josh Lawrence 01749 679 073 

N64, two pads, memory card, V3 
Racing Wheel, 007, TGR, Duke 
Nukem, Blast Corps, Star Wars, 
MRC, SM64, £250. 

Roger Toor 01902 419 886 

NES for sale, turbo joystick, gun 
and nine games including 72 
Judgement Day, Bart Simpson 
and Castlevania. Call for prices. 
Two joy pads for £20. 
Tim Waumsley 01472 590 021 

One Sega Mega Drive with 17-plus 
games. All in good condition. £55. 
James Coltman 01805 804 622 

Sell games, buy ones youve always wanted, make some dosh out of that 
ald console or find a GM penpal. it's free with our reader ads service... 

CART BOOT SALE 
Red Pocket Game Boy, six games 
including World Cup ‘98, and 
battery pak, handy pak, rumble 
pak. Excellent condition, £60. 
Jonathan Croft 01946 832 018 

Saturn with 11 games including 
Resident Evil and V Cop, gun, 
£170. Buyer must collect. 
Birmingham. 
Chris Smith 0121 706 9611 

Sega Master System, one pad, one 
joystick, eight games, one built-in. 
Good for young gamers. All for 
£25, maybe offers. 
Charles Carruthers 01275 341 969 

Sega Mega Drive 2, two controllers, 
13 games included. £80. Will sell 

games separately if required. Give 
me a call. 

Alex Bird 01543 374 940 

Sega Mega Drive 2. Two games, 
two import games, two cheat 
books, good condition. £80, 
must collect. 

Barry Liddell 0141 570 1251 

Sega Saturn, five good games, one 
control pad, demo CD containing 
six demos. All games have their 

manuals supplied. All for £75. 
Ashish Gautam 0181 548 0493 

Sega Saturn for sale with 11 
games, three control pads and 

four demo disks. Only £85 or 
will swap for N64 with 

games. 
Stuart Henry 01509 646 557 

Sega Saturn, two pads, back- 
up memory, two light guns, 
six demo CDs and 35 games. 
Price £300 all boxed. Can you 
afford to miss this? 
Barry Liddell 0141 570 1251 

1 Got a frying pan to sell? Need to shift second-hand motor? Want to swap your council house? Well, you're in the wrong mag. Try Exchange & Mart instead. Nope, this is the place t 
and swap games, offload your old console, find a classic game, advertise your fanzine and make contact with other GamesMaster readers. And best of all, like sunshine and trees, 

’ COMI free! Simply write your ad on the form below (or use a photocopy if you don’t want to cut up your copy of GM) and we'll print the ad in the earliest available issue. 

SNES for sale with three 
controllers, Super Game Boy and 
four games (Star Wing, Mario All 
Stars, Pagemaster and Batman 
Forever). £65 or games for £5. 
Thomas Drayson 01924 261 378 

SNES for sale with two controllers, 
joystick, adaptor, Super Game 
Boy plus eight games. £55 ono. 
John Valbonesi, 18 Kirremuir 
Gardens, Bishophriggs, Glasgow, 
Scotland, 964 1DN 

Sony PLaystation for sale three 
control pads, 6 games (+ Colin 
McRae Rally). Demos (13) with 
mags and tip books. Plus a 120 
slot memory card, £175. 

Jordan Ellis 0181 765 1383 

Sega Mega Drive for sale with 14 
games. Excellent condition. £50 
ono. Will swap for a PSX. 
Alexander Fisher 0161 763 6039 

SNES 2 with pads, nine games and 
all cables. Call for price. Also 
Mario Kart, Star Wing and Mario 
Allstars boxed all for £24. 
Aaron Bridgman 01788 337364 
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| THE RULES 
Listen here and listen good. We'll only print private ads. Trade ads will be escorted to 

| the door by a burly security man. Ads for pirate software aren’t allowed and will result 
Vi in you doing chokey. If you're under 18 please get your parents’ permission before 

t placing or replying to ads and make sure you're allowed to include your home phone - 
| number. And remember, we can't be held responsible if some dodgy bloke cashes your 

} bala and doesn’t send you the goods. 

    

   

   
   

  
Cart Boot Sale, GamesMaster Future 

30 Monmouth Street, Bath, BAI



   MASTER 
your GuiDe TO THE BEST IN ON-LING CNTCRTAINMENT. SURFS UP! 

i Nh) SiTe OF THE MONTH! [TTT freremg Birdhouse Skateboards 
http://www.midway.com/ http://www.b-house.com 
Ready 2 Rumble, from the Chicago- Reckon you're pretty fly when it 
based Midway, is already shaping comes to Tony Hawk's Pro 
up to be one of the Dreamcast's Skater? Take a gander at the team 
best — and most original - games page of the man himself for more 
ete And for more on the people skatey shenanigans. If you fancy a 
ehind it, this is where to look. go at the real thing there are step- 

There's also plenty on their other by-step guides to performing 
DC titles, including Mortal Kombat _ everything from olhes to backside 
Gold, Hydro Thunder and NFL Blitz jopshuvits (you know the one). 
2000. Be wamed though: there's a Revs footage of dozens of 
very loud sample of Michael ‘Mong’ examples of tricky stuntage is also 
Buffer yelping, “Let's get ready to included allowing you to marvel at 
rumble!” as soon as the page loads __ the sheer class of a man who can 
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UBI SOFT é ff 
T.cOM = : 

HTTP:ITWWW-UBISOF SIMULATION 
station: OUT WOW 
ndo 64: SEPTEMBER 

Ubi Soft 

onto your screen... make a career out of riding along 
on a plank of wood with some 

In Focus wheels stuck on it. 

  

What's it about? 
France. Home of the Eiffel Tower, 
coastal hypermarkets and lots of 
Frenchmen wearing berets, 
stripey jumpers and onions who 
ride around on 50-year-old 

  

bicycles with rusty chains... It's good that it's country-specific — race, championship, challenge 
Don’t you just love xenophobes? so all the information is relevant and time attack. Three different 
It also plays host to software and up-to-date. performance levels: Amateur, oe MONTHLY SiVEAWA 
developer/publishers Ubi Soft : Pro and Expert.” Right, cheers + Contoct Promotions Py fepticn age 

Best bit? : Gran Turismo 2 Official Site 
What's on there? The comprehensive selection of Typical Quote http://www.scel.co.jp/sd2/gt 
Loads of bumph on anything and — cheats, FAQs and technical “Rayman’s back... but not for 2/normal/index.htm Looking Glass Studios 
everything that is Soft and yet support. If you’ve got a problem _ long! A diabolical pirate tyrant Got an itch for G72 info that you http://www.iglass.com 
somehow inextricably Ubi with a Ubi Soft game (other than —_and his slaves are after him and just can't scratch? Well, go east to © System Shock 2. That's all you 
Mailing lists, demos, cheats, its main character having a that's just for starters! The the official Sony Japanese web need to know. The original first- 
previews, contact info... even severe lack of limbs), this is Mysterious Guild has deployed site. Much of the text is completely person space shooting epic was 
wallpaper and music excerpts where to look us on Operation Kidnap, a nonsensical (even if you could read —_ hugely underrated, so let's hope 
from Rayman 2. Loads of 2 mission to fill our new it, it'd be in Japanese anyway), so —_— the same fate doesn't await the 
background info on their games, _ Worst hit? intergalactic zoo with rare don’t expect much in the way of even better looking follow-up. If 
even down to having career Well, it's all rather corporate. species. All we know is that facts 'n' stats. What it does have you need convincing, make your 
profiles of each of the players And the information on some Rayman is the sole example of though is plenty of really cool way over to this page and 
featured in All Star Tennis ‘99. releases can be rather sparse, his species in the universe. He screenshots, a list of all 36 download the SS2 demo. 
There are also separate sections such as this on Monaco Grand must be neutralised, along with manufacturers and piccies of all the Additional tech support, patches 
for different countries, so if you Prix Racing Simulation: “16 his feeble band of buddies. With cars. So if you want your appetite and links mean that if you're in 
feel the urge to find out what's tracks, 11 teams, 22 drivers, your help, our mission will soon whetted in anticipation for the launch need of a shock to the system, 
happening in the world of Ubi four different race options: single be complete!” next year (1), log onto this site now. Looking Glass have the answer. 
Soft down under then, er, go 
ahead, feel free. 

What's it like? 
Slick-looking and comprehensive. 
If you want a complete company 
history (you don't) it’s here but 
it’s all a bit on the earnest side. 

    
       

    GRAN TURISMO 2” 
THE REAL ORIVING SIMULATOR 

fi 2] 
| 

  

   

HEADERS WED ollico! 
“Sega of America announced Championship Wrestling. An 

Do you run a web site? Do you want other GM readers to know about it? Why not drop us a line, today that its Dreamcast console Acclaim spokesperson had this to 
supply us with you web address and we'll stick it in the mag. It’s really that simple! surpassed the previous record say on the issue: ‘Our deal with 

for total units sold in the first the WWF isn't over till November 
Despite the webmasters sounding as if they're a particularly rubbish double-act, this site is not without merit. It four days of availability, bringing 15, 1999. We won't announce any 
looks rather stark and much of its contents appears to have been cobbled together at random — some logos, a total revenue to $132,712,000. wrestling licensing news at least 
smid ghee gh music, a ee sold a total of sions for another month.'" 
couple of cheats. But it’s reamcast systems in four days, -//www. i 
worl a look for its peculiar Strange Lad outstripping the previous indie http:// fgnoniine.com 
humour. Take, for instance, a record holder, the N64, which 
letter from a certain David i ‘i : : took six days to hit 350,000 “According to the Wall Street 
Leigh of Weeke. “Is it true Dear GW, I think Driver is the biggest pile of rubbish ever known to when it launched in 1996. An Journal, Squaresoft CEO 
that the PlayStation 2 will the Playstation. I haven't read your review of it yet but every other average of three games was sold — Tomoyuki Takechi has made public 
atc kee mag is giving it stuff like 96% and that's about the same as Metal Gear for each system.” that the first Final Fantasy game 

         
      
    

  

         
   

     

    
   

   
    
   

      

  

    

     

  

   

    
    
    
     

      

   
    

   
      

   
     

link the Dreamcast and the Solid. Metal Gear Solid is much better than Driver because it has http://www.next- for PlayStation 2 will amount to 

PSX2 together? My mate better graphics, lifespan and sound. eneration.com about 40 million to produce. Eh- 
reckons the cable will cost 9 3 hem... That's $40 million. Okay, 

     

  

       

        

  

       

      
      

£4.99 and itis grey.” Surely [RRACR aC me stra ter ; let's try to make some sense of 
Petts & Paddington can't “Acclaim says it will not make an __ this. The cost. Holy Moses! That's 
possibly expect us to believe official announcement regarding a lot of money for a videogame. Is 
that they didn’t write that a new wrestling license until that needed? Are they going to 
themselves? Can they? sometime next month. Anumber _ set a trend for PSX2? Is the game 
From David Petts & of rumours have been circulating _going to be the most incredible 
Alfie Paddington the wild wild web ining Acclaim thing ever on the face of the 

gto and THQ with possible licensing earth? We dare say it is.” 
http://www.btinternet. agreements for Extreme : http://www.ign.com 
com/~dave.petts/ 

U. 126 fi) 025 NOVEMBER 1999
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Get scribblin 
B{ your gripes 

gamehounds! 

    

INDEPENDENT? 
| own an N64 and buy N64 Magazine and 
GM. | buy GM so | can read the good and 
bad points of a game because GM is a 
multi-format mag and has no reason to 
hype certain games or machines. 

So along comes GM issue 84 and | 
read the balanced Carmageddon preview 
then headed to Quake 2 which was 
promptly described as, “far, far better than 
we ever imagined” and Jet Force Gemini 
for which the only negative point was that 
it isn't original which applies to 99% of all 
games these days. Naturally | was 
surprised especially coming off the back of 
an issue saying that JFG was nothing 
special, a game where “everything looks 

like melted plastic and you feel as 
though you are being led down 

a corridor”. 
| investigated and surprise, 

surprise these two previews 
were written by N64 
magazine's very own Martin 

5 Kitts and Tim Weaver. Hmm... 

    

   
   

        

   

    

                  

   

Good point well made. 
Yes we are impartial, but 
also we want to offer 
the most informed 
point of view for our 
readers. And when it 
comes to N64 titles 
the knowledge of 

Weaver and Kitts 
even rivals our 
own. But not 
only are these 

all run at different 
speeds. But does 20 

million or whatever 
polygons per second mean that 

much. Is it something you can 
really comprehend? All you really 
need to know is that it's big, it's 
fast and it's more powerful than 
you could possibly imagine. 

DREAMLAND 
I've recently been tasting 
the superb gaming of an 
imported Dreamcast 
console, and | must say 
it's the best damn system 
have ever played. It was 
owned by a Japanese 
friend of mine who had 
such games as Sonic 
Adventure, and Sega 
Rally 2 for it. | was stunned by 
the beautiful graphics as well as 
the imaginative, well thought out gameplay. 
For months on end I've been debating 
whether | should spend my money on the 
Dreamcast, or to save it until a later date, 
when | could buy either the PSX2 or the 
new Nintendo Dolphin. But now my mind is 
set. The Dreamcast is for me, and | advise 
anyone who's been suffering the same 
indecision to do the same and go get one. 

        

   

  

   

        

   
       

   

    

   

There's never been any doubt in 
our mind that the Dreamcast is an 
amazing console. Its capability and 

. graphics are a long way ahead of 
both the PSX and the N64. Sega 

; have now done the hard work in 
producing a sophisticated next 
generation - which means that 
both Sony and Nintendo are the 
ones playing catch-up. 

PRESS GANG 
We're a group of high school pupils who 
love our PlayStations and also love to read 
about great new releases and information 
about future games in your magazine. So 
we decided that we would try and start 
our own. As such we'd: be extremely 
grateful if you could give us 
some tips on how to go about it 
as well as letting us know what 

   

VIDEO RE-PLAY 
Your E3 video was superbly done. You 
see, up until watching it | was perfectly 
happy to stick with my trashy PSX and 
continue to put money down for Sony's 
next generation console. 

I'd borrowed a mate’s N64 but wasn't 
impressed, and as for the 

Dreamcast, well it seemed nice 
enough, but it was from Sega and 

the Saturn's death cry was still fresh in 
my mind. So | thought I'd give it all a 

bit of a rest 
. Then | saw Ecco, HOTD2 

and Sonic Adventure and loads 
more and | thought “Bloody 
“ell! Am | waiting for the 
PSX2 to come out? Am | 

“eck!” and promptly put a 
£100 on a Dreamcast. | was 

shocked at myself. Here | was 
a die hard Sony fan who had always 
knocked the Dreamcast placing an 

order for one. So are there any PC 
titles likely to appear on the Dreamcast, 
things like Mech Warrior 3 or AVP? On a 
closing note are any of the GM team going 
to the 1999 Dwarf Worrying Festival? 

    
It always amuses us that readers 
describe themselves as Sony or 
Sega fans. Huge international 
corporations don’t need 
supporters. People should be 
football, movie or pop fans. Don't 
worry about brand allegiance. As 
the consumer it is our prerogative 
to buy what suits us. Just do it. 
The dwarf Worrying Festival - we 
wouldn't miss it. Watch out for our 
special feature next issue. 

| DON’T BELIEVE IT! 
Down at my local games retail shop | 

saw a Sega Dreamcast for 

   

the first time. “Oh 
by George!” | 
muttered to my 
friend, “It's so tiny! 

So absolutely 
small!” Then | espyied 
a sticker on the side 
which read “Designed for 
Windows CE.” Cool | thought. | lifted it up 
and felt the weight of this solid piece of kit. 

So | now say to all readers, beware! If 
you are going to buy one, do not be put off 
by its small stature, because it is simply 
one of the best consoles I've ever played 
on, so smooth and visually superb. The 
control pad is very comfortable, and even 
though the analogue is light to the touch, 
you'll soon get used to it. Enough ranting, 
dear readers, now go buy one! 

  

Who needs a multi-million pound 
advertising campaign when you've 
got Ashley Peters spreading the 
good vibe. Most HMV's or Virgin's 
have got playable Dreamcasts in 
their stores. Don't be afraid. It 
won't kite. Just give it a quick go. 
I'm sure Mario or Lara won't find 
out. And you never know you just 
might even like it. 

NEGATIVE CURRENTS 
Having recently discovering that | would be 
getting a European Dreamcast, | took it 
upon myself to go and tell my mates. The 
response was surprisingly negative. At first 
| thought they were all jealous, so | asked 
them why they were so against the new 
console. | got the same answer from every 

single one of them. “The Dreamcast 
is crap. Your better off waiting for 
the PS2 or the Dolphin.” 

After having a quick look at the 
specifications, | had to admit that 
they were probably going to be 
better. Then | realised that this 

    
      

        

  

makes a magazine sell and how 
we can make it look professional 
on our home computers. 

two gaming experts and 
tops blokes, they are as 
honest as the day is long. So 

but one factor is constantly overlooked — music/sound effects. It's these little 
aural touches that make the game a complete experience. For example, in Zelda, the 

if they say a games is good, it 
must be good. 

YOU'RE SO WRONG 
| am writing to complain about two pieces 
of information that you had got wrong in 
GM issue 84. You wrongly approximated 
how many polygons PlayStation2 

ssed a second. It is 60 million per 
second, not 20 million! (I have got my info 
from that ever reliable source The Official 
PlayStation Magazine). Also the N64 can 
handle 400,000 polygons a second not 
150,000. That is why N64 graphics are 
generally better (grr...) than the wonderful 
PlayStation (hurragh!). 

Sorry, we mixed up the old PSX 
and N64 stats but as regards the 
PSX2 figures it's a tricky one, as 
there are many different types of 
polygon - textured mapped, depth 
cueing or simply uncoloured which 

128 {): 
  

We hope that you'll take this 
request seriously, because we are all 
confident writers and hope to take our 
talents as far as we can by doing 
something we enjoy. 

Well my lovelies, it's a case of 
keeping it simple. If you haven't 
got the latest publishing 
technology or a top designer, 
don't be over ambitious. Have a 
look at other small publications 
such as football fanzines for 
inspiration. The net is a great 
source of the latest gaming 
news. Also you may want to 
consider creating your own 
website rather than a magazine. 
It would cheaper and you would 
have no circulation problems 
either. As for making it popular, try 
and find a gap in the market and 
target that specific readership. 
Good luck and let us know how 
you get on. 

background music creates a perfect atmosphere — spooky in the temples and bright and 
breezy for the fields, woods and lakes. Also in Tomb Raider 3 it’s the sound effects and 

little samples of music that make you jump and let you know that danger is just round. 
the comer. | would like to commend the people who are in charge of in-game 2 
sound as they are the unsung heroes of the gaming world. 

  

You're on the money with that one Stuart. As 
games become more cinematic and dependant 
on creating a greater atmosphere than just 
visuals and gameplay, sound effects are 
becoming more and more important. Silent 
Hill for instance wouldn't be half as creepy 
without the eerie radio static and Wipeout 
wouldn't be as large without it's bangin’ 
soundtrack, me thin 

  



I'm going to have a right rant at yo! 
disappointed when you notice that it’s still the old 2D". Like most of my 
have completely missed the point. The original GTA was basically a iiss ered enn 
to all the 3D games we get, that focus on the visuals, hoping that you oo notice the 4 
shoddy gameplay undemeath. GTA’s gameplay was the best I've ever seen and used a 
simple level of graphics to get the job done as easily as possible. This allowed the 
developers to concentrate on creating intuitive controls and gameplay. The game was 
definitely a title of substance over style. | fear, however, that if it hadn't been so 
controversial, it would have been overlooked by everyone as being just a boring 2D 
game. So gaming is getting worse and it’s pai 

iu about GTA2 and your comment that “You'll a 
friends, yo! 

rtly our fault. We complain when games 
don’t have state-of-the-art graphics and when they do, we moan about the gameplay. | 
realise that there are games that have achieved some kind of balance (Zelda, Res Evil 
2 but many more could be made enjoyable if programmers place substance over style 
and if we the consumers were willing to look beyond the surface visuals. 

might cost us consumers a lot of cash. | 
also read that the Emotion Engine is going 
to cost Sony a fair wad of cash, and if 
what it says about a laser disc that can 
read both CDs and DVDs then Sony's bill 
is going to be massive. If this is the case, 
then it's easy to conclude that the machine 
itself will cost a sizable amount of cash 
when it's released. 

So it might be that not everyone is 
going to be able to afford such a pricey 
machine. As such the Dreamcast with its 
£200 price tag, suddenly becomes a 
attractive prospect that | recommend 
people should buy. 

As folk continually discuss polygon 
counts, DVDs, ABCs, MFI’s and 
the like, one important console 
factor is constantly overlooked - 
value for money. As many of us 
aren't mega rich, it’s best to take a 
bit of time to consider which next 
console is best for you. You must 
remember that they are a big 
investment and that consoles are 
not just for Christmas... 

  

TOMORROW'S Wend 
| don't see games advancing very far in the 
future. Games at the moment aren't 
changing they are just being tinkered with. 
| don't know how games are going to get 
any better in the future, because the 
quality of games is so high now. Gran 
Turismo is the best racing game anywhere. 
It has brilliant realistic handling, fantastic 
graphics, and a very long life span. Due to 
this | don’t know how Grab Turismo 2 is 
going to be any better. The graphics will no 
doubt improve and the amount of cars will 
also increase but both of these things 
don't constitute a giant leap in gameplay. 

This process is happening all across 
the gaming world. Games aren't becoming 
better through their advancements in 
graphics and options. Look at the Tomb 
Raider series, the only difference between 

  

number 1 and 3 is the rendering of Lara's 
arse plus a few different moves and levels. 
| believe that game companies should 
concentrate more on creating new and 

original games rather than producing titles 
that are almost identical to previous 
releases. For example both Metal Gear 
Solid and Goldeneye broke the mould with 
their gameplay, but are currently the target 
of numerous clones (ie, Syphon Filten). 

| realise that not every original game is 
necessarily good (PaRapper the Rappen, 
but | think there should be more original 
games on the market. 

We must disagree. Games are 
getting better it’s just that we 
haven't had mould breaking games 
like Tomb Raider or Zelda in the 
the last six months. We have to 
have faith in the developers that 
continually surprised and delighted 
over the years to produce their 
magic on the next-gen consoles. 
While it may take some time for the 
developer to really exploit the new 
technology | doubt we'll be 
disappointed. Lets try and stay 
happy in the meantime. 

FAST LANE 
Can you tell me if the Dreamcast has a 
fast modem (eg, a 56kps) because | fail to 
see how it will work with a slow (28.8kps) 
transmission of data? 

Also, with the ever growing amount of 
computers and consoles becoming internet 
ready, how will you get around the problem 
of having only one server at a time? So if 
you have Freeserve on your computer and 
a Dreamcast using a BT provider what will 
happen when you plug it in? 

The UK Dreamcast will have a 
33.6kps modem. Even though the 
US have 56kps, Sega reckon ours 
should be quick enough to handle 
online gaming. We should be able 
to get an upgrade but there's no 
rush as online games won't be 
available for quite a while. As for 
the net getting cluttered with DC 
gaming, Sega reassure us that 
everything will be fine and they 
can handle the expected online 
response. We'll just have to wait 
and see if they're right. 

PAST MASTERS 
| am writing this to tell fellow gamers 
everywhere that they should get out their 
old consoles or games. You know the 
ones that you completed ages ago and 
have now forgotten about (ie, Final Fantasy 
7, Metal Gear Solid, The Legend of Zelda, 
Secret of Mana and Rock and Roll 
Racing). When you play these games again 
it's still as impressive as the first time 
round with all those classic moments. 

Top titles never die. The mark of a 
truly great game is its replay value. 

Playing 
MGS 
Special 
Mission for 
months 
reminded us 
at GM what a spiritual 
experience the original was. 
Don’t always be so keen to look 
to the future, take a look back 
now and again. Remember if 
you stare at the finger you will 
miss all the heavenly glory. 

STAR BORES 
| would like to talk to you about the 
amount of attention that a lot of Star Wars 
games have been receiving recently. It 
seems that every mag has been talking 
about nothing else. | realise that the film 
was massive and did deserve some 
attention, but we, the readers, buy your 
mag for reviews about a wide selection of 
games (and there are some great ones 
coming out like Resident Evil 3 and Tomb 
Raider 4). So, what |'m saying is that I'm 
afraid that things like this will mean that 
less games receive coverage, and I'll be 
missing out. 

For many, the new Star Wars film 
was the entertainment event of the 
year and so deserved the 
coverage. But we only devoted a 
special feature to it because of the 
spin off games that were released 
that, for us at GM, were nearly as 
important as the film itself. Similar 
coverage has been given to TR 4 
and Res Evil 3. Anyway the Star 
Wars hoopla is now over. Well, 

until the next one’s out that is. 

HOLIDAY BLUES 
Cool mag. Just thought I'd write to you 
(resting on GM issue 85) and send you a 
picture of where I've been with my broken 
arm for the last few days. The sea is cold, 
but there's a great arcade here with a 
Silent Scope machine in it. Great! 

Thanks. 

Woolacoumbe 
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DR LiViNGSTONC? 
Dear GM 
| am writing to complain about the 
lack of cheats for those us who 
own Xplorer ’64s. Why do you 
always concentrate on codes for 
the PlayStation cheat cartridge? 

James Cochran, Bingley 
Because the Xplorer ’64 isn’t as 
popular as the PSX one. But we 

have included some N64 codes 
recently and will endeavour to 
include any top codes we find. 

FASTER PUSSYCAT 
Dear GM 
Is it true that the English. 
Dreamcast is going to run at a 
slower rate than it’s Japanese 
counterpart? Also I’ve heard that 
games will have a black border 
round them as well. Is this true? 

Janice Robson, Walker 
DC can operate full screen and full 
speed -— the first console to do so. 
Thing is it’s up to the developers to 
offer a 60Hz mode in their games. 
Some do automatically but others 
don’t. Write to your MP now. 

PORT-A-POK@MON 
Dear GM 
Will there ever be a Pokémon style 
game for the PlayStation, 
PlayStation 2, Dreamcast or 
Dolphin, or will we only ever get to 
play it on the Game Boy? 

Carl King, Winchester 
Pokémon belongs to Ninty so don’t 
hold you breath. There may be 
imitations on other consoles but 
why not join the party and go out 
and get a GBC and the real thing? 

64 BELOW ZeRO 
Dear GM 
My N64 has frozen up on me in the 
middle of Turok 2 about four times 
recently, and I’m using an 
expansion pak. What should | do? 

Mike Robinson, Northampton 
It’s your expansion pack, mate. If’s 
overheating. Try leaving the lid off. 

GMail GamesMaster Magazine, Future Publishing, 
30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW 
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WAYS 10 GET THE NEXT iSSUE... 
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Flip to page 68 and take 
Us up on our bargainous 
subscriptions offer. Six issues 
for the price of five! Delivered 
to your door, hot off the 
presses, for free! Check it out! 
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KS ESSENTIAL GAMING 
ADVICE FOR VIRTUALLY 
EVERY PLAYSTATION, 

~ NINTENDO 64, GAMEBOY, 
PC 3 pies ont GAME = 

PERSONS AGED UNDER 16 CALL THIS NUMBER ONLY 

sf ‘OFT ey A SIMPLE CALL AND YOU'VE GOT THE CHEAT! NG 
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persons vag under 16 years have a maximum cost of £3.00, the call will be terminated 

to Interactive Telcom Ltd., 8 Grants Walk, PL25 5AA or 

— 

vey i , col 
310 BE WON « 
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al Re / 
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This service should only be used with the agreement of the aap responsible for payee bill. Calls to the number for 
y forced release after 5 minutes. 

Calls to the number for persons aged 16 years and over have no maximum cost and call time restrictions. Ensure you are = L 
calling from a touch tone phone. Accuracy of the information is not guaranteed. Please put comments or queries in writing 

CUSTOMER SERVICE: O800 1982784 (local ate apples). 

Complete 
Walkthroughs & Guides for 

all these great games 

WALKTHROUGHS FOR OTHER TOP GAMES 
WHEN THEY BECOME AVAILABLE 

Calls cost 60p a minute to this number 

Callers to this Walkthrough Service must be 16 or over due to no call time restrictions



    

   
You're in command of 
the LEGO Rock Raiders. 
These are your orders.    

ck 3. Control formidable technolosy. 

% 4. Explore hostile terrain. 

5. Seek crystal deposits. 

6. Take your team home safely. 

A word of warning: beware of Rock Monsters - 

its deep, dark and very dangerous down there. 

Good luck! 

bRocK Raiders is available 

PC and action adventure 

for your PlayStation. 

ARIOERo 

1. Go underground: 2: Build a base. 
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* LEGO is a registered trademark. € 1999 The LEGO Group. 

“&" and ” PlayStation " are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc.     
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